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 This dissertation examines the philosophical meditations behind a particular use of 

the voice in contemporary classical music. Certain works such as John Cage’s Song 

Books, Alvin Lucier’s I am sitting in a room, Kurt Schwitter’s Ursonata, György Ligeti’s 

Aventures, Maurizio Kagel’s Phonophonie, Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie and 

Vinko Globokar’s ?Corporel combine ordinary speaking modes with singing, attempt to 

destroy the linguistic order of verbal language, and amplify the visceral timbres of the 

voice and the unrecognized sounds of the human body. Analyzing this aesthetics, my 
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dissertation ends up with a new conception of the human voice, la voix-peau, skin-voice. 

 La voix-peau owes its conceptual nature to French psychoanalyst Didier Anzieu’s 

notion of le moi-peau, skin ego.1 Anzieu discusses the Freudian ego as skin, as the 

interface between inside and outside. Similarly, the notion of skin-voice urges us to 

revisit the bodily sounds as the nexus of both sensory and affective experiences that 

reciprocates the material outside with the psychic inside, and thus, to imagine the human 

voice as the first tactile envelope, as skin.  

 Drawing on this definition, I theorize the voice as a corporeal assemblage of 

internal and external sounds, a physical and phenomenal matrix of senses. The premise is 

to investigate whether such a theory of the voice unsettles the discursive categories of 

language, speech and self.   

 

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Didier Anzieu, The Skin-Ego, (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1989).  
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Introductory Chapter 

 

Introduction 

In this dissertation, I look at a particular use of the voice in contemporary vocal 

music that deconstructs the verbal language and magnifies speech and bodily sounds. 

Inspired by this aesthetic, I theorize the voice as it emerges from the body. This theory 

engages the readings in contemporary music studies, post-Freudian French and British 

schools of psychoanalysis, existential phenomenology, philosophy of mind, language and 

action, experimental psychology, physiology and speech science. I develop a particular 

theoretical model of the voice, which includes four layers: atmospheric sound, speech 

sounds, bodily sounds and sound spaces. I argue that these layers constitute “skin-voice,” 

a term that I coined in light of Didier Anzieu’s skin-ego.1 Skin-voice addresses the 

physical and the metaphysical emergence of the voice as a continuum, which evolves 

from inside to outside, and which in turn echoes outside back to inside.  

Imagine how each of these layers may unfold. First, atmospheric sounds point to 

the sonorous bath for the newborn, that is, a mix of internal and external sounds similar to 

the watery envelope of the womb. Then comes the mother’s voice, the primary site of 

external sounds that the baby can recognize, mimic, repeat and play with. As such, the 

mother’s voice can be considered a set of sonic affairs through which the baby could bind 

the internal bodily sounds of the mother’s womb with the external sounds.  

Second, the atomic speech sounds of the mother’s voice help the baby perceive!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Didier Anzieu, The Skin-Ego, (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1989).  
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sounds as distinct patterns. Not yet loaded with semantic content, such patterns are 

conceived as geometrical shapes with particular coordinates marked on the body and in 

the space.  

So comes the third layer: recognizable bodily sounds that are organically 

emergent with speech sounds. I discuss phonemes and vocables as crystallized speech 

sounds, and, at the same time, as points of connection to bodily sounds. The fourth layer, 

sound space, indicates this connection.   

These layers all together—and in dialogue with one another—constitute the fifth 

layer, voice as skin. It is important to note that I do not suggest imagining these layers as 

hidden layers of the human body. Here, unfolding each layer, describing them as separate 

and then relating them to one another shall only be considered an analytic necessity. The 

ultimate goal is to explain how atmospheric, speech and bodily sounds generate the voice 

together. In this model, the theoretical point of departure is psychoanalytic. However, 

since I discuss the layers as embodied forms in life, like performative utterance and 

bodily actions, I also refer to existential phenomenology and philosophy of ordinary 

language.  

Employing such a wide spectrum of theories and methods can be analytically 

problematic yet philosophically productive. The musical examples of this study 

intrinsically demand such a philosophical discussion. Take Lucier’s idea of sound as 

energy in I am sitting in a room, which is the first work I analyze. To understand both the 

physical and phenomenal dissemination of Lucier’s voice into sounds (and his irregular 

stutter into a more continuous sound), we need to refer to physiological acoustics and 
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experimental psychology. Or consider Cage’s Song Books, which is the last example of 

my analysis. The piece asks the performer to appropriate the map of Concorde with 

his/her voice for a different context. What does it mean to appropriate a map with voice? 

Cage instructs the performer to draw a melodic line based on the directions of the map. 

Accordingly, the performer first embodies—introjects—the directions while drawing a 

melody, then sings—projects the directions—to another place. Voice becomes a channel 

for incorporating the external and reflecting the internal back to the external. Examining 

the self-object relations, the British school of psychoanalysis here becomes an essential 

resource to understand the premise of Song Books.  

The theoretical foundation of this dissertation can then be reviewed within the 

following areas: contemporary music, philosophy of music, psychoanalysis and 

psychology of music, and writings on voice.  

 

Contemporary Music and Its Tangents 

 The studies written on the composers and the pieces addressed here are largely 

biographical and descriptive.2 The particular aesthetic that this dissertation concerns, 

however, requires a different perspective. This aesthetic incorporates pre- and 

paralinguistic sounds and kinesics into music performance. I use the conception of pre-

linguistic as it relates to phonemes, paralinguistic as it highlights “extra-speech sounds 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Other than writings on John Cage and Kurt Schwitters, most of the bibliography 
regarding Maurizio Kagel, Alvin Lucier, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Gyorgy Ligeti, and 
Vinko Globokar is biographical, illustrative or largely concerned with compositional 
aesthetics. I note these resources in relevant chapters.  
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and non-verbal bodily noises such as hissing, shushing, coughing, sobbing and histling,” 

and kinesics as it corresponds to “the articulation of the body, which includes physical 

actions, automatic reflexes, posture, gesture and other movements resulting from 

muscular and skeletal shift.”3  

    Accordingly, a study of the physical, phenomenal and social limits of the 

everyday body is also needed. In doing so, I refer to performance art, physical theatre, 

and deaf performance. By the tangents of contemporary music, I indicate these secondary 

resources. The dissertation then employs the writings that illuminate the intersections and 

resonances between music and these resources.    

 Some highlights include Istvan Anhalt’s Alternative Voices, David Cope’s New 

Directions in Music, and Paul Griffith’s Modern music and after. 4 Anhalt’s Alternative 

Voices introduces us to how contemporary music tends to “blur the boundaries”5 between 

composer and performer, song and speech, Eastern and Western music systems, theatre 

and music, poetry and everyday language, physiology and semiotics of the voice. David 

Cope’s New Directions in Music helps us translate these blurred boundaries into 

aesthetics. Drawing on the aesthetic procedures and philosophical implications of the 

newly emerging musical genres and concepts in the 60s and 70s such as minimal music, 

danger music, biomusic and soundscape, he suggests a new term: post avant-garde. This 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 Mary Ritchie Key, Paralanguage and Kinesics: Nonverbal Communication, (New 
Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, Inc. 1975), 10.  
 
"!Paul Griffiths, Modern Music: and after, (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 
1995); H. David. Cope, New Directions in Music, (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown, 
1984); Istvan Anhalt, Alternative Voices: Essays on contemporary vocal and choral 
composition, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984).!!!
5 Anhalt, Alternative Voices, 151.  
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term obviously borrows from the avant-garde of the teens and twenties but is not 

obsessed with the “shock of the new.” Instead, following Cage’s suggestion, it attempts 

to include all sounds and silence, as well as all other musical styles and genres. Paul 

Griffith’s Modern Music and after reiterates this idea with another term, “meta music.”6 

 Meta music or post avant-garde owes its aesthetic nature to the cultural context and 

cross-disciplinary art networks of the 60s. Sally Banes’s Greenwich Village7 gives us the 

historical context behind these networks. More significantly, it helps us read how later 

explorations such as sound art or sonic art, performance art and deaf performance have 

developed. Trevor Wishart’s On sonic art,8 Brandon LaBelle’s Background Noise,9 Seth 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#!Similar topics and questions are still contested in contemporary music studies. Some 
examples include: Contemporary music and theoretical perspectives, edited by Max 
Paddison and Irène and Deliège Farnham, (Surrey, England; Burlington VT: Ashgate, 
2010); Robert Morris, The whistling blackbird: essays and talks on new music, 
(Rochester NY: University of Rochester Press, 2010); Benjamin Boretz & J.K. Randall, 
Meta-variations/compose yourself, (Red Hook, NY: Open Space, 1995); Perspectives on 
musical aesthetics, edited by John Rahn, (New York: W.W. Norton, 1994); James L. 
McHard, The future of modern music: a philosophical exploration of modernist music in 
the 20th century and beyond, (Livonia, Mich.: Iconic Press, 2008); George Lewis, A 
power stronger than itself: the AACM and American experimental music, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2008), Benjamin Piekut, Experimentalism Otherwise: The 
New York Avant-garde and Its Limits, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011).  
7 Sally Banes, Greenwich Village 1963: avant-garde body and the effervescent body, 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1993).  
 
8 Trevor Wishart, On sonic art, (Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1996).  
 
9 Brandon LaBelle, Background noise: perspectives on sound art, (New York: Continuum 
International, 2006). Gascia Ouzounian’s thesis Sound art and spatial practices also 
raises critical questions about the role of sound in understanding and responding to 
everyday contingencies. Gascia Ouzounian, Sound art and spatial practices: situating 
sound installation art since 1958, Thesis (Ph.d), (La Jolla: University of California, San 
Diego, 2008).  
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Kim-Cohen’s In the blink of an ear,10 Allen Weiss’s Varieties of the Audio Mimesis,11 and 

Kanta Kochhar-Lindgren’s Hearing Difference: The Third Ear in Experimental, Deaf 

and Multicultural Theatre12 are some of the notable texts, which all expand on the limits 

of hearing, using and responding to sound either for configuring our immediate 

contingencies or for developing conversations between discursive differences.  

 

Philosophy of Music  

Philosophical investigations on music usually have two tropes: analyzing music as 

an aesthetic object in itself or/and analyzing certain philosophical topics such as self and 

consciousness, human subjectivity, language and communication through music.  

The first trope treats music as a self-contained entity, an inner architecture that 

has a peculiar logic. Carl Dahlhaus’s notion of absolute music,13 for instance, addresses 

such logic without a pre-imposed concept, thought or intention. Absolute music conflicts 

on the one hand, with formalism, which reads the inner structure of music similar to 

linguistic order, and also with cultural contextualism, which suggests that the inner 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Seth Kim-Cohen, In the blink of an ear: toward a non-cochlear sonic art, (New York: 
Continuum, 2009).  
 
11 Allen Weiss, Varieties of Audio Mimesis: Musical Evocations of Landscape, (Los 
Angeles, CA: Errant Bodies Press, 2008).  
 
12 Kanta Kochhar-Lindgren, Hearing Difference: the third ear in experimental, deaf and 
multicultural theater, (Washington, D.C.:  Gallaudet University Press, 2006). 
 
13 Carl Dahlhaus, The Idea of Absolute Music, translated by Roger Lustig, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1989).  
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elements of a musical composition cannot be considered neutral or independent of 

political, social and cultural categories.  

As a response to this idea, the second trope understands music not simply as a 

self-contained object but also as a resourceful concept, a dynamic social construct, a 

physical and metaphysical experience, a model for meaning and interpretation, and a site 

for individual and collective action and performance. As such, this trope informs us about 

the ontology of the self through music. This study interrogates this second trope.   

Music as concept, experience, event and performance 

Music as a concept has social implications. Recall Theodor Adorno’s writings on 

music. One highlight is his Philosophy of new music,14 which dealt with two major 

composers of the 20th century, Schoenberg and Stravinsky. Adorno looked at the internal 

musical elements—in line with “absolute music” theory—and argued that “musical 

reproduction” is not simply outside of the music but also inside of the music. However, 

he also translated this inner structure of music into a larger implication. As he argued, 

such compositional techniques inform us about the conceptual distinction between 

“reproduction” and “authenticity” in society and show us the ways in which we can 

criticize and transform the existing social structure.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Theodor Adorno, Philosophy of new music, translated, edited and with an introduction 
by Robert Hullot-Kentor, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006). 
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Tia DeNora’s After Adorno: Rethinking Music Sociology15 brilliantly analyzes 

Adorno’s reading as formalist, that is, founding parallels between musical and societal 

structures and how the former reflects the latter. DeNora tells us how music does not 

simply reflect but also constructs particular forces that constitute a social structure. Even 

though Adorno’s idea of “compositional techniques’ transformative power” may lead us 

to a similar implication, his discourse still establishes objectified parallels between music 

and society. As a challenge against this objectified parallel, consider Jann Pasler’s 

Writing Through Music.16 Pasler’s discussion on music’s construction of memory, 

narrative and both personal and collective identity shows us how we can use music as a 

critical resource for understanding our personal and historical selves on the one hand, and 

how we can expand on our definition of music on the other. Her notion of “question-

spaces,” that is, a method “to interrogate our experience of the work for its uniqueness as 

well as its connections to other works we already know”17 is intellectually stimulating for 

both purposes.  

 Two other remarkable books, Daniel Chua’s Absolute music and the construction 

of meaning18 and Lydia Goehr’s The imaginary museum of musical works19 resonate with 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 Tia DeNora, After Adorno: Rethinking Music Sociology, (Cambridge, UK; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003).  
 
16 Jann Pasler, Writing Through Music: Essays on Music, Culture and Politics, with a 
foreword by George Lewis, (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 2008).  
 
17 Ibid. 11.  
 
18 Daniel Chua, Absolute Music and the Construction of Meaning, (Cambridge, UK; New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1999). 
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De Nora and Pasler’s reading of music. Chua’s book situates how Western instrumental 

music has been a product of a particular intellectual history, philosophy and science, and 

thus how the construction of meaning in such a context is double sided, that is “music in 

itself” also serves to its other. Concentrating on two methods, analytical and historical, 

Goehr crystallizes this double-sided scope of meaning between music and society. Goehr 

concentrates on “object” and “concept” of music. As she argues, the former refers to the 

internal elements of music, and the latter indicates the ways in which such elements are 

perceived within a historical context. The connection between the two provides us with 

the “work-concept,”20 in Goehr’s terms, which illuminates how a musical concept 

functions and why it becomes an object, or vice versa.21 Work-concept is thus “projective, 

regulative, open, and emergent,” Goehr posits.22  

 As such, the work concept leads us to music as a generative model of meaning. 

This is exactly what Lawrence Kramer’s Interpreting Music does.23 Due to its 

suggestiveness and open-ended resources, Kramer understands music as a model for 

hermeneutics, for interpretation itself. Reminding us of Susan McClary’s reading of 

music with respect to cultural contextualism, he writes, “to interpret music is to give it a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 Lydia Goehr, The imaginary museum of musical works: an essay in the philosophy of 
music, (Oxford; Clarendon Press; New York: Oxford University Press, 1992).   
 
20 Ibid. 4.  
 
21 Ibid. 7.  
 
22 Ibid.  
 
23 Lawrence Kramer, Interpreting Music, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2011).  
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legible place in the conduct of life.”24 In doing so, he begins with the idea of work, and 

then continues with the notions of subjectivity, performance and meaning. Very relevant 

to my research here, Kramer also draws the affinities between music and performative 

speech act in making sense of a work, a thing, or a custom. Nevertheless, phenomenology 

of sound does not seem to sit at the core of Kramer’s model of music as interpretation.  

 Phenomenology of sound is prominent in understanding music as an experience. 

What does sound do to our bodies? How does it trigger our imagination and sensory 

channels to make sense? With its emphasis on sound, embodiment and perception, 

psychology of music stresses and empirically investigates these questions. Nonetheless, 

in their analysis of musical pieces, philosophers like Peter Kivy, Roger Scruton, Jerrold 

Levinson, Stephen Davies and Don Ihde draw our attention to the expressiveness and 

emotive content of music and the physical and metaphysical affect of sound.  

In his Introduction to Philosophy of Music,25 Kivy discusses how music stimulates 

sensation and emotion. As he argues, two aspects realize such stimulation: structural 

parallels between our innate abilities to feel and the emotive content of sound, and 

acquired habits of listening, that is, developing particular logic and patterns of 

expectation through repeating themes and variations that we hear in music. Davies’s book 

Themes in the philosophy of music follows Kivy’s argument.26 Unlike Kivy though, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 Ibid. 1.  
 
25 Peter Kivy, Introduction to a philosophy of music, (Oxford, New York: Clarendon 
Press, 2002).  
 
26 Stephen Davies, Themes in the philosophy of music, (Oxford, New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2003).  
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Davies exemplifies experimental music such as John Cage’s 4’33’’, through which he 

differentiates sonic aspects from musical organization. According to Davies, sonic 

aspects—the expressiveness and emotive content of sound—do not fulfill making and 

perceiving a musical piece, and this is the case in 4’33’’. Obviously Davies is here 

concerned about the ontology of music, more than sound. Nonetheless, pointing at 

various approaches of reading a musical piece—formalism, cultural contextualism, 

phenomenology, and performance theory—he encourages us to expand on our questions 

about what music is or can be, what it does, and how it does what it does.  

 Three notable pieces, Jerrold Levinson’s Music in the Moment, Roger Scruton’s 

Understanding Music and Don Ihde’s Listening and Voice here provide us with analytical 

tools for discussing these questions inquiring the phenomenon of sound in particular. In 

Music in the Moment, Levinson argues that we do not need to have musical knowledge to 

be able to comprehend a large-scale composition in Western classical music.27 Referring 

to Edmund Gurney’s (who made a similar point almost a century ago) The power of 

sound, Levinson examines the physics and aesthetics of hearing. As he posits, listening 

attentively—being in the moment— helps us comprehend a musical work. In other 

words, the ways in which we respond to sound already lead us to an understanding of a 

Western musical composition.  

Scruton’s Understanding Music reinforces this idea with its emphasis on sound 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 Jerrold Levinson, Music in the moment, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1997).  
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event as a mental object.28 Scruton argues the physical and mental suggestiveness of 

sound—the difficulty of translating a sound event into a definitive verbal expression—as 

a resource for empathy. Scruton here brings our attention to the connection between 

emotion and action. Accordingly, the first sound and ensuing musical elements stimulate 

a situation of “I feel the same, or I know how it feels but cannot tell.” Don Ihde’s 

Listening and Voice deepens this idea while expanding on the experiential aspects of 

sound. More significantly, he ties these aspects into the voice.29  

 Discussing these aspects of sound also encourage us to imagine music not simply 

as a staged performance but also as a listening activity in everyday life. What’s more, this 

discussion urges us to revisit listening itself as a personal and a social action. Consider 

Naomi Cumming’s book The sonic self.30 In this book, Cumming, who was a violinist, 

tells us how the performer’s body and identity is involved in the process of making, 

hearing and responding to a sound. Taking this point further, we can also note Nicholas 

Cook’s essays in his collection, Music, performance, meaning.31 Cook reinforces 

Cumming’s point while arguing listening and playing music as an everyday performance 

that generates social action and meaning.  
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28 Roger Scruton, Understanding music: Philosophy and Interpretation, (New York: 
Continuum International Press, 2009).  
 
29 Don Ihde, Listening and Voice: a phenomenology of sound,  (Athens: Ohio University 
Press, 1976).  
 
30 Naomi Cumming, The sonic self: musical subjectivity and signification, (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2000).  
 
31 Nicholas Cook, Music, performance, meaning: Selected essays, (Aldershot, England; 
Burlington VT: Ashgate, 2007).  
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We do listen to a piece of music, engaging our immediate physical and social 

context, with different priorities and order of thoughts, and without being limited to the 

internal structure of the composition. The way we engage—which also cooperate with 

our perceptive abilities as addressed by Kivy, Levinson, and Davies—a piece of music 

can then be considered an everyday performance. Beyond Structural Listening, the 

volume edited by Andrew Dell’Antonio deals with this idea.32 Grounded on Rose 

Subotnik’s criticism of “structural listening”—that is, analyzing a musical composition 

simply with its inner elements as a self-contained and self-sufficient object—the volume 

introduces us to various modes of listening, with a particular emphasis in “listening as 

one’s heightened awareness.”33 

 The musical analyses of this dissertation borrow from these ideas; yet also urge us 

to push them further. Even though the current philosophical studies, which interpret 

music as concept, experience, event and performance, give us a perspective for 

understanding what music does or could do in life, they do not facilitate analytical tools 

for developing a philosophical model for the skin-voice. To understand how voice 

functions between the psychic inside and the physical outside as skin—as a point of 

contact and separation between self and the external world—the theoretical foundation of 

this study requires a deeper examination on the sensory and semantic channels of the self. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 Beyond structural listening?: postmodern modes of hearing, edited by Andrew 
Dell’Antonio (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004).  
 
33 Perhaps, Christopher Small’s notion of “musicking” –music as an activity that engages 
the glues between the physical and the social - is here worthwhile to remember. 
Christopher Small, Musicking: the meanings of performing and listening, (Hanover: 
University Press of New England, 1998). 
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For this reason I refer to primary texts in existential phenomenology such as Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception and Martin Heidegger’s Being and Time; 

Michel Serres’s The Five Senses; and Jean Luc Nancy’s Corpus and Listening.34 I also 

refer to those in the philosophy of language, such as Ludwig Wittgenstein’s 

Philosophical Investigations; John Austin’s How to do things with the words; and Alain 

Badiou’s Being and Event.35 These texts suggest theoretical tools for deeper 

understanding of the layers of the skin-voice.  

 

Psychoanalysis and Psychology of Music 

 

Psychoanalytic Reading 

They say art does no good. It is already a reflection of mad or deviant people’s 

imaginations. So the story goes, wherein the most common affinity drawn between art 

and psychoanalytic reading—the theory of the repressed—lies. Unlike this trope, I refer 

to psychoanalytic readings to examine how sound operates within the processes of 
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34 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, translated by Colin Smith, 
(New York: Humanities Press, 1962); Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, translated by 
John Macquarrie & Edward Robinson, (New York: Harper, 1962); Michel Serres, The 
Five Senses: a philosophy of mingled bodies, translated by Margaret Sankey and Peter 
Cowley, (London, New York: Continuum, 2008); Jean Luc Nancy, Corpus, translated by 
Richard A. Rand, (New York: Fordham University Press, 2008), and Listening, translated 
by Charlotte Mandell, (New York: Fordham University Press, 2007).  
 
35 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, translated by G.E.M Anscombe, 
(Oxford, UK; Malden, Mass.: Blackwell, 1997); John Austin, How to do things with the 
words (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1975); Alain Badiou, Being and 
Event, translated by Oliver Feltham, (London, New York: Continuum, 2005).  
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imagination and expression, how it triggers a journey between the conscious and the 

unconscious. Analytically and empirically, psychoanalysis provides us with necessary 

tools for discussing these questions. In doing so, the goal is to further investigate the 

physical and imaginary experience of sound as it challenges the discursive limits of 

vocalization. 

There are not many studies in music that largely employ psychoanalysis. 

Psychoanalytic explorations in music, edited by Stuart Feder, Richard Karmel and 

George Pollock; The psycho-analysis of artistic vision and hearing by Anton 

Ehrenzweig; and David Schwartz’s Listening Subjects: music, psychoanalysis and culture 

are among these writings.36 The first two do not necessarily use psychoanalytic methods 

for analyzing music, but they suggest music as a point of reference for psychology of 

composition, creativity and learning. They also address biographies of composers to 

address the relevance between music and psychoanalysis. Schwartz, on the other hand, 

uses psychoanalytic models to understand how music channels particular states of 

emotion, moods, instincts and desires. His eclectic examples—Peter Gabriel, Diamanda 

Galas, Beatles, Franz Schubert, and John Adams—amplify the notion of “phantasy,” that 

is the early unconscious thought or mental representations, which are different from 
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36 Psychoanalytic explorations in music, edited by Stuart Feder, Richard Karmel and 
George Pollock, (Madison, Conn.: International Universities Press, 1990); Anton 
Ehrenzweig, The psycho-analysis of artistic vision and hearing, (New York: G. Braziller, 
1965); David Schwartz, Listening subjects: music, psychoanalysis and culture, (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1997).  
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fantasy.37 Especially in relation to Adam’s opera, Nixon in China, Schwartz argues that 

listening generates a “secondary sense,” a phantasy that generates a “sound envelope.” 

Though Schwartz’s analysis is insightful, he seems to use the notion of sound envelope 

only as a metaphor.  

I explicitly stress the physical sound envelope, while referring to Didier Anzieu’s 

notion of “skin-ego.” In developing this notion, Anzieu indicates various sensory 

envelopes, among which the sound envelope is primary. Another French psychoanalyst, 

Edith Lecourt, questions the idea of imagining sound as an envelope. As she argues, an 

envelope implies a closure, containment. And yet, as a fluid phenomenon, sound opens 

the mental representations rather than containing or limiting them. Thus, instead of sound 

envelope, she suggests another term: musical envelope.38 Music holds such representation 

while stressing the dialogue of sound with other senses. Also a musician and a music 

therapist, Lecourt largely studies timbral, textural and rhythmic patterns of contemporary 

classical music examples such as Xenakis and Stockhausen. She ties her insights into 

clinical cases like verbal deafness (hearing sounds as a continuum, and inability to pick 

out words) and psychic deafness (being attacked by sound as a continuum and the 

inability to listen to anything other than words).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 Fantasy means conscious daydreaming, whereas “phantasy” indicates the earliest 
unconscious representations in psychoanalytic terms. See Susan Isaacs, “The Nature and 
Function of Phantasy,” PEP Web, International Journal of Psychoanalysis, 
(XXIX:1948), 73-97.  
 
38 Edith Lecourt, “The Musical Envelope,” in Didier Anzieu’s Psychic Envelopes, trans. 
Daphne Briggs, (London: Karnac Books, 1990), 213-235.  
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To examine such physical and psychic experiences of sound, and to discuss its 

role in connecting the self to the external world, I employ the following studies in the 

British school of psychoanalysis: Melanie Klein’s theory on self and objects, Wilfred 

Bion’s analysis on the self in language, Donald Winnicott’s notion of play and 

transitional objects between self and language and Ignacio Matte Blanco’s model of the 

n-dimensional unconscious.39  

Psychology of music 

The topics in psychology of music vary from music and embodiment, music 

emotion and meaning, music and consciousness to sound and affect, acoustic ecology, 

music therapy and music and spirituality. These topics concern the physical and 

psychological effects of sound in developing neural, cognitive and mental phases of the 

human being, which is useful for the analytical purposes of this dissertation.   

One of the earliest writings on psychology of music is perhaps Leonard Meyer’s 

Emotion and meaning in music.40 Following an absolutist and formalist approach to 

music, Meyer explains emotion as a cognitive process evoked by the physiological 
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39 Melanie Klein, Envy and gratitude, and other works 1946-1963, (London: Hogarth 
Press and the Institute of Psychoanalysis, 1975); Wilfred R. Bion, “Language and the 
schizophrenic,” in New Directions in Psychoanalysis, edited by M. Klein, P. Heimann 
and R.Money-Kyrle (New York: Basic Books, 1957), Second Thoughts: Selected papers 
on psycho-analysis, (London: Heinemann Medical, 1967); Donald Winnicott, Play and 
Reality, (New York: Basic Books, 1971); Ignacio Matte-Blanco, The unconscious as 
infinite sets: an essay in bi-logic, (London: Duckworth, 1975).  
 
40 Leonard Meyer, Emotion and meaning in music, (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1956).  
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changes of sound. As such, he designates emotion as an “undifferentiated” and “non-

referential”41 affective state. Geoffrey Madell’s Philosophy, music and emotion, however, 

challenges Meyer’s reading of both emotion and music.42 Madell examines the nature of 

emotion, and stresses how the nature of emotion is embedded in the expressiveness of 

music. Instead of an “undifferentiated” cognitive process, he suggests reviewing emotion 

as a state of feeling. My intention is not to present an exhaustive list of readings related to 

emotion and feeling. Nonetheless, as a background to Madell’s point, consider Antonio 

Damasio’s Descartes Error: Emotion, Reason and the Human Brain and George Lakoff 

and Mark Johnson’s Philosophy in the Flesh.43 Both books contest the notion of Western 

embodiment, that is that body and mind are separated. Instead they forward the idea of 

the “embodied mind.” Emotion in this picture is evoked by the symbiosis of physical and 

mental processes. Physiological acoustics—Hermann Helmholtz’s On the sensation of 

tone—and experimental psychology—Gustav Fechner’s Elements of Psychophysics—

reinforce the intrinsic cooperation between body and mind.44  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 Ibid. 18, 20.  
 
42 Geoffrey Madell, Philosophy, music and emotion, (Edinburgh: University of Edinburg 
Press, 2002).  
 
43 Antonio Damasio, Descartes Error: Emotion, Reason and the Human Brain, (New 
York: Quill, 2000); and George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Philosophy in the Flesh:the 
embodied mind and its challenge to Western thought  (New York: Basic Books, 1999).  
 
44 Hermann Helmholtz, On the sensations of tone as a physiological basis for the theory 
of music, translated by Alexander J. Ellis, with a new introduction by Henry Margenau, 
(New York: Dover, 1954); Gustav Theodor Fechner, Elements of Psychophysics, 
translated by E.Adler, edited by David H. Howes and Edwin G. Boring, with a new 
introduction by Edwin G. Boring, (New York: Holt, Rinehart, Winston, 1966).  
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David Huron’s book, Sweet Anticipation: Music and the psychology of 

expectation,45 employs this idea while developing a systematic theory about the 

connection between musical elements and particular emotional responses. Concentrating 

on psychology of expectation, Huron points at five types of responses—reaction, 

tension/anxiety, prediction, imagination and appraisal—and then explains how the 

combination of these responses creates emotional states. Musical elements such as pitch, 

timbre, rhythm and melody feed each response in different ways. Huron tends to examine 

how musical elements suggest us a theory of expectation.  

In a broader fashion, Music, mind and everyday life, the volume edited by Eric 

Clarke, Nicola Dibben and Stephanie Pitts also investigates the dialogic relation between 

emotional states and music.46 Following a different approach, however, Clarke, Dibben 

and Pitts divide the book into three units:  making music, using music and acquiring 

music. The first unit addresses how musical activities—the modes of playing—generate 

emotional states; the second inquiries into how listening to music affect or alter 

emotional states; and the last deals with how teaching music can lead us to asking larger 

questions about the human self. Similar to Tia DeNora’s well-known book Music in 

everyday life,47 the authors discuss what music does to us and to our everyday reality.  
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45 David Huron, Sweet Anticipation: Music and the psychology of expectation 
(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2006).  
 
46 Music, mind, and everyday life, edited by Eric Clarke, Nicola Dibben and Stephanie 
Pitts, (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 2010).  
 
47 Tia DeNora, Music in everyday life, (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2000).  
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Such discussions obviously heighten our attention and intention towards the very 

act of listening. We begin to notice what, how and why we listen. The sounds that 

surround us, the acoustic ecology, become prominent. More significantly, we recognize 

the dialogue, the echo between our bodies and the external sounds. R. Murray Schafer’s 

The soundscape: our sonic environment and the tuning of the world48 is one of the first 

and foremost writings on such awareness. Some other highlights include Steven Feld’s 

Sound and Sentiment,49 Eric Clarke’s Ways of listening: An ecological approach to the 

perception of musical meaning,50 David Rothenberg and Martha Ulvaeus’s The book of 

music and nature and David Abram’s The Spell of the Sensuous.51   

All of these evocative texts indicate the expressive, reflective, projective and 

emerging nature of sound. Looking at them, we can also translate such aspects of sound 

in generating meaning and expression. For instance, do the spatial and experiential 

aspects of sound help us comprehend a word better? How do we differentiate a word 

from other vocal noises? And what does really speak to us? Is it the content—which is 

culturally generated and acquired—of the word or the physicality of the utterance? 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
48 R. Murray Schafer, The soundscape: our sonic environment and the tuning of the 
world, (Rochester, NY: Destiny Books, 1994).  
 
49 Steven Feld, Sound and Sentiment: Birds, Weeping, Poetics, And Song in Kaluli 
Expression, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1982).  
 
50 Eric F. Clarke, Ways of Listening: an ecological approach to the perception of musical 
meaning, (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 2005).   
 
51 The book of music and nature: an anthology of sounds, words, and thoughts, edited by 
David Rothenberg and Martha Ulvaeus, (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 
2001); David Abram The Spell of the Sensuous: perception and language in more-than- 
human world (New York: Vintage, 1997).  
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Obviously these questions have been investigated by behavioral and rational linguistic 

science. But they are also central to the theory of the skin-voice.  

I thus analyze speech sounds as they relate to bodily sounds and refer to speech 

scientists such as Anna Wyczoikowska and linguist and phonetician Peter Ladefoged.52 

Sounds and Perception, edited by Matthew Nudd and Casey O’ Callaghan, consist of 

articles that directly translate the perception of speech sounds into an empirical or 

philosophical model for the voice.53 Yet more specifically, Michael Edgerton’s The 21st 

Century: Contemporary and Traditional Extra-Normal Voice employs these methods to 

understand the vocal techniques of contemporary music.54  
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52 Anna Wyczoikowska, “Theoretical and Experimental Studies in the Mechanism of 
Speech,” in Psychological Review, (United States: American Psychological Association, 
November 1913), Volume 20, Issue 6, 448; Peter Ladefoged, Three Areas of 
Experimental Phonetics: Stress and Respiratory Activity, The Nature of Vowel Quality, 
Units in the Perception and Production of Speech, (London: Oxford University Press, 
1975, 1967).  
 
$%! In Sounds and Perception, Barry C Smith’s article, “Speech Sounds and the direct 
meaning of minds,” examines the questions indicated above while addressing both 
rational and behavioral approaches. Sounds and Perception: new philosophical essays, 
edited by Matthew Nudds and Casey O’Callaghan, (Oxford; New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2009); Diana Raffman, Language, music and mind, (Cambridge, Mass.: 
MIT Press, 1993); David Burrows, Sound, speech and music, (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1990).  

 
54 Michael Edward Edgerton, The 21st-Century Voice: Contemporary and Traditional 
Extra- Normal Voice, (Maryland, Toronto, Oxford: The Scarecrow Press, 2004).  
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Writings on Voice 

 

Since Aristotle’s De Anima, what speaks—whether language itself, mere voice 

along with the physical body or voice along with language—and how it speaks have been 

problematized by various philosophers like Martin Heidegger, Bertrand Russell, Ludwig 

Wittgenstein, J.L. Austin, Giorgio Agamben, Jacques Derrida and Judith Butler. 

Speaking has various aspects: sonic aspects (the phonetic act), grammatical aspects (the 

phatic act, as formulated by Russell and Wittgenstein), experimental and experiential 

aspects (as argued by Agamben), meaning aspects (the rhetic act, as discussed by 

Heidegger and Derrida) and performative aspects (locutionary, illocutionary or 

perlocutionary act, as indicated by Austin and later appropriated by Butler). In music, 

these aspects are usually associated with the singing voice, and addressed by scholars 

who write on opera and melodrama.  

Such writings mostly script the voice as an idea, a mysterious aura, which on the 

one hand reminds us of the everyday voice, and which, on the other hand, transcends the 

physicality of the everyday voice. Let us recall Carolyn Abbate’s well-known book, In 

search of opera.55 Abbate argues that what makes the opera exist is the performer’s live 

singing, the embodiment of the voice. And yet, what makes the myth of the opera present 

is the disembodiment, either the excessive presence or the absence, of the voice. Along 

the same lines, Mary Ann Smart in her Mimomania: Music and gesture in nineteenth 

century opera, posits that with the de-synchronization between the theatrical acts, 
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55 Carolyn Abbate, In search of opera, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2001).  
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gestures, staging and the singing voice, operatic voice has become disembodied, a 

mysterious idea.56  

Addressing the same notion from a different approach in her Opera or The 

Undoing of Women, literary critic, novelist and philosopher Catherine Clément, draws 

our attention to how almost all of the woman characters in Western opera suffer from 

murder, death, suicide or madness.57 Opera thereby becomes the scene of “oppressing or 

undoing women” again. Yet how does the feminine voice play into that? In other words, 

how does the feminine voice undo women? In For more than one voice, Italian feminist 

critic and thinker Adriana Cavarero indicates this question.58 As she argues, the voice of 

melodrama is feminine, that the transgressive quality of “melo” derives from the 

sonorous seduction of the vocal.59 As she writes, examples of opera and movies60 reassure 
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56 Mary Ann Smart, Mimomania: music and gesture in nineteenth-century opera, 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004).  
 
57 Catherine Clément, Opera or The Undoing of Women, translated by Betsy Wing, 
foreword by Susan McClary, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988).  
 
58 Adriana Cavarero, For more than one voice: toward a philosophy of vocal expression, 
translated and with an introduction by Paul A. Kottman, (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 2005).  
 
59 Behind this presumption, the myth of Sirens lies: “As the myth of the Sirens teaches us, 
song is heard as naturally feminine, just as speech is naturally masculine. Destined to 
substantiate themselves in the semantic, men’s voices tend to disappear in the mute labor 
of the mind, or thought. By modulating themselves in song, on the other hand, women’s 
voices come to show their authentic substance—namely, the passionate rhythms of the 
body from which the voice flows. In this sense, the woman who sings is always a Siren, 
or a creature of pleasure...The female singing voice cannot be domesticated; it disturbs 
the system of reason by leading elsewhere. Potentially lethal, it pushes pleasure to the 
limits of what is bearable.” Ibid. 118. 
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this myth of the feminine. The singing voice potentially destroys the spoken language 

with its charming and ambiguous impact on the audience. The tension between song and 

story, voice and speech thus seems to remain. Another significant piece, Michel Poizat’s 

The angel’s cry: beyond the pleasure principle discusses this “ecstacy” of the feminine 

voice.61 Poizat almost reiterates Clément’s point while discussing the death of women 

characters in opera plots. Yet unlike Clément, he argues that the death also helps us 

recognize the feminine “angelic voice,” which transcends any physical contingency, 

perhaps also the contingency of oppression.  

Regarding this pull between the embodiment and disembodiment of the voice, 

two remarkable writings also need to be addressed: Juliana Snapper’s masters thesis 

Changing the subject: singing bodies and the boundaries of the self,62 and Nina Sun 

Eidsheim’s dissertation Voice as a technology of selfhood: towards an analysis of 

racialized timbre and vocal performance.63 Snapper’s thesis underlines how opera 

teaches us about the “feminine” as the singing voice performs. Eidsheim’s manuscript 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
60 Cavarero employs a wide spectrum of examples to explain this feminine experience. 
She starts with the “ideal muteness” of Kafka’s Sirens yet extends her point to opera 
productions such as Don Giovanni in which the woman protagonist Pelligrina loses her 
singing voice, and to films such as The Piano, where the woman protagonist Ada’s story 
is told by her daughter’s imagination reassuring her silence, as Cavarero puts it. Ibid. 
117,118, 119. 
 
61 Michel Poizat, The angel’s cry: beyond the pleasure principle in opera, translated by 
Arthur Denner, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992).  
 
62 Juliana Snapper, Changing the subject: singing bodies and the boundaries of the self, 
Thesis (M.A), (La Jolla CA: University of California, San Diego, 2000). 
 
63 Nina Sun Eidsheim, Voice as a technology of selfhood: towards an analysis of 
racialized timbre and vocal performance, Thesis (Ph.D), (La Jolla CA: University of 
California, San Diego, 2008).  
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attempts to understand how “race” is constructed through vocal timbre. While examining 

the singing voice as it relates to cultural representations of the self, both studies also 

inform us about the corporeal and contingent aspects of the voice.  

My work—and in particular, the notion of the skin-voice—does the same. And 

yet it essentially suggests a philosophical model wherein we can expand on the definition 

of the voice in the first place. Developing a theoretical model for the voice based on 

physiology and phenomenology of sound allows us to investigate the sensory and 

semantic components of the voice, and their role in communicating the self. We can then 

argue how voice may unsettle cultural representations or dominant discourses. 

Empirically, this project’s contribution also differs from the others. Here the primary 

examples are from European avant-garde and American experimental music. And, as 

mentioned earlier, the aesthetic procedures of the selected examples intrinsically demand 

and reinforce such a model.  

Thus philosophical writings on voice become an internal necessity. Roland 

Barthes’s The grain of the voice, Jacques Derrida’s Speech and phenomena, Steven 

Connor’s Dumbstruck: a cultural history of ventriloquism, Mladen Dolar’s A voice and 

nothing more and Anne Karpf’s The human voice are among these writings.64 It would 

not be fair to summarize these texts under one topic. Nonetheless, it is useful to 
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64 Roland Barthes, The grain of the voice: interviews (1962-1980), translated by Linda 
Coverdale, (New York: Hill and Wang, 1985); Jacques Derrida Speech and phenomena, 
translated and with an introduction by David B. Allison, (Evanston: Northwestern 
University Press, 1973); Steven Connor, Dumbstruck: a cultural history of ventriloquism, 
(Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 2000); Mladen Dolar A voice and nothing 
more, (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2006); Anne Karpf, The human voice: the story of 
a remarkable talent, (London: Bloomsbury, 2006).  
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remember that they all deal with the strain between the material and immaterial voice and 

attempt to articulate such strain’s value and significance.  

Take Barthes’s The Grain of the voice. Barthes asserts that the grain of the voice 

stems from the materiality of the body and sound. However, since we cannot fully 

describe or trust what the material is, there is a degree of mysticism, magic or 

immateriality of the voice. Similarly, Derrida portrays voice as an immaterial—an 

ideal—object, which transcends the physical and which becomes independent from here 

and now. Such a designation does not necessarily risk the contingency of the voice and 

sound. Given that voice is not essentially but eventually becomes independent from here 

and now through the very physical, Derrida draws attention to the double aspects of the 

voice. A voice is literally and metaphorically both inside and outside. It is “pure auto 

affection,” as he writes:  

To speak to someone is doubtless to hear oneself speak, to be 
heard by oneself; but at the same time, if one is heard by another, 
to speak is to make him repeat immediately in himself, the hearing-
oneself-speak in the very form in which I effectuated it…This 
immediate repetition is a reproduction of pure auto affection 
without the help of anything external.65  

 

Derrida describes “auto-affection”66 as the exercise--or performance—of the 

voice. He clarifies the meaning of this notion as such:  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
65 Derrida, Speech and phenomena, 80.  
 
66 Ibid. 82.  
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Auto-affection is not a modality of experience that characterizes a 
being that would already be itself (autos). It produces sameness as 
self-relation within self-difference; it produces sameness as the 
non-identical.”67   

Thus, he asserts, “auto-affection is the condition of self-presence,”68 that is a self-

relation—speaking and hearing oneself at the same time69--which requires the presence of 

another. Connor’s book on ventriloquism brings this notion to our attention more 

tangibly. He introduces us to a cultural history of how we respond to dissociated voice, 

how we are frightened, get used to and are even entertained by hearing a disembodied 

voice. As Connor argues, this dissociation indeed generates “an excess of meaning,” a 

productive resistance between body and language, between presence and absence of the 

self. This idea can also be pursued in other cultural histories, written on the recorded 

voice. Consider, Allen Weiss’s Breathless: Sound Recording, Disembodiment and The 

Transformation of Lyrical Nostalgia, Jacob Smith’s Vocal Tracks and Avital Ronell’s 

Telephone Book: Technology, Schizophrenia, and Electric Speech.70 All three give us the 

historical and philosophical stakes behind the recorded voices. Looking at the radio 

speakers and actors’ use of the voice, Smith explains the nuanced history of “micro-
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
67 Ibid.  
 
68 Ibid.  
 
69 Here, one should also note the vocal director of Royal Shakespeare Company, Cicely 
Berry’s well-known book Text in action, which translates these theories into experimental 
practices with voice and movement exercises. Cicely Berry, Text in action, foreword by 
Adrian Noble, (London: Virgin, 2001).  
 
70 Allen Weiss, Breathless: Sound Recording, Disembodiment and The Transformation of 
Lyrical Nostalgia, (Middletown, Conn.: University of Wesleyan Press, 2002); Jacob 
Smith, Vocal Tracks: performance and sound media (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2008); Avital Ronell The Telephone Book: Technology, Schizophrenia, and 
Electric Speech, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989).  
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phoned” voices. Weiss tells us how such voices alter our understanding of the 

disembodied voice, death and nostalgia. As he argues, recorded voice has helped us 

identify life with death when we hear the sound of the voice yet do not see the speaking 

body. Ronell translates this double state of the voice into an everyday activity: talking on 

the phone. She uses the notion of “electric speech” to highlight the telephone’s generation 

of resonance without bodily contact—similar to Hermann Helmhotz’s sympathetic 

vibration—that is an uncanny extension of one’s self to another.  

So what, one may ask? What is the value of envisioning the voice as a “wire” of 

the uncanny extension between self and other? Perhaps it makes us consider voice a 

longing for me between here and there, as Mladen Dolar does in his book, A voice and 

nothing more. Marrying Derrida’s auto-affection—that is the exercise of the voice, and 

condition of self-presence as indicated above—to Lacan’s objet petit a—the missing 

object—Dolar discusses voice as a lack, as a negative space. In doing so, he attempts to 

situate the voice in between presence and absence, or not-me and me. The theory of the 

skin-voice responds to this idea of the voice. However, it prioritizes the sense of touch 

(instead of Lacan’s emphasis on vision and mirror image) and the conception of the skin 

as a hybrid that includes various physical and social contingencies, and stimulates a 

dialogue between them. Thus, skin-voice appropriates the negative space not simply as a 

point of disconnection but also as a point of connection between the self and the external 

world.   

Brief Synopsis of Chapters 

 The first chapter, “In pursuit of the voice, why skin?” explains both the literal and 
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metaphorical references to skin in theorizing the voice. I refer to four prominent books: 

Claudia Benthien’s Skin,&' Steven Connor’s The Book of Skin,&( Michel Serres’s The Five 

Senses,&% and an anthology, The Book of Touch, edited by Constance Classen.&" With her 

historical analysis, Benthien shows us how skin has been understood as a point of 

separation between self and the external world more than a point of contact. Behind this 

understanding lies the Western myth of “innermost depth versus surface.” As Benthien 

reminds us, skin is considered the surface of an innermost depth. Nonetheless, referring 

to neurophysiology and psychology, she also challenges this myth, and draws attention to 

how skin is both center and periphery. Serres and Connor reinforce this challenge while 

highlighting both physical and conceptual contingency, fluidity and elasticity of skin. 

Both posit skin as a mixture—a meeting zone—of various bodies, and a point of 

connection. Psychoanalyst and psychiatrist Paul Schilder empirically verifies this idea. 

His theory explains how bodily parts provide us with the whole body image.75 Thereby, 

he helps us configure how periphery can also be the center.  

 How does sound function in such complexity? To open the discussion to this 

question more specifically, the first chapter of my dissertation adresses the anthology, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
71 Claudia Benthien, Skin: On the cultural border between self and the world, translated 
by Thomas Dunlop, (New York: Columbia University, 2002).  
 
72 Steven Connor, The Book of Skin, (London: Reaktion, 2004).  
 
73 Michel Serres, The Five Senses: A philosophy of mingled bodies, translated by 
Margaret Sankey and Peter Cowley, (London, New York: Continuum, 2008).  
 
74 The Book of Touch, edited by Constance Classen, (Oxford, New York: Berg, 2005).  
 
75 Paul Schilder, The Image and the Appearance of the body, Studies in the Constructive 
Energies of the Pysche, (New York: International Universities Press, 1950).  
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Book of Touch. The anthology gives us a variety of texts, which underline the tactility of 

sound. In doing so, it facilitates considering a wide spectrum of sounds—non-verbal, 

prelinguistic, paralinguistic sounds—as “peripheries” of a “central” vocal response that 

perform one and touch another.  

 With respect to the argument of skin as periphery and center, Benthien’s first 

reference is also Didier Anzieu’s notion of skin-ego. Introducing the theory of skin-ego 

more in depth, the second chapter, “Primary Bodily Contact: Sound Envelope in Lucier’s 

I am sitting in a room,” highlights the “bodily contact” between mother and infant. 

Anzieu theorizes skin as a physical matrix of senses, constructed by sensuous envelops 

such as “sound envelope,” “thermal envelope,” “olfactory envelope” and “the envelope 

of suffering.” Here I focus on “sound envelope.” Sound envelope indicates a mixture of 

the internal and external sounds. It is the very first “skin” of the baby that communicates 

the inside and outside and that contains the “mental representations” in Anzieu’s words. 

I’m sitting in a room (1970) reveals this process by guiding us to closely hear the 

dissolution of the voice into a sound envelope. The piece is based on Lucier’s live 

narration of a text. Reading the text, Lucier records his voice and plays each recording 

back into the room. He repeats this process until his text and voice completely melt into 

the room acoustics, whereby the sound envelops both the performer and the listener. 

 The third chapter, “Phonemes as Sonorous Bodies: Physical language and 

Acoustic Imagination in Kurt Schwitter’s Ursonate,” and the fourth chapter, “Sonorous 

Bodies’ Speech: Voice and Performance in György Ligeti’s Aventures” deal with the 

physicality of language. At the core of such physicality, there is embodied experience, 

performative and transformative aspects of vocalization. To discuss the embodied 
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experience, I first employ Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception, 

which underlines “bodily thought.” Merleau Ponty articulates bodily thought in line with 

spatiality that is the “physical and psychic” extension of the body. I argue that sound 

suggests such an extension. Imagine sound as an “empty container” before it becomes a 

signifier. I borrow the phrase “empty container” from Henri Lefebvre. Lefebvre uses this 

metaphor to describe the ontological status of space. I use the same metaphor to 

formulate spatial thought as acoustic imagination. 

 To articulate the performative and transformative aspects of an uttered sound, I 

address two major texts in philosophy of ordinary language: Ludwig Wittgenstein’s 

Philosophical Investigations and John Austin’s How to do things with Words. Reflecting 

Wittgenstein’s later period, Philosophical Investigations introduces language as an 

artifact of “grammar” that is fabricated culturally and socially and transmitted 

discursively. Austin’s How to do things with Words leads us to question how we generate 

such a discursive act in the first place. Austin understands every utterance as a doing, as 

an action; in doing so, he suggests a new term “performative utterance.” Performative 

utterance concerns the act of speaking that is the action embedded both in the content and 

form of the word. Later, Austin directly affiliates this term with speech acts. His theory 

helps us trace the embodied knowledge of speech back, where we can liberate the 

acoustic imagination from the fabricated discursive word. 

 Lastly, to situate the function of an uttered sound within the operation of everyday 

life, I appropriate Heidegger’s notion of “thrownness” as a shared paradigm between the 

bodily thought and the discursive act. Thrownness indicates beings’ corporeal extension 
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to the already existing physical and social outside. Inevitably, the presumption is that 

every time we are thrown, we are encouraged to re-make the psyche, to be here and there 

at the same time. 

 Kurt Schwitters’s Ursonata (1922-1932), written for solo voice and based on a 

made-up language, and György Ligeti’s Aventures (1964), written for three singers 

(soprano, alto, baritone) and seven instrumentalists (piano, flute, horn, percussion, 

violoncello, double bass, harpsichord) and also based on an alphabet of phonemes, 

emphasize sound as spatiotemporal events that generate acoustic imagination. As such, 

both facilitate an understanding of the embodied knowledge of speech. The vocal 

spectrum of the pieces exposes us to various applications of the voice in everyday life. 

More significantly, they help us expand on the possibilities of the everyday voice. They 

show us how the paralinguistic voice performs before and beyond the linguistic voice.  

 The fifth chapter, “‘Thrown’ assemblage of speech and bodily sounds: Karlheinz 

Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie II and Vinko Globokar’s ?Corporel” expands on this 

embodied knowledge of speech. Here, I deal with the notion of “multiple singularity,” 

and “thrown assemblage.” I use the word “assemblage” in a Deleuzian sense, within 

which each bodily sound is singular on the one hand and multiple on the other. This 

organic operation of “multiple singularities” supports the conception of the voice as a 

“corporeal assemblage.”  

 By translating the speech sounds into bodily sounds, Mikrophonie II (1965), written 

for choir, Hammond organ and four ring modulators, and ?Corporel (1985), written for a 

percussionist who literally plays his body as a sound box, manifest this idea of the voice. 

The two pieces help us crystallize the occurrences of bodily sounds and then facilitate 
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conceiving such sounds as multiple elements of the voice.  

 Alain Badiou’s Being and Event informs us about the operational being of such a 

corporeal assemblage. Badiou specifically refers to set theory in mathematics and 

theorizes the “subtractable” elements of being. I apply Badiou’s theory to the speech 

sounds in Mikrophonie II and investigate whether speech sounds can be multiple and 

whether they conceive the voice as multiple of the multiple. In line with Badiou, I 

address Jean Luc Nancy’s Corpus, which is notably useful in bridging the speech sounds 

to bodily sounds that we hear in ?Corporel.  

The sixth chapter, “Sound space as a zone of asymmetrical similarities: Mauricio 

Kagel’s Phonophonie” employs the idea of the “voice as a corporeal assemblage of 

bodily sounds” as a possibility to bring discursively far-fetched bodies closer to one 

another. Phonophonie (1963-64) includes four melodramas that are written for voice and 

pre-recorded tapes. One single performer embodies four different personas’ voices: 19th 

century singer and actor, ventriloquist, mimic and deaf-mute. I first introduce the 

historically discursive differences between these personas, and then attempt to unfold 

these discursive differences into a realm of symmetry, not to delete the differences per se, 

but to recognize the similarities that these differences can suggest. The premise is to 

question the unevenness between various historical, cultural and aesthetic 

categorizations.  

Sound provides us with an organic mixture to accomplish this premise. Here I 

appropriate Chilean psychoanalyst Ignacio Matte-Blanco’s definition of the unconscious 

as “infinite sets.” Matte-Blanco reformulates the bi-logical Freudian unconscious, and 
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opens it towards an n-dimensional one. As he argues, n-dimensional aspect comes into 

being with the symmetrization of the asymmetrical associations. To reiterate, Matte 

Blanco discusses asymmetry as a function of symmetry. I apply to his theory to 

understand the resonation between the “asymmetrical” and the “symmetrical” acoustic 

instances.  

 The seventh chapter, “Self-Object Relations in Cage’s Song Books: Voice between 

the material outside and the psychic inside,” asks the following: how does voice connect 

the material outside with the psychic inside? How does voice facilitate self-object 

relations such as incorporation or ejection of the external objects? Raising these 

questions, Song Books (1970) finally brings us to the conception of the voice as skin.   

 The first three solos in Song Books are based on Henry Thoreau’s Journals and the 

Map of Concord. Cage instructs the performers to use the words and the map while 

writing a melodic line, and to perform this melody in dialogue with their immediate 

physical environment. This instruction encourages the idea of “playing” the voice both as 

a physical and phenomenal hybrid—as skin—between self and objects.  

 To expand on the questions, I apply to Melanie Klein’s conception of self-object 

relations framed by the stages of introjection, projection and projective identification, 

Wilfred Bion’s theory on the constitution of I in language, and D. W. Winnicott’s 

explanation of transitional objects in the process of playing. In my discussion, I also refer 

to clinical cases. The reason I indicate these cases is not to use music as a method of 

diagnosis or to qualify the level of “normalcy” of the voice in works like Song Books. 

Rather, I indicate clinical cases to consider new possibilities of reading the boundaries of 
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language, to question and deconstruct its figural representations and to expand on the 

imagination of the speaking voice. Psychoanalysis offers us both empirical and analytical 

tools to do so. 76  

 In conclusion, I hope to open my theory of skin-voice to larger questions. If voice is 

skin, what is the premise? I suggest that skin-voice might realize a site of 

intersubjectivity between self and other. I briefly mention André Green’s theory of 

negative narcissism—that is, as well as a life drive, narcissism also results in a death 

drive, which is the destruction of the self—as an opportunity to understand how skin-

voice—as opposed to the lack that language generates—could bring the “desire” to “zero 

level,” and then create a nexus of shared sensation and perception.  

 

 

   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
76 For instance Elizabeth Wright’s Speaking desires can be dangerous coins various 
clinical cases with poetry and painting. Wright explains the use and value of 
psychoanalytic reading in translating the imaginative language of art. Elizabeth Wright, 
Speaking desires can be dangerous: the poetics of the unconscious, (Cambridge: Polity 
Press; Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1999).  
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Chapter 1  

 

In pursuit of the voice, why skin?  

 

 Introduction 

 What does it mean to think of voice as skin?! I use skin both literally and 

metaphorically. First, I discuss sound as a mixture of senses, as a physical cover, which 

envelops the human body. Second, I associate the symbolic metaphors of skin with the 

imaginary operation of the human voice. Skin is symbolically treated both as a point of 

separation and contact between the material outside and the immaterial inside. This 

conception draws the function of skin as a boundary between self and its other. The 

implication is, “skin separates more than it connects.” The “in-between” function of skin, 

however, brings a shared - common - space between self and its other. Limit is also the 

urge for contact. Difference is also a source of similarity. Thus skin accomplishes two 

things at once: separation and connection. More significantly, it highlights one through 

the other. By means of skin, we on the one hand distinguish an object from another; on 

the other hand realize how the two can connect to one another.  

 This chapter intends to introduce how scholars discuss skin with respect to 

separation and connection in their relation to self and consciousness. I first indicate three!
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texts, Claudia Benthien’s Skin,1 Steven Connor’s The Book of Skin,2 and Michel Serres’s 

The Five Senses.3 These texts also encourage us to contest the Western myth of imagining 

skin as the surface of an innermost depth. They all shed light on the fact that skin is a 

hybrid, a “mingling of different bodies” in Serres’s words. As such it can be considered a 

body surface that is already the innermost depth.  

 Paul Schilder’s theory on postural image explains this notion empirically. Schilder 

shows us how body parts conceive the whole body image. In doing so, Schilder 

particularly employs the sense of touch, and helps us review the physical and psychic 

affinity between hearing and touch. The anthology, The Book of Touch, edited by 

Constance Classen,4 consists of texts, which reinforce this connection between sound and 

tactility. Moreover, the book introduces us to stories of “uncommon touch” of sound, that 

is a heightened awareness of sound leading to a heightened awareness of the body. With 

this notion, Classen brings our attention to hypersensitive responses to sound, which are 

related to neurological or physical dysfunctions. I appropriate the “uncommon touch” in 

these cases as an opportunity to understand the touch of bodily noises, sounds, and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Claudia Benthien, Skin: On the cultural border between self and the world, translated 
by Thomas Dunlop, (New York: Columbia University, 2002).  
 
2 Steven Connor, The Book of Skin, (London: Reaktion, 2004).  
 
3 Michel Serres, The Five Senses: A philosophy of mingled bodies, translated by Margaret 
Sankey and Peter Cowley, (London, New York: Continuum, 2008).  
 
4 The Book of Touch, edited by Constance Classen, (Oxford, New York: Berg, 2005).  
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performative utterance.  

 

Skin as separation: Claudia Benthien’s boundary metaphors  

 Claudia Benthien’s Skin underlines the “boundary metaphors”5 of skin. According 

to Benthien, even though the twentieth century medicine enables us to see what is 

beneath the skin, skin still generates separation more than connection.6 In her discussion, 

however, Benthien employs the discourses of both separation and connection. She refers 

to the representations of skin in popular science studies, medical cases, and contemporary 

art. For instance, she addresses performances by Orlan and Valie Export, whose works 

deal with the idea of de-constructing and re-constructing the human body. Drawing on 

these examples, Benthien’s contribution is remarkable and useful. On the one hand she 

informs us about the notion of skin as it is established in European Enlightenment and 

Western languages, on the other hand helps us question the central theme of the Western 

thought, which is the myth of the innermost depth as opposed to the body surface. Is there 

such a distinction? If so, which one is skin? Body surface or innermost depth? And from 

which does the self emerge?  

 As Benthien writes, European Enlightenment treats skin as a body surface that 

covers a mysterious inner depth. The disjunction between depth and surface reinforces 

the idea of the human body as self-contained and individuated. Skin as the body surface 

makes the human body singular. It protects and keeps the innermost depth of the human 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Benthien, Skin, 17.  
 
6 Ibid. 1.  
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body as one. Most of the Western languages such as English, German, French and Italian 

include the “boundary metaphors” - in Benthien’s words - that the myth suggests. Skin is 

associated with the other parts of the body, with the body-house, with life, and above all, 

with personhood. Some exemplary highlights are sayings, which (a) qualify both persons 

and skin in a similar way such as thick, bare, old, unhappy, poor7; (b) couple skin with 

other organs such as “only skin and bones, skin and hair”8; (c) identify life with skin such 

as “to lose one’s skin” or “to save one’s skin”9; (d) associate skin with the body-house 

such as “to sleep in a whole skin” and “to feel comfortable in one’s skin.”10 Benthien also 

reminds us the body/house metaphor in Christian conception, which “possesses sensory 

windows and doors through which perceptions pass to the inside.” In that respect, skin is 

the “portal” of the body. And the subject that the portal mediates is “able to open and 

close the portal, to exclude the sensory perceptions of the portal, and to sustain the 

discrepancy between itself and the environment.”11  

 This conception of skin again presumes and reinforces the presence of an innermost 

depth, which is separated from the body surface. Nonetheless, twentieth century 

neurophysiology and psychology show us how such a conception can be false. As 

Benthien mentions, the skin and the brain are formed from the same membrane in the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Ibid. 18.  
 
8 Ibid. 19.  
 
9 Ibid. 20.  
 
10 Ibid.  
 
11 Ibid. 27, 28.  
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embryo.12 Baby’s perception in mother’s womb emerges through the skin. Thus both the 

surface and the essence are the same. Benthien here refers to Anzieu, whose notion of 

“skin-ego” indeed reinforces this evolution of the body-ego formation. In line with 

Anzieu, she also reminds us Paul Valery’s early insights on the same idea that is “the 

most real profundity is in fact skin.”13 In other words, skin is both center and periphery. 

There is no lost in depth center otherwise. Prior to any linguistic orientation or cultural 

representation, there is instead sense of touch, which informs us about the positive and 

negative limits of the body, and which makes us resist against and mingle with another 

surface.  

Thus skin cannot be understood simply as a symbolic myth that contains and 

separates the self from its other. Even though we cannot dismiss the fact that skin as 

cover - as a protective blanket - suggests the imposition of another onto one’s self, we 

cannot equate such covering with sensation and perception. Benthien’s point thereby 

encourages us to expand on the notion of skin as “boundary metaphor.” Skin is also a 

point of connection. 

 

Skin as Connection: Michel Serres and Steven Connor’s sixth sense 

 Steven Connor’s The Book of Skin investigates the historical use of skin: “skin first 

as screen covering the body and expressing the complexion of the soul, skin as 

membrane, concerned principally with the elimination of wastes, and finally, skin’s 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 Ibid. 7.  
 
13 Ibid. 6, 7.  
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functions multiply beyond the medical understanding.”14 In this last phase, Connor 

appropriates Michel Serres’s notion of milieu, skin as “mingling of places.”15 Connor’s 

remarkable analysis on the physical and phenomenal aspects of skin – such as the gradual 

emergence and fading of the skin, the eye’s fragmented perception of skin, the skin as 

body minus,16 (meaning that when skin is cut or peeled away, it loses its “skin” quality) – 

reinforces skin as a site of multiplicity, where senses mingle with each other. With this 

analysis, Connor emphasizes skin as “connection” rather than separation. 

This argument leads us to the connection of inside and outside. Skin is not simply 

a container that carries a certain weight inside, that transmits a certain inside to outside, 

but becomes the very inside and outside at the same time. It seems like Connor’s reading 

of skin pushes Anzieu’s skin ego to the next point: What is an envelope, if not 

imagination? What is an envelope, if not a “third being”17– as Connor suggests – that 

caresses, opens, moves, and multiplies the body? Michel Serres’s The Five Senses enable 

us to understand the skin’s envelope as “third being” more in depth.  

 The Five Senses includes five chapters. Each chapter is a philosophical reflection 

on one sense, yet all together chapters indicate how perception is a continuum of five 

senses. Serres opens the book with the sense of touch. The particular reason for this 
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14 Connor, The Book of Skin, 26, 27.  
 
15 Ibid.  
 
16 Ibid. 29.  
 
17 Ibid. 93.  
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opening is that he examines skin as “a variety of mingled senses.”18 “Skin flows like 

water, a variable confluence of the qualities of the senses,” he writes.19 This is a 

prominent conception, since it helps us remember the fluidity and elasticity of skin. Skin 

is a soft tissue. Even though it looks like a concentrated rigid surface, it is delicate and 

vulnerable, and shows different levels of sensitivity. It “shivers, expresses, breathes, 

listens, loves and lets itself be loved, receives, refuses, retreats, its hair stands on end with 

horror, it is covered with fissures, rashes, and the wounds of the soul....” as Serres 

beautifully reminds us.20  

 Skin is then constantly open to its environment, changed by its contingency. What 

is contingency, if not a shared zone of material particularities? Serres defines contingency 

as “common tangency” where the bodies “intersect, and caress each other.”21 Here skin 

holds the key for both realizing and recognizing the contingency. However, as Serres 

warns us, contingency is not a  “medium” or “channel” which has a “solid geometry” that 

crystallizes two different bodies.22 That is to say, contingency does not mediate two 

distinct bodies. Instead it involves numerous bodies with less distinct points of contact. It 

is rather a “mixture of hybrids.”23  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Serres, The Five Senses, 52.  
 
19 Ibid.  
 
20 Ibid.  
 
21 Ibid. 80.  
 
22 Ibid. 80, 81.  
 
23 Ibid. 
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Where does sound stand in such mixture and contingency? The third chapter, 

Boxes, illuminates us about this question. Indeed even earlier, Serres explains the 

phenomenon of sound in its relation to “mixture of hybrids.” Serres discusses the 

reception of sound as “wide and general.”24 As opposed to “local” aspects of vision, 

sound is “global and omnipresent.”25 “Sight distances, music touches, noise besieges us,” 

he writes.26 The distinction between music and noise here refers to sound’s degree of 

violence, its level of amplitude and non-sense. I imagine that the “box” metaphor lies in 

this distinction. By box, Serres seems to indicate the mother’s womb, whose noise 

envelops, protects and gives life to the embryo before anything else. In other words, the 

embryo’s first skin is sound. Perhaps inspired by this idea, Serres questions to what 

extent our bodies remain silent. The noise that encompasses us in the womb does not 

fully leave us. It remains as an echo, as Serres posits.  

Two concurring arguments follow this idea. First, Serres qualifies this echo as 

ubiquitous. Similar to silence, the echo is global. Second he brings language into the 

discussion as an attempt to divide the echo.27 Once sounds are divided into words, the 

effect is diminished. According to Serres, words “anaesthetize”28 the feel of sound. In 

fact, he pushes this argument even further by juxtaposing language against skin. As he 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
24 Ibid. 47.  
 
25 Ibid. 
 
26 Ibid.  
 
27 Ibid. 85.  
 
28 Ibid. 59. 
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asserts, “We must either feel or be named. Choose. Language or skin, aesthesia or 

anaesthesia.”29 Similarly, I argue that discursive codes – or words – limit or desensitize 

the resistance, pain, anxiety, pleasure and rapture that a sound may generate. 

Nonetheless, do we really pick a side between language and skin in life? Do we have a 

solid separation between the two?  

In the next two sections, I attempt to suggest an answer to this question. Austrian 

psychiatrist Paul Schilder’s theory on postural body image explains the peripheries of 

skin, and the cases of “paralinguistic sounds’ uncommon touch” show us the various 

other possibilities that occur between language and skin.  In fact, both sections prepare us 

for the idea of “performative voice, language and speech,” that is developed throughout 

the chapters.  

!
Peripheries of skin: Schilder’s Postural Body Image  
 

 Through the pathological and psychological observations, Schilder investigates the 

peripheries of the body, and argues that the bodily peripheries generate the central 

posture and the body image. In other words, the “totality” of the body image assumes a 

continual interaction between the parts. Describing this interaction, Schilder concentrates 

on the “multiplication of senses,” and formulates the “optic representation” of the human 

body by giving substantial weight to the sense of touch. 

 Acoustic imagination is mostly depicted with “optic representation.” When we hear 

a sound, we visualize an image, a frame to represent the sound, to fill in the space of 
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29 Ibid. 73.  
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sound. We are usually accustomed to the idea of sound, and to the way it touches our 

bodies. We usually do not pay attention to how our bodies resonate with sound. Though 

we directly and immediately feel the various physiological changes led by sound like the 

change in body temperature, and the change in the gravity of our body, we are not always 

aware of how we appropriate and personalize the sounds we hear.  

 Sound penetrates into our bodies, but we usually feel comfortable with its 

penetration. This is again a return to the womb, within which sound covers the body as 

the very primal environment. This tactility of sound demonstrates the materiality of 

sound, and of our perception. Sound changes the perception of weight and height, 

expansion and extension of the body. Schilder’s analysis on the vestibular influence 

reinforces how sound “challenges” the gravity of the body: 

It is clear that irritation, which has such a strong influence on the tone, must 
immediately change the perception of the gravity of our own body....It is 
worth while to ascertain what happens when gravitation is changed by 
external forces. When we are flying upwards in an aeroplane, the body is 
pressed by a strong force against its support....When the aeroplane is going 
down, the body immediately feels lighter...we somehow perceive the 
addition or subtraction of the physical masses to our body. But beyond that, 
we have the many influences of the vestibular apparatus on the muscle tone 
which influences the perception of gravity of our body.30 

 

The close proximity and high volume, and the high “intensity” and “pressure” of air –of 

sound- generate a physically “painful” experience on the one hand, and a metaphorical 

“drunkenness” –a phantom counterpart of the body – on the other. Schilder designates 
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30 Paul Schilder “The Physiological Basis of the Body Image,” The Image and 
Appearance of the Human Body, (New York: International Universities Press, 1950), 94. 
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this effect as “after-sensation,”31 which is led by the “vestibular influence.” Accordingly, 

vestibular influence lightens and extends the “mass” of the body. Though Schilder 

articulates the physiological process, what he means by the “phantom” or “after- 

sensation” derives from a loss of consciousness, a mental transformation. Instead of this 

shift, I argue that “after-sensation” is a very physical phenomenon, which we are used to 

experience everyday unconsciously. 

 Schilder focuses on the “modes” of intensities, and “degrees” of densities, while 

exemplifying the air pressure, and how it affects our bodies. This is of course useful to 

understand the possibilities of sound in its effect, but it is also significant to recall the 

phenomenal properties of sound. Regardless of its intensity, the experience of sound 

already leads to the experience of a physical and mental space and a “phantom” image. 

This concrete process of imagination can be considered as a “familiar” drunkenness, 

which we experience everyday without being fully aware of its effect. This process 

resonates with Schilder’s “after-sensation” in the sense that “posture of the head”32 and 

the “physical body” is “moved” with the experience of sound, yet the experience of the 

movement is not as hallucinated as Schilder suggests. On the contrary, it is very subtle 

and daily. 

 The connection between face and voice can be a good example to strengthen this 

daily effect. Both face and voice are experienced materially. Yet both operate 

imaginarily. We don’t see the operation of our voice. Equally we don’t see the operation 
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of our face. The only reference is another’s voice, another’s face, a mirror image. 

Schilder associates this imaginary operation of face with a “spiritual eye”, or a “psychic 

organ, which wanders round in the body and sees the outside of the body from the 

inside.”33 The interiority of the operation attributes a spiritual and immaterial quality to 

face. 

 Here it is perhaps important to mention Levinas’s concept of “totality and 

infinity.”34 Similarly, Levinas asserts that “face” is an “epiphanic” part that interrupts the 

“totality” of the body. Accordingly, face opens the materiality of the body to “infinity.” 

So does voice. Voice opens the materiality of the assemblage of “bodily sounds” or 

“fleshed sounds” to “infinity.” The difference between face and voice is embedded in the 

“sensation.” Though both open the material to the immaterial, they do not share the same 

quality of opening. The way face opens the rest of the body can only be fantasized. The 

way voice opens the rest of the “fleshed sound” can be sensed on the body. Voice is felt 

deep and intense, as it indicates a physical opening below the skin. 

 The idea of physical opening is directly related to the most sensational organs, 

mouth and erotogenic zones. A thin surface they share, both are visibly open. They are 

the most vulnerable flesh, which would translate the “pressure of the skin,” the state of 

“below the skin” into the experience of pain and pleasure. Here I will deal only with pain. 

Pain is both physically and psychologically felt below the skin, in depth. Flesh knows 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33 Ibid. 84-85. 
 
34 Emmanuel Levinas, Totality and Infinity: an essay on exteriority, translated by 
Alphonso Lingis, (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1969).   
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pain, and patience with pain. Pain erases the distance between the skin and the alien 

object that hurts the skin. It is a heterogeneous space, within which subject and object 

cannot be clearly separated. Pain is pure intensity, pure spatiality and again pure 

interiority. The very immediate connection between sound and pain, between voice and 

flesh is the expression, the vocalization of pain. 

 As Elaine Scarry reminds us pain destroys language.35 Any bodily sound that is 

heard as a consequence of physical or psychological pain “sounds” like a primitive vocal 

gesture: The “controlled” or visible skin of the voice disappears, the word disappears, the 

substance of the body disappears, the body returns to empty container, pronounced by the 

sounds of the voice, by the peripheries of the body-infancy. The body then becomes just a 

sound and space. The distance between the body and outside world disappears with pain. 

Schilder’s explanation about the disappearance is effective: 

 
In pain, the object becomes comparatively unimportant. When we suffer 
pain, we care less for the quality of the object than for the sensation. At the 
same time object and subject come so close together that differentiation 
becomes difficult... It seems that, like touch, pain also, even when 
superficial, is felt in a layer which is psychologically below the optic 
surface (perceived or imagined), of the body. Pain has to be localized and 
therefore brought into connection with the organization of the body 
image...It seems that when there is any pain on the surface of the body, the 
postural model becomes overemphasized at this particular point. It becomes 
distorted. There are feelings of swelling. There exists a proof for the 
conception that pain has to be brought into connection with the postural 
model of the body.36 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World, (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1985).  
 
36 Ibid. 99, 101. 
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Above, Schilder describes how pain moves, distorts, extends and expands the body. 

Though direct and immediate, the process of feeling pain is complicated. It is a 

kinaesthetic process, within which the optic, tactile, sonic traces cooperate. The operation 

of sound and voice then is bound not simply to the reflection of pain, but also to the very 

feeling of it. The feeling of pain is an interior stretch. It is the “continual shift” between 

the body, and body image. Schilder defines this shift as “emotion”, while stating emotion 

as “the interaction between the body and body image, the postural model of the body.”37 

Emotion presumes a “feeling of warmth” on the one hand, and a “feeling of the exterior 

against the interior” on the other. Though feeling of warmth erases the line between the 

interior and exterior, “feeling of the exterior” draws our attention to the fact that the body 

and the body image are not completely fused. Schilder highlights this fact clearly: 

...Two objects do not fuse, do not touch each other completely: It is a 
remarkable psychological fact that though we distinctly feel the object and 
distinctly feel our own body and its surface, yet they do not touch each other 
completely. They are not fused together. There is a distinct space between. 
In other words, object and body are psychologically separated by a space in 
between.38 

 

What is the space in between? Can it be a space between skin and language? Is such a 

space the real transgression, or the excess of the bodily limits? What kind of drunkenness 

is this excess? Is it habitual, or pathological as Schilder told us? Just like George 

Bataille’s Filthy, are we always drunk because of the erasure of the boundary between 

surface and depth, which may lead us to vomit the language as sounds? And when this 
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happens, are not we exhausting our bodies to the degree where there is only a voice and 

nothing more, which Mladen Dolar wants us to look at closely?39  

!
!
Performative speech: Paralinguistic Voice’s Uncommon Touch 

A bodily sound, a vocal gesture that is translated into a bodily posture creates an 

“uncommon touch,” a touch that makes us more self-conscious, a touch that generates a 

hypersensitive awareness of bodies. I borrow the term, “uncommon touch,” from The 

Book of Touch, edited by Constance Classen. Classen uses this term to investigate the 

hypersensitivities that derive from neurological disorders and physical injuries or 

disabilities. His explanation well-situates the meaning of “uncommon touch”: 

Uncommon touch explores one of the most fundamental questions of 
human existence: are we essentially ethereal spirits dragging around 
prickling bags of bones and muscles, or are we at heart an assemblage of 
tactilities, of terse jaws, knotted stomachs and tingling feet? What of the 
self is left, what is refashioned, when our corporeal bundle of sensibilities 
is reduced through injury, disease, or other causes?40  
!
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39 Mladen Dolar, A voice and nothing more, (Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2006). 
Alongside his Dumbstruck: A Cultural History of Ventriloquism,  Steven Connor’s other 
articles on voice and ventriloquism offer remarkably rich ways to understand the 
exhaustion of the body, and the transgression and dissociation of the voice. `The Machine 
in the Ghost: Spiritualism, Technology and the "Direct Voice"', in Ghosts: 
Psychoanalysis, Deconstruction, History, ed. Peter Buse and Andrew Stott (London: 
Macmillan, 1999), 203-25; 'The Ethics of the Voice', in Critical Ethics: Text, Theory and 
Responsibility, ed. Dominic Rainsford and Tim Woods (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1999), 
220-37; 'Voice, Ventriloquism and the Vocalic Body', in Psychoanalysis and 
Performance, ed. Patrick Campbell and Adrian Kear (London and New York: Routledge, 
2000), 75-93; 'Satan and Sybil: Talk, Possession and Dissociation', in Talk, Talk, Talk: 
The Cultural Life of Conversation, ed. Shelley Salamensky (New York and London: 
Routledge, 2001), 163-80.  
 
40 Constance Classen, “Uncommon Touch” in The Book of Touch, 305. 
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Of course, there is no natural connection between the hypersensitivity suggested by these 

disorders, and by the paralinguistic voices of the musical pieces that I discuss. However 

the cases that I would like to address below, facilitate our understanding of 

hypersensitivity itself, and underline the significance of such awareness in other 

occasions, such as in music. I will refer to two cases of uncommon touch: First, the 

autistic author and scholar Temple Grandin, and second, the blind writer John Hull, both 

of whom have written extensively on their particular relation to the tactile.  

! Since childhood, Grandin has suffered from hypersensitivity. One day, watching 

cattle in a box, she came up with the idea of squeeze machine. She writes: “I built the first 

human squeeze machine out of plywood panels…Entering the machine on hands and 

knees, I applied pressure to both sides of my body.”41 Squeeze machine marks Grandin’s 

need for controlling her physical awareness. An autistic child, Grandin never wanted to 

be touched. She was not able to handle her body, when being touched. Her explanation 

on “being hugged” fleshes out this:  

From as far as back as I can remember, I always hated to be hugged. I 
wanted to experience the good feeling of being hugged, but it was just too 
overwhelming. It was like a great, all engulfing tidal wave of stimulation, 
and I reacted like a wild animal...When touched unexpectedly we usually 
withdraw because our nervous system does not have time to process the 
sensation…42 
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41 Temple Grandin, “Autism and ‘The Squeeze Machine,” in The Book of Touch, 319. 
 
42 Ibid. 318. 
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This manifests how Grandin was seeking a way to control the external stimuli, feel her 

bodily limits, and draw the boundary between her body and the external world. This also 

explains why she prefers to use the term “pressure seekers” for autistics. For instance 

autistic children usually wrap themselves with blanket to decrease the anxiety level, to 

pressure their bodies, and to relax, as she puts it.43  

 The blanket example bridges us back to Anzieu’s sound envelope. Sound 

pressures body in a similar fashion, covering our bodies, and relaxing us. Its physical 

shape and movement perfectly resonate with the blanket metaphor. Imagine a scene on 

public bus. When the motor is running, passengers seem relaxed, agreed on the natural 

noise. When the motor stops, when the noise is gone, passengers feel the urge to talk, to 

make some noise to balance the anxiety.   

John Hull’s diary notes beautifully describe the details of such process. Listening 

to the sound of raindrops, Hull rediscovers his body as a three-dimensional space:  

At five o’clock this morning I woke up to the sound of the rain. I went into 
my study and pressed my forehead against the windowpane…I stood there 
motionless, hardly breathing, concentrating everything upon the sound of 
the rain. The more intensely I listened, the more I found I could 
discriminate, building block upon building block of sound, noticing 
regularities and irregularities, filling dimension upon dimension. Complete 
silence was necessary. Even the slightest sound of my breathing was 
enough to obscure some of the faintest details. It reminded me of the noise 
of the London Underground, which was similarly patterned into many 
textures, layers and shapes, so many positions and levels. Is it true that the 
blind live in their bodies rather than in the world? I am aware of my body 
just as I am aware of the rain. My body is similarly made up of many 
patterns, extended in space from down there to up here…My body and the 
rain intermingle, and become one audio-tactile, three-dimensional 
universe, within which and throughout the whole of which lies my 
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awareness. This is in sharp contrast to the single-track line of consecutive 
speech that makes up my thoughts…”44  
 

 
Hull draws our attention to the possibilities between language and skin. The “consecutive 

speech,” as he puts its, does not encourage a heightened awareness of sound. It does not 

create the urge to reconfigure the bodily limits. It rather creates laziness in perception, 

repeating a habitual practice. However, listening to internal and external non-verbal 

sounds closely, we can challenge this laziness and improve our awareness of the bodily 

limits. Such listening exercise and awareness is the pivot to recognize the pre and 

paralinguistic sounds of the skin-voice as a source for performative speech.  

 Employing Anzieu’s notion of sound envelope, the next chapter investigates the 

first phase of performative speech, from which pre and paralinguistic sounds emerge and 

equally in which they melt into one another. Analyzing Alvin Lucier’s piece, I am sitting 

in a room, I look at the dissolution of the speaking voice – and Lucier’s irregularity of 

speech (his stutter) – into a sonorous bath, a continuous audio-tactile body.  

 

!
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Chapter 2 
 
 
 
Primary Bodily Contact: The Sound Envelope in Lucier’s I am sitting in a room  
 
 
Introduction 
 
 

I am sitting in a room, different from the one you are in now. I am 
recording the sound of my speaking voice and I am going to play it back 
into the room again and again until the resonant frequencies of the room 
reinforce themselves so that any semblance of my speech, with perhaps 
the exception of rhythm, is destroyed. What you will hear, then, are the 
natural resonant frequencies of the room articulated by speech. I regard 
this activity not so much as a demonstration of a physical fact, but more as 
a way to smooth out any irregularities my speech might have.1  

 
 
 So begins Alvin Lucier’s famous work, I am sitting in a room. In the 

approximately 4-minute piece, Lucier, who stutters, reads and plays 32 iterations of this 

text in the room. Between each iteration, there is pause. Throughout the first third of the 

iterations, the text is intelligible. Toward the second third of the piece, Lucier’s speaking 

voice begins to melt into melodic patterns. One begins to hear the speech melody 

underneath the words. In the last third of the piece, the speech melody gradually 

dominates the words whereby the phonemes—and especially the fricative consonants—

become rhythmic punctuations, and the pauses between the iterations turn into louder 

echoes of one another. While the listener is familiarized with the text during the first third 

of the piece, the dissolution of the speaking voice leads to the dissolution of the text as 

well. In the course of such decompression, speech melodies change into pitched sounds,  

                                                
1 Alvin Lucier, I am sitting in a room, (New York: Lovely Music, 1990).  
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pitched sounds into continuous sound waves. Once the text vanishes, the verbal facet of 

the voice also disappears. What remains after? This chapter investigates this question 

through the concept of the sonorous envelope.  

 A sonorous envelope consists of various audio-tactile cavities. These hollows can 

be imagined as units of both interior resonance and exterior contact with the embodiment 

of physical, psychological and social spaces. By dissolving the verbal facet of the voice, I 

am sitting in a room allows the listener to feel and hear the audio cavities of the voice as 

a vibrant surface.  

This idea can be analyzed regarding two axes of sound: weight and intensity. The 

former refers to a relative mass, matter and force through which sound transmits itself; 

the latter designates the color, shape, volume, texture, space and length of a sound. 

Looking at these two axes in the piece enables us to understand the transformation of the 

verbal voice into a physical and phenomenal one and to consider the significance of such 

a transformation.  

I first address Lucier’s early works such as Music for Solo Performer, Chambers, 

and Vesper, which provide an aesthetic for I am sitting in a room. In them, Lucier 

explores sound as a physical phenomenon. The poetry, or suggestiveness of sound, 

derives from the physics of sound in conjunction with the physical body and space, as 

Lucier suggests in his interviews with Douglas Simon.2 My intention is not to analyze the 

early pieces in detail but to underline Lucier’s perception of music as the physical 

experience and embodied imagination of sound. Lucier encourages the listener to 

                                                
2Douglas Simon, “Interviews with Douglas Simon” in Alvin Lucier: Reflections, 
Interviews, Scores, Writings, (Cologne: Edition Musik Texte, 1995).   
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decompress his body as a sound envelope. My analysis pushes this idea forward by 

reconfiguring the sounds of one’s own voice as the audio cavities of this sound envelope. 

Addressing the voice, the piece facilitates a confrontation between the physical and 

psychic and urges us to realize how voice—as embodied sound—intertwines the two.  

 Second, I present Didier Anzieu’s discussion of the sound envelope as one of the 

primary psychic containers of ego-skin, that is, the reformulation of the Freudian ego as 

“skin.”3 An inter-sensory surface, skin functions as a medium between inside and outside, 

renewing the constant exchange between the two. The inter-sensory surface has layers. 

Anzieu designates the acoustic layer as the “first psychic container” because sound is the 

very first “touch” that we experience in the mother’s womb, and hearing is one of our 

first sensory faculties that develops during the first three months of our lives. Considering 

the early engagement of our own bodily noises and mother’s voice, it is reasonable to 

suggest that the first intimate associations are formed through the feel of sound. This 

translates the physical experience of sound into a phenomenal one, through which we can 

discuss metaphorical envelopes, such as a musical envelope.  

 After introducing Anzieu’s theoretical paradigm of the sound envelope as a 

component of the ego-skin, I employ French psychologist, musician and music therapist 

Edith Lecourt’s notion of the musical envelope.4 The musical envelope reiterates 

Anzieu’s notion of “sonorous bath.” Analyzing this, Lecourt more explicitly describes 

how a sonorous bath engages a global experience in which five senses are stimulated 

                                                
3 Didier Anzieu, The Skin Ego, (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1989).  
 
4 Edith Lecourt, “The Musical Envelope,” in Didier Anzieu’s Psychic Envelopes, trans. 
Daphne Briggs, (London: Karnac Books, 1990), 213-235.  
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together and how it generates two channels of communication, “verbal” and “musical.” 

The clinical cases (of psychic deafness and verbal deafness) that Lecourt investigates 

demonstrate the possibility of separating these two channels. Lecourt’s investigation 

transforms the experiential release of Lucier’s speaking voice into speech melodies. 

Appropriating Lecourt’s theory of the musical envelope and their application to clinical 

cases, I examine the effects of the transformation of the verbal into the musical in I am 

sitting in a room.  

 To explain the possible effects of this transformation, the following questions 

need to be addressed: What is transformed? And who reciprocates this transformation? 

Certain physical forces of the voice, such as weight and velocity, and certain sensory 

modes of the body such as excitement, anxiety and relaxation are transformed. The 

transformation comes into being with a speaking voice and a listening body. The shift 

between the two is, in most cases, reciprocal yet not always noticed. I am sitting in a 

room serves as an insightful resource for noticing this reciprocity between the speaking 

voice and the listening body. The reciprocity is both physical and phenomenal.  

Next, I introduce the intensity of sound. By the intensity of sound, I mean the 

amplitude of sound, which relates to the following aspects of sound: color, shape, 

volume, texture, space and time length. To discuss how the physical and psychological 

effects of these elements constitute vocal intensities, the second section of the chapter 

deals with the physiology of hearing and the notion of subvocalization, that is, silent 

utterance with the lips. To examine the physiology of hearing, I briefly refer to the 

physical anatomy of the human ear and the epistemology of psychophysics and 

psychoacoustics. Knowledge of physical anatomy helps us understand the natural and 
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gradual connections between the auditory organs and neural system. It also leads us to 

comprehend hearing as an activity of the whole organism instead of a localized and 

isolated one. Moreover, psychophysics and psychoacoustics illuminate the reciprocal 

relation between the physical and psychic functions of the body. Specifically, I employ 

German experimental psychologist Gustav Fechner’s theory of psychophysics5—that is, 

the psychic and physical are almost always function of one another—and physicist and 

physician Hermann Helmholtz’s notion of “sympathetic resonance.”6 Fechner offers 

empirical resources to measure the sensibilities of sound and degrees of its intensity. 

Helmholtz’s analysis “on the sensation of tone” further applies Fechner’s formulation to 

music and helps us employ music as a key resource to expand on both physical and 

phenomenal limits of hearing. Here, the notion of sympathetic resonance—that is, the 

vibration between two bodies even without physical contact—inspires us to revisit the 

mechanism of the reciprocity between the inside and outside of one’s body. While 

“tuning”—in other words, resonating in harmony—with one another, we are not always 

cognizant of such an exchange. At the core of this process, there is an automatic 

sensibility to sound. Can we imagine the automatic sensibility to sound as a case of 

“inside out,” as one bodily extension reaching another’s body and thus bringing into 

being a shared reverberation?  

                                                
5 Gustav Fechner, Elements of Pyschophysics, trans. Helmut E. Adler, (New York, Holt: 
Rinehart and Winston, 1966).  
 
6 Hermann Helmholtz, On the sensation of tone as a physiological basis for the theory of 
music, trans. Alexander J. Ellis, (New York: Dover, 1954).  
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 This question implies a blurring of the distinction between the speaking voice and 

the listening voice. It attempts to render both parties equally active and replaceable. I am 

sitting in a room utilizes a laboratory to test this situation and to give listeners an 

experience of the physical and phenomenal ambiguity between the voices. Listening to 

Lucier’s repetition of the text, we begin to simultaneously subvocalize it. Subvocalization 

leads us to make sense of the proximity between the verbal text and the dissolution of the 

text into a musical voice and of the proxy of such transformation, while engaging a 

similar experience of our own. This can lead to awareness about how we generate the 

inner voice and how we embody audio cavities as points of contact.  

 

Prologue: Music for Solo Performer, Chambers, and Vespers 

I am sitting in a room has the following instructions:  

Record your voice on the tape through the microphone attached to tape 
recorder #1. Rewind the tape to its beginning, transfer it to tape recorder 
#2, play it back into the room through the loudspeaker and record a second 
generation of the original recorded statement on tape recorder #2. Play the 
second generation only back into the room through the loudspeaker and 
record the third generation of the original recorded statement through the 
microphone attached to tape recorder #1. Continue this process through 
many generations. All the generations spliced together in chronological 
order make a tape composition the length of which is determined by the 
length of the original statement and the number of generations recorded.7  

 
 
 Even though the procedure is clearly addressed, these instructions call for no 

specific place or time restraint. And yet, the acoustic dissolution of the text depends on 

                                                
7 Benjamin Broening, “Alvin Lucier’s I am sitting in a room,” in Analytical Methods of 
Electroacoustic Music, ed. Mary Simoni, (New York: Routledge, 2006), 90.  
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the choice of physical contingencies. Lucier seems to be interested in how such 

spatiotemporal contingencies directly unfold and transform the speech sounds.  

This inspiration derives from Lucier’s earlier works such as Music for Solo 

Performer, Chambers and Vesper. Written in 1965, Music for Solo Performer was 

Lucier’s first landmark piece that examined the physical, neural and cognitive limits of 

sound. The piece is known as being a “performance of live brain waves.”8 In a concert 

hall among various percussion instruments such as cymbals, gongs and timpani, Lucier 

sits motionless on a chair, his eyes shut, with electrodes attached to his head. In a non-

visual and almost meditative state, he is waiting for alpha brain waves to come. There are 

amplifiers and loud speakers. Amplifiers transmit the frequency of alpha waves to loud 

speakers. Attached to the percussion instruments, loud speakers render the instruments 

vibrate or resonate with Lucier’s body. In his dialogue with Douglas Simon, Lucier 

recounts:  

It all happened when I was teaching at Brandeis. I had made the 
acquaintance of Edmond Dewan, a very imaginative physicist who was on 
the faculty at Brandeis but who was then working for the Air Force doing 
experiments with brain waves... Dewan described to me this phenomenon 
that had to do with visualization, that by putting yourself in a non-visual 
state, it would be called a meditative state now, you could release the 
potential of the alpha that is in your head. It’s a very small amount, but it 
would become perceptible, at least to an amplifier...I didn’t know what it 
was going to sound like. Actually, it doesn’t sound like anything because 
it’s ten hertz and below audibility; it isn’t a sound idea, it’s a control or 
energy idea...9  

 

                                                
8 Simon, Interviews, 46.  
 
9 Ibid. 46, 48.  
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The alpha waves—as opposed to beta waves, which stress mental awareness—are 

associated with a relaxed state of mind and body. The waves appear and disappear 

unpredictably. The frequency of the waves is not always observable. As Lucier mentions, 

the waves are not audible, thus the alpha “is not a sound idea, it’s an energy idea.”10 But 

the alpha is a sonic wave that has a certain frequency. It can still be considered a sound, 

yet it is only felt and observed when the body and mind together release. This raises two 

issues: can we talk about the presence of sound, regardless of its decibel level and amount 

of audible perceptibility? If so, can we designate what this sound does to us physically 

and phenomenally? In other words, can we identify a sound and its effect, even if we 

have no preconception about how it would sound? Asking these questions urges us to 

investigate the limits of audible perception and the intensity of sound. I will discuss these 

two aspects in the second section of this chapter. However, I articulate these questions 

here, because Lucier’s unintended implication of “sound as energy” requires it.  

 “Sound as energy” calls on a holistic approach to body. Imagine yourself sitting in 

a chair in a completely relaxed mode, open to all sensory stimuli around you without any 

conscious filter. You would be almost always ready for melting into the space with such 

openness. Amplifying the alpha, Lucier indeed intensifies this openness. Such openness 

for a composer could be understood as an act of “undoing” what s/he learned. Describing 

the procedure of the piece, Lucier tells Simon how he does not prefer to write a 

composition out of the brain waves by recording and manipulating the recording by 

                                                
10 Ibid.  
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changing the texture, tempo, etc. but rather “let[s] alpha be itself.”11 Letting alpha be 

itself leads to another sort of anxiety, that is, an anxiety of having no control over the 

process. Lucier likens this to a patient “sitting in a medical center with electrodes on 

his/her scalp and an analysis is being done of his or her brain waves to determine whether 

he or she is going to live or die...”12 Destiny plays at large: life or death, sound or silence. 

A poetic moment, closure comes out of openness. Lucier highlights such “poetry,”13 

while addressing the referentiality between the motionless human body in a critical 

instance of everyday life and the motionless human body on a concert stage. I argue that 

this referentiality suggests Lucier’s unintended implication of “sound as energy.”  

 As also described by Lucier himself, a state of staying motionless—or having no 

control—is indeed effortful. Particularly in this piece, Lucier first lets his body be in the 

space. Second, Lucier’s amplified alpha waves cause the percussion instruments to 

vibrate. The motionless state, or the potential energy, is then translated into a physical 

movement, or kinetic energy. The sounds the audience hears are then the physical 

transmissions of energy. Here Lucier’s head is attached to electrodes by which his whole 

body is connected with the amplifiers and loudspeakers; however, the audience is not 

attached to any of these sound sources. The audience simply resonates with Lucier’s body 

and with the instruments, perhaps also in a motionless state, also forcing its body’s 

potential energy to make sense of the performance and the sounds. What does such a state 

do to the audience? The live physical contingencies of sound stimulate the audience 
                                                
11 Ibid. 48.  
 
12 Ibid.  
 
13 Ibid. 47, 48.  
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about the “already existing sympathetic resonance” between the bodies of the audience 

and the external world. Music for Solo Performer then fosters a useful awareness and 

insight about sound as a medium of connection, energy, power and even change—just as 

Lucier changes the vibratory state of the instruments.14  

 Lucier’s next two pieces, Chambers and Vespers, add “recognition of live 

organisms, orientation or direction through sound” to this list. In Chambers (1968), 

Lucier uses conch shells “as musical instruments either blown, or bowed and struck”15 

and asks the performers to spread out while playing the shells. This spatial expansion 

leads to exploring how sound guides the direction of a performer’s body. Dispersed in a 

physical environment, performers then recognize the concrete sounds that surround them 

and the sounds of the conch shells as echoes and filters of the environment. Expanding on 

this idea, Vespers (1969) employs sondols, handheld echolocation devices.16 Inspired by 

Donald Griffin’s book, Listening in the Dark: The acoustic orientation of bats and men,17 

Lucier asks the performers to play echolocation devices. In doing so, Lucier seems to 

investigate the research questions that Griffin asked in a different context. Instead of bats, 

Lucier explores human beings’ sensory responses to sound—how they orient themselves 

by means of hearing—while playing with musical ideas. Yet, staying faithful to his 

inspiration, Lucier entitles his piece Vespers, an abbreviation for the family of bats, 
                                                
14 Ibid. 56.  
 
15 Ibid. 62.  
 
16 Lucier explains that these devices were first produced for boat owners, acoustic 
engineers and blind. Ibid. 72, 76.  
 
17 Donald Griffin, Listening in the dark: the acoustic orientation of bats and men, (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1958).  
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Vespertilionidae. Here, referring to Griffin’s research is necessary, especially for locating 

the physical and conceptual echoes of Vespers in I am sitting in a room.  

 The question follows: how does the family of Vespertilionidae listen in the dark? 

In other words, how do bats fly and navigate without seeing? To answer this question, 

Griffin first looks at “Spallanzani’s bat problem.”18 Lazaro Spallanzani, an Italian 

zoologist of the 18th century, experiments with bats in winter and spring and concludes 

that “gradual heat brings bats back to full life and render them entirely capable of flight. 

When you observe that they are completely awake, blind them and note what happens 

when they fly about in a room.”19 Evidently, bats’ flight does not change when they are 

blinded. Departing from the idea of heat and bats’ appearance mostly in spring, 

Spallanzani then assumes that the change was based on the sense of touch: “some other 

sense takes the place of sight. The most obvious would be a highly developed sense of 

touch, such as that said to be possessed by blind persons.”20 Later on, however, one of the 

members of the Geneva Natural History Society, Charles Jurine further investigates the 

experiments, and infers that “if the ears of a bat were tightly plugged with wax or other 

materials, it blundered helplessly into all obstacles.”21 Griffin also notes that Jurine was 

careful about the source of bats’ “disorientation.”22 He made sure that bats’ lack of 

                                                
18 Ibid. 57.  
 
19 Ibid. 60.  
 
20 Ibid.  
 
21 Ibid. 61.  
 
22 Ibid. 62.  
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navigation was not due to the physical pain or discomfort led by the texture or shape of 

the earplugs. This reinforced sound as key to bats’ flight and navigation.  

We then might ask to what extent do bats hear and respond to sound? Griffin 

refers to early 20th century scientists, Sir Hiram S. Maxim, an American engineer, and 

English physiologist Hartridge. The former claims that bats avoid obstacles due to their 

ability of hearing low frequency sounds, and the latter asserts the opposite addressing the 

bats’ use of high frequencies in their navigation.23 Hartridge’s argument leads to the 

“discovery of bats’ ultrasonic sounds.”24 Here, Griffin draws our attention to the 

distinction between “ultrasonic” and “supersonic”: ultrasonic refers to the upper limits of 

human beings’ audible perception, and supersonic indicates the velocities above the 

ultrasonic sounds in air.25 A sonic detector invented by American physicist G.W. Pierce, 

is used to locate and hear supersonic sounds. Studying with Pierce and using the sonic 

detector, Griffin tests the limits of upper and lower sounds that bats hear and use in 

navigation. He concludes that bats “occasionally emit ultrasonic sounds through their 

mouth.”26 To reassure whether this fact affects normal flight, Griffin designed another 

experiment in which he covered the bats’ mouths and observed that a covered mouth 

considerably affects the course of flight.27 One implication of this experiment is that bats 

                                                
23 Ibid. 66.  
 
24 Ibid.  
 
25 Ibid. 67.  
 
26 Ibid. 69, 70.  
 
27 Ibid. 70, 72.  
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hear both through their ears and mouths. Griffin suggests a term, “echolocation” to 

emphasize this mode of perception: 

Bats find their way about by a process quite different from the ordinary 
methods of orientation with which we are most familiar. They do not see 
their way, even though they have some limited vision. Nor do they merely 
listen passively to sounds of outside origin. They generate their own 
sounds and locate obstacles by means of their own ears; in other words, 
they actively probe their environment with short pulses of high frequency 
sounds. Since it must be the properties of such echoes, which serve to 
inform bats about the nature  and position of any obstacle that lies in their 
path, I have suggested the term “echolocation” as a convenient designation 
for this type of perception of objects at a distance...28 

 

The term echolocation frames the map of bats’ hearing. Filtering the sounds through the 

ear and, in return, emitting them through the mouth is a dialogic process. Above, Griffin 

mentions that such a process is not quite similar to human beings’ perception of sound. 

Even though this may be physically true, we shall learn from this dialectic mode of 

hearing, as it stimulates us to refigure the qualities and possibilities of sound reception 

and production. The word “echo” is in that sense relevant and informative. Simply, echo 

means the reflection of sound waves from a surface back to the listener. Griffin 

necessarily complicates the term, and makes a distinction between the echo in physical 

and architectural acoustics, and the word echo that we use in common speech:  

 

In common speech the word “echo” sometimes implies a temporal 
discontinuity between the outgoing and returning sounds, but in physical 
acoustics this distinction is not maintained, and in architectural acoustics, 
for example it is customary to speak of echoes or reverberation of speech 
or music in a hall where only a fraction of a second intervenes between the 

                                                
28 Ibid. 77.  
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arrival of the direct sound and that reflected from walls or ceiling. I shall 
follow this usage...29  
 

Following Griffin’s reference to the “echo” in physical acoustics enables us to expand on 

the acoustic orientation of human beings. Vespers explores this potential. Lucier 

appropriates Griffin’s “echolocation” and asks the performers to use handheld 

echolocation devices, without imposing a particular pace or tempo. The number of echo 

occurrences varies in line with the amplitude and density of the external noises. Slowly 

moving apart from each other, performers are encouraged to locate the subtle arrival and 

reflection of a sound—even though it is short—and respond to it with their own 

movements. Echo-locating is then a combination of call and response, leading the 

performers to heighten their sensory awareness for the environment that they are in, while 

realizing it as a unique sonic atmosphere. This dialogic or referential nature of sound is 

the key to Vespers, and later on to I am sitting in a room.  

 

I am sitting in a room 

 Chambers and Vespers are reflected in I am sitting in a room in two ways: (1) the 

recognition of living organisms as sources of sound and music and (2) the location of the 

human body in its environment through sonic echoes, which crystallize the referential 

and partial nature of sound and which suggest the dialectics between the generator and 

receiver of that sound as a mode of perception. In addition to these features, I am sitting 

in a room retrieves the idea of “sound as energy”—as a source of motion, change and 

                                                
29 Ibid.  
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resonant contact—in Music for Solo Performer. To explain these ideas, we shall look at 

the first third of the 32 iterations.  

During the first 11 iterations, when the text is still intelligible, we listen to the 

technical details of the piece. To review, Lucier tells us where he is and what he will be 

doing.  The text is straightforward and literal. It helps us visualize the scene: someone is 

sitting in a room, recording his speaking voice to a tape, playing the recording back into 

the room, re-recording the playback to the second tape recorder, repeating the same 

process until the text completely disappears into the frequencies of the room. By 

listening, we embody this scene. Above all, we are told to attentively listen to the 

dissolution of the speaking voice. After a while, however, we get used to the literal 

content of the text. We start to internalize and hear the words as a background sound that 

surrounds us. The sound creates a particular space, within which we are inevitably aware 

of the frequencies of the space itself. We recognize how the space “breathes,” how it can 

be a live organism that moves our body. The feel of the space becomes very palpable for 

us, almost locatable in our bodies, turning our bodies into a micro version of the space. 

Thereby, we reciprocate our own bodily noises with the space. And the echo arrives. The 

echo is both literal and metaphorical here, rendering the human body a surface that 

physically reflects the frequencies of the space on the one hand, and melting the body 

into a web of imagination on the other. The echo in this context leads to the dialectics 

between the generator and receiver of sound.30 

                                                
30 The togetherness of physical and phenomenal echo indeed stimulate five senses. To 
look at the process closely, we shall trace how the physiology of human hearing 
developed. As drawn by evolutionary biology, hearing is a multi-sensory modality. 
Theories about the evolution of the inner ear and auditory context in vertebrates help us 
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The second third of the iterations—starting from the seventh iteration to the 

seventeenth or so—amplifies this dialectic between the generator and the receiver of 

sound. During this sequence, we hear the words as partial. We can still mark the 

beginning and ending of the text. Nevertheless, the speech melodies that underlie the 

words are more audible as series of pitched sounds. The phonemes and fricative 

consonants function as rhythmic punctuations. Here, what we hear, more than clear-cut 

verbal articulations, is melodic phrases. We follow each iteration through these melodic 

phrases. Given that we are accustomed to the content of the text, we do not try to make 

sense of the text through melody, yet we think by means of sensing the sounds of the 

melody. We both physically and phenomenally echo the melodies back. We echo the 

resonant frequencies of the room that we are sitting in, as Lucier would say, and the 

resonant frequencies of our imagination in which we are contained. More significantly, 

we articulate our imagination by means of the room resonance, which is in return affected 

by the physical vibration of our imagination as well.  

                                                
establish the connection between sound and touch; and between hearing, equilibrium, and 
proprioception in human hearing.  
 There are two major hypotheses: Van Bergeijk’s and Baird’s acousticolateralis 
hypothesis, and Wever’s response to this hypothesis. The former suggests that “the inner 
ear and the lateral line are closely related because they develop from the same embryonic 
mesodermal anlage; they have the same kind of ciliated sensory hair cells; and their 
covering and innervation are very similar.” In response to this hypothesis, Wever made a 
slightly different argument. As he posits, the evolution of the inner ear derives from “a 
common mechanosensory -- sensing the mechanical stimuli -- system using hair cells,” 
despite its structural similarities to the lateral line. This indeed challenges the linear 
correspondence between the lateral line and the inner ear, inviting us to consider both 
internal and external stimuli in the evolution of the physiology of hearing. Nevertheless 
both theories are useful to trace the organic affiliations between touch and sound, and to 
recall hearing as a multi-functional sensory channel that both affects and evolves through 
posture, movement, balance etc. Douglas B. Webster, Richard R. Fay, Arthur N. Popper, 
The Evolutionary Biology of Hearing, (New York: Springer-Verlag, 1992), 51, 53, 54.  
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We let our bodies be absorbed in a repetitive—almost obsessive—cycle of 

sounds. There is still a pause between these cycles of sounds. Yet the pause is not 

punctuated by a linguistic code. The pause between each iteration is literally an amplified 

moment of life, a resonant breath of the space through which the residues of the words 

and melodic phrases keep sounding. The residues distort the regularity of the melodic 

phrases’ occurrences, smooth the consonants and lead them to vanish. Towards the end of 

this cycle, it thus becomes harder to maintain the rhythm of the iterations, separate one 

iteration from another and count the number of the iterations. Who generates the sound 

that we hear, and who receive them in this context? There is no pure position like “sound-

-in--itself” or "sound--out of--itself” in I am sitting in a room.   

To describe this absence, let’s analyze these two positions. John Cage evokes 

sound--in--itself. When Cage said, “let sound be themselves,” the indication was to 

liberate the sounds from their pre-conceived discursive attributions and to re-discover the 

new possibilities of all sounds in writing music. In that respect, sound--in--itself implies 

expanding the resources of aesthetic choices for founding music in life at large. Pursuing 

sounds as such brings us to the partial, referential and incomplete nature of sound. 

Nevertheless, we sometimes appropriate this concept as a tool of objectification. We are 

inclined to assume that sounds can be self-sufficient, that they can stand on their own as 

ahistorical and non-contextual. Reiterating the modernist and formalist tendencies, we 

sometimes treat sounds as distant and unified entities.  

It is perhaps for this reason, the second position, sound-out-of-itself, comes into 

the picture as the “other” of sound--in--itself. In his book, In the Blink of an Ear: Toward 
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a Non-Cochlear Sonic Art31, artist and theorist Seth-Kim Cohen employs sound-out-of-

itself to underline the textual and cultural implications of sound. The chapter in which he 

analyzes I am sitting in a room especially appropriates this concept. Cohen makes the 

distinction between sound-in-itself and sound-out-of-itself with reference to the father of 

musique concrète, Pierre Schaffer and composer Luc Ferrari, who joined the musique 

concrète research group in 1967. As Cohen writes, Ferrari was composing music out of 

his field recordings at the time. Being a part of the research group, Ferrari was urged to 

follow Schaffer’s methodology: “Use sounds as instruments, as sounds on tape, without 

the causality. It was no longer a clarinet or a spring or a piano, but a sound with a form, a 

development, a life of its own.”32 Cohen reads this methodology to objectify the sounds 

as non-linguistic entities, which eventually dismiss the contextual histories of the 

recorded concrete sounds. Later on, he refers to how Ferrari struggled with this 

methodology and “rejected Schaffer’s notion of acousmatic,”33 that is, hearing a sound 

without seeing its source. Celebrating Ferrari’s opposition to Schaffer, Cohen reiterates 

that musique concrète is indeed a laboratory in which sounds are “not concretized but 

rather stored for future use in the technological memory of the recording medium.”34  

I am sitting in a room can be considered a break from the “not concretized but 

stored” sounds. Cohen interprets this piece as a space between linguistic and non-

                                                
31 Seth Kim-Cohen, In the Blink of an Ear: Toward a Non-Cochlear Sonic Art, (London, 
New York: Continuum, 2009).  
 
32 Cohen quotes Pierre Schaffer. Ibid. 177.  
 
33 Ibid.  
 
34 Ibid. 180.  
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linguistic sounds. He understands the piece as a pursuit for sound in life at large—as 

Cage urges us to think—and as a well-established bridge that reciprocates the sound-in-

itself with the sound-out-of-itself. Cohen’s reading of Lucier’s text and voice then 

becomes a useful reassurance for the absence of the pure position that I suggested above, 

which is that sound is neither simply sound in itself nor simply a signifier out of itself in 

the piece. “Lucier leverages the representational contradictions built into the fabric of 

language,”35 posits Cohen. The pressure over the “representational contradictions” that 

Cohen addresses manifests itself mostly through Lucier’s stutter. Recalling this very fact, 

Cohen furthers what a stutter could mean acoustically and semantically. On both scales, a 

stutter is an “irregularity” that Lucier himself literally tells us in his text. The poetry here 

is how we are carried away through this literal irregularity to a metaphorical irregularity, 

which is experienced very concretely and personally. Perhaps this is why Cohen 

concludes his remark by referring to another sound artist and writer, Brandon LaBelle, 

who writes: “The stutter is the heart of the work.”36 

La Belle’s analysis helps us understand the “psychological and subjective”37 

resonances of I am sitting in a room through the stutter, the literal and the metaphorical 

irregularities. His reading guides us to translate the bridge between sound in itself and 

sound out of itself to another one: the phenomenal transmission of the performer’s 

                                                
35 Ibid. 189.  
 
36 Ibid. 190.  
 
37 Brandon LaBelle suggests the “psychological and subjective” aspect of the piece also 
as a response to Trevor Wishart’s conceptualization of I am sitting in a room as sound 
object. Brandon LaBelle, Background Noise: Perspectives on Sound Art, (London, New 
York: Continuum, 2006), 126.  
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speaking voice to the listener’s listening body and finally re-finding the former in the 

latter, and vice versa. Similar to Seth-Cohen, LaBelle reminds us of the possibility of 

founding an identity that holds particular social and cultural traces in the physical force of 

I am sitting in a room. Peeling away the language to expose irregularities and the sounds 

of physical force, Lucier both literally and metaphorically “smoothes” the somatic and 

semantic aspects of speech. LaBelle highlights this liquidation of speech:  

for speech unsettles the pure phenomenology of acoustical physics by 
always supplying or introducing the social and cultural tracings 
individuality instrinsically enacts, tracings that by nature are always partly 
ambiguous and forceful. Moving into a space of relations as inaugurated 
by acoustics through following or enacting speech, opens out onto an 
existential uncertainty, for speech is not purely physical phenomena but a 
sticky medium for negotiating such phenomena. Thus what must be 
recognized in Lucier’s I am sitting in a room is a complicating of the 
physical phenomenon of acoustics as enacted by a voice staging its own 
existential release: not only do we hear a ‘sound object’ but we hear an 
identity speaking his stutter into a form of acoustic space.38  
 

But, we are not translating the identity of the voice. On the contrary, the liquidation urges 

us for our own existential release: not only do we hear the dissolution of a particular 

voice into a form of acoustic space, but we hear the process of the dissolution itself, 

which activates our own bodily thoughts in finding our “phenomenal voices,” as LaBelle 

would say. The phenomenal end of the piece is then the listener’s body, not the speaker’s. 

The weight of the speaking voice is translated into the intensity of the listening body. The 

external contact between the two bodies turns into a shared volume, depth, color, and 

amplitude. And as the phenomenal end, the listener is carried away. He becomes a 

weightless I sitting in a room.  

                                                
38 Ibid.  
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A Weightless I is Sitting In A Room 

What happens when we are carried away? Is gravity lost? Does our body become 

unsettled? If the dissolution of the external audio cavities leads to internal resonance, how 

can we identify the force of our experience? Does this dissolution shrink our bodies into a 

weightless spirit? Does the physical space turn into a sonorous bath that envelops such a 

spirit?  

  The bridge between the second third and the last third of the piece crystallizes 

these questions. Here, the melodies begin to melt into continuous sounds, the countable 

rhythmic patterns become less decodable. The pause between the iterations—breath—

falls into a unified continuum of sounds in which dualities, such as the tangible phonemes 

of the text versus the intangible phrases of the text; the room resonance versus the 

speaking body; and the recorded voice versus the listening voice, vanish. At the core of 

this unfolding, the listener renews its skin, embodies an anonymous, a weightless I that is 

sitting in a room, which is perhaps not necessarily different from the one that Lucier sits 

in.  

 Recording plays an ironic role here. Even though recording seems to suggest the 

disembodiment of the voice, it leads us to engage with the physical transmission of the 

voice, which urges us to re-configure the embodiment of the voice. Allen Weiss’s 

thought-provoking piece, Breathless: Sound Recording, Disembodiment and The 
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Transformation of Lyrical Nostalgia,39 deepens this idea. Weiss reads examples from 

lyric poetry that later inspire sound poetry. Some of his highlights include Edgar Allan 

Poe’s tales, Stephane Mallarme’s poems and Antonin Artaud’s physical theatre 

performances. Looking at these examples, Weiss explores:  

…how the nineteenth century realities and fantasies of sound recording 
transformed lyric poetry (with its intimate ties to music); how the 
perpetuation of the voice beyond the grave radically changed our relation 
to disembodiment, death, and nostalgia; and to trace out the aesthetic and 
epistemological implications of the newfound objectification of the voice, 
whose manifold manipulations would give rise not only to a new poetry 
and music but also to hitherto unimagined forms of sound art.40  
 

Discussing the fantasy of sound recording of the nineteenth century, Weiss indicates the 

literary dialogues between dead voices, and that way, the equation of death with life. The 

primary text that Weiss introduces is Edgar Allen Poe’s The Colloquy of Monos and Una, 

“the tale of two lovers who meet in the after world and discuss the processes of life, 

death, and the afterlife.”41 Here Weiss draws our attention to a very useful highlight in 

the tale: Monos qualifies the “grave” as a “chaos of the usual senses”42 and instead, 

champions the “sixth sense” of the dead, that is, pure space and time.43 This sense seems 

to be the glue for Poe in generating visceral dialogues between the dead. As Weiss 

                                                
39 Allen Weiss, Breathless: Sound Recording, Disembodiment, and the Transformation of 
Lyrical Nostalgia, (Wesleyan: Wesleyan University Press, 2002).  
 
40 Ibid. xiii.  
 
41 Weiss quotes Poe. Ibid. 7. 
 
42 Ibid.  
 
43 Ibid.  
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argues, the notion of sound recording is fed by the same idea of equating death with life, 

of establishing a “temporary eternity.”44 

What does this suggest for the voice in I am sitting in a room? Does sound 

recording lead to the loss of voice, or a possibility of re-founding it? Weiss posits that 

one of the effects of the sound recording is the objectification of the voice.45 That is to 

say, we are able to zoom in the physical aspects—articulation, intonation, volume etc.—

of the voice by means of recording. Also, this enables us to approach the voice from a 

distance, almost inviting us to a surgical process of cutting the voice into pieces. As 

mentioned above, Weiss argues that such an objectification changes our relation to 

disembodiment, death and nostalgia. Disembodiment here refers not only to a detaching 

the voice from its body, but also to detaching the words from language.46 We are forced 

to encounter the physicality of language, while listening to the physicality of the voice. 

We hear how words disappear and reappear in our voices. We hear the commotion of the 

flesh as we disintegrate a syllable from a word. We hear the partial sound, the lost 

syllable. This perhaps helps us transform the idea of death—the end—into the experience 

                                                
44 Ibid. 
 
45 Ibid. 17, 18.  
 
46 Weiss explains the detachment of the words from language as such: “...Due to the 
fantasy, conception and invention of sound recording, the voice finally enter the archive. 
The effects of sound recording on writing were manifold: it would effect a hybridization 
of oral and written culture; it would increase the content of the archive; it would objectify 
the voice (as is attested to by all subsequent linguistics, which obviated the long- vaunted 
ephemerality of the voice by analyzing and fixing its phonetic structures); it would 
establish the voice itself as repeatable and manipulable, which would have a profound 
effect on poetry and poetics; and it would emphasize the eventfulness of the word, thus 
decreasing the distance between writing and performance, consequently establishing new 
modes of narration and theatricality...” Ibid. 17, 18.  
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of life, the beginning. Nostalgia comes into being at this stage, as a mode of 

remembrance of life, but more significantly, as a defensive strategy to make such an 

equation between life and death, to turn “the end” into “a loss.”  

 Weiss writes, “With Poe, the voice is projected as a partial, disembodied object, 

no longer the sign of subjective interiority, but now a free-floating entity that can become 

an integral component of other systems and machines...Death is not silence but the loss of 

voice, disseminated amid the noise of the universe. Such is the heritage of Poe...”47 It 

would perhaps be worthwhile to push Weiss’s suggestion forward and assert that voice as 

sound is a free-floating entity. Once we hear voice as sound, liberated from the weight of 

the nominal codes, we hear the flesh. Nevertheless, imagining the voice as sound, as a 

free-floating entity, may not indicate the disembodiment of the voice in its literal sense 

that is detaching the voice from its speaking body. This may not indicate leaving the 

subjective interiority or turning the voice into an exterior object either. The main reason 

that falsifies such formulation is that hearing is a sensory channel that requires a bodily 

presence and imagination. Instead of disembodiment of the voice, there is embodiment of 

the hearer, leading to subjective interiority.  

If hearing the recorded voice—parallel to hearing the dead voice—eventually 

brings us to an experience of embodiment, what is disembodiment then? What is lost? In 

other words, when there is embodiment, is there loss? A word may be lost. A sentence 

might be disembodied from its context. The weight of verbal language may be lost. The 

gravity of the hearer’s body might be lost. Then shall we still talk about embodiment? 

                                                
47 Ibid. 20, 21.  
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The question is, what kind of an embodiment should we address here? The embodiment 

of sound seems to be a particular one, that is negotiable and elastic, that cannot be pre-

determined. We cannot fully objectify the lost sound. This is indeed the bridge between 

death and life. This indeed brings us back to nostalgia.  

The transition between the second and the last third of I am sitting in a room 

reassures the experience of such an embodiment. At this stage of the piece, the playback 

of the recorded voice into the room more concretely underlines the acoustic process. The 

partial syllable cannot be brought back, unless it comes back on its own by accident in a 

particular moment. The linguistic aspects of the recorded voice are not completely 

repeatable or manipulable. What we hear is not distinct, yet more atmospheric. The 

transformation of the speech melody into continuous pitches help us concretely be in the 

air of the room, somewhat similar to Gaston Bachelard’s notion of “aerial material 

imagination,”48 that is the “poetic pluralities of breath.”49  

                                                
48 In Air and Dreams, Gaston Bachelard qualifies “imagination” as “open and elusive.”As 
opposed to “habituated” perception of things, Bachelard asserts the imagination as an 
opportunity to “human existence.” Nevertheless, he does that by highlighting the matter 
of imagination, that is four physical elements of nature: air, water, earth and fire.  
 Accordingly, imagination is channelled through the “mobility of images” and 
direct “kinetic activity,” which are not only limited to defined images. For Bachelard, the 
imaginary consists of infinite possibilities of physical and mental activity, and is 
embedded in reality. The lack of imagination indeed ends up deforming the reality 
function. “A person deprived of the function of the unreal is just as neurotic as the one 
deprived of reality function,” he writes. The four elements here offer the possibility of 
material imagination, that is psyche’s open perception of the matter -- the matter’s own 
life -- and creative transformation of the matter into a metaphor. Bachelard asserts that 
“the physiology of the imagination obeys the law of the four elements,” and reinforces 
this idea as such: “... a material element is the principle of a good conductor that gives 
continuity to the imagining psyche. In addition every element that the material 
imagination enthusiastically adopts prepares a special sublimation, a characteristic 
transcendence for the dynamic imagination.”  
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 The variety in the air that we breathe washes the weight of words out of the 

language. Looking back to Weiss’s reading of Edgar Allan Poe and the dead voices’ 

dialogues, we can see the same attempt to erase the language. Weiss guides us to a very 

influential example by Poe, The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar, the story of a man 

dying of pulmonary tuberculosis who is hypnotized by a friend “in the state of articulo 

mortis...”50 Condensing the dialogue between Valdemar and his friend, Weiss draws our 

attention to the contradictory and shaky verbal expressions before the statement of “I am 

dead”: “Yes- asleep now. Do not wake me! -let me die so!” ...”Yes; - no; -I have been 

sleeping - and now-now-I am dead.”51 What Weiss emphasizes here—and what brings us 

back to the disembodiment of language—is that the uncertain state of life and death in 

language. I am dead assures neither death nor life. Both are possible, and equally not 

possible. Language then creates an artificial existence of the two. Perhaps for this reason, 
                                                
 Material imagination then becomes such a useful and inspiring concept to unfold 
the human voice, which is both a watery and an aerial projection of the being. Gaston 
Bachelard, Air and Dreams: An Essay on the Imagination of Movement, trans. Edith 
R.Farrell and C. Frederick Farrell, (Dallas: The Dallas Institute of Humanities and 
Culture Publications, 1988), 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8.   
 
49 Weiss insightfully refers to Gaston Bachelard. He writes : “Poetry, like life, is a matter 
of breath, as Gaston Bachelard explains throughout L’air et les songes (Air and Dreams). 
In the chapter oxymoronically entitled “La declamation muette” (Mute Declamation), he 
states: “The poetic breath, before being a metaphor, is a reality that can be found in the 
life of the poem, if one wishes to learn the lessons of the aerial material imagination. If 
more attention were placed on poetic exuberance, on all forms of the pleasure of 
speaking, softly, quickly, crying, murmuring, psalmodizing.. an incredible plurality of 
poetic breaths would be discovered.” The poet is appropriately characterized by the 
famed definitions of the human being as a tuyau sonore (sonorous pipe) and a roseau 
pensant (thinking reed), such that even silence becomes a positive, meaningful function 
of breath...” Weiss, Breathless, 35, 36. 
 
50 Ibid. 39. 
 
51 Ibid. 39, 40. 
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Weiss reminds us of Barthes’ remarks on death and language: “there is a gaping 

contradiction between Death and Language; the contrary of Life is not Death: it is 

language...”52 The speaking voice, however, complicates this situation. As Weiss writes, 

we do not know whether Valdemar is alive or dead; all we know is that he speaks.53 This 

is the parallel that Weiss brilliantly draws with the recorded voice. Recorded voice seems 

to give rise to a similar effect for us. We do not know who speaks; all we know is that 

s/he speaks.  

Where is speech in the equation of life and death? How far can speech be from 

language? To what extent does speech suggest life? To what extent does it assure death 

along with language? If language indicates death and the disembodiment of sound; then 

would speech imply life and the embodiment of sound? Here Weiss brings back the 

premise of Merleau Ponty’s “corporeal phenomenology.”54 “At the core of Merleau-

Ponty’s ontology is a lack of univocal determination, an intentional ambiguity deemed 

necessary to describe the polymorphic labyrinthine wild Being which would no longer 

suffer the metaphysical dualism of interior and exterior. This is a philosophy of the flesh, 

where ‘the I, really is nobody, is the anonymous,’ and where ‘what there is to be grasped 

is a dispossession’,”55 writes Weiss.  

                                                
52 Ibid. 41. 
 
53 Ibid.  
 
54 Ibid. 54.  
 
55 Weiss refers to Merleau-Ponty’s two books, Phenomenology of Perception and Visible 
and Invisible. Here he quotes from Visible and Invisible. Ibid., 54. Maurice Merleau 
Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Colin Smith, (New York: Humanities Press, 
1962); The Visible and the Invisible, trans. Alphonso Lingis, (Evanston: Northwestern 
University Press, 1968).  
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The liquidation of Lucier’s voice exposes us to this case of dispossession, where 

interior and exterior, conscious and unconscious are interwoven, and visible and invisible 

come together. The poetry of the piece is then the ambiguous line between the punctuated 

melodic phrases and the continuous pitched tones, between the speech sounds and the 

room resonance, and between the speaking body of the recorded voice and the listening 

body of the speaking voice. This ambiguity is not pre-determined, yet it is intentional. In 

other words, it is destined to be determined by the physical context, by chance. And by 

chance, the listener is allowed to transcend the “death” of language”—the pre-determined 

meaning or pre-carried weight—and to find life in the “anonymous flesh” of the language 

that is weightless sound.  

Lucier puts the listener in a situation where this weightless sound can be 

concretized within a particular space and time:  

The space acts as a filter; it filters out all of the frequencies except the 
resonant ones. It has to do with the architecture, the physical dimensions 
and acoustic characteristics of the  space...evert musical sound has a 
particular wavelength. Actually there is no such thing as ‘high’ notes or 
‘low’ notes, we simply borrowed those terms from the visual world to 
describe something we didn’t understand. A musical sound as it is 
produced on an instrument, in a column of air or vibrating string, causes 
oscillations at a certain rate of speed...As those sounds move out into 
space they can be observed as various-sized wavelengths, so you can see 
how directly the dimensions of a room relate to musical sounds. If the 
dimensions of a room are in a simple relationship to a sound that is played 
in, that sound will be reinforced, that is, it will be amplified by the 
reflections from the walls. If, however, the sound doesn’t ‘fit’ the room, it 
will be reflected out of phase with itself and tend to filter itself out. So by 
playing sounds into a room over and over again, you reinforce some of 
them more and more each time and eliminate others.56  
 

                                                
 
56 Simon, Alvin Lucier, 96. 
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The physical fit between sound and space suggests the spectrum of chance, the web of 

references, and the possibilities of movement, affect and change. The audio cavities—

both linguistic and non-linguistic fragments of Lucier’s text and voice—take place on this 

spectrum. With the weightlessness of sound and the constant negotiation of breath, the 

physical contact becomes a “fit” or a “natural selection of the frequencies, wave lengths” 

between the bodies in space. The embodiment of these frequencies (the contact) brings us 

back to the idea of sound as the primary touch (the primary mode of being) that is also 

the realization of the anonymous flesh. 

Psychoanalysis offers empirical examples and conceptual tools to better situate 

sound as such. Didier Anzieu’s skin-ego, and clinical cases of psychic deafness and 

verbal deafness manifest sound as a physical phenomenon that facilitates the connection 

between the human body and the external world. This also helps us expand on the 

psychosomatic process of disembodying verbal language from sensory operation and of 

translating the weightlessness of sound into intensity.  

 
Didier Anzieu’s Sound Envelope  
 
 Prior to his explanation of sound envelope as the primary layer of ego-skin, 

Anzieu guides us to English and American psychoanalytic literature to substantiate the 

conceptual necessity of the term. Anzieu draws our attention to three paradigms: Wilfred 

Bion’s concept of the mother’s breast as a psychic container of “space sensations 

(particularly cenesthetic and kinaesthetic)”57 and then a source of self’s “representation, 

                                                
57 Anzieu, The Skin-Ego, 157.  
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binding and introjection”58; H. Kohut’s notion of “self’s narcissistic fusion” with objects, 

that the self either mirrors itself in objects or idealizes the object itself; and lastly, 

Lacan’s formulation of “mirror image of the whole unified body,” and, in line with 

Lacan, Donald Winnicott’s emphasis on the mother’s face operating as the first mirror for 

the child.59 One common aspect of these paradigms is that they all tend to prioritize the 

visual aspects of the baby’s physical experience. Anzieu contributes to this picture with 

his emphasis on “sound,” per se. “I should like to demonstrate the existence at an even 

earlier stage of a sound mirror or of an audio-phonic skin, and the role this plays in the 

acquisition by the psychical apparatus...”60 he writes.  

 Anzieu’s demonstration of the sound envelope concretizes the function of audio-

phonic communication in self-object relations. To explain this, Anzieu first unfolds the 

elements of the audio-phonic communication. First, we shall imagine the mother’s womb 

as a cavern of bodily noises, where the sensory responses of the embryo initially occur. 

The noises of the mother are indeed the first protective “envelope” of the embryo. 

Second, after birth, the baby initially recognizes its own bodily noises such as coughing, 

crying, and digestion. Nevertheless, as Anzieu posits, these sounds lead to anxiety for the 

baby, because s/he cannot localize them.61 The very first “intentional” sound that the 

                                                
58 Ibid. 
 
59 Ibid. 158.  
 
60 Ibid. 157, 158.  
 
61 Ibid. 162, 163.  
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baby recognizes is the mother’s voice.62 Following this recognition, the ability of 

differentiating other sounds gradually evolves:  

At five weeks, the baby can distinguish its mother’s voice from others, 
though it still cannot differentiate between its mother’s face and those of 
others...Between three and six months, the baby is constantly babbling. He 
play with the sounds he makes, which are, first of all, ‘cluckings clickings 
and cawings’. He then sets about progressively differentiating and 
deliberately producing and consolidating from the wide range of 
phonemes available...63  

 
Here, Anzieu refers to French structural linguist Andre Mertinet, who designates the 

smallest sounds of a verbal expression (such as vowels and consonants) as functional 

signifiers, which belong to “second articulation of language.”64 The phonemes operate as 

connective tissue between the baby’s body and his physical environment. In the course of 

second articulation, around the first three months, “the maturation of fovea, the circular 

visio-motor reaction is established.”65 During this period, the baby begins to touch things 

that are relatively close. For instance s/he tries to hold the feeding bottle. However, s/he 

also attempts to “reach toward the mother’s voice”66 with the hand. This reassures that 

sound—and in particular mother’s voice—is a tangible thing for the baby to hold. The 

baby’s recognition of sound’s tangible quality may explain the “diversity of audio-

phonological imitation.”67 As Anzieu mentions, the baby can imitate the visual gestures 

                                                
62 Ibid. 163.  
 
63 Ibid. 
 
64 Ibid. 164.  
 
65 Ibid. 
 
66 Ibid. 
 
67 Ibid. 
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around the same period, yet the mimicry of visual gestures does not show the same 

variety; and the mimicry of sounds seem to be possessed or much more personified by 

the baby. Based on this evolution, Anzieu infers that sound has a primary and significant 

role in the establishment of physical contact and mental growth. “The acquisition of pre-

linguistic signification (of crying and then of sounds during babbling) precedes the 

acquisition of infra-linguistic signification (of mimicry and gesture)...and constitutes a 

primary factor in mental development,” he writes.68 Departing from this role of sound, 

Anzieu designates the sound envelope as a primary layer of the ego-skin.  

 As discussed earlier, the notion of ego-skin suggests skin as a multi-sensory 

interface between the inside and outside. Reformulating the Freudian ego as skin, Anzieu 

brings our attention to the physical and phenomenal constitutes of the Ego, of skin itself. 

Sound has a peculiar function in this evolution of skin, given that the human embryo is 

first enveloped by the mother’s emission of bodily sounds, and that audio-phonic 

communication is one of the earliest channel for generating the baby’s physical behavior 

and mental thought. Anzieu reassures this aspect of the audio-phonic communication by 

reminding us of the buccopharyngeal cavity’s role in generating “the formants, 

embryonic mental life and expression of emotion.”69 The physical process here informs 

the psychic development, preceding the Freudian Super-Ego, that is learned by means of 

the “first articulation of language, the rules governing lexical usage, grammar and 

                                                
 
68 Ibid. 165.  
 
69 Ibid. 162.  
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syntax.”70 The constituents of the “second articulation,” or the formants of the phonemes, 

come earlier and deliver a sensible surface, which on the one hand leads to the experience 

of an inner volume of the body, and which on the other hand provides an awareness of 

the outer environment while building an exterior boundary. Anzieu designates this 

double-sided flow as “sound-bath”:  

Even earlier, the Self forms as a sound envelope through the experience of 
bath of sounds. This sound-bath prefigures the Skin Ego with its double 
face, one half turned  towards the outer world, the other towards the inner, 
since the sound envelope is composed of sounds emitted either by the 
baby or by the environment. The combination of these sounds therefore 
produces: a common space-volume permitting bilateral exchange; a first 
(spatio-auditory) image of one’s own body; and a bond of actual fused 
reality with the mother (without which the imaginary fusion with her 
would not be possible later).71 

 
As Anzieu posits here, the sound bath delivers the connection between outside and inside, 

of sense and sensibility. Thereby, he also underlines the possibility of considering sound 

as a meditative and therapeutic resource for physical and mental wellbeing. In the 1970s, 

French psychiatrist Isi Beller founded a therapy, semiophony (“lexiphone therapy”), 

based on the idea of sound bath.72 Beller used this therapy for the children who suffer 

from aphasia and language disturbances. The therapy is designed as such:  

The subject is put in a spacious soundproofed booth, equipped with a 
microphone and a headset, a veritable ‘phantasy egg’ in which he can 
narcissistically withdraw into himself and regress. In a first, purely passive 
phase, he plays freely (drawing, doing puzzles, etc)  while listening for 
half an hour to filtered music rich in high-pitched harmonics, then for 
another half-hour to a pre-recorded, filtered voice. He is thus subjected to 
a sound bath  reduced to rhythm, melody and inflection. The second 

                                                
70 Ibid. 167.  
 
71 Ibid. 
 
72 Ibid. 
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phase of the treatment concerns the second articulation; the subject, 
having heard the filtered music, has then actively to repeat signifiers 
which are also pre-recorded and passed through a light filter that leaves 
the voice perfectly audible and distinct, but pitched at the top of the 
harmonic scale; at the same moment as he repeats the word, the subject 
hears himself on the headphones. He discovers his own voice and 
experiences audio phonatory feedback. In the following phase, the initial 
immersion in music is dispensed with, along with the filtered sounds, and 
the child has simply to repeat sentences organized in story form...73  

 
Generally speaking, aphasiac patients suffer from the difficulty of comprehending, 

producing and articulating the first articulation of language. They cannot translate sounds 

into a cohesive line of speech. To deal with this problem, the therapy first employs the 

absence of verbal language and speaking voice, where high-pitched harmonics, that can 

be sharp, loud, and possibly revealing the related overtones, are played. In this sonic 

ambience, the child is encouraged to engage a free association mode where s/he can 

draw, move around and play with the space without any necessary boundaries. Second, a 

“filtered” voice is played. Instead of free-floating harmonics, the child is now exposed to 

the repeating patterns of the speaking voice. Here, the second articulation comes into the 

picture. The emphasis is put onto the speech melody and rhythm. The sounds of the voice 

are underlined prior to words, yet each sound has a function, becoming a formant of a 

phoneme, a phoneme, and then a word. The process of crystallizing the functions of the 

word and then the word is aligned with the moment of distinguishing the speaking voice. 

In the last phase, the child repeats the word, and hears his own voice back with the 

headphone.  

                                                
73 Ibid. 167, 168.  
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 Ironically, the procedure of semiophony suggests the exact opposite of Lucier’s I 

am sitting in a room. The therapy attempts to cure a kind of verbal deafness by means of 

solidifying the speaking voice and the word. Lucier’s piece in contrast tends to erase such 

solidification; instead it liquidates the voice and unfurls the word. The first third of the 

piece first accustoms us to the first articulation, a text with a grammar and lexicon. Then 

follows the second third, where we are exposed to the second articulation, speech melody 

and rhythm. Finally, throughout the last third of the piece we hear continuous sounds. I 

argue that I am sitting in a room thus leads us to the experience of the primary sound 

bath, the “sound space,” in Anzieu’s words. 

 As Anzieu posits, the sound space indicates the primary external and internal 

noises that the baby cannot locate or of which s/she is not completely cognizant. Most of 

these sounds are automatically produced. Nevertheless, Anzieu mentions that these 

sounds are “accompanied by an active motor image, and all contribute to forming a 

space.”74 This space is the first psychic space, as Anzieu puts it.75 Here Anzieu directly 

bridges us to music. He refers to a 20th century composer, Iannis Xenakis. Like Lucier, 

Xenakis is intrigued by the visceral and concrete aspects of sound. An architect, Xenakis 

appropriately brings the spatial construction of sound to the listener’s attention in the first 

place. Anzieu interprets this aesthetics as a creation of “‘polytype’: an intermingling, 

organized neither spatially nor temporally, of signals of primary psychical qualities or to 

what the philosopher Michel Serres has attempted to say in his writings on flux, 

                                                
74 Ibid. 170.  
 
75 Ibid. 
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dispersion, the cloud of primal disorder lit up and crossed by for signals...”76 This psychic 

dispersion is catalyzed by a very physical one: the physical flux of sound and its various 

echoes.77 The connective tissue between the physical and psychic flux of sound is the 

residues of the echo that is lost in the embodied absence (that we feel the touch of sound 

yet cannot locate) and the imagined presence (that we contextualize the sound yet cannot 

touch) of sound. The sound space then becomes a both literal and metaphorical “cavern,” 

“a hollow space like the breast and the bucco-pharyngeal cavity, a sheltered but not 

hermetically sealed, space.”78 This is why sound is both an inspiring and useful resource 

for clinical therapists and psychoanalysts.  

 

Edith Lecourt’s Musical Envelope  
 
 French psychiatrist, musician and music therapist Edith Lecourt expands on 

Anzieu’s theory of sound envelope and uses a new term, musical envelope, to establish a 

therapeutic treatment. Lecourt first discusses the conceptual elements of musical 

                                                
76 Ibid. 
 
77 Anzieu also reminds us the myth of the Echo: “The interconnectedness of visual and 
sound mirrors in the constitution of narcissism is recorded in Greek mythology. It is not 
by chance that the legend of the nymph Echo is connected with that of Narcissus. As a 
young man Narcissus awakens passionate desire in a great number of nymphs and girls, 
but remains insensitive to them. The nymph Echo falls in love with him in her turn, 
though her love is not reciprocated. In despair, she withdraws into a lonely place where 
she loses her appetite and pines away; of her fading person, there soon remains only a 
moaning voice, repeating the last syllables of words spoken...After a very hot day, 
Narcissus bends over at a spring to slake his thirst, sees his own image and finds it so 
beautiful that he falls in love with it. As with Echo and her sound image, Narcissus 
withdraws from the world, and does nothing but gaze at his own visual image, allowing 
himself to fade away... “ Ibid. 169.  
 
78 Ibid. 171.  
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envelope and then introduces us to the cases of verbal and psychic deafness where she 

employs music as a form of treatment. In doing so, Lecourt also much more directly and 

explicitly leads us to contemporary music examples.  

 Following Anzieu, Lecourt opens her analysis with the sonorous envelope. 

Lecourt characterizes ‘sonority’ with “absence of concreteness or boundaries.”79 If the 

physical aspects of sound imply a flux, how are we able to draw where sound begins and 

ends? Thus, her analysis necessarily complicates the concept of envelope. The notion of 

envelope indicates containment and limit and requires an inter-sensory continuum. An 

open-ended physical phenomenon, sound does not suffice the function of containment, as 

Lecourt argues: “I shall therefore propose that in order for there to be a sonorous 

‘envelope’ it is necessary that sonorous experience should have been able to find 

underlying support, on the one hand in tactile and visual experience, and on the other 

hand in a mental elaboration of sonorous experience based on the ego-skin.”80  

 Though Anzieu’s sound envelope does not necessarily suggest treating sound as 

isolated from the other senses, Lecourt’s emphasis on inter-sensory continuum at the core 

of the idea of envelope helps us concretize the sonorous bath. The way Lecourt qualifies 

the sonorous bath reinforces such physicality; she describes it as “a relationship or 

surface to volume” and “the experience of weightlessness, and of being carried; the 

function of surrounding.”81 The experience of sonorous bath is related to touch, smell, 

taste and vision. In that respect, Lecourt brings the notion of “oral cavity” back and 
                                                
79 Lecourt, The Musical Envelope, 211. 
 
80 Ibid. 212.  
 
81 Ibid. 214. 
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reiterates Anzieu’s point that oral cavity “designates the experience of the inside of 

mouth as it related to the breast, a global experience in which touch, taste, smell, pain and 

temperature were not yet distinguished.”82 This reassures grasping the sonorous 

experience as a global one, and perhaps, brings us back to the idea of sound—especially 

the first pre-linguistic sounds that generate only the sense of space and volume but 

nothing else—as non-locatable and negotiable source of well being. In the previous 

section, I associated this with the loss of gravity or physical force and weight. Lecourt 

does the same. Yet she also particularly locates such “weightlessness” in music.83 The 

sonorous envelope embodies the potential not only for a “verbal face” but also for a 

“musical face.”84 Unlike sound, both verbal and musical faces seem to indicate the 

existence of a text, a particular grammar and content. Nevertheless, Lecourt differentiates 

the two as such:  

The verbal face more linear (in time), univocal and a visible thread in the 
texture, is turned towards the outside. The musical face, in thickness, 
woven of voices (in space as in time), and plurivocal, is turned more 
towards the inside. Their modes of contact are very different: one sounds, 
sings, vibrates and resonates - as in the sonorous bath - the other is 
articulatory and more abstract...85 

  
The way Lecourt differentiates music from verbal language is similar to the distinction 

between the first and secondary articulation of language that has already been raised by 

Anzieu previously. Lecourt contributes to this picture with her specific examples from 

                                                
82 Ibid. 
 
83 Ibid. 213.  
 
84 Ibid. 225.  
 
85 Ibid. 
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contemporary music such as John Cage, Pierre Henry, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Gerald 

Grisey, Luciano Berio and Vinko Globokar. Briefly looking at these examples, she 

indicates the role of contemporary classical music in incorporating everyday noises and 

speech sounds into music and in decomposing musical elements into sound events. The 

aesthetic of contemporary music resonates with the foundation of sound envelope. Three 

aspects—repetition, dissolution and continuous flux of sound—of this aesthetic lead 

Lecourt to question the “limits of intensity, or of sonorous volume.”86 This question also 

raises others: do we live in a larger sound envelope or are we bonding one while listening 

to sounds that surround us? What would be the difference between the one that we are in, 

and that we are drawing? And, in making such a distinction, what is the role of the 

contemporary music examples addressed by Lecourt? Lecourt’s contextualization of 

sonorous envelope in contemporary music’s particular aesthetic helps us search for 

potential answers. Contemporary music’s appropriation of the everyday body and 

everyday sounds make us aware of the process of being enveloped by the inter-sensory 

aspects of sound on the one hand, and of transforming the external world into an 

envelope of sound on the other hand.  

 I am sitting in a room greatly provides a site in which we can be aware of the 

inter-sensory aspects of sound and transform our physical environment into a sound 

envelope. Undoing the text, the piece makes us listen to the physicality of verbal 

language, the physical sounds of the room that we are in—as well as the one that Lucier 

is in—and the dialectical relationship between the two. In doing so, we inevitably 

                                                
86 Ibid. 228.  
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become conscious of our own body in space, and perhaps hear some of our internal 

noises as a part of the sonic spectrum of the piece. We attentively participate in being 

enveloped by the sounds that we hear yet also respond to the process with our bodily 

noises, and contribute to the texture of the envelope. This double-sided operation releases 

the weight of language and helps us negotiate verbal language with the musical. At the 

core of this operation, Lecourt locates the musical envelope. The negotiation between the 

two faces of the musical envelope helps us feel the limits of sound as tangible, be aware 

of the bodily resonances of sound at large and grasp how sound can protect or/and renew 

our ego-skin as an inter-sensory layer.  

 To explain the process, let’s return to Lecourt’s idea of the “verbal and musical 

faces” of the envelope. As mentioned above, Lecourt’s distinction between the two seems 

straightforward: the former face “is turned toward the outside” and the latter face “is 

turned toward the inside.”87 The former is sensorily more abstract; the latter is sensorily 

more concrete. One sings and swings; the other speaks and articulates. Their “mode of 

contact” differs, as Lecourt reminds us.88 Yet this different mode of contact also fleshes 

out the constant compromise between the two: the release of sound, the automatic stretch 

of the internal body to the outside and vice versa. How does the release of sound protect 

and renew our skin? Searching for an answer, both Anzieu and Lecourt use the 

mythology of Apollo and Marsyas.89 Lecourt describes the myth:  

                                                
87 Ibid. 225.  
 
88 Ibid. 
 
89 One of the clinical cases that Anzieu discusses is pseudo-named as Marsyas. Anzieu, 
The Skin Ego, 158.  
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Apollo asks Marsyas to play his instrument - the double flute - reversed 
(namely through the hole opposite the ‘embouchure’ ) as he himself could 
do this with his lyre. This meant posing the enigma of the source of 
musical sound and its mode of production (by reversal, or 
transposition)...But Marsyas did not use language to reply, he did the 
thing...and only produced a body noise, of blowing, or wind. He lost his 
skin for this (he was hung and flayed) and was found in a cavern, a return 
to the sonorous cavity, its resonances, noises and music.90  

 
The first question that one could ask here is why Apollo was threatened by an enigmatic 

“body noise.” Then it would be likely to ask why he flayed Marsyas’s skin as 

punishment. The reason for this punishment seems to be the fact that Apollo wanted to 

see the source of the enigma. The irony of the myth, however, is the end (or lack of end) 

of the myth, that Marysas’s skin melted into sounds and became a sonorous cavity, which 

was again invisible. There is a potential cross-reference between this myth and I am 

sitting in a room. In the myth, the human skin melts into sonorous cavities; in the piece, 

the verbal language melts into audio cavities. In both, the surface of a particular body is 

first agitated then released by sound. Does this release renew the listener’s skin first by 

peeling away its dead cavities and then by stimulating and activating its bodily 

sensations?  

 Lecourt tests this question for us, while using the “musical envelope” as a form of 

treatment. She looks at two cases: David’s case of autism and verbal deafness and Paul’s 

case of psychic deafness. Paul can only hear speech but nothing else,91 whereas David 
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cannot hear words as he has hyper excitation and sensitivity regarding sound, which leads 

him to be almost always in a trance state and become a “verbal deaf.”92   

 For David’s case, Lecourt “differentiates” and “neutralizes” David’s sensory 

excitation by channeling and accommodating the repetition of his actions. “David used 

repetition to attempt precisely to grasp something,” she writes:  

In the first situation, David asked me to repeat an action: pushing the 
‘stop’ button of the  tape recorder. This lasted for a moment, and I 
understood nothing of this, especially since he knew perfectly well how to 
do it himself. After a few minutes I heard him say ‘Top’ and then realized 
that I had very often associated ‘Stop’ - or, by abbreviation, ‘Top’ - with 
the action he requested. Was David’s quest not to appropriate the word by 
means of differentiation within the global excitation? ...The appropriation 
of words and of meaning necessitates this work of differentiation and a 
neutralization of sensory excitation..”93  

 
David’s global excitation can be imagined as a sound bath. He cannot translate sounds 

into repeating patterns, since he is constantly triggered by sounds and since sounds are 

negotiable and non-locatable for him. The visual repetition only helps him weigh the 

sounds, and turn them into patterns of words. Paul on the other hand—perhaps like 

Apollo—is threatened by the weightlessness of sound. As opposed to David, he can only 

pick up verbal patterns:  

...a very heavy narcissistic pathology, presenting as psychic deafness to all 
noise and all  music, but not to speech. At fifteen years of age, Paul 
literally ‘woke up’ to the sonorous world, to the extent of taking a real 
pleasure in it. This leads us to the concept of ‘sonorous wall’ proposed by 
R. Gori  (1978), which seems to me to be the counterpart on the sonorous 
plane of the cuirass on the tactile lane: ‘the overflow of signs or over flow 
sounds construct a false skin, a sonorous culvert, a pneumatic cushion, 
which -like walls- protect the self from communication that is perceived as 
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an intrusion threatening the boundaries of the ego’ Here I see two aspects 
of the pathologies encountered: total obstruction on the one hand, and the 
reverberant surface on the other...94 

 
Lecourt does not explain the details of Paul’s transition from being threatened to being 

pleased  by sound. What led to Paul’s awakening to “the sonorous world”? The answer is 

not clear. Yet the distinction between the “sonorous wall” and “sonorous plane” verifies 

this transition. A wall suggests a vertical separation. Imagining the sounds with the 

metaphor of the wall can then be protective for Paul, helping him isolate himself from the 

rest of the world. Plane, on the other hand, is horizontal, bringing infinite and contingent 

possibilities, perhaps diminishing Paul’s feel of self-control over the external things.  

 What does I am sitting in a room do in this context? Can we consider the piece an 

example of sonorous envelope that can cure a potential psychic deafness or verbal 

deafness? Does the piece suggest a sonorous wall or plane? Does the piece’s transition 

from verbal weight into sonic and musical weightlessness lead to a “total obstruction” 

or/and “reverberant surface” of the ego-skin? I argue that the answer is yes to all of these.   

 The intention here is not to appropriate the piece as a form of treatment. However, 

looking at the piece through these clinical cases informs us about the sensory mechanism 

of the human body—and the role of sound—in constructing and expressing the psyche. In 

that sense I am sitting in a room can be a treatment for all of us to discover a latent 

psychic or verbal deafness. The repetitive iterations of the text obviously help us grasp 

the words as re-occurring patterns and lead us to subvocalize them as separate units of 

sound, whereby a “verbal deaf” like David can embody the units as words. The gradual 
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dissolution of these units on the other hand renders the text a bath of sounds where words 

become elusive. This dissolution can be felt both as a sonorous wall and plane. Though 

elusive, the words are still there based on our already existing familiarity with the text 

and our subvocalization of it. The familiarity and the embodiment with the text draw the 

physical and phenomenal limits of the bath of sounds, engaging both vertical alignment 

and horizontal plane of our bodies. We can then translate the sounds into a vertical wall 

and/or create a web of them that envelops our body not necessarily vertically, but in a 

three-dimensional way, that elevates the weight of our body and makes it swing in space 

as volume, whereby we feel the space as a horizontal plane. In both cases, our ego-skin is 

protected. As Lecourt insightfully posits, only their “mode of contact” differs. The 

sonorous plane—to which Paul awakes, and through which he begins to enjoy sounds as 

more free-floating units—functions like a blanket that covers the indefinite possibilities 

of sounds. The sonorous wall—that David builds by repeating certain physical sound and 

action patterns, and through which he begins to translate sounds into words—functions 

like a surface that filters the indefinite uncertainties of sound. Generating both a sonorous 

wall and plane, I am sitting in a room turns our bodies on the one hand into a “total 

obstruction,” and on the other hand, into a “reverberant surface” of the external world. 

This seems to be the transformation of the exterior contact into internal resonance, of the 

weight into intensity.  

 

Knowing the limits of hearing: Intensity, or internal resonance, of sound  

 The last third of the piece is where Lucier’s irregularity of speech is almost 

completely flattened out. In the course of a hypnotic cycle of sounds, punctuated 
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phonemes, pitched phrases and paused breaths vanish. Even the familiarity with the text 

decays. The distinction between the exterior contact of Lucier’s voice and the interior 

resonance of the listener’s body becomes vague. All that remains is the listener’s own 

body that absorbs the sounds of the piece, and perhaps, the room s/he is sitting in. In 

other words, all that remains are the volume -- the intensity of the sounds – and the 

timbre of the voice.  

In his analysis of I am sitting in a room, Benjamin Broening qualifies this decay 

as the strength of the piece that delivers “emotional resonance.”95 Broening treats the 

piece as an example of electroacoustic music and employs “spectrogram analysis,” that 

is, one of the most applicable methods of electroacoustic music. Most basically, 

spectrogram analysis is two-dimensional graphic representations of frequency and 

amplitude as a function of time.96 Broening’s spectrograms for the first and last ten 

iterations sets demonstrate the transformation and translation of the speech sounds into 

high frequencies, gradual intensification of certain frequency bands over the course of the 

entire piece.97 Broening shows that these frequency bands are reinforced and augmented 

by the emergence of B-flats and Fs in higher registers, especially in the last few 

iterations.98  

                                                
95 Broening, Alvin Lucier’s I am sitting in a room, 107.  
 
96 Broening mentions that while spectrograms help us analyze the “specific properties of 
sound over time,” they do not always inform us about the “perception of sound.” Ibid. 95.  
 
97 Ibid. 95, 96.  
 
98 Ibid.  
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 Spectrogram analysis is useful to look closely at how speech melodies evolve into 

more continuous sounds on the scale of frequency and amplitude. Nevertheless, the 

graphic representation does not translate the emotional resonance to us. Departing from 

the graphics, Broening expands on the conceptual motivations and potential responses of 

the piece, and thereby he attempts to translate what this emotional resonance is:  

I am sitting in a room derives its strength from the transference of 
meaning into sound. The resultant sound of the piece is an embodiment of 
the meaning of the text that Lucier reads. Imagine, for example, if instead 
of the text that appears in the score, Lucier had chosen nonsense syllables 
or selections from the tax code. The aural result would be similar, but 
would miss several important features of the piece that define its 
character...Hierarchy of possible realizations: Lucier reads text; Someone 
else reads text; Someone else reads different text; Nontext sound source 
(From strong to weak).99  

 
Accordingly, the emotional resonance is the subjective appropriation of an external text, 

which can only come into being with the embodied re-reading of the text. This shall be 

considered pure intensity, or what I call “internal resonance.” The question is whether we 

can identify such intensity; and if so, whether we can know what to do with this intensity. 

What happens after we feel the internal resonance of our bodies? The physiology of 

hearing offers us substantial tools to figure how we could identify and describe such 

intensity. Psychophysics deals with “what happens” question, how to feel and what to do 

with the feeling of this intensity.  

 The intensity of sound literally translates to the decibel level, the amplitude. 

Nevertheless, the amplitude of sound does not completely translate the degree of 

loudness for us. The body’s proximity to the source of sound determines how loud a 
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sound is. If we stay close to the source of sound, we hear it loudly. If not, we hear the 

same amplitude with a lower volume. Loudness is physical and subjective at the same 

time. It can be imagined and sub-acoustic, that is, below audible frequency. By imagined, 

I do not necessarily indicate a mental hallucination or simply a metaphor of loudness. 

Instead, I use “imagined” to indicate the physical limits of internal loudness, which we 

cannot always locate or measure, but can somewhat feel.  

 In Physiology of Hearing,100 James Pickles hints at these limits by explaining how 

the human anatomy cooperates with the physics of sound. This cooperation—and 

correlation—leads us to understand the reciprocal relation between the physiological 

aspects of hearing and the psycho-physical aspects of sound. Thereby, we can also 

question the physical limits of emotional or internal resonance. Prior to going into 

Pickles’s correlation, however, it is useful to retrieve the basic anatomical structure of the 

human ear.  

 The human ear is divided into three sections: outer, middle and inner. The outer 

and middle ear function to transfer sounds to the inner ear. Located in the temporal bone 

and mostly composed of ligaments and muscles, the outer ear bridges the external 

auditory canal to the middle ear.101 Separated from the outer ear by the tympanic 

membrane, the middle ear is a cavity containing three bones (the auditory ossicles) and a 
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101 Thomas Braem, The Organs of the Human Anatomy: The Special Senses System, 
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mucous membrane.102 With this structure, the outer ear helps in localizing the direction of 

sound and transmitting the sound vibrations to the tympanic membrane, while the middle 

ear “amplifies the sound vibrations received by the tympanic membrane and passes them 

to the inner ear.”103 Finally, the inner ear provides the key to hearing. A “labyrinth of 

cavities and canals inside the temporal bone,” the inner ear includes three sections: the 

cochlea, vestibule and semicircular canals. These are filled with the fluids endolymph and 

perilymph.104 At the core of the inner ear, the organ of Corti includes the hair cells, which 

are “the sensors for both hearing and equilibrium.”105  

 The organ of corti is the main device that converts the physical force and 

variations of the sound vibrations into audio signals (or stimuli) for the auditory nerves in 

the brainstem. The auditory nerves provide the threshold for “stimulus frequency,” and 

the relation between the threshold and stimulus frequency is called a “tuning curve.”106 

As Pickles reminds us, these auditory nerves (or neurons) are capable of generating subtle 

and complex differentiation of frequencies.107 The nerves are connected to the cochlear 

nucleus in the brainstem. Composed of three portions, “anteroventral, the posteroventral, 

                                                
102 Ibid. ss10.  
 
103 Ibid. 
 
104 Ibid. ss11.  
 
105 Ibid. 
 
106 Pickles draws our attention to the specific function of the fibres:  “The 80% of 
auditory nerve fibres have minimum thresholds in a 20-dB range near the animal’s 
absolute threshold. The others have thresholds spread over a 60-dB range above that. The 
low threshold fibres have particularly high rates of spontaneous activity in the absence of 
sound.” Pickles, The Physiology of Hearing, 110.  
 
107 Ibid.  
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and the dorsal cochlear nuclei,” the cochlear nucleus is “tonotopically organized,” that is, 

“the frequencies of the neurons make a spatial map.”108 Pickles states that each portion 

has a different, yet gradual, level of complexity in terms of localizing the direction and 

recognizing the amplitude and frequency of sound. In the anteroventral nuclei, the 

neurons detect “simple tuning curves, with no inhibitory sidebands and monotonic rate-

intensity functions.”109 Functioning like a bridge, the posteroventral nuclei transmits the 

information of the anteroventral nuclei to the dorsal cochlear nuclei, whereby “the tuning 

curves are very complex with strong bands of inhibition, and rate-intensity functions that 

are nonmonotonic.”110  

 The final processor of the sound vibrations is the primary auditory cortex, the 

brain’s center for hearing. The auditory cortex leads us to feel the sensibility of the 

amplitude and frequency. As Pickles reiterates, the primary auditory cortex includes 

many neurons which radar the direction of sounds and which respond to both simple and 

complex sounds, including both speech and non-speech sounds.111 Some of these neurons 

                                                
108 Ibid. 202. 
 
109 Ibid. 203.  
 
110 Ibid. 204. 
 
111 To reinforce this hypothesis, Pickles examines the transmission of the speech and non-
speech sounds as such : “Speech sounds are transmitted by the auditory nerve in a way 
that can be understood  from its response to simpler stimuli. Each fibre responds to a 
limited spectral analysis of the stimulus. The firings follow the temporal envelope of the 
stimulus, and at low frequencies, are phase-locked to the individual cycles of the 
stimulus. At medium and high intensities, when auditory nerve response areas broaden, 
the spectrum of the stimulus is not clearly represented in the mean firing rates of the 
nerve fibres. Temporal information may be used here. Speech sounds undergo complex 
analyses in the higher centres of the auditory system, depending for instance on transients 
of intensity and frequency. No single-cell electrophysiological analysis has so far shown 
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also detect “frequency-modulated stimuli,” while some others detect more complex 

sounds such as “animal calls.”112 Pickles also states that there is no evidence that such 

neurons always detect particular stimuli. Rather, they are responsive to the “basic 

acoustic elements of stimuli.”113  

 Pickles posits that this sensibility explains the connection between the 

physiological and psychological auditory behavior, which leads us to psychophysics. 

Psychophysics is the scientific study that attempts to show the reciprocal or “non-linear” 

relation between the physiological and psychological human behavior. Founded by 

German experimental psychologist Gustav Fechner, psychophysics indeed shows us the 

organic connection between the human body and mind. Drawing our attention to the 

physiological process of hearing and the physics of sound at the same time, Pickles 

accomplishes a similar task. His explanation illuminates how our bodies process the 

direction, frequency and amplitude of sound with the auditory and neural capabilities and 

how we translate the feel of sensibility of sound with our whole organism. 

 What does this physical process of hearing tell us? Does it lead us to think about 

the human body as an electromagnetic container of cells that is immersed in space and 

time or a black box that is still full of uncertainties and unknowns? It seems like both. 

Based on this possibility, can we suggest that internal resonance is a combination of 

physical and mental agitation, a simultaneous act of hearing and knowing the physical 
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limits of hearing, that is, even though the processors are localized, a whole organism 

involved and excited during the process? This would be a hypersensitive case.  

 We do not recognize internal resonance to that degree. In other words, we are not 

responsive to speech or non-speech sounds with such awareness. We hear mostly without 

noticing how we hear. We speak mostly without recognizing the physicality of language. 

Yet I am sitting in a room puts us in a situation where we engage with the physicality of 

language, become hypersensitive to sound, feel the internal resonance, and are urged to 

subvocalize and generate an inner voice. What are the phases of this hypersensitive mode 

of hearing? Recognition of internal resonance depends on being able to measure the 

sensibility of sound. How to measure such sensibility? In the next section, I address this 

question by looking at Fechner’s analysis on measurement of sensation and levels of 

intensity.  

 
 
Sensibility of Sound: Degrees of intensity  
 

...I decided to use speech; it’s common to just about everybody and is a 
marvelous sound source. It has a reasonable frequency spectrum, noise, 
stops and starts, different dynamic levels, complex shapes. It’s ideal for 
testing the resonant characteristics of a space because it puts so much in 
all at one time. It’s extremely personal...you know I’m a stutter. So instead 
of trying to invent interesting speech patterns, I discovered that I have 
interesting speech patterns anyway; I don’t have to invent them...114  

 
 Here, Lucier explains why he worked with speech sounds in I am sitting in a 

room. Lucier treats speech—and more importantly his stutter, his irregularity of his 

speech—as a key to measure the shapes and dynamic levels of both sound and space. He 
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considers this a great resource for understanding the personal body of sound. Lucier 

repeats the speech patterns and allows them to be gradually transformed into one another. 

In doing so, he follows Fechner’s method on measuring sensation: repetition. As Fechner 

posits, understanding the degree of intensity is possible via repetition of the same event, 

be it mental or/and physical.  

 In his analysis, Fechner first looks at skin. We can count the repetitive 

occurrences on our external skin, yet how are we able to count the occurrences that 

happen below the skin? In other words, how do we measure the sensitivity of the skin? 

Fechner offers two parameters: spatial magnitude and sensory circles. Moving from these 

two parameters, Fechner divides sensitivity into two categories: extensive (sensory 

circles on skin, for instance, yet Fechner also criticizes treating these circles as 

quantitative) and intensive (unknown magnitude, may be spatial, of psychophysical 

processes). However, Fechner suggests these categories not to assure that the former is 

distinctively measurable as opposed to the latter, but to make us aware of the fact that 

both are referential to each other:  

It must be admitted that measured data of the extensive sensitivity, as well 
as those of the intensive have only the value of observational data, which 
by themselves do not provide insight into the basic relationships of 
sensation to their physical basis, but which, together with other data, may 
yet serve to contribute to the establishment of this relationship...115  

 
Therefore, sensitivity is a variable dependent on both psychic and physical state, and both 

are measurable to the same degree. Following this assertion, Fechner argues that there 

cannot be a constant to measure sensitivity. Instead of a constant, Fechner looks at the 
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“conditions” that determine the nature of sensation and the “mean values” of the 

repeating occurrences that lead to more or less the same sensation.116 This presumes that 

we can treat each sensation as a summable unit. Fechner explicitly states that as such: “in 

principle our psychic measurement will amount to the same as physical measurement, the 

summation of so-and-so many multiples of an equal unit.”117 After the point of saturation, 

however, we might not be able to recognize, count or sum the units. What happens after 

that point? Fechner’s answer to that question is that once we stop counting, we start to 

fulfill the habit of counting with something else: psychic stimuli. The striking example 

that he gives is time and space:  

After all, do we count periods of time, when measuring time, or spatial 
units directly in terms of space, when we measure space? Do we not rather 
employ an independent yardstick, a measuring rod, which for time does 
not consist of pure time, nor for space of pure space and for matter of pure 
matter alone? Measuring any of these three quantities demands something 
else as well. Why should the case not be the same in the mental and 
psychological sphere?118  

 
Fechner’s question indeed reasserts the fact that there is no pure time, space or matter. 

This is why we inevitably need something else to measure either an intangible concept or 

a tangible substance. The course of sound exposes us to the measurement of both. On the 

one hand, the physical phenomenon of sound and the way the human body filters and 

reflects sound back can be considered a tangible corporeality; on the other hand, the way 

the human body translates a sound into meaning calls for an intangible concept. Perhaps 

we need two different things to measure both possibilities at once. The referentiality 
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between the intangible and tangible seems to hold the key for the psychic stimuli that we 

would employ for such measurement. Here, Fechner’s formulation is worthwhile to 

pursue: “All depends on our ability to express stimulus magnitude and sensation intensity 

as functions of one another, regardless of their form, in order to find the magnitude of one 

if the other is given.”119 How can we identify the function? Fechner posits that the shared 

ground between the stimulus and sensation would help us identify the function and that 

common denominator is bodily activity.120 Bodily activity regulates the effect of the 

stimulus and resolves the sensation.   

 The gradual dissolution of the speaking voice in I am sitting in a room reveals the 

bodily activity as shared ground. We can treat each iteration as the same unit of stimulus 

for equal sensation. We can then count and sum up these iterations; nevertheless, the 

piece gradually evolves into a more liquid zone of complex sounds whereby we cannot 

count anymore. As indicated earlier, during the last third of the piece, it becomes much 

harder to detect the iterations. The repetitive cycle of the speaking voice erases the 

sensitivity for the literal translation of sound into a meaning, yet it generates automatic 

and spiral fluidity of bodily response and action. Then we just move with the piece. The 

spatial magnitude expands with the fluidity. The sensory circles of sound on our skin 

cannot be objectified anymore. Bodily activity becomes the mediator between what we 

hear outside and inside.  
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Inside out: Automatic response to the Sensibility of Sound: Sympathetic Resonance 
 
 The word sympathetic has various meanings in different contexts. In everyday 

language, it more or less means to be understanding of people. In neurological terms, it 

means automatic and involuntary action. In music, it means resonation of strings without 

physical contact, i.e. sympathetic strings. All share the common theme of “tuning 

together without any necessary or voluntary physical contact.” Can we revisit this 

common theme as a case of hearing inside out?  

 Lucier helps us unfold what is inside out. To understand the last third of the piece, 

consider German physicist and physician Hermann Helmholt’z notion of “sympathetic 

resonance.” Helmholtz uses this term to analyze musical tones. In his well-known book, 

On the Sensation of Tone, he investigates how we hear simple and complex musical 

tones. The first distinction Helmholtz posits is between periodic and non-periodic tones. 

Musical tones are “periodic oscillations,” that is, “[those] which constantly [return] to the 

same condition after exactly equal intervals of time.”121 The constant and consistent 

“pendulum effect” then leads us to crystallize the force, pitch, amplitude and “quality” of 

the tone.122 We can measure the first three elements; nevertheless, we cannot quantify the 

quality of the tone. The ambiguity and variety of the quality indeed erases the leap 

between musical or periodic and non-musical or non-periodic sounds that are associated 

with “noise,” as Helmholtz reminds us. We experience non-quantifiable quality mostly 

through the human voice. Timbre of the human voice is peculiar. It is not quantifiable but 
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not constant either. Timbre of the human voice changes with the course of human life. It 

is variable. Factors that change the timbre are many. Production of the speech sounds, the 

physical environment and social culture where the language is spoken and one’s own 

psychic stimulus may affect the quality of the voice. What is crucial here is that the 

timbre operates like a channel where non-periodic and periodic sounds meet and are 

together filtered. As is widely known, musical tones are compound tones, notes, in which 

there are partials, or “simple tones.”123 Each partial is also a sonorous body. Helmholtz 

draws our attention how a sonorous body’s velocity and place change through its natural 

interaction with other sonorous bodies. Within the ear passage, sonorous bodies are 

mixed, that is compound and single tones already mingle:   

When several sonorous bodies in the surrounding atmosphere, 
simultaneously excite  different systems of waves of sound, the changes of 
density of the air, and the displacements and velocities of the particles of 
the air within the passages of the ear, are each equal to the (algebraical) 
sum of the corresponding changes of density, displacements and 
velocities, which each system of waves would have separately produced, if 
it had acted independently.124  

 
Each sonorous body excites another. When single tones mingle, the human ear does not 

necessarily recognize the co-dependency between the tones. The aural passage almost 

clears the distinction between the two. The resonance between the compound and simple, 

or composite and single, tones can be considered almost automatic, or “sympathetic.” 

Helmholtz explains this resonance with an example for us:  

The motion of the air in the aural passage has no property by which the 
composite musical tone can be distinguished from the single musical tone. 
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If the ear is not assisted by other accidental circumstances, as by one 
tuning-fork beginning to sound before the other, so that we hear them 
struck, or in the other case, the rustling of the wind against the mouthpiece 
of the flute or lip of the organ pipe, it has no means of deciding whether 
the musical tone is simple or composite.125  

 
Nevertheless, he also explores another possibility by referring to German physicist Georg 

Simon Ohm. According to Ohm, the ear is capable of sensing single tone, “a pendular 

motion..vibration swinging backwards and forwards.”126 Departing from this law, 

Helmholtz reiterates Ohm’s suggestion, that is every sonorous body can be analyzed as a 

“simple pendular vibration” that can be summed up.127 This also suggests that the quality 

of both musical and non-musical sounds may be quantifiable. How can this be applied to 

human voice? Are we able to hear the speaking voice as sums of simple vibrations? As 

indicated above, the timbre of the human voice is a slippery variable that constantly 

changes, that filters the periodic and non-periodic sounds at the same time. Speech 

sounds, for instance, are inclusive of both musical sounds and transient noises. “Human 

speech employs very qualitative varieties of tone, in order to distinguish different letters. 

The different vowels, namely, belong to the class of sustained tones which can be used in 

music, while the character of consonants mainly depends upon brief and transient 

noises,” writes Helmholtz.128 Pushing these mechanics further, it is also worthwhile to 

remember that we speak with the whole body in which organs also have frequencies and 

resonate with each other. The frequencies of the organs are not constant depending on 
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other internal and external variables. Therefore, we may not always be able to distinguish 

or sum the sonorous bodies of the voice.  

 But we may get used to certain colors, shapes, and volumes of the speaking voice. 

We develop habits of responding to the voice. Helmholtz designates this effect as 

mechanical, and more specifically, founds the origin of developing such habits at the core 

of musical tones’ nature: “simple partial tones contained in a composite mass of musical 

tones produce mechanical effects in nature, altogether independent of the human ear and 

its sensations,” he posits.129 Regardless of our instinct or willful sensibility, each time we 

make a sound we produce an echo—a split sound image or perhaps a call refrained from 

ourselves that gradually comes back to us—that oscillates between our own body and a 

concrete body of all kind. And, in between, two bodies resonate together. This brings us 

to the term “sympathetic resonance.” Helmholtz’s experiments reassure that the human 

voice excites such level of sympathetic resonance: 

Gently touch one of the keys of a pianoforte without striking the string, so 
as to raise the damper only, and then sing a note of the corresponding 
pitch forcibly directing the voice against the string of the instrument. On 
ceasing to sing, the note will be echoed back from the piano. It is easy to 
discover that this echo is caused by the string which is in unison with the 
note, for directly the hand is removed from the key, and the damper is 
allowed to fall, the echo ceases. The sympathetic vibration of the string is 
still better shown by putting little paper riders upon it, which are jerked off 
as soon as the string vibrates. The more exactly the singer hits the pitch of 
the string, the more strongly it vibrates. A very little deviation from the 
exact pitch fails in exciting sympathetic vibration. In this experiment the 
sounding board of the instrument is first struck by the vibrations of the air 
excited by the human voice.130  
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Does this automatic excitation of the voice render musical tones also as indistinguishable 

noise, or vice versa? This question is important for three reasons: (1) it clarifies how the 

partials that generate sympathetic resonance are independent from the human ear and its 

sensation; (2) it encourages us to revisit the musical tones’ hypnotic potential that can 

automate our sensory awareness and mental perception, and the possibility of 

understanding the human body as musical by nature and tuning with each other 

periodically; and (3) re-listening to I am sitting in a room in light of these two reasons, 

the piece inspires us to foresee these possibilities.  

 Let’s expand on each of these. The excitation of the human voice is fast, fluid, 

reactive and proactive at the same time. Here the voice shall be considered a sonic 

penetration of a particular body, which creates a latent response for the receiver. The 

resonance between the exciting voice and the excited body consists of single partial 

tones. The speed and the quality of the exciting voice, however, may not allow us to 

crystallize the partials as functions of periodic or non-periodic sounds. Therefore the 

nature of this excitation is mechanical—that is automated and not necessarily and simply 

processed by the human sensation—and uniquely filtered through the stimulated body’s 

physicality.  

 Here, it is worthwhile to mention the problem of “sensation.” In Parables for the 

Virtual: movement, affect, and sensation, philosopher Brian Massumi reminds us of the 

problem of sensation.131 “Sensation is always doubled by the feeling of having a feeling. 

                                                
131 Brian Massumi, Parables for the Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation, (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2002).  
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It is self-referential,” Massumi writes.132 By self-referentiality, Massumi addresses “self-

relation.”133 Sensation is then different from a split sound image, from a sound mirror or 

echo. Instead, it is a line of thought mixed with intuition. Ironically, to explain the term, 

Massumi employs “echo” and “resonance.” He continues:  

Sensation is an immediate self-complication. It is best to think of it as a 
resonation, or an interference pattern. An echo for example cannot occur 
without a distance between surfaces for the sounds to bounce from. But 
the resonation in not on the walls. It is in the emptiness between them. It 
fills the emptiness with its complex patterning. That patterning is not at a 
distance from itself. It is immediately its own event.134 

 
To put it another way, resonance is an intersection of inside and outside, both for the 

stimulating and stimulated bodies. An immediate event of its own on the one hand, and a 

shared zone by both parties, resonation can be imagined as a melting pot of the internal 

and external vibrations. As Massumi suggests, sensation is an event like resonation. It can 

be thought as a shared zone of vibrations. But do we have the knowledge or feeling of 

such sharing? How can resonation be self-complicating and self-relational? The physical 

process of exchanging sound seems to deliver an answer to these questions.  

 Oscillating vibrations are on the one hand holistic, on the other hand partial. 

When we make a sound, we stretch it with our whole body. Nevertheless, a part of this 

sound also stays in our own bodies. Therefore, when the sound goes towards a particular 

direction and meets the listener’s body, not the entire but the partial aspects of the sound 

reach the other’s body. But again, the partial sound is processed by the listener’s whole 

                                                
132 Ibid. 13. 
 
133 Ibid. 14. 
 
134 Ibid. 
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body and proactively engages a response. Exactly who receives or gives what in this 

picture? The answer is not clear. This is why and how the process is self-complicating 

and self-relational. Sound is never simple and never completely leaves the self. And as 

Massumi argues, sensation is never simple and never completely leaves the self either. 

Then the sensation of sound is a doubled problem. The feeling or knowledge of the 

auditory process seems also complex. We have the feeling of making a sound, again due 

to sound’s eventful presence happening in front of us, yet the process is and remains 

compound.   

 Tracing back to Helmholtz’s assumption that musical tones include partials that 

create automatic responses independent from human ear’s sensation, we shall then ask 

how the partial sounds of musical tones more explicitly demonstrate such mechanical 

process. Here Helmholtz does not address that only musical tones include such partials. 

Instead he emphasizes the fact that even musical tones—periodic vibrations that can be 

more quantifiable compared to non-periodic vibrations—include such partials that leads 

to an automatic perception of sound. Indeed, I am sitting in a room delivers insightful 

answers to how musical tones do this.  

 As discussed earlier, in the second third of the piece, the speech sounds gradually 

turn into melodic and rhythmic patterns through which we recognize the pitched aspects 

of the speech sounds. The last third however liquidates this musical aspect. The rhythmic 

punctuations decrease, and more continuous sounds, through which we recognize the 

atmospheric sounds of our own immediate physical environment, increase. The inclusion 

of non-periodic sounds in the melodies that we heard in the piece then comes to our 

awareness. The quality of this liquidation generates both sympathetic resonance and 
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hypnotic resolution. Lucier’s voice excites our bodies, makes us attentive to what he says, 

and stimulates a response. The sounds of his voice on the other hand leads to the 

resonation between the body of his speech—his literal body and the room that he is 

sitting in—and our own bodies. Hearing Lucier’s stutter and other irregularities of speech 

sounds as musical patterns, we recognize the zone of resonation as a shared breath 

through which we tune with each other without any necessary physical contact. A 

“sympathetic resonance” occurs between Lucier’s body of speech and our bodies. The 

repetition of this cycle produces a hypnotic resolution as well. Constantly repeating and 

dissolving, the sounds of Lucier’s voice unfurl the layers of our skin, and lead us to a 

metaphysical state. Sympathetic resonance and the hypnotic resolution of the skin 

together bring a case of hearing “inside out,” which may be a genuine encounter with 

one’s own self, a conscious renewal of one’s body or an unconscious delivery of a 

newborn.  

 

Subvocalizing Inside Out: Production of the Inner Voice 
 
 The state of being inside out is a phase of thought process. It is a way of speaking 

to ourselves before we speak with others. Subvocalization becomes central, especially if 

we hear repeating patterns or if we do need to repeat and transform certain patterns. 

Music—and I am sitting in a room in particular—makes subvocalization more natural. 

We repeat the text with Lucier for example, even if we do not say it out loud with him. 

Gradually, what we hear becomes what we say. But when does what we think become 

what we say? Where can we situate subvocalization in the web of thought and speech? 
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Speech scientists demonstrate how speech is indeed embedded in the though process. 

This explains the mechanism of subvocalization.  

    In 1913, another experimental psychologist, Anna Wyczoikowska, founded the 

three phases of the thought process as such: “(a) The automatic start of the processes of 

attention which is observable in the beginning of every thought process; (b) the 

expectation of the effects of this development of automatic attention; (c) the spread of the 

inward neural tension, underlying the process of attention, until it issues in the form of 

speech and gesture.”135 The first phase, automatic start, indicates the muscular activity of 

the body. Here Wyczoikowska examines how we stop moving while trying to understand 

a word or a sentence, and how we engage bodily movements while generating thoughts. 

“The expressive movements indicate the rise of thought activity; the forehead frowns, 

vision is concentrated, and the upper muscles of the face are stimulated; and various 

organic changes appear in respiration, circulation and blood pressure,” she writes.136  

What happens while listening? Listening seems to be an attentive stage between 

understanding and generating thoughts. In the course of sounds’ bodily stimulation, we 

on the one hand generate intuitive responses to the physical penetration of sound into our 

bodies, on the other hand try to make sense of what they could mean. Similar to 

Massumi’s suggestion on sensation, listening can then be considered a line of thought 

that is coupled with intuition.  

                                                
135 Anna Wyczoikowska, “Theoretical and Experimental Studies in the Mechanism of 
Speech,” in Psychological Review, (United States: American Psychological Association, 
November 1913), Volume 20, Issue 6, 448.  
 
136 Ibid.  
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The second phase that Wyczoikowska addresses is this stage of drawing the line 

of thought. Compared to the automatic stage, this is a more intellectual process, within 

which we concentrate and fulfill the outcomes of the process based on our attention. 

Behind this conscious act, Wyczoikowska, however, finds an unconscious tension.137 

Thereby the process is not entirely intellectual. We come to the “intellectual word” 

through a chain effect.  

 As Wyczoikowska explains, the automatic start has to stimulate the speech organs 

such as tongue, mouth, lips, teeth etc. Such stimulation should be engaged in a “synthetic 

action,” that is the relation between the “radiation of the reproductive movements” and 

the pre-established or pre-habituated “meaning” of the words.138 A thought can become 

an articulate word after synthetic action is fulfilled, as Wyczoikowska posits. 

Nevertheless Wyczoikowska makes a distinction between the “spoken word” by the first 

and the third person. When we are the first person articulating the word, the mechanism 

of speech is as indicated above. When we hear the third person speaking the word, both 

the synthetic action and the automatic muscular change are preceded by the “act of 

hearing.” Thus the process for “hearing a spoken word” is more complicated, as 

Wyczoikowska suggests.139 To explain this complication, Wyczoikowska refers to 

Helmholtz’s notion of “sympathetic vibration” and “tuning fork” example. Even though 

she does not explicitly indicate Helmholtz’s On the Sensation of Tone, she elaborates on 

“sympathetic vibration” to draw our attention to the connection between the ear and the 
                                                
137 Ibid. 449.  
 
138 Ibid. 450.  
 
139 Ibid.  
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tongue: “Every word pronounced aloud acts upon the ear and the tongue of the hearer in a 

very similar to that in which a vibrating tuning-fork acts upon another fork, provided both 

contain the same number of vibrations.”140 To reiterate, the voice of the speaker excites 

the voice of the hearer in a similar way one tuning fork excites another. Both parties’ 

speech organs are activated. Exemplifying experiments with various people including 

actors, Wyczoikowska concludes that  “thinking is always accompanied by the feeling of 

movements of the throat and tongue.”141 The movement in the speech organs is also 

connected with the movements of the right hand through the special motor nerves of the 

tongue, as Wyczoikowska mentions.142 This also hints at how the whole organism may be 

involved in the production of speech.  

 The comprehension of the word comes with the vocalization. The hearer can fully 

understand the speaker’s word when s/he repeats the same word to himself or herself. 

The first stage, the stimulation of the speech organs, indicates a physical activity. The 
                                                
140 Ibid. 451. 
 
141 Ibid. 454.   
 
142 Wyczoikowska also explains the mechanism between the tongue and the right hand: 
“The tongue is supplied as we know by two other nerves, the lingual and the 
glossopharyngeal. Both of these are also connected with the ear. The lingual, a nerve of 
taste containing also some motor fibres, is joined in its lower portion with the chorda 
tympani (a branch of the facial) which in its upper course penetrates the membrana 
tympani of the middle ear. The lingual connected to the chorda spreads with its end 
ramifications from the inferior to the superior surface of the tongue as well as to its sides, 
connecting in this indirect way the tongue with the ear. Not less obvious is the connection 
of the glossopharyngeal with the ear. It is a nerve of taste and of general sensibility, with 
some motor fibers, and supplies the back of the tongue. In its upper region the 
glossopharyngeus sends up a vertical branch called the Jacobson or tympanic nerve, 
because it enters into the tympanic cavity...Considering the strict connections of both 
with the tongue also, we more easily understand why some persons attest that they hear 
somewhere the words while thinking, or feel a kind of vibrating motion at the end of the 
tongue or at its back and side when listening to the same words or tones.” Ibid. 455, 457.  
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second stage, the repetition of the heard word or what Wyczoikowska calls “intraorganic 

process,” indicates a mental activity.143 Sympathetic vibration, as discussed by 

Wyczoikowska, then consists of both physical and mental phases. Moving away from the 

tuning forks to the human body, human speech shows us how sympathetic vibration sits 

at the core of thought process. Moreover, this composite of sympathetic vibration 

explains the place of subvocalization. Subvocalization is in between the production and 

comprehension of speech. Both physical and mental, it is a stage where our speech organs 

are excited and where we start to repeat the words to ourselves.  

 A more recent study by NASA scientists Chuck Jorgensen, Diana D. Lee, and 

Shane Agabon concentrates on both physical and neural process of sub-auditory speech 

generation and recognition. The study employs EMG144 (electromyographic), which 

allows the researchers to measure the muscle signals, regardless of the minimum acoustic 

input, and EPG145 (electropalatogram) to measure the tongue signals. Jorgensen, Lee and 

Agabon focus on the “side of the throat near the layrnx and under the chin to pick up 

surface tongue signals.”146 The presumption is that “vocal speech muscle control signals 

must be highly repeatable to be understood by others”147 The following experiment is 

conducted to test this hypothesis:  

                                                
143 Ibid. 451. 
 
144 Chuck Jorgensen, Diana D. Lee, and Shane Agabon "Sub Auditory Speech 
Recognition Based on EMG/EPG Signals," (International Joint Conference on Neural 
Networks (IJCNN), Portland, Oregon, July 2003), 1.  
 
145 Ibid.  
 
146 Ibid. 
 
147 Ibid. 
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Three subjects aged 55, 35, and 24 were recorded while sub auditorially 
pronouncing six English words: stop, go, left, right, alpha and 
omega...EMG and EPG  signal data was  collected for each of the 
subjects using two pairs of self-adhesive electrodes. They were located on 
the left and right anterior area of the throat approximately .25 cm back 
from the chin cleft and 1-1/2 cm from the right and left side of the 
larynx...Signal grounding required an additional electrode attached to the 
right wrist.148  

 
The signals are then transmitted to a “neural network pattern classifier.”149 The findings 

show that sub-auditory speech is like “silently reading or talking to yourself, that is “the 

tongue and throat muscles still respond slightly as though a word was to be made 

audible.”150 This experiment allows us to understand the physical state of 

subvocalization. It is also evident that this is organically connected to the generation of 

inner voice. The question is how we treat or perceive our inner voices. The experiment 

shows us how our bodies are both physiologically and neurally activated when we speak 

to ourselves with a silent voice. Nevertheless, do we treat our inner voice as a completely 

physical phenomenon?  

 The inner voice also seems to be ghostly and faceless. It could be anyone’s voice 

that is rooted in our body through sub-auditory speech. As such, the inner voice seems to 

be the sympathetic resonance between our own body’s voice and somebody else’s. It 

speaks to us not simply physically but also mentally, preparing us for a larger stretch that 

is phenomenal, cultural and social. Through such stretch perhaps we find the authenticity 

                                                
 
148 Ibid. 2. 
 
149 Ibid. 1. 
 
150 Ibid.  
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of the inner voice as multi-faceted, contested and partially enigmatic, and then, renew the 

skin of our outer voices.  

 I am sitting in a room encapsulates this transmission between the inner and outer 

voice. When we hear Lucier’s voice, we repeat the text with him to ourselves. When the 

text dissolves into melodic patterns, we are still able to pick the words and subvocalize. 

When the melodic patterns turn into more continuous sounds without any recognizable 

rhythmic punctuation, we are no longer able to pick the words but carried away with 

sounds. Do we still subvocalize in this stage? And if so, what do we sub vocalize? In this 

state, we cannot crystallize any distinct unit, be it a word or a melody. We would just be 

enveloped by the atmospheric sound. Literally, what we could subvocalize would be then 

auditory signals, a form of “electric speech.” Imagine that you are listening to the piece 

with headphones. Just like being on the phone, the wire of the headphone transmits 

Lucier’s speech to you. The wire indeed compresses Lucier’s decompressed speech, that 

is his sonic voice that wanders around your whole body, and that washes and lights your 

body up. Like a virus, Lucier’s voice infiltrates your immune system, affecting the 

impetus of your inner voice and urging you to turn into an outer voice. As such, the 

sounds of Lucier’s voice stretch your body to another state of mind, perhaps to a state of 

being here and there at the same time.  

 To explore this stasis, consider two inspiring texts. The first one is Telephone 

Book: Technology, Schizophrenia, and Electric Speech, by performance artist, literary 

critic and philosopher Avital Ronell.151 And The Strains of the Voice, by writer and critic 

                                                
151 Avital Ronell, The Telephone Book: Technology, Schizophrenia, Electric Speech, 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989).  
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Steven Connor.152 Ronell’s book helps us situate the physical and metaphysical voice 

(that is happening and haunting at the same time) in everyday life by the help of an 

instrument that we are all familiar with: the telephone. Connor’s text helps us question 

the existential components of such double voice, its transmission and reception. Both 

Connor and Ronell’s texts become useful, as they explicitly attribute the double voice to 

a state of “being here and there.”  

 “Why the telephone? In some ways it was the cleanest way to reach the regime of 

any number of metaphysical certitudes. It destabilizes the identity of self and other, 

subject and thing..”153 writes Ronell in her introductory chapter, Delay Call Forwarding. 

The phone talk between presumably present bodies suggests an ambiguous and invisible 

exchange. Telling us Alexander Graham Bell and his collaborator Thomas Watson’s 

story in formulating such an exchange, Ronell leads us to the affinities between 

sympathetic vibration and electric speech. The first description of the telephone by Bell is 

comprised of “a transmitter and a receiver of his harmonic telegraph.”154 As Ronell 

conveys, when he heard this description, Watson recalled the mechanism of Bell’s 

telegraph, that works with the same “principle of sympathetic vibration which sets a 

piano-string or organ-reed vibrating, when its own note is sounded near it.”155 Both for 

telegraph and telephone, however, the sympathetic resonance is not simply an harmonic 

                                                
 
152 Steven Connor, “The Strains of the Voice,” in Emotions in the Human Voice, Volume 
3, ed. Krzytof Izdebski, (San Diego, CA: Plural Publications, 2008).  
 
153 Ronell, The Telephone Book, 9. 
 
154 Ibid. 251. 
 
155 Ibid. 
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event but also an intelligible and communicative one. Even though the particular sensory 

channels of each is different—the telegraph employs the eye and the act of writing; 

whereas the telephone employs the ear, the mouth and the act of speaking—the 

commonality between the two is the hand. Ronell insightfully articulates this 

commonality, while suggesting the “third hand, the assignment of the hand to the mouth” 

that “invades the boundaries marking the relationship of writing to speech.”156 The hand 

holds the phone, keeps it closer to mouth and sometimes covers the mouth. Nevertheless, 

the third hand offers more than that. It indicates a tool for stretching the sounds. It is in 

line with the wire of the phone that compresses and transmits the speech to the other side. 

Moreover, the third hand also calls for a metaphor between the caller’s and respondent’s 

hand. This can be imagined as an elastic hand that manipulates the form and content of 

the speech in a repeatable fashion. This metaphysical third hand was indeed real for some 

telephone subscribers, schizophrenics. Ronell explains:  

Perhaps the first and most arousing subscribers to the call of the telephone 
were the schizophrenics, who created a rhetoric of bionic assimilation - a 
mode of perception on the alert, articulating itself through the logic of 
trans-alive coding...The case studies that we consult, including those of the 
late nineteenth century, show the extent to which the schizo has distributed 
telephone receivers along her body. The treatment texts faithfully 
transcribe these articulations without, however, offering any analysis of 
how the telephone called the schizophrenic home.157   

 
The “trans-alive coding,” or the third hand, enabled the schizophrenics to draw the faces 

of the voices safely. The sonic atmosphere of the telephone seemed to protect them from 

spoken language.  

                                                
156 Ibid. 254. 
 
157 Ibid. 4. 
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 The sonic atmosphere of the telephone was initially comprised of silence and 

unintelligible noises. As Ronell mentions, Bell and Watson experimented with the 

acoustical signals, and also with various forms of singing and speaking to find out the 

accurate transmission of the spoken word. There was almost always a partial message 

that was not well communicated that was up to the receiver to decode. This can still be 

the case in the 21st century, as Ronell also points. The mystery of the telephone is 

perhaps the human voice. And the notion of “electric speech” highlights the human voice 

both as a physical and metaphysical phenomenon.  

 Steven Connor’s The Strains of the Voice unfurls the pair of the physical and 

metaphysical voice. Connor argues the voice as a straining of the air; “the voice never 

simply appears, but is expressed, its shape formed out of resistance,” he writes.158 What 

does voice resist against? The physical stretch or expression comes into being when 

another body is present or presumed. But prior to reaching another, the voice needs to 

resist against its own body to be expelled. Such resistance ends up prolonging the whole 

body, due to the physical elasticity and speed of sound. Thereafter, the voice of the body 

becomes doubled. Once the speaking body’s voice is expelled, it travels independently as 

another body in the air, finding its addressee on its own. Each bodily sound gives birth to 

another one. Some part of it remains in the body, and the rest comes into life alone. The 

body expels sounds in the same way a mother delivers a baby.  

 The question is then how the voice in between appears. Given that the movement 

of the air is invisible, the voice in between is imagined, projected into the future. Similar 

                                                
158 Connor, “The Strains of the Voice,” 298. 
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to the wire of the telephone, such voice is compressed and carries the shape, texture and 

color of the speaking voice. It transmits the atoms and electric signals of the voice as a 

thin line. It is in the form of “electric speech.” Thereby the reach of the voice becomes a 

portal for the metaphysical voice, that is, a voice that can go further than the physical 

body, a voice that can grow into and with one’s imagination and the flow of contingent 

movement. Connor traces such voice back to infancy. He posits that the very first sensory 

experiences of an infant show us that the voice of the infant “can reach further than the 

fist and fingers.”159 This is perhaps the first moment that we understand the voice as an 

extension for the things that we cannot physically reach.160 Connor here uses the same 

analogy of the “mother-child.” He develops the analogy under the section “filiation,” 

where he supplements the affiliation between the imagined voice and the “thin wired 

voice” of the telephone:  

The wired voice of the telephone is much more than a technical prosthesis 
for the voice;  it is an image of the voice itself.. In the telephone, the voice 
is thinned to a filament, a living, thrilling nerve. The fact that wires carried 
voices, or electrical impulses that were to be converted into sound 
impulses, suggested that this device had succeeded in compressing sound 
into a line. Thus we continue to urge each other to “stay in touch.”161 

 
 Connor’s description of the wired voice reveals how we “stay in touch” with 

Lucier’s wired voice in I am sitting in a room. Both through the headphones and 

speakers, what we hear is the electric signals of Lucier’s voice. The more it dissolves, the 

more we subvocalize the signals and the more we are moved in space as a weightless soul 

                                                
159 Ibid. 301.  
 
160 Ibid.  
 
161 Ibid. 302. 
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that is perhaps here and there. Lucier’s voice then helps us concretize both our immediate 

physical environment and our imaginary terrain. The uncanny compound of these two 

territories leads us to remember the feel of sound as the primary contact.  

 The next chapter will condense this notion into its second sense, the smallest units 

of oral language, phonemes. Looking at Kurt Schwitters’ Ursonate, an example of sound 

poetry, I discuss phonemes at the heart of two philosophical paradigms: the philosophy of 

ordinary language and the phenomenology of the material imagination. Employing these 

paradigms, the chapter’s goal is to explain how phonemes can be considered sonorous 

bodies that perform a contingency without necessarily turned into words, and how 

acoustic imagination—the physical and psychic space of sound—helps us embody this 

contingency.
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Chapter 3 

 

Phonemes as Sonorous Bodies: Physical language and Acoustic Imagination in Kurt 

Schwitter’s Ursonate  

 

Introduction  
 
 
 Dadaist artist Kurt Schwitter’s Ursonate1 includes a made-up language based on 

phonemes in German, a sonata of primal sounds, inspired by another Dadaist artist Raul 

Hausmann’s optophonetic work, that is, visual poetry consisting of consonants such as 

“fmsbv.”2 Expanding on Hausmann’s visual poetry, Schwitters inserts vowels between 

the consonants and suggests more fluid expression. The addition of vowels makes the 

phonemes musical.3 One can hear rhythmic punctuations, fluctuating pitches and short 

melodic phrases in Schwitter’s recitation. Pursuing the form of classical sonata, 

                                                
1 Kurt Schwitters, Ursonate, (Mainz, Germany: Wergo, 1993).  
 
2 Kurt Schwitters, pppppp: Poems, Performance Pieces, Proses, Plays, Poetics, edited 
and translated by Jerome Rothenberg and Pierre Joris, (Cambridge Mass: Exact Change, 
2002), 234. John Wall and Dafydd Jones in Dada Culture also indicate Hausmann’s 
poetry. “The Body of the Voice: Corporeal Poetics in Dada,” Dada culture: Critical 
Texts on the Avant-garde, edited by Dafydd Jones, (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2006), 72. As 
another necessary reference here, one should also note the anthology, The sound of 
poetry, the poetry of sound. The sound of poetry, the poetry of sound, edited by Marjorie 
Perloff and Craig Dworkin, (Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 2009); 
 
3 RoseLee Goldberg, Performance art: From futurism to the present, (London: Thames 
and Hudson, 1988), 123. 
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Schwitters divides the poem into four different movements: rondo, largo, scherzo and 

presto.  

 However, he alters the traditional function of these musical sections. 

Concentrating on the rhythmic and vocal dynamics of articulation, each section fleshes 

out the physicality of language and of hearing, imagining, making and communicating a 

language. This physicality helps us consider the primacy of expressive sounds over 

discursive meanings.  

Similar to Lucier’s I am sitting in a room, Ursonate draws attention to hearing 

partial words. And yet, unlike I am sitting in a room, Ursonate turns the partial words 

into vocables, that is, words with reference to common form rather than meaning. Here 

the vocables are in the form of utterance. They suggest not a common definition but a 

common sound. Ursonate thereby underlines the role of orality—performative and 

transformative aspects of vocalization—in making and communicating language. With its 

made-up language that does not speak a particular syntax or semantics, bodies of sound 

realize a contingent meaning. In light of this idea, this chapter investigates phonemes of 

Ursonate as vocables, as “sonorous bodies.” 

Coming out of the sound envelope, or sonorous bath, of I am sitting in a room, the 

sonorous bodies of Ursonate move us to the next layer of the voice, the connective tissue 

between non-verbal and verbal sounds in everyday speech. Full of changes throughout its 

performances, Ursonate locates itself at the heart of everyday speech.  
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Neither the performance notes nor the score provides us with detailed instructions 

for the musical elements. The phrases’ pitch range, melodic shape and flow are not 

traditionally indicated. Certain themes of rhythm, dynamics, texture and mood—“strong 

and weak,” “loud and silent,” “dense and spacious”4–and movements—rondo, largo, 

scherzo, presto—are generally addressed. The score involves the written text of the 

phonemes, punctuation marks that refer to tone colors, numbers that refer to rhythmic 

distribution over the phonemes and lines that refer to dynamics.5 But one can also note 

that all of these references are approximate and open to reader’s interpretations. In his 

explanation of the symbols, Schwitters informs us about the articulation of the phonemes, 

such as “a single vowel is short, two do not double the sound but make it long when it is 

the same vowel,”6 and possible interpretations of more open-ended sections. “When the 

rhythm is free, paragraphs are used as in ordinary language” he explains.7 Concluding his 

remarks, Schwitters draws attention to the fact that he strategically provides little 

information because performer has to become a reader and make sense of the text in his 

own way. In other words, according to Schwitters, “Correct reading requires the use of 

imagination.”8  

                                                
4 Ibid. 8.  
 
5 Schwitters, pppppp, 233, 234.  
 
6 Ibid. 233. 
 
7 Ibid. 234. 
 
8 Schwitters, Ursonate, 8,9. 
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  The inner logic of the sonata is based on speech melody. Schwitters allows his 

listener to hear the speech melodies by underlining the acoustical spacings in language, 

that is, the language’s phonemes, or what I call “sonorous bodies.” He investigates a 

phoneme’s tone, colors, dynamics, rhythmic marks and rests. The disintegration of 

language here becomes an experiment for understanding the expressiveness of sound. 

This chapter revisits the expressiveness of sound with respect to two theoretical 

paradigms: the philosophy of ordinary language, and the phenomenology of the material 

imagination.  

  The first section of this chapter introduces an analysis of Ursonate through 

Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations. Specifically, I look at Wittgenstein’s notion 

of language games and private grammar in generating and making use of a language. As 

a physical and mental activity, the experience of sound is an intrinsic element of the 

language game. The contingency of the experience, however, leads us to a “private 

grammar” whereby we interpret rather than define the elements of language. Here 

consider Swiss psychoanalyst Jean Piaget’s notion of “collective monologue,” that is 

children’s talk with one another without any necessary dialogue. The sonorous bodies of 

Ursonate channel both private grammar and collective monologue, through which we 

become aware of the resources for embodied meaning: imagination and play.  

 In understanding the stimulation behind such imagination and play, the second 

section addresses phenomenology of sound. Drawing on Henri Lefebvre’s metaphor of 

“empty container” for space, this section employs the same metaphor for sound. Lefebvre 

discusses space as a potential, a pure interiority to be filled in. With its width and depth, I 

argue that sound orients us to such an interiority. It maps a virtual architecture. Before 
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any signification, sound is a hollow space to be occupied with bodies. Making and 

responding to a sound involves the physical and psychic extensions – touch – of oneself. 

As such, and as Merleau-Ponty would posit, sound generates bodily thought; thereby, 

when I say acoustic imagination, I also indicate this bodily thought.   

The third section of the chapter deals with how this acoustic imagination is 

evident in Ursonate. In other words, the question is how the phonemes of Ursonate 

inspire acoustic imagination. Discussing this question, I address the notion of orality and 

its elasticity. As orally transmitted, the phonemes become contingent, open to one’s own 

response to sound. The oral transmission invites the listener to vocalize the phonemes on 

his or her own, creating a form of embodiment.  

The last section suggests the performative and transformative aspects of this 

embodiment. This helps us consider hearing one’s own body as an act, perhaps a speech 

act. To explore this idea, I refer to John Austin’s notion of performative utterance. 

Performative utterance situates saying as doing, and thereby stresses, “saying something” 

without a definitive or descriptive meaning. With its indefinite possibilities, the 

phonemes in Ursonate naturally propose the act of “saying” as “saying something.”  

 

Ursonate’s Ladder: Meditations on Wittgenstein 

6.54: My propositions are elucidatory...: he who understands me finally 
recognizes them as senseless, when he has climbed out through them, on 
them, over them. (He must so to speak throw away the ladder, after he has 
climbed up on it).9  

                                                
9 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus logico-philosophicus, with an introduction by Bertnard 
Rusell, translated by C.K. Ogden, (London, New York: Routledge, 1990) 108. Other 
scholars and literary critics also highlight the famous “ladder” metaphor. A very relevant 
resource for interrogating the physicality of language, see Marjorie Perloff’s 
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In the context of Ursonate, I turn to Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations 

for two reasons. First, Ursonate presents a particular grammar with the recurring 

occurrences of phonemes in a particular rhythmic and melodic order. This begs a 

discussion of syntax. Second, regardless of the structural aspect, the poetry of Ursonate 

derives from the spoken sounds—the orality—of the phonemes. Philosophical 

Investigations comes into the picture at this point, drawing on the elasticity and the 

contingency of language in the form of life.  

 In light of Philosophical Investigations, let us look at the rondo movement of 

Ursonate. It includes four different themes, a transition, a development, and a finale 

section. Prior to the opening of the movement, there is a prelude. Below are the lines of 

the prelude:  

  Fümms bö wö tää zää Uu,   

                                          pögiff,   
                                                      kwii Ee. 
  
  Oooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

 
dll rrrrrr beeeee bö   
dll rrrrrr beeeee bö  fümms bö,                               

      rrrrrr beeeee bö fümms bö wö,   
               beeeee bö fümms bö wö tää,   
                           bö fümms bö wö tää zää,   
                                fümms bö wö tää zää Uu 

 
Figure 1: Schwitters, pppppp, 52. 

                                                
Wittgenstein’s Ladder: Poetic Language and The Strangeness of The Ordinary, 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996).  
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The first phrasing in the prelude sounds like an announcement. It appears to be a sentence 

in a foreign language, which is punctuated with a full stop. Here we should remember 

that Scwhitters instructs the reader to read the punctuation marks not literally but 

referentially to imagine possible tone colors. He then recites “dll rrrr beee bö...” with a 

consistent rhythm at a consistent pitch range. One can easily catch a melodic shape. The 

pitch range is gradually and very slightly getting higher along with the amplitude of 

Schwitters’ voice. The quality of such a recitation can be considered more musical than 

conversational. Schwitters sings more than he speaks. Nonetheless, the foreignness of his 

singing—that is, not simply his singing’s unknown content but also its indefinite quality, 

leaving the question whether this is singing or speaking—keeps the act and thought of 

speech alive.  

 What qualifies syntax in this prelude? Is there a linguistic order that we can talk 

about? The visual representation of the text may suggest so. The phonemes like “dll,” 

“rrrr,” “beeeee,” “bö” and “wö” appear in a consistent order, in which phonemes are 

grouped and integrated with one another after being repeated. One can find logic within 

such repetition, which leads to making a sentence by turning a phoneme into a subject, an 

object and a verb. As such, the phonemes may constitute a meaning. In his introductory 

notes to Tractatus, Bertnard Russell however draws attention to two problems behind this 

constitution:  

(1) the conditions for sense rather than nonsense in combinations of 
symbols; (2) the conditions for uniqueness of meaning or reference in 
symbols or combinations of symbols..A logically perfect language has 
rules of syntax, which prevent nonsense, and has single symbols which 
always have a definite and unique meaning. Mr. Wittgenstein is concerned 
with the conditions for a logically perfect language...The essential 
business of language is to assert or deny facts. In order that a certain 
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sentence should assert a certain fact there must be something in common 
between the structure of the sentence and the structure of the fact. This is 
perhaps the most fundamental thesis of Mr Wittgenstein’s theory...That 
which has to be in common between the sentence and the fact cannot be 
itself in turn said in language. It can only be shown, not said...10  

 
The conditions for sense might vary. Cognitive perception, habitual preoccupations, 

already existing conceptions, and physical context of the actual encounter can all be 

imagined as conditions of making sense of something. Structure seems to be the 

compound, ordered, effect of all these factors. Obviously, this effect would be unique 

based on its particular combination. Yet does structure lead to a definite or single 

meaning? Does it assert a fact? As indicated above, Wittgenstein argues that in order for 

a perfectly logical language to assert a fact, there has to be a commonality between the 

structure of the sentence and the structure of the fact. How are we able to see this 

commonality? It cannot be said, only be shown, Wittgenstein answers.  

 Looking at the prelude, one can assume that this might be the case. The 

commonality between the structure of the recurring phonemes and the structure of what 

these phonemes possibly hold as fact can only be shown, but cannot be said. Once said, 

its definite pattern changes its shape. Once said, it is stretched in and by the sound of the 

phonemes, and it does not remain as the same fact. Then, its logical consistency becomes 

vulnerable. Its grammar is challenged. It neither leads to a definite and single meaning 

nor asserts a given fact. Here one shall also remember that this is part of a process to 

make sense of something. Imagine that you are reading a text and trying to understand 

                                                
10 Wittgenstein, Tractatus, 8. 
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what it says. You would probably be inclined to read it out loud to yourself. That is to say 

your own literal voice separates sense from nonsense.  

 Philosophical Investigations takes us to that point. It reminds us the process of 

receiving and then producing a language. The process includes a series of physical and 

mental activities, through which we make “use” of language. Making use of language—

or the life sign of words as Wittgenstein describes—can be considered an act of 

embodying a word. Take the phrase, and the conception of, “three feet.” In Blue Book, 

Wittgenstein gives an example to how we may embody three feet:  

“three feet under the ground”: “the measurement has shown that the water 
runs three feet under the ground,” “if we dig three feet deep we are going 
to strike water,” “the depth of the water is three feet by the eye.” But the 
use of the expression “a feeling in my hands of water being three feet 
under the ground” has yet to be explained to me.11  

 
Why do we have to explain the expression “a feeling in my hands of water being three 

feet under the ground”? And even if we shall, how can we do so? Obviously, we learn to 

make physical associations based on our tactual sensations. As to emotional patterns, we 

also learn how to feel and how to name a feeling in a certain way. But when it comes to 

metaphoric designations, making sense seems to be more complicated. Imagination 

seems to interrupt the presumed connection between the tactile sensation and the learned 

customs. “Supposing the diviner said: I have never learnt to correlate depth of water 

under the ground with feelings in my hand, but when I have a certain feeling of tension in 

my hands, the words ‘three feet’ spring in my mind...” writes Wittgenstein as an answer 

                                                
11 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Blue and Brown Books: Preliminary Studies for the 
Philosophical Investigations, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1969), 10.  
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to his own question.12 It is hard to locate what triggers “three feet” in the diviner’s mind 

but it is worthwhile to note how imagination challenges a given syntax. And more 

interestingly, it is useful to question the role of sound in stimulating such imagination.  

 Let us recall the phonemes in the prelude. Even though they may imply a 

particular syntax with their occurrence and reoccurrence in a certain order, their sounds 

reveal the foreignness of Ursonate’s language. However this revelation does not suggest 

that we become even more foreign to the language and more disabled to organize what 

we hear. Instead, this calls for organizing and re-organizing the sounds without a given 

syntax. This stimulates the tendency for bringing the foreign language much closer to 

ourselves in the form of repetition. We may read the phonemes out loud to make sense. 

We embody them with our own voices. The process is dynamic, playful and creative, 

operating like a game.  

 Indeed this is what Wittgenstein conceptualizes while exposing us to the stages of 

producing meaning, of making use of language. He underlines the notion of “language 

game,” to indicate the fact that language is a game, in which one can make, follow and 

destroy rules. More specifically, language game is “primitive forms of language, with 

which a child begins to make use of words.”13  

 In his experiment with two children around the age of seven, French 

psychoanalyst Jean Piaget highlights that the act of playing sits at the heart of children’s 

learning of language. He observes two kinds of speech: egocentric and socialized. The 

                                                
12 Ibid. 10. 
 
13 Ibid. 17. 
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former includes “collective monologue,” that is both children speak out loud and almost 

constantly repeat what they say without any dialogue with one another assuming that 

someone is there listening and responding to them.14 The latter involves a “dialogue” 

between two children, which is indeed based on back and forth “commands, questions, 

answers, threats, and criticisms.”15  

 Both ego-centric and socialized speech assure the role of “imagination and play” 

in making a language. In a series of activities, both children speak to first imaginary 

characters in the presence of one another, and then to each other without necessarily 

agreeing on anything. This experiment shows us the very fact that speaking a language is 

an activity. By language game, Wittgenstein addresses various physical and social 

activities in and for speaking. Indeed he considers almost every activity a language game:  

Giving orders, and acting on them, describing an object by its appearance 
or by its measurements, constructing an object from a description (a 
drawing), reporting an event, speculating about the event, forming and 
testing a hypothesis, presenting the results of an experiment in tables and 
diagrams, making up a story and reading one, acting in a play, singing 
rounds, guessing riddles, cracking a joke, telling one, solving a problem in 
applied arithmetic, translating from one language into another, requesting, 
thanking, cursing, greeting, praying... 16 

 
If an activity may be a language game, what makes a game a game will be the next 

question in this exploration.  

                                                
14 Jean Piaget, Language and Thought of the Children, translated by Marjorie Gabain & 
Ruth Gabain, (London, New York: Routledge, 1998), 8,9. 
 
15 Ibid. 9,10. 
 
16 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, (Oxford, Malden, Mass: Blackwell, 
2001), 23, 15e.  
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 Every game involves a procedure, a set of rules. When we compare one game 

with another, we may find similarities or differences in their rules. Wittgenstein 

designates such similarities as “family resemblances.”17 The point is that like family 

resemblances, we create similarities and differences by random rules and combinations. 

No rule is given in the first place. We establish them. They are in the form of life, as 

Wittgenstein posits. If we know that rules are contingent and essentially arbitrary, we can 

make remake and destroy them through actions. Material conditions—that can be neither 

fully calculated nor fully intended—determine the course of action, not the rules.  

 Wittgenstein proposes this with a logical formulation. “If every course of action 

can be brought into accord with the rule, then it can also be brought into conflict with it. 

And so there would be neither accord nor conflict here... That’s why there is an 

                                                
17 Wittgenstein explains the notions of rule following, game, and family resemblances in 
the following passages more in depth:  
 
(PI 65)... For someone might object against me: ‘You make things easy for yourself! You 
talk about all sorts of language games, but have nowhere said what is essential to a 
language game, and so to language: what is common to all these activities, and makes 
them into language or parts of language...And this is true. Instead of pointing out 
something common to all that we call language, I’m saying that these phenomena have 
no one thing in common virtue of which we use the same word for all, but there are many 
different kinds of affinity between them. And on account of this affinity, or these 
affinities, we call them all ‘languages.’ (35e) 
 
(PI 66) Consider, for example, the activities that we call ‘games.’ I mean board-games, 
card-games, ball-games, athletic games, and so on. What is common to them all?... If you 
look at them, you won’t see something that is common to all, but similarities, affinities... 
 
(PI 67) I can think of no better expression to characterize these similarities than ‘family 
resemblances’; for the various resemblances between members of a family - build, 
features, color of eyes, gait, temperament, ad so on and so forth...  
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inclination to say: every action according to a rule is an interpretation” he writes.18  

Interpretation is by itself one’s action of explaining something to himself. It is a process 

of thinking aloud and speaking to oneself. Similar to the children in Piaget’s experiment, 

when we interpret, we speak to ourselves aloud in the presence of others. It is a 

“collective monologue” in which a “private grammar”19 takes place. Thus every 

interpretation is an act of making a language from its earliest stages, noticing and keeping 

track of stimuli that activate imagination.   

 In the case of Ursonate, this is what we do: interpret. Let us look at the themes in 

rondo. As indicated earlier and below, a transition, a development and a finale section 

follow four themes (see Figure 2). The visual representation of the phonemes hints at the 

melodic shape, contour and even detour of Schwitters’ recitation of the themes. For 

instance the first line of the first theme, “Fümms bö wö tää zää Uu,” is recited almost at 

the same pitch, whereas the pitch range gets lower with the next group of phonemes, 

“pögiff” and “Kwii Ee,” as they are written.  

                                                
18 PI 201, 87e.  
 
19 By private grammar, Wittgenstein also addresses “private sensation”:  
 
(PI 243) One could imagine human beings who spoke only in monologue, who 
accompanied their activities by talking to themselves. An explorer who watched them 
and listened to their talk might succeed in translating their language into ours...But is it 
also conceivable that there be a language in which a person could write down or give 
voice to his inner experiences?...The words of this language are to refer to what only the 
speaker can know, to his private immediate sensations.. (95e)  
 
(PI 246) In what sense are my sensations private? - Well only I can know whether I am 
really in pain; another person can only surmise it. - In one way this is false, and in 
another nonsense... Other people cannot be said to learn of my sensations only from my 
behavior - for I cannot be said to learn of them. I have them...(95e, 96e) 
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 The second theme begins with a similar pitch range, going downwards. The 

melodic shape of the phrases is not straight. In between the phrases, Schwitters plays with 

his voice by means of slight variations. He raises his voice up and down as if drawing 

hills. The last phoneme, “Kaa,” is sung with a relatively longer and sustained note. The 

moderate tempo of the recitation helps the listener to hear the rhythmic distributions over 

the phrases.  

 Around the same pitch range of the second theme, the third theme sounds 

relatively fast and short. Even shorter, the fourth theme is sung literally as a question 

phrase. One can argue that transition and the first two lines of the development sections 

reiterate the last two themes. But they function to bridge us to a new section, which has a 

different texture, tempo and rhythm. “Rakete rinzkete rakete rinzkete...” comes fast and 

almost breathless with a steady rhythm. It energizes the reading but resolves into another 

section of rest: “bö. fö. böwö. fümmsbö. böwörö. fümmsböwö. böwörötää...” Schwitters 

sings these lines slowly, almost taking us to a point where we visualize the shape of each 

letter in his mouth. With each group of phonemes, he chromatically escalates and 

expands on the pitch range.  

 Even though Schwitters does not indicate a specific meter, pitch or dynamic range 

–note that the largo movement has such instructions—in the rondo, one may follow a 

musical palette, which particularly calls for an interpretation. Schwitters makes use of the 

language without a word, without a fixed conception or preoccupation. “Can you destroy 

the conception of red, even if you disintegrate the word red?” asks Wittgenstein in his 
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Blue Book.20 Schwitters seemed to address this question earlier with a fresh perspective: 

one can destroy a given conception only if there is no preexisting knowledge or 

preoccupation about its syntax and semantics. We do not have a semantic or syntactic 

clue in Ursonate. When “fö” is coined with “böwö,” we do not end up with a word that is 

familiar to us. When they are coined musically, we simply find a flow, a movement of 

sound. Perhaps this is why Ursonate is the sonata of primal sounds. The primal sounds 

here have two implications: literal, with primitive, child-like sounds, and metaphorical, 

sound as the primary stage of making sense. Interpreting—the act of thinking and reading 

loud—engages both implications.  

Cicely Berry, the voice director of the Royal Shakespeare Company, beautifully 

explains the process. In her well-known Text in Action,21 Berry draws attention to both 

rhetorical and musical devices that can be used in giving a voice to a character. 

Exemplifying passages from major plays such as Shakespeare’s Hamlet and Beckett’s 

Waiting for Godot, she shows how “interpreting” a persona in a particular context—who 

s/he is, where s/he is, what s/he is doing, with whom s/he is speaking and so on—requires 

exploring the possibilities of breathing, articulating a word with rhythmic accentuation, 

tone color, dynamics, and volume. Overall, Berry underlines how sounds are “essential” 

for us to understand what the words could possibly say. “This is what resonates within 

                                                
20 Wittgenstein, Blue and Brown Books, 31.  
 
21 Berry’s From Word to Play and Text in Action are notable. Cicely Berry, From Word to 
Play: A Handbook for Directors, with a foreword by Michael Boyd (London: Oberon 
Books, 2008); Text in Action, with a foreword by Adrian Noble, (London: Virgin, 2001).  
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us...” she writes.22 It is therefore no accident that an actor has to read the text out loud— 

before anything else—to found the voice of a character. And to be able to read out loud, 

he has to scan his body from head to feet. Berry’s exercises engage almost every organ of 

the body to locate the actor’s voice. In doing so, she instructs a series of individual and 

collective activities for head, shoulders, ribs, back and stomach. One relevant highlight is 

centering the breath, and finding the vibration of the body exercises. Both exercises focus 

on the connection between breathing, bodily posture and articulation of vowels or/and 

consonants. The second exercise is as follows:  

Each person sit down and take time to feel your body weight on the floor. 
Set up a hum together and rock on the floor, feeling your seat vibrating 
with the hum, then open the mouth and sing it out on ‘AH’. Experiment 
with this vibration by verbalizing ‘V’ and feeling the vibration on your 
lips. Then hum again – this time lifting your seat off the floor and 
bouncing it several times – also to feel the vibration. Now, settling quite 
comfortably, and with your hand on your lower stomach, breathe down 
into your stomach, checking the incoming breath with your hand. Sigh out 
through an open mouth – there should be no sound in the throat of the 
breath being tight in any way. It should be quite free. This time, as you 
breathe in, rock slightly back, and come forward as you breathe out.23  
 

 I would argue that Berry’s exercises are not only technical for actors but also 

informative for everyone, unfolding the organic stages of voicing a sound, which plays 

the leading role in interpretation. Sound turns a “word” into a “play,” as Berry posits. 

One can revisit Wittgenstein’s language game in light of this formulation. It then 

becomes imaginable to “interpret” Ursonate, appropriate its nonsense as sense and make 

                                                
22 Berry, Text in Action,10. 
 
23 Ibid. 89, 90.  
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both the sensation and the sense sincerely yours.24 Here, rule following seems to be 

synonymous with pursuing an action, mostly because sound lets us find ourselves in a 

course of action that involves physical and psychic exertion and extension. And as 

mentioned earlier, course of action does not always follow the rules. In the next section, I 

designate this extension of sound as acoustic imagination. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
24 Here references are private. Even if you heard these sounds in similar contexts, and 
may possibly combine it with the sounds or words you already know, there is an activity, 
a “language game” that you need to play to make sense. The sensation and sense are then 
both yours.  
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theme 1:  
 

Fümms bö wö tää zää Uu,   
                                         pögiff,   
                                                  Kwii Ee. 

 
theme 2: 
 

Dedesnn nn rrrrrr,   
                             Ii Ee,   
                                       mpiff tillff too,   
                                                               tillll,   
                                                                         Jüü Kaa? 
                                                
theme 3: 
 

Rinnzekete bee bee nnz krr müü?   
                                                     ziiuu ennze, ziiuu rinnzkrrmüü, 

 
          rakete bee bee.  

 
theme 4: 
 

Rrummpff tillff toooo? 
 
transition:  
 

Ziiuu ennze ziiuu nnzkrrmüü,   
Ziiuu ennze ziiuu rinnzkrrmüü 

 
    rakete bee bee? rakete bee zee. 

 
development: 
  

Fümms bö wö tää zää Uu,   
Uu zee tee wee bee fümms. 

 
Figure 2: Schwitters, pppppp, 52-56. 
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rakete rinnzekete   
rakete rinnzekete                                                          
rakete rinnzekete   
rakete rinnzekete   
rakete rinnzekete   
rakete rinnzekete   
Beeeee   

 
bö. 

 
fö   

          böwö   
                fümmsbö   
          böwörö   

fümmsböwö   
           böwörötää   

fümmsböwötää   
            böwörötääzää   

fümmsböwötääzää   
            böwörötääzääUu   

fümmsböwötääzääUu   
             böwörötääzääUu pö   

fümmsböwötääzääUu pö   
             böwörötääzääUu pögö   

fümmsböwötääzääUu pögö   
             böwörötääzääUu pögiff   

fümmsböwötääzääUu pögiff   
             kwiiEe. 
 

Figure 2: Continued. 

 

 
 
Acoustic Imagination: Empty Container25 

Acoustic imagination is the way we receive sounds. It is not simply the 

mechanical perception of auditory stimulus. It is how we physically and psychically 

extend ourselves to the external world through sound. Sound physically orients a certain 
                                                
25 Zeynep Bulut, “Revisiting the Phenomenon of Sound as Empty Container: The 
Acoustic Imagination in Kurt Schwitter’s Ursonata,” Proceedings of the 15th 
International Conference on Auditory Display, (Copenhagen, Denmark: 2009).  
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geometry, creates density and volume. When we hear sounds, our bodies resonate with 

that sound. The movement of sound constructs our conception of space. This feeling of 

space is an organic condition of responding to sound.  

How do phonemes encourage such spatial thought? Let’s imagine other sounds 

that are not bounded by discursive language, the sound of a coffee maker, for instance. 

What kind of a spatial thought does coffee maker deliver? A coffee maker breathes 

deeply and loudly. The rhythmic drops increase the tension of the water. They create a 

dynamic texture through which the whole room resonates with the drops. The room is 

breathing deeply and loudly with the coffee machine. The room is then open to a new 

space with the sound. Its inaudible noise has become audible with the coffee maker’s 

sound. Each time I hear its sound, each time I feel somewhere else. The coffee machine’s 

multiple sounds and drops each time encourage a new map for a new space.  

Hearing the sound and mapping a certain space through it creates virtual 

architecture. Virtual architecture here refers to the liquid and invisible transitions between 

limits, between signs, between words. A virtual architecture provides an open site, a 

vulnerable valley for unexpected creatures. It is through the physicality of sound that 

suggests a virtual architecture. Sound is temporal, spatial, liquid and transient. Sound is 

itself an acoustic space before it becomes a mental image or a signifier. Sound itself 

pushes the very idea of space as an empty inside, an “empty container.”  

Henri Lefebvre uses the metaphor of “empty container” while discussing the 

notion of space. Lefebvre posits the “ontological status” of space tracing the classical 
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philosophical thought back to Spinoza and Leibniz.26 Spinoza defined space as “absolute” 

and “substantial,” which reflects an absolute being. Challenging the “absolute,” Leibniz 

reformulated space as “indiscernible.”27 Leibniz’s “indiscernible” space is problematic. 

Lefebvre hints at this problem with his discussion about the possibilities of space: (1) 

available and (2) occupied. A space has to be “occupied.” A space can only become 

“discernible” if it is “occupied.” A space is subject to being occupied. Then what is 

“indiscernible?”28 What makes a space occupied, and “discernible?” Perhaps, “a body?”29  

Occupying indicates two axes: weight and height, through which a set of 

movements—extending, expanding, and stretching—can be pursued. The set of 

movements bring the state of “filling in.” Before “filling in,” a space is only a potential, 

an empty inside, a capacity for movement, and a pure interiority. Is this statement 

assuming an “absolute” space or a “space in itself” again? Not necessarily. An absolute 

space is self-sufficient. Here I do not refer to self-sufficiency. On the contrary, I refer to 

                                                
26 In his “Spatial Architectonics”, Lefebvre begins his exploration about the notion of 
space with Spinoza’s Ethics: “Having assigned ontological status by speculative diktat to 
the most extreme degree of formal abstraction, classical philosophical (or metaphysical) 
thought posits a substantial space, a space ‘in itself’. From the beginning of the Ethics, 
Spinoza treats this absolute space as an attribute or mode of absolute being –that is of 
God. Now space ‘in itself’, defined as infinite, has no shape in that it has no content. It 
may be assigned neither form, nor orientation, nor direction. Is it then the unknowable?” 
Henri Lefebvre, “Spatial Architectonics”, The Production of Space, 169. 
 
27 Ibid. 
 
28 Lefebvre reads Leibniz as such: “In order to discern ‘something’ therein, axes and an 
origin must be introduced, and a right and left, i.e. the direction or orientation of those 
axes. This does not mean, however, that Leibniz espouses the ‘subjectivist’ thesis 
according to which the observer and the measure together constitute the real. To the 
contrary, what Leibniz means to say is that it is necessary for space to be occupied”. Ibid.   
 
29 Ibid. 170. 
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self-dependency: an empty container is “available” for a set of actions, a set of 

movements that would fill the emptiness not in an abstract way, but in a very concrete in 

its very abstraction.  

Lefebvre explicitly opposes the idea of positing space as a “pre-existing void” that 

can only be measured with its “formal properties.”30 Returning to his suggestion, only “a 

body” can fill in a space. What Lefebvre means by “body” does not simply mark “human 

body,” but also marks an operating body—fragment—of a larger whole with certain 

gestures and directions:  

A body - not bodies in general, nor corporeality, but a specific body, a 
body capable of indicating direction by a gesture, of defining rotation by 
turning around, of demarcating and orienting space.31  
 

Accordingly, a body is a fragment. It is in that sense incomplete and open to engineering. 

Its surface and depth are dependent and limited, but infinite with the existence and 

transcendence of another fragment. One fragment would extend another fragment’s 

height, expand its weight, stretch its substance and fill its emptiness. Sound is a body of 

this kind.  

Phenomenology of sound deals with sound of being. The incompleteness of sound 

verifies how contextual it is. Sounds come into existence as sounds of something, of 

somewhere, of somebody. They find their body with our intentionality, with our capacity 

for transcendence. As a physical phenomenon, sound is an empty space. This is a hopeful 

spot, filled with potential. Sound encourages the set of movements mentioned above. The 

                                                
30 Ibid. 
 
31 Ibid.  
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movements would occupy sound’s potential, whereby sound produces a certain space. 

Ursonate’s phonemes interact with each other in a similar way. Each phoneme is a 

sonorous body, a fragment that needs another fragment.  

 

Acoustic Imagination in Ursonate: Sound’s Spacing in Language 

The voice renders oral articulation a site of struggle for one single meaning. 

Schwitters appropriates this struggle by means of repetition, punctuation and 

intensification. The phonemes then become recognizable sections that stimulate a bodily 

sensation, which can be more easily and readily translated into a particular meaning. The 

phonemes then function as a unit of sense.  

Julia Kristeva, in her book, Language The Unknown, sketches how phonemes are 

united with each other and function as “groups of sounds.”32 Similarly, here, phonemes 

like dll rrrrr beeeee bö function as a group that is vocalized with a continuous motion. 

Phonemes as a group of sounds reinforce the liquid nature of sound. As Walter Ong 

posits, “Sound exists only when it is going out of existence…When I pronounce the word 

‘permanence,’ by the time I get to the ‘-nence,’ the ‘perma-’ is gone, and has to be 

gone.”33 In short, the very being of sound is not an intangible presence, but a tangible 

absence.   

                                                
32 Julia Kristeva, Language-the unknown: an initiation into linguistics, trans. Anna M. 
Menke (New York: Columbia University Press, 1989), 20. 
 
33 Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word (London, New 
York: Methuen, 1982), 32. 
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Then, phonemes, as groups of sounds, cannot provide a coherent unity, either 

physically or conceptually. Involved in the vocalization of the word, a phone is before 

and after the word. Instead of fixing, it opens the word. Phonemes do not hold the word 

together; on the contrary, they make the word vulnerable, slippery and dynamic. Sound 

does not allow the word to become a whole. As Ong argues, the meaning becomes 

multiplied through the medium of orality, as “empathetic and participatory rather than 

objectively distanced, situational rather than abstract.”34 The contingent quality of orality 

derives from the very medium of orality: the human voice as sets of sound affairs.  

Through the extended and amplified phonemes, the made-up language of 

Ursonate is then not a completely alien language, but a language that is involved in “here 

and now,” that can speak through “here and now,” that needs the “facial gestures, vocal 

inflections, entire human, existential setting in which the real, spoken word always 

occurs,”35 as Ong claims. This quality makes the piece evolve from within:  

böwöröböpö böwöröböpö böwöröböpö böwöröböpö böwöröböpö  
böwöröböpö böwörötääböpö böwörötääböpöböwörötääböpö böwörötääbö
pö böwörötääböpö böwörötääböpö böwörötääböpö böwörötääzääböpö bö
wörötääzääböpö böwörötääzääböpö böwörötääzääböpö böwörötääzääböpö
böwörötääzääböpö...36 
 

Take this section. Listen and then repeat. Concentrate on how your facial and bodily 

gestures are aligned with your reading. Draw your attention to how every utterance is a 

bodily exertion of sound. Just like coffee machine’s sound—being repeated without a 

certain narrative, without a certain melody—the phonemes you read may become 

                                                
34 Ibid. 45, 49. 
 
35 Ibid.  
 
36 Schwitters, pppppp, 55-56.  
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rhythmic and multiple on the one hand, remain empty, incomplete and situational, on the 

other.  

 In order to expand on this embodied experience, let’s recall Maurice Merleau-

Ponty’s discussion of the “living body.” In his Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-

Ponty suggests that the human body is an active interface bridging inside to outside. He 

encourages us to ask how our bodies continually are extended to the external world, 

becoming a kind of “body” that Lefebvre posits on the one hand, and on the other how 

this operation itself becomes specific, building a unique corporeality, different from other 

external bodies. This is how sound’s “reciprocal basis” leads to “indefinite 

multiplicities.”37  

The “indefinite multiplicities” of sound is embedded in tactility. The feel of touch 

maps “a spatiality of situation,”38 as Merleau Ponty reminds us. By situation, I intend to 

use the literal meaning of the word: a set of affairs. Instead of one single location, sound 

as touch creates a set of affairs. A set of affairs brings about the notion of space. Drawing 

multiple directions, sound maps the spatiality of situation. This brings us back to Merleau 

Ponty’s spatiality. Merleau Ponty differentiates body’s spatiality from other external 

objects’ spatiality. Unlike other external objects, “Bodily space can envelop its parts 

instead of spreading them out.”39  

                                                
37 Based on Husserl, Merleau Ponty asserts how “reciprocal determination” “exceeds a 
world” that results in “indefinite multiplicities.” Merleau Ponty, Phenomenology of 
Perception, 71. 
 
38 Merleau Ponty talks about body’s spatiality as a spatiality of situations. I appropriated 
this term for sound. Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 100.  
 
39 Ibid. 100. 
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Similar to Merleau Ponty, Jean Luc Nancy interprets bodily space as a separate 

envelope. Derrida, in his book, On Touching-Jean Luc Nancy, articulates how Nancy 

qualifies touching as a condition that derives from the existence of limit. Suggesting the 

psyche as a “spatial extension,” Nancy necessitates “touching” as a possibility of 

extending, transcending the limit, or “sharing.” Derrida paraphrases Nancy’s suggestion:  

To touch is to touch a limit, a surface, a border, an outline. Even if one 
touches an inside, “inside” of anything whatsoever, one does it following 
the point, the line or surface, the borderline of a spatiality exposed to the 
outside, offered…40 

 
Transcending the limit, or “grasping inside” does not renounce the limit then. Even 

though Nancy situates touching as a potential for spatial extension, he does not formulate 

a point beyond or after-limit. He only proposes “imagination” as a “transcendental 

schema” or “sensible presentation.” Nancy’s conception of touching and touching a limit 

is thereby synonymous with “imagination.”41  

This explanation of touching is suggestive of how Ursonate employs the 

phonemes as physical sounds, as liminal sets of imaginary bodies. We hear them 

separately and together. Sounds of the phonemes are bodily spaces, as Lefebvre’s “empty 

container,” or a space as connection, as Merleau Ponty proposes. And being encouraged 

to hear the phonemes as sets of sounds, we are also invited to be aware of our own 

embodied resonance, hearing our own bodily rhythm and texture.  

                                                
 
40 Jacques Derrida, On Touching-Jean-Luc Nancy, translated by Christine Irizarry 
(Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 2005), 103. 
 
41 Ibid. 108. 
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Rhythm highlights the texture, “gestures” and “directions” in Lefebvre’s words. 

Rhythmic units are spatiotemporal fragments, which would enable us to “discern” a space 

and its occupying “bodies.” Listening to the fragments—the phonemes—we enter the 

process, the depth generated with the interaction of the bodies. Listening to Ursonate 

then motivates a “spatial” thinking and thinking of “spatiality.” “…Spatial thought began 

reproducing the projection, explosion, image, and orientation of the body,”42 writes 

Lefebvre. Bodily thought can then be considered  “acoustic imagination” of hearing one’s 

own body. 

 

Bodily Thought in Austin’s Doing and Saying 

If Ursonate does not include a given word or a concept, shall we consider its 

language a “particular nonsense” that requires a series of activities for generating a 

meaning? Can hearing one’s own body be an activity as such, perhaps a doing and a 

speech act? What are the “performative” possibilities of the phonemes in Ursonate? John 

Austin’s well-known book How to do things with words introduced the notion of 

“performative utterance.” By performative utterance, Austin meant the “verbs that 

present an indicative act.” He explained the conditions that suffice a performative 

utterance as such:  

They do not ‘describe’ or ‘report’ or constate anything at all, are not ‘true 
or false’; and the uttering of the sentence is, or is a part of, the doing of an 
action, which again would not normally be described as, or as ‘just’, 
saying something…43  

                                                
42 Lefebvre, “Spatial Architectonics,” The Production of Space, 174. 
 
43 John L. Austin, How to do things with words, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1975). 5 
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Austin was after the expression of direct experience. He initially inquired this idea in his 

Sense and Sensibilia,44 where he critiques J. A. Ayer’s sense-datum theory in The 

Foundations of Empirical Knowledge and J. Warnock’s book on Berkeley.45 Austin’s 

criticism addresses the distinction between sense-data and material objects. Both Ayer 

and Warnock’s books assert that perception is founded on sense data that is “our own 

ideas, impressions, sensa, sense-perceptions, percepts.”46 Austin attacks this idea by 

drawing our attention to how all of these categories of sense are more diverse and layered 

than we think. He qualifies such approach “scholastic.”47 Yet, he does not advocate for a 

“realistic” approach, which would simply reduce the notion of perception to the first hand 

experience of material things or/and objects. Rather, he deals with the materiality of 

ordinary language. “Our ordinary words are much subtler in their uses, and mark many 

more distinctions than philosophers have realized,” he writes.48 

 This is where the notion of “performative utterance” emerges. As Austin argues, 

there are many ways in which we can say and do things. This varied subtlety brings us to 

the fact that saying is also doing. Both saying and doing may equally be and become 

statements. In short, words can be just “doings,” or acts. This frees the limitations of 

                                                
 
44 John L. Austin, Sense and Sensibilia, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963).  
 
45 Ibid. 1.  
 
46 Ibid. 2.  
 
47 Ibid. 3.  
 
48 Ibid.  
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discursive language. Similar to later Wittgenstein’s exit, Austin shows us an exit not to be 

stuck with the “data” of language. This shall also refresh our understanding of the use of 

sound in language. The question is what turns a word into an action? What is responsible 

for the varied subtlety in meaning?  

 On Austin’s explanation about performative utterance we can find useful hints for 

sound. Let us begin with his examples, which highlight the semantic aspects of verbs. For 

instance, Austin looks at the verb “do” in a wedding context: I do. Or, the verb “bet” in a 

game situation: “I bet you sixpence it will rain tomorrow.”49 Both verbs are in the first 

person indicative active form.50 Both imply a risk, which means the result may be failure. 

Both are essentially neutral and versatile, that is they can be right or wrong, and true or 

false. As such, they do not declare more than what they are. They are not constative but 

performative. Examining the criteria of the performative, Austin uses the notion of 

“”infelicities”51 and aligns this notion with a list of precariousness: misfires, mis-

invocations, mis-executions, mis-applications.52 These infelicities reveal the situation of 

the “total speech act.” “We see that in order to explain what can go wrong with 

statements we cannot just concentrate on the proposition involved... We must consider 

the total situation in which the utterance is issued—the total speech act—if we are to see 

the parallel between statements and performative utterances, and how each can go 

                                                
49 Austin, How to do things with words, 5. 
 
50 Equally this could be in the third person form, such as done, as Austin marks. Ibid. 61.  
 
51 Ibid. 14.  
 
52 Ibid. 18.  
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wrong…” he writes.53 What are the conditions of a total speech act? Physical time and 

space, emotional climate, social preoccupations, habits, expectations? All together, how 

do they conceive a situation?   

 “Hereby...”54 Austin suggests. Hereby includes an immediate matrix, a full sense 

of “saying as doing.” It includes the “utterance of certain noises, facial and bodily 

gestures,” followed by “certain words in a certain grammar with a certain meaning and 

reference,”55 as Austin concludes. In that respect, saying consists of three acts: 

“phonetic,” that is uttering certain vocal noises, “phatic,” that is uttering certain vocables 

syllables or words aligned with a certain grammar, and “rhetic,” that is articulating these 

vocables or words in a certain semantic context with “a definite sense and reference.”56 

Clearly, all three acts follow and prepare one another. Yet, the transition between them 

requires further attention. For this reason perhaps Austin leads us to larger categories of 

the act of saying—locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary—and situates the 

phonetic, phatic and rhetic within them. By the locutionary act, he indicates a particular 

“meaning;” by the illocutionary act he means a particular “force in saying something;” 

and by the perlocutionary act he refers to particular “effects by saying something.”57 

Below, he exemplifies the three:  

                                                
53 Ibid. 52. 
 
54 Ibid. 57.  
 
55 Ibid. 94. 
 
56 Ibid. 95. 
 
57 Ibid. 121. 
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Locution: He said to me ‘Shoot her!’  
Illocution: He urged me (or advised, ordered, etc) to shoot her.   

 Perlocution: He persuaded me to shoot her.58  
 
 To reiterate, the locutionary act indicates the literal meaning of the word 

“shooting,” the illocutionary act underlines the “urge,” the force in the act of shooting, 

and the perlocutionary act states the effect that comes with the first two. But what is the 

transition between these three acts? Where can we situate the phonetic, phatic and rhetic 

aspects in these acts? Such are useful questions for Ursonate. Given that we have 

vocables that can be heard through the repetition of the phonemes, we cannot talk about 

the locutionary act in the way indicated above. There is no literal meaning we can hold 

on to. Instead, there are acts of saying something. This includes rather the last two that is 

the force in saying and the effect by saying. The scherzo movement demonstrates both 

the force and the effect with its recognizable variation of the themes. See figure 3 below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
58 Ibid. 101, 102.  
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Lanke trr gll           

  pe pe pe pe pe              

    Ooka ooka ooka ooka 

Lanke trr gll   
       pii pii pii pii pii   
            Züüka züüka züüka züüka 
 

Lanke trr gll   
       Rrmm   
       Rrnnf 
 
 Lanke trr gll   
         Ziiuu lenn trll?   
         Lümpff tümpff trll 
 
 Lanke trr gll   
         Rrumpff tilff too 
 
 Lanke trr gll   
        Ziiuu lenn trll?   
        Lümpff tümpff trll 

 
 Lanke trr gll   
         Pe pe pe pe pe   
         Ooka ooka ooka ooka     
 
 Lanke trr gll   
         Pii pii pii pii pii   
             Züüka züüka züüka züüka 
 
 Lanke trr gll   
         Rrmmp   
         Rrnnf 
 
 Lanke trr gll 
 
  

Figure 3: Schwitters, pppppp, 56-60. 
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Schwitters instructs the performer to both musically and phonetically distinguish the 

themes from one another. Even though he vocalizes the themes with slight differences, 

we can still hear the variations based on pitch, melody and rhythm. For instance, “Ooka 

ooka ooka” is stressed with a higher frequency and a regular beat, whereas “Züüka züüka 

züüka züüka” is sung with a lower frequency and syncopation. Such variations can be 

easily recognized, particularly because of the short duration of the themes. We have 

phonetic and phatic aspects. The former refers to Schwitter’s articulation of vowels and 

consonants, which automatically urges us to map his lip, tongue and dental positions. The 

latter refers to the way we begin to perceive certain syllables in the form of a word. After 

couple of repetitions, “Lanke trr gll” may become a vocable for us. And perhaps towards 

the end of this process, we may come up with a rhetic formulation.  

What is the “force in saying something” and the “effect by saying something” in 

this movement? Is it the utterance of certain noises, the phonetics? Is it the pursuit of a 

certain grammar, an internal structure of the repeating phonemes, the phatic? Or is it the 

inference of a particular meaning drawn out of the phonetic and phatic, the rhetic? I argue 

that the acoustic layout of the piece—the phonetic and the musical—shall be considered 

the force in saying something. As to the effect, we may propose both the phatic and the 

rhetic possibilities. Nonetheless, I suggest the larger effect of saying something, a thing 

that is not definite in the first place. This movement—and I would argue all of the 

movements—leads us to establishing meaning from scratch, without words, without a 

given, presupposed or imposed grammar and semantic reference. It makes us aware of 
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the fact that phonemes are not simply units of verbal language, but also units of sense, a 

contingency that is contained by the physical and the phenomenal body.  

As such, the phonemes in Ursonate meet the criteria of performative utterance. 

The force and effect are both neutral. At the end, meaning can be right or wrong, true or 

false. At the end, this is a meaning that is contingent, in need of “hereby,” realizing the 

situation of a total speech act.  

Who speaks in “hereby?”59 Chapter 3 explicitly asks this question. In doing so, it 

translates the notion of “saying as doing in and by sound” into the site of the everyday 

voice. Looking at Ligeti’s Aventures, I investigate the conditions that make the speaking 

voice present and operational and thus examine the notion of everyday voice in 

performance.  

 

 

                                                
59 Then “in what way does language occur as language?” asks Heidegger in Poetry, 
Language and Thought (188). This is a necessary question, as it reminds us how we take 
language for granted as a natural grammar of words. We speak the language as poetry, 
Heidegger proposes, and poetry speaks “in the mode of calling” (197). Sound may be the 
force behind such calling. Martin Heidegger, Poetry, Language and Thought, translated 
by Albert Hoftsadter, (New York: Harper Collins Publishers, 2001). Heidegger’s remarks 
on naming are also parallel to Philosophical Investigations. PI opens with Augustine’s 
Confessions:  
 
(PI 1) When grown-ups named some object and at the same time turned towards it, I 
perceived this, and I grasped that the thing was signified by the sound they uttered, since 
they meant to point it out. This, however, I gathered from their gestures, the natural 
language of all peoples, the language that by means of facial expression and the play of 
eyes, of the movements of the limbs and the tone of the voice, indicates the affections of 
the soul when it desires, or clings to, or rejects, or recoils from, something. In this way, 
little by little, I learnt to understand what things the words, which I heard uttered in their 
respective places in various sentences, signified. And once I got my tongue around these 
signs, I used them to express my wishes.  
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Chapter 4  

 

Sonorous Bodies’ Speech: Voice and Performance in György Ligeti’s Aventures1  

 

Introduction 

Voice: Is it a substance? Is it a personal property? Is it a particular medium of a 

particular body? Is it an assemblage of “fleshed” sounds? Performance: Is it the 

contingent, the immediate, the mediated by the condition of here and now, lived only 

once, as Peggy Phelan posits2? What is the intersection of the phenomenal operation of 

voice and performance? To examine these questions, this chapter looks at vocables’—

sonorous bodies’—speech at the intersection of voice and performance. In doing so, the 

chapter plays a transitional role between speech and bodily sounds. Highlighting this 

transition, I look at (1) the phenomenon of sound as the kernel of the voice, (2) the notion 

of “performance” at the heart of the everyday operation of the voice, and (3) György 

Ligeti’s Aventures as an example of this intersection of voice and performance  

                                                
1 Zeynep Bulut, “Theorizing Voice in Performance: György Ligeti’s Aventures,” in 
Perspectives of New Music, edited by Benjamin Boretz, John Rahn, Robert Morris, 
(Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, Winter 2010), Volume 48, No 1, 44-65.  
 
2 In The End of Performance, Peggy Phelan draws the phenomenal boundaries of 
performance, as “here and now.” This is how she qualifies performance as “lived only 
once.” Peggy Phelan, The Ends of Performance, ed. Peggy Phelan and Jill Lane (New 
York: New York University Press, 1998). 
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in its use of the everyday voice.3 

Situating sound at the heart of the voice, the chapter posits a metaphor between 

voice as home and sound as foreign land. Referring to Gaston Bachelard’s 

phenomenology, I explain how voice generates attachment, the intimacy of home, and 

how sound—with its indefinite destinations and invisible sources—leads to detachment, 

the experience of foreignness outside of the home. In between, sounds of the voice 

suggest the Freudian uncanny. As discussed through and through, hearing, making and 

                                                
3 I use the word “performance” in the context of performance theory. A cross-disciplinary 
epistemology, performance theory urges us to question the term “performance” as an 
experiential, operational, and existential mode of doing and being. The term then invites 
us to explore the physical, phenomenal, and cultural constituents of the human body and 
self, refigure the engine of the human body and self as practice, and situate these 
constituents and practices in a particular social context. I apply to performance theory, 
since contemporary vocal music owes its aesthetics to a cultural moment, in which the 
human body is explored as a site of negotiation between the personal and the social. 
Inherited from the historical avant-garde art movements such as Futurism, Dadaism, 
Surrealism, Viennese Actionism, Happenings, Fluxus Events and Judson Dance Theatre, 
contemporary music employs bodily thought, sound and actions, encourages experiential 
knowledge as the heart of ontological thought, and makes us aware of the immediate 
presence, performative attitude, and subversive potentials of the subject.  
 Here “performative” is a key term. As indicated earlier, the term “performative” 
derives from “performative utterance” which was first pronounced by British philosopher 
J. L. Austin. Situating the malleable nature of language, in How to do things with words 
Austin expands on performative utterance as speech act. David Macey, The Penguin 
Dictionary of Critical Theory, (London: Penguin Books, 2000), 295.  

“Speech act” guides us to search for the elasticity, contextual occurrence and 
contingency of the discourse itself. For instance Judith Butler’s famous work, Gender 
Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, appropriates Austin’s “performative 
utterance” for gender constructions. Butler draws our attention to how we “perform” the 
feminine or masculine with speech act, while embodying particular actions in everyday 
life and assuring these actions as open to social engineering. Judith Butler, Gender 
Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, (New York: Routledge, 1990).  
 Likewise, various thinkers and scholars who write about performance such as 
Allen Weiss, André Lepecki, Diana Taylor, Amelia Jones, Susan Leigh Foster underline 
how our embodied actions in everyday life lead us to acquire and transform both 
empirical and discursive knowledge. My intention to find the human voice in 
performance and vice versa follows this theoretical path.  
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responding to a sound is a form of embodiment. And yet, given that it is communicated in 

the form of extension, sound also causes detachment. The phenomenon of sound is 

dialogic, requiring at least two bodies’ presence and one’s attachment with and the 

other’s detachment from sound. Thus, the experience of sound becomes partial and 

shared. The notion of detachment is then not simply a disembodiment but also a 

projection to the outside, a case of being here and there.  

Drawing on this idea, I refer to Heidegger’s notion of thrownness. As indicated in 

Being and Time, being is thrown into a given contingency. Nonetheless, each time it is 

thrown, being also prepares the potential for transcending the material contingency, for 

being there. Being’s existence is conditional; yet, equally, conditions turn being into an 

existential project. What makes us thrown, makes us be here and there? What do the 

sounds of the voice do in the process of being thrown? In light of these questions, I 

examine the dialogue, resistance and transformation shared between my voice and 

another’s everyday voice. 

Such dialogue emerges from everyday life. Looking at what voice does--how 

voice performs--in everyday life, the following section gives attention to the notion of 

performance. Performance studies scholars discuss shared activities—or everyday rituals 

in Richard Schecner’s words—of everyday life as a cue to understand  

what performs in which context around which discourses. Austin’s term, “performative,” 

that is, “saying is doing” (see chapter 3), becomes especially important here. In a dialogic 

way, the goal is to explore how performative acts in everyday life constitute my voice and 

how my voice responds. In other words, is it able to perform itself beyond the discourses?  
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Inspired by this question, the last section analyzes György Ligeti’s Aventures4 

(1962). Aventures facilitates a site for unfolding the operation of the everyday voice. 

Consider Aventures series of sonic activities to make the audience notice its own bodily 

sounds. With these activities, the piece reinforces how the everyday voice speaks through 

the everyday body—that is, through many performative bodies of sounds.  

 

Sounds of the Voice 

Freudian psychoanalysis reminds us that the primarily protective and sensible 

environment of the womb is sound, the mouth is the first organ of pleasure and the 

mother’s voice is the first recognizable sound for the baby. This situates the mother’s 

womb as the state of origin, the home, the place of attachment. The place of detachment 

then constructs and is constructed by the external, the foreign. To understand the sounds 

of the voice, I read the relationship between sound and voice with reference to these 

notions of the home and the foreign and the oscillation between these two poles. What 

might it mean to associate voice with the home, the place of intimacy and attachment, 

and sound with the place of detachment, with the foreign? Gaston Bachelard’s definition 

of the “house” in Poetics of Space helps us imagine such connections between voice and 

the home, sound and the foreign:  

The house, quite obviously, is a privileged entity for a phenomenological 
study of the intimate values of inside space… For our house is our corner 

                                                
4 Like his contemporaries, Ligeti was interested in constructing a certain musical 
language, which transgresses the limits of verbal language, and which reveals the 
physical and spatial potentials of sound. 
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of the world. As has often been said, it is our first universe, a real cosmos 
in every sense of the word….5 

 
The house extends the inside to the outside, and, in return, accommodates the outside 

within the inside. Similar to the house, the voice is an interior space that extends the 

inside to outside, and vice versa. It is the very personal, reserved space that finds its place 

in the body. Body is the house of voice. It preserves the interiority. However, the body is 

not simply “the entity of the intimate values of inside space,” as Bachelard would argue. 

It is, rather, the portal. The inside space is voice. Opening the portal, the voice stretches 

the “intimate values” to the outside.  

What is the engine of this stretch? Bachelard posits, “the binding principle in this 

integration is the daydream.”6 Interrupting the everyday continuum, the daydream 

suggests a space between appearance and disappearance. The question is how we 

daydream, how we let ourselves be interrupted. What is the glue between different 

images or snapshots that we fantasize about? I suggest sound as a potential answer.  

As distinct from voice, sound is experienced like a daydream, like an imaginary 

interruption. Its physical and phenomenal qualities generate the oscillation between 

appearance and disappearance. The source of sound is almost always invisible. Even if 

we see how one generates a certain sound, we cannot pinpoint where the sound is. Sound 

disseminates. Even if we localize or position a certain sound, we cannot control its 

fluidity and depth. Sound is not discrete by essence. It comes and goes. Its source is 

                                                
5 Gaston Bachelard, “The House,” The Poetics of Space, trans. Maria Jolas (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1994), 3-4. 
 
6 Ibid. 6. 
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imaginary. Its very existence depends on another. Sound can exist only if it resonates 

with a certain body. It physically needs a surface to be heard. Sound is then intimate with 

a degree of proximity.  

The human body can be considered a surface that resonates with various sounds 

with a certain level of proximity. We are accustomed to feel ourselves close to sound, 

since it is the very primary, protective and sensible medium, as mentioned above. Yet 

how do we understand a sound, give it a name? Sound partially remains a mystery. We 

attribute a certain meaning to a certain sound based on the context. Listening to a sound 

is an act of imagination. This is how the experience of sound makes us vulnerable to 

“home” and “foreign”  lands in a Freudian sense.7 

As a “fleshed” sound, or, as sounds of a particular flesh, voice bridges self and the 

other and facilitates a kind of oscillation between them. The phenomenon of the voice 

                                                
7 Freud’s book, The Uncanny marks the definition of the uncanny as a continual 
oscillation between the home and the foreign land. Freud here draws our attention to the 
“semantic content” of the German words unheimlich (strange, unfamiliar) and heimlich 
(homely, familiar, not strange). Moving from the literal meanings of the word, he 
decodes the notion of uncanny as a combination of the familiar and the unfamiliar. 
Sigmund Freud, “The Uncanny,” The Uncanny, trans. David McLintock (New York: 
Penguin Books, 2003), 121-160.  

Similarly, in The Legend of Freud, Samuel Weber reiterates this definition. Weber 
indicates Freud’s reference to E.T.A Hoffman’s story, The Sandman, in which a young 
boy, Nathaniel is afraid of losing his eyes, when he is told that the Sandman would blind 
him. Freud interprets this fear in relation to the castration complex and father image. The 
way Weber appropriates this story, however, highlights the role of the sound in 
multiplying the father image. Weber tells us, when Nathaniel closes his eyes (to protect 
his eyes from blinding), he only hears the sounds of the footsteps through which he 
imagines his father as a constantly changing body that makes his own body vulnerable to 
contact. Psychoanalytically speaking, sounds of the footsteps then give flesh to the fear of 
“being blinded,” or “being eaten up” by the father image. Samuel Weber, “Uncanny 
Thinking,” The Legend of Freud (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2000), 1-
35.  
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suggests pure interiority. Its existence seems like a mystery, but indeed, the very 

existence of a particular voice comes into being with exteriority. Voice engages a 

relation, a liquid conversation between one and the other. The sounds of the voice make 

this conversation fluid and enigmatic. Functioning like the filter of various bodily sounds, 

voice becomes the “house” of the sounds. Yet still as sound, voice addresses a foreign 

land. It is both here and there. Being here and there, the continual conversation or the 

oscillation I suggest resists and transcends the duality of the self and other.8 

 

My Voice as a Problem, Along with Myself  

My voice is an invisible part of my body. I have vocal chords in my throat. When I 

speak, they come closer and vibrate together. A voice can resonate around and within my 

nose, around and within my chest, around and within my head, around and within my 

stomach. I have voices that I produce by breathing from different spots of my body. Are 

these voices my voices? How does the sound that is generated in my body become my 

voice? my voice and my body are problematic. They are exposed to other voices and other 

bodies. my voice becomes my voice due to its thrown appearance to the others’ voices 

                                                
8 Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception and The Visible and the 
Invisible exclusively deal with the duality of self and the other. Both argue the immediate 
presence of the other for self, and formulate transcendence as the transformation of one’s 
self through the other. Accordingly, the question is not one and the other, but what is in-
between, the third that changes self. Maurice Merleau Ponty, The Visible and the 
Invisible, trans. Alphonso Lingis (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1968), 
Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Colin Smith (New York: Humanities Press, 1962).  
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and bodies. I use the word thrown to indicate the conditional existence of my voice in a 

Heideggerian sense.9  

In Being and Time, Heidegger introduces “thrownness” as a mode of being in the 

world, and thus, as an existential potential of Dasein, being-there. As he argues, human 

beings are “thrown” into the already existing world. The metaphysical realization and 

transformation of the self is possible with the material existence of the world. Through 

“thrownness,” the material becomes the immaterial, being “in here” becomes being 

“there.” I suggest that every time I throw my voice, I reach another’s body with a 

physical echo of my body, whereby the other is stimulated to respond. Thereafter, the 

potential exchange between us is not simply physical any more. This bodily extension is 

also imagined. My voice transcends my body and makes it vulnerable for change, for 

being there. Nevertheless, my voice does not fully leave my body. What remains after 

being thrown?  

When my voice leaves my body, what remains is sound. The immanence of my 

voice is a particular empty space that is filled by various remainders, by other sounds.10 

                                                
9 Being’s active participation with its outside constitutes being there. This active 
participation produces authenticities, the contingencies that we are thrown to. The 
exchange between the self and the other is located within these contingencies. The 
exchange is neither complete nor discrete. There is always a remainder within the 
process. As multiplied in and through everyday, the remainder becomes unknown. This is 
an opening to the outside, to the vulnerable third, which goes beyond self and its other. 
The vulnerable third indicates the other of the other, which is potentially otherness. The 
thrown insinuates the otherness of the other. 
 
10 In The idea of Phenomenology, Husserl indicates “immanence” as an intrinsic part of 
the self, which assumes that there is a degree of “self-sufficiency,” and which draws the 
lines between the self and the other. This also posits that there is transcendence, “a direct 
intentionality” towards the other. Here I explore this “immanence” and “transcendence” 
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Self-realization of my voice is possible with the transformation of the immanent voice. 

This reinforces my voice as a temporal and spatial project. Since the encounter of the 

other is temporal and spatial, the being of my voice turns into becoming. 

Thus my voice: (a) incorporates the other’s voice as a temporal and spatial being 

in the Heideggerian sense; (b) resists the other’s voice and itself when it’s thrown against 

the other’s voice; and (c) transcends its embodied presence when it penetrates into the 

other’s body as a temporal and spatial being.  

Sound provides the potentiality of resistance and transformation of my voice. It 

challenges the gravity of my body via its weightless, temporal and spatial presence. It 

makes possible my voice’s travel in and out of itself and thus activates the otherness of 

the other, the third. How does sound turn my voice into an incomplete project? The 

quality of continual transformation makes sound inadequate, inconsistent, interruptive 

and incomplete. Sounds do not operate as entities. They flow as atomic vibes, as liquid 

fragments. They are part of their physical context, while altering the materials of the 

same physical context. Thus there is no pure sound. Sound is almost always contaminated 

with its environment. The presence of sound is “approximate,”11 as Don Ihde reminds us. 

“Sounds are first experienced as sounds of things,”12 writes Ihde. As hearers, we make 

sound attach to a source. This is why sound calls for being’s act of imagination, and 

accommodates a kinesthetic process, within which we transfer optic representations and 

                                                
of the voice. Edmund Husserl, The Idea of Phenomenology, translated by Lee Hardy 
(Dordrecht; Boston: Kluver Academic, 1999).  
 
11 Don Ihde, Listening and Voice (Athens: Ohio University Press, 1976), 58. 
 
12 Ibid. 59. 
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tactile experiences into abstractions. As sound, as series of sounds, my voice is imagined, 

and imaginary. 

 

What my Voice Does: The Role of the Everyday in the Construction of my Voice 

 

my voice performs everyday. It speaks with different volumes. Its tone is 

changing with my bodily postures and movements. my voice operates as a powerful 

medium. When it says what it says, it is hard to take it back. It resists against the self. It 

never gives up. It speaks my body, and through my body. It responds to other external 

bodies. It might be subversive, as it performs everyday. How does everyday reproduce 

my voice as a transformative and performative space?  

The very notion of “performance” is embedded in the discussion of the everyday. 

Everyday is the spot where we can explore the phenomenal and operational intersection 

between performance and voice. To situate both performance and voice as existential 

functions, it is useful to outline Heidegger’s notion of “the everydayness of Dasein.” 

Situating Dasein in its everydayness, Heidegger first introduces “who Dasein is.” How is 

Dasein—“being-there”—related to its everyday environment? Heidegger marks a 

difference between these two questions:  

Dasein is an entity which is in each case I myself; its Being is in each case mine. 

The question of the “who” answers itself in terms of the “I” itself, the ‘subject’, the 

‘Self’. The “who” is what maintains itself as something identical throughout changes in 
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its Experiences and ways of behaviour, and which relates itself to this changing 

multiplicity in doing so.13 

Heidegger brings up Dasein as an entity. However, everyday Dasein, in his terms 

again, is an entity vulnerable to its environment, as it is changing through the 

environment. As he argues, “I” is not a closing entity, whereas its “givenness” is 

“reflexive.” “I,” as a layer of Dasein, does not present a static kernel that possesses a 

well-defined composite. Self operates as a space to welcome the dynamics of its 

surrounding, whereby it provides a form of being here and there. The existence of “being-

there” is unconcealed by “being here.” The confrontation of Dasein with its environment 

refers to ‘being-here.’ Dasein ‘finds itself’ in being-here, as Heidegger puts it: “ Dasein 

finds ‘itself’ proximally in what it does, uses, expects, avoids…”14 Here and now 

determines “being-there.” Here and now situates the actions. In exchange, the actions of 

being frame here and now.  

The locus of performance is based on these actions of here and now, which cannot 

be understood without the “state of with.” Performing, as a mode of being, includes 

always another, either explicit or implicit. While theorizing the term “performance,” 

Richard Schechner concentrates on “play, game, sports, theater and ritual,”15 as shared 

                                                
13 Martin Heidegger, “ Being-In-The-World As Being-With And Being-One’s Self. The 
‘They,’” Being and Time, translated by John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson (New 
York and Evanston: Harper & Row Publishers, 1962), 150.  
 
14 Ibid. 155. 
 
15 Richard Schechner, “Approaches,” Performance Theory (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1988, 2003), 8. 
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activities. These are involved in “everyday rituals” or “interaction rituals.”16 Schechner 

denotes the commonality between these activities as such:  

a special ordering of time; (2) a special value attached to objects; (3) non-
productivity in terms of goods; (4) rules. Often special places, non-
ordinary places, are set aside or constructed to perform these activities in.17 
 
The “non-ordinary” space, time, actors and flow of actions create the notion of 

“event,” or a “happening,” in Allan Kaprow’s terms. Schechner highlights the particular 

procedure of these events. Why are these events considered “performative”? What is the 

promise of the “performative”? What is performance? It is difficult to answer these 

questions in a definitive way. It seems like performance unconceals the irony between the 

non-ordinary and the ordinary. Performance captures a snapshot or a moment of the 

ordinary, and recontextualizes that moment within a non-ordinary setting so as to 

“reveal” the forgotten, or to reconstruct the lived and the living. Performance sorts a 

discrete fragment out of the accustomed, which transforms and potentially transgresses 

the accustomed itself. Performance voices daydreams. It insinuates role-playing, the 

theatricality of everyday life. Thus performance repeats everyday life. It mimics the 

mimicry. Copying the copy, performance marks a difference, pushes the ordinary forward 

and makes the ordinary the non-ordinary.  

The boundaries of the ordinary and the non-ordinary are, of course, socially 

processed. We reproduce, “meditate” and “exercise” the ordinary and the non-ordinary. 

                                                
16 Erving Goffman discusses these “everyday rituals” as the mechanics of social 
interaction. Erving Goffman, “On Face-Work: An Analysis of Ritual Elements in Social 
Interaction,” Interaction Ritual (New York: Anchor Books Doubleday & Company, 
1967), 5-47.  
 
17 Schechner, “Approaches,” Performance Theory, 8. 
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We internalize the socially approved. Foucault’s notion of “technologies of self” tells us 

how we “exercise” and “meditate” the normalcy through our bodies on the one hand and 

how we can resist and transform the normalcy through our bodies on the other hand.18 

How does voice operate within this picture? What becomes legitimate, more legitimate, 

and what becomes more subversive by using our voices?  

Everyday voice speaks through two layers: the inner voice and the outer voice. 

The inner voice can be associated with conscience, which functions as filter, and as 

common sense, as the voice of the other. Conscience addresses a reference to soul that is 

the continually changing immanence, which marks a difference from the material 

existence. The inner voice is neither fully vocal nor fully vocalized. It prevents saying the 

immediate, and immediately saying. The outer voice, on the other hand, is what is 

manifest, what can be more associated with consciousness rather than conscience. The 

outer voice says out loud. It is shameless to the degree to which the inner voice is 

ashamed. This does not indicate that the inner voice always directly says the truth. On the 

contrary, the inner voice is the one that preserves the ambiguity: the uncanny vocalization 

of “good” and “evil,” of the conformist and the resistant, of the imaginary and the real, of 

the latent and the actual. The inner voice then evokes the potential for the subversive. The 

outer voice, which is pushed and pulled by the inner voice, attempts to hide this 

ambiguity. The outer voice is the voice of face, vocalizing the social mask, the mediated 

                                                
18 Michel Foucault, “Technologies of the Self,” Technologies of the Self: A Seminar with 
Michel Foucault, edited by Luther H. Martin, Huck Gutman, and Patrick H.Hutton 
(Amherst: The University of Massachusetts, 1998), 16-50.  
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soul, the “exteriority” as Levinas would put it.19 Yet the inner and outer voices are 

essentially intertwined.  

The inner and outer voice cannot be separated, as body and soul cannot be 

separated. If the soul can be easily expelled as the constantly divine entity from the body, 

the self would be consistent, static and timeless. But the self is dynamic, contested, 

conflicting and changing. Is it that the more we exercise, the more we live, the more we 

find the soul, and the more we protect the soul? Or the more we exercise, the more we 

live, the more we fall apart, and the more the soul disseminates? How does the 

coexistence of the inner and outer voice enable us to perform our souls?  

Soul does not denote a solid ground. There is only breath. There is only the air 

that comes with the breath. Soul is imagination that comes with the breath with the air. It 

is the traveling spirit that insinuates imagination, and movement of imagination. Spirit 

travels through everyday. The non-separation of the inner and outer voices generates a 

particular “spirit,” a particular state, which is both material and immaterial. The non-

separation then leads to an extension, a struggle of pull and push, which (1) brings the 

resistance between the inside and the outside; (2) multiplies the being of the being 

through the movement of sound; (3) makes the body vulnerable to imagination and 

vocalization of the imagination; (4) offers a kind of travel in the air; (5) constructs a non-

linear time cycle between being-here and being-there with its imaginary presence; (6) 

makes the being speak and act; (7) interrupts and liberates the fixity of being with its 

                                                
19 Immanuel Levinas, Totality and Infinity: an essay on exteriority, translated by 
Alphonso Lingis (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1969). 
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temporal and spatial existence; and (8) opens the existential project of the being to the 

mobility of everyday. This is how the poetry of the everyday voice arrives.  

 

The Everyday Voice in György Ligeti’s Aventures  

György Ligeti’s Aventures20 (1962) offers a medium to realize the everyday 

voice. As such, Aventures can be imagined as series of sonic interventions to make the 

audience retrieve its own bodily sounds. The piece amplifies the bodies as performative 

bodies of the everyday, and the performative bodies as sound boxes.  

 Aventures is for three singers (soprano, alto, baritone) and seven instrumentalists: 

piano, flute, horn, percussion (using instruments that are mostly everyday objects such as 

paper bag, wooden furniture, etc.,21) violoncello, double bass and harpsichord. The piece 

is based on an alphabet of phonemes that emphasizes the production of vowels, 

consonants and vocal gestures. Written for voice, Aventures attempts at a made-up 

language. The composer aimed at destroying the language and exhausting the 

possibilities of vocal sounds through the excessive use of vowels and consonants, not tied 

to words. For each instrument, the score explains Aventures’ alphabet with detailed 

performance instructions. Creating a new language, Ligeti attempts to destroy the 

possibility of a meaningful text and to work on the texture of the voice as an assemblage 

                                                
20 Like his contemporaries, Ligeti was interested in constructing a certain musical 
language, which transgresses the limits of verbal language, and which reveals the 
physical and spatial potentials of sound. 
 
21 Percussion instruments are divided into two groups: (1) elastic bands, book, cushion, 
wooden furniture; (2) paper bag, suitcase, guero, side drum, emery paper, xylophone, 
glockenspiel. György Ligeti, Aventures (Frankfurt, London, New York: C.F. Peters, 
1964), 9. 
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of sounds in relation to the musical possibilities (such as timbre, dynamics, rhythm, etc.) 

of other instruments.  

This language reciprocated by the instruments and the voices changes our 

expectations of listening and our perception of hearing the human voice. At the very 

beginning of the piece, flute, horn, violoncello and double bass generate a sustained noise 

that resembles to the singers’ breathing sound and vocalization of “h.” Example 1 

demonstrates this resemblance, which helps us approximate the sounds of the voice to the 

sounds of the instruments and to hear the human voice as “sound” before and beyond a 

meaningful word.  
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Figure 4: Ligeti, Aventures, Bars 4-6 

 

Similarly, as seen in Figure 5, horn, percussion, violoncello and double bass 

punctuate the voices with short staccatos and open the space for the audience to hear the 

vocal gestures as distinct. This leads us to following the voices’ conversations as 

reverberations. Ascending or/and descending, discontinuous or/and continuous, both 
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instruments and voices reinforce, limit, control, but nevertheless transform each other. 

Mirroring one another’s voices, singers generate vocalizations whereby we hear one 

singer’s voice as an echo of the other. Even though the voices have distinct origins, 

vocalizations resulting from an echo reveal how the individuation of each voice is indeed 

fed by the exchange between the voices. This is the moment where we decode the hidden 

mechanism of Aventures’ musical language. We become familiar with the playful, 

imitative and repetitive patterns of the voices. Figure 6 clearly exemplifies this effect. It 

demonstrates how the baritone parts are later echoed in the soprano parts, and likewise 

how the same group of phonemes (see bar 42) sung by altos are repeated by the sopranos 

(see bar 43).  
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Figure 5: Ligeti, Aventures, Bars 23-28 
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Figure 6: Ligeti, Aventures, Bars 41-43.  
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Though the word “aventure” means chance and adventure, these patterns 

encourage us to hear the phonemes as individual units to a certain degree, within certain 

durations, without being carried away by an unknown adventure. This limitation creates 

the vocalization of resistance both in and out of Aventures. We encounter such resistance 

with the baritone’s extreme vocalizations. Figure 7 depicts the sudden breaks in the vocal 

dynamics, and the vocal acrobatics, with exaggerated jumps in the pitched voice. Ligeti 

notes in his instructions that performer is here asked to “break conversation.” It is 

perhaps worthwhile to translate “breaking conversation” into “creating resistance against 

conversation” or “deliberately being alienated by the hidden language of Aventures.” 

The break from conversation, however, prepares the break from silence. The solo 

baritone part is followed by the whole ensemble’s response. As seen in Figure 8, the 

crowded texture generated by the instruments and the vocal ornamentations resist against 

the previous solo’s resolutions. 

The sonic texture of such resistance extends the inner tension to the outer space, 

to the audience, whereby we attempt to make sense out of no sense. Who transforms the 

resistance then? In other words, who leads the adventure of Aventures? The answer: we 

do, as audience, by responding to Aventures’ language in an empathic way, without fully 

understanding, without fully translating, but with a bodily thought. We do not necessarily 

translate sounds into semantic signs. We let them enter our bodies as physical sensation. 

We then replace the non-sense with a personal memory of embodiment. Take one of the 

vocal gestures in the piece, the laughter pattern. Do we laugh like that? How does my 
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own laughter sound? Can somebody repeat my laughter? How does “my” body sound? 

The resistance derives from the sound mirror, from hearing one’s own body as an echo of 

another’s body.22  

                                                
22 Here sound mirror indicates both a physical and a metaphysical echo between the 
bodies. I use the term in a post-Lacanian psychoanalytic context referring to Didier 
Anzieu’s explanation of the concept. Anzieu examines sound as the primary “audio-
phonic” skin for the baby, and then urges us to think about the possibility of a “sound 
mirror” that is inclusive of the mother’s voice and bodily noises. With her notion of 
“acoustic mirror,” Kaja Silverman addresses the significance of sound as well. 
Nevertheless she theorizes acoustic mirror not as a physical and metaphysical apparatus 
but as a discursive one in a Lacanian sense. Looking at the use of the female voice in 
Hollywood cinema, Silverman suggests sound as a site of projection and fantasy. As 
such, sound mirror is different from acoustic mirror. Didier Anzieu, The Skin Ego, trans. 
Chris Turner, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 157-158; Kaja Silverman, The 
Acoustic Mirror: The Female Voice in Psychoanalysis and Cinema, (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1988).   
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Figure 7: Ligeti, Aventures, Bar 47.  
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Figure 8: Ligeti, Aventures, Bars 49-53.  
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The sound mirror here is the Freudian uncanny. It brings both tangible and 

intangible oscillation between the listener and the performer by encouraging the listener 

to stretch his body towards the performer’s body and by pulling the listener into a unique 

space where his familiarity with his own bodily sounds become unfamiliar with the 

proximity of a stranger’s bodily sounds.  

Aventures’ language thereby stretches both physical and mental limits of the 

audience. This extension pushes us to be aware of our own performative bodies. We 

exchange our bodies through listening, the edge where we encounter self and the other, 

the edge where we experience our own bodily sounds, and our voices as the very 

assemblage of these bodily sounds. We stop taking the voice for granted. We start to hear 

both physical and psychic extension of our voices. This is how Aventures helps us 

understand the intersection of voice and performance as “speaking body.”  

The speaking body speaks through sounds, not simply through words. It liquidates 

the established use or significance of our discursive expressions, facilitates the 

immediacy of physical movement, and leads us to act in front of others. Dealing with the 

physical, imaginary, social limits of musical language, contemporary music addresses a 

certain vocal aesthetic that tends to amplify the speaking bodies. It is therefore necessary 

to open this particular aesthetics towards a discussion about the everyday voice. To 

comprehend the operation of the everyday voice in resonance with the speaking body, 

here I suggest looking at the phenomenon of sound more closely and deeply.  
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Ligeti’s Aventures helps us explore the phenomenal qualities of sound at the heart 

of the voice. The sounds of the Aventures’ voices introduce us to the “remainders,” to the 

“other sounds” of my voice. The other sounds fill the empty space and help me find the 

immanence of my voice. Friends with gravity, with the physical movement of sound, they 

transform my voice into an assemblage of corporeal sounds. Thereby, the sounds of the 

Aventures’ voices highlight the intersection of voice and performance as the speaking 

body. Tracing such speaking bodies in the piece, Aventures crystallizes the emergence of 

the everyday voice. The following chapter deepens the connection between speech and 

bodily sounds. In light of the everyday voice’s thrownness, it discusses the 

“coessentiality” of speech and bodily sounds. 
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Chapter 5 

 

 

“Thrown” Assemblage of Speech and Bodily Sounds: Karlheinz Stockhausen’s 

Mikrophonie II and Vinko Globokar’s ?Corporel 

 

Introduction  

 This chapter examines the operation of distinct speech sounds (syllable, phoneme 

or vocable) and their coessentiality with bodily sounds like coughing, sobbing, shushing, 

hissing, etc. Two concepts, Heidegger’s “thrownness” and Deleuze’s “assemblage” are 

necessary to understand this connection between speech and bodily sounds. Thrownness, 

as discussed in the previous chapter with respect to Aventures, indicates the self’s 

physical and phenomenal extension to the external world. Drawing on the constant 

extension of the self, the notion of assemblage introduces us to the web of conditions in 

which distinct and singular units coexist without being reduced to one another. Imagine 

both speech and bodily sounds as distinct units of one’s body. How do they cooperate? 

Both Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie II and Globokar’s ?Corporel bring this question to our 

attention.  

 With its brief thirty-three movements, Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie II 1 

heightens the articulation of speech sounds as sonic moments. Written for a  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Karlheinz Stockhausen, Mikrophonie II, (London: Universal Edition, 1974). 
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choir—including six sopranos and six basses—four microphones, four ring modulators 

and one Hammond organ, the movements amplify the “inaudible” sounds of the voice by 

fragmenting words and word-like expressions into syllables and by manipulating these 

syllables both electronically and acoustically.  

 To analyze the logic of thrownness and assemblage in Mikrophonie, I refer to Alan 

Badiou’s philosophical appropriation of set theory. Badiou uses set theory to show us the 

ontology of the self as an operation, that is a system of conditions, which is open to 

constant change, and which eventually ends by nothingness. Mikrophonie guides us to the 

fact that speech sounds may generate such an operation. Sonic moments are extended to 

and multiplied with one another. Nonetheless as they are multiplied, sonic moments 

become sound events that can grow into infinity, into a “void” as Badiou would argue. A 

larger set and also a potential for movement, this void helps us imagine the connection 

between speech sounds and bodily sounds. 

 Reinforcing this connection, ?Corporel comes into the picture at this point. 

Globokar instructs the performer to literally play his body as a sounding box, which can 

be considered a void as described above. The performer strikes the bony parts and rubs 

the soft parts of his body rhythmically. Almost each of his bodily acts resolves into a 

speech sound. Globokar does not allow the performer to vocalize vowels, yet he uses 

breath sounds as a bridge between bodily act and percussive consonant. We are thereby 

encouraged to hear the “coessentiality” of speech and bodily sounds. I borrow this term 

from French philosopher Jean Luc Nancy. By coessentiality, Nancy suggests the 

symbiosis between the singular and multiple. Using this notion, my intention is to address 

the symbiosis between speech and bodily sounds in ?Corporel, and then suggest that the 
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voice is both singular and multiple at the same time.  

 

From Bodily Sounds to Speech Sounds: Mikrophonie I, Momente and Mikrophonie II 

 Prior to highlighting speech sounds in Mikrophonie II, Stockhausen explored the 

idea of bodily sounds in his earlier works, Mikrophonie I and Momente. Bodily sounds 

unrecognizably resonate with other ordinary sounds that surround us. In Mikrophonie I, 

he experimented with ordinary tools (such as glass, cardboard, metal, wood, rubber, 

plastic2) and percussive instruments (like tam tam) and then amplified these sounds by 

“moving microphone, which was connected to an electrical filter whose output was 

connected to a volume control, amplifier, and loudspeaker, above the surface of tam 

tam.”3 These sounds also facilitate imagining—if not literally hearing—the inaudible 

noises of the performer’s body. Stockhausen crystallizes such sounds as recognizable 

units in time and space.  

 Following Microphonie I, Stockhausen wrote Mikrophonie II. The aesthetic 

procedure of these subsequent pieces brings the question of how amplifying bodily 

sounds encouraged Stockhausen to research on speech sounds almost in the same way, as 

magnified fragments in time and space. Mikrophonie II’s vocal is based on poet Helmut 

Heissenbüttel’s Einfache Grammatische Meditationen (Simple Grammatical 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Karlheinz Stockhausen, “Mikrophonie II,” Selections, (Germany: Kürten, 1995) 18. 

3 Ibid. 19.  
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Meditations).4 As Robin Maconie mentions in his book, Other Planets, Heissenbüttel’s 

association with Stuttgart Radio led him to explore “speech sounds.”5 This seems to 

reinforce Stockhausen’s exploration with de-composing language through speaking, 

singing and sounding bodies. Mikrophonie II can be considered an act of re-founding a 

landscape of speech sounds by means of fragmentation and crystallization of the 

phonemes, or an experimentum linguae6—as Giorgio Agamben uses the term – that is the 

experience of language liberated from discourse.  

 The use of phonemes helps Stockhausen play with the unnoticed sonorities and 

timbral possibilities of the voice. Such moments are demonstrated with graphics and 

geometrical shapes in the notation.7 Regarding the symbols in the notation, both Robin 

Maconie and Jonathan Harvey draw our attention to Stockhausen’s idea of time and 

sound “windows,” which was first seen in his earlier works such as Carré and Momente.8 

It is possible to argue that time and sound windows of Mikrophonie II reflect the 

moments, the simple grammatical meditations, that Stockhausen developed in Momente: 

Points, Mirror, Block, Dialogue, Steps etc.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Robin Maconie, The works of Karlheinz Stockhausen, (Oxford, New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1976), 145. 
 
5 Ibid. 261 
 
6 Giorgio Agamben, Infancy and History: The Destruction of Experience, Trans. Liz 
Heron, (London, New York: Verso, 2007). 
 
7 Stockhausen, Mikrophonie II. 

8 Jonathan Harvey, The Music of Stockhausen: An Introduction, (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 1975), 97. 
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 Mikrophonie II consists of thirty-three short movements, varying from four seconds 

to three minutes. Almost in every one, the choir creates a dense texture that involves the 

superimpositions of chromatic pitch progression, drone sounds, over-articulated 

phonemes, juxtaposed speech melodies and airy vocal noises. Phonemes are punctuated 

as opposed to sustained single notes, and the glissandi slowly and gradually merge the 

two. The vocal parts are equally sung and exchanged by two groups of sopranos—three 

sopranos and three basses for each group—and two groups of basses. The electronic 

manipulation of the ring modulators and microphones provides a “dirty” atmospheric 

sound in the background, which sometimes blurs the articulation of the phonemes and 

sometimes increases the density of the vocal clusters. Nevertheless, one can still hear the 

vocal parts individually. The lay out of the performance underlines the logic of grouping 

sounds:  

The four choir groups sit in a semicircle with their backs to the public, each 
group as compact as possible, in front of 4 microphones. The conductor sits 
in the middle; the Hammond organ player is placed behind him, on a 
slightly higher level…Each of the four microphones is connected to one of 
the four ring modulators, and the electrical output of the Hammond organ is 
connected to the second input of these ring-modulators (the direct sound of 
the Hammond organ is heard as usual over its own loudspeaker); the ring 
modulator outputs lead to four loudspeakers.9  
 

Like the spatial set-up, time is meticulously sectionalized. Stockhausen instructs the 

conductor to use a timer to watch the duration and speed of movements.10 The score also 

highlights the time units with special indications.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Stockhausen, Mikrophonie II, preface.  
 
10 Ibid.  
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 Both the structural and the performative aspects of the piece then suggest a 

controlled operation of sound. This operation however still calls for a dialogue, urging us 

to investigate the notion of an operation of sound in itself. By operation of sound, I mean 

an organized relation between fragments of sounds in which one sound operates as a 

function of another. What is the ontological status of this relation? And what does such a 

relation do to the way we perceive the sounds in Mikrophonie? Do we conceive the sound 

fragments involved in this relation as an idea, a thing, a physical occurrence in a situation 

or as a phenomenal state? To investigate these questions, I look to French thinker Alain 

Badiou’s theory of “being and event.”11 My aim is to arrive at a formulation that explains 

the organic reciprocity between speech and bodily sounds—and sound and voice at 

large—while investigating the conceptual and experiential relation between a whole and 

its parts.   

 

Badiou: The One and the Multiple 

 Alain Badiou’s Being and Event addresses the ontology of being as operational. 

Badiou specifically refers to set theory in mathematics and situates mathematics at the 

heart of ontology and truth procedure. In his introductory note, translator Oliver Fetham 

explains how Badiou situates mathematics as the source of truth:  

If mathematics is ontology, what kind of ontology is it? Badiou names 
Cantor’s invention of set theory as an event, and its Zermelo- Fraenkel 
axiomatization as a conditioning truth procedure for his philosophy. The 
result is materialist, non-representational but schematic ontology: an 
ontology that does not claim to re-present or express being as an external 
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11 Alain Badiou, Being and Event. Trans. Oliver Feltham, (New York: Continuum, 2005). 
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substantiality or chaos, but rather to unfold being as it inscribes it: being as 
inconsistent multiplicity, a substantial, equivalent to ‘nothing’...12  

 
I pursue Badiou’s theory for the same reason, for unfolding the sound universe of 

Mikrophonie as it inscribes it. Stockhausen’s use of phonemes seems to suggest a “non-

representational but schematic” order of speech sounds, through which we may discuss 

an ontology of voice involving infinite multiplicities that resolve into “nothing.” 

“Nothing” here is synonymous with non-sense. The lack of an established or habituated 

verbal language leads us to a kind of non-sense. The sound windows in the score may 

open us to the operational elements of our speaking bodies.  

It is possible to imagine each movement in the piece as a discernible fragment that 

could be understood in sets. A way to constitute different sets out of 33 movements and 

figure the formula between the multiple elements of the sets is Badiou’s theory. Badiou 

investigates the foundation of multiplicity, and refers to philosophers and mathematicians 

such as Cantor, Frege, Rusell, Zermelo, Pascal, Plato, Aristotle, Spinoza, Leibniz, Hegel, 

Heidegger and so on. He formulates axioms, which essentially question the state of the 

one and the multiple.  

“What presents itself is essentially multiple; what presents itself is essentially 

one... Leibniz’s formulation is excellent; ‘What is not a being is not a being’ ” Badiou 

writes.13 The formulation of “one is not” brings us to the artificial distinction between 

one as present and one as absent. As Badiou argues, we count one as a “number,” and 
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12 Ibid. xxiii. 
 
13 Ibid. 23.   
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thus, one which is or which is not can only be operational.14 And for the same reason, one 

is also multiple; that is, one is “the order of the multiple.”15 The elements of the one can 

then be considered subtractable.  

To explain, Badiou reminds us of Plato’s hypothesis that “what is not the one is 

the others.”16 In Plato’s sense, the other here refers to “pure difference and heterogeneous 

dissemination of the self.”17 Pursuing this sense, Badiou encourages us to conceive the 

one as a natural extension and transfinite movement, almost reaching excess and infinity. 

The one thus becomes the presentation of the multiple, “without any foundational 

stopping point,”18 with the equivalence between the “void” and the “many.”19 The many 

arrives at infinity, at a “point of nothing.”20 The opposition between the one and the 

multiple disappears. If the one is multiple, and if the multiple is endless bringing us to a 

point of nothing, then the one may be nothing.  

 With this logic, Badiou’s theory marks the impossibility of a purely unified 

category as Oneness: you are not me, and the sum of you and me does not necessarily 

resolve into we. There is not a continuum on which we can simply become one, given 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Ibid. 23, 25. 
 
15 Ibid. 29.  
 
16 Ibid. 33.  
 
17 Ibid.  
 
18 Ibid.  
 
19 Ibid. 35.  
 
20 Ibid.  
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that “every multiple is a multiple of multiples; and the count-as-one is no more than the 

system of conditions through which the multiple can be recognized as multiple...”21 

Badiou argues that such a multiplication of the multiple involves two categories: 

“consistent,” and “inconsistent” multiplicities.22 The latter does not allow us to become 

simply one. Yet what does constitute a multiple and a set of multiples?  

 The detailed axioms of set theory come into the picture with these particular 

questions. Badiou first examines Cantor’s idea of set, which is “the grouping into a 

totality of quite distinct objects of our intuition or our thought.”23 Nevertheless how do 

we group these objects? Cantor’s thesis does not explicitly tell us. Intuition does not 

necessarily label or name an object’s specific property, conception or form. Thus, it does 

not help us differentiate one object from another. What creates and “validates” such a 

distinction is language. Badiou argues that Frege and Russell’s theories of formalized 

language enable us to “specify the notion of property, to formalize it by reducing it - for 

example - to the notion of a predicate in a first-order logical calculus, or to a formula with 

a free variable in a language…”24 The idea of formula suggests how language delivers the 

possibility of succession, limit and control. One element precedes the other, becoming a 

limit for the other. The limit differentiates both elements as atomic units that each has a 

particular property. As Frege’s theory indicates, the differentiation assures a discernible 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Ibid. 29.  
 
22 Ibid.  
 
23 Ibid. 38.  
 
24 Ibid. 39.  
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succession or extension of concepts, terms, things or numbers, which generates a set of 

multiple units. Take a set of words in English: cat, fish and bird. The common property 

that unites the set here is that they are all animals. Yet the word cat urges us to 

differentiate the property of a cat from another variable in the set, be it a fish. A cat is not 

a fish, though they can be included in the same set due to their common property. Being 

in the same set, a cat cannot be added onto or into a fish. But the fact that they can stand 

next to each other, and be included in the same set generate a set of multiple—different 

and many—units. Words seem to help us imagine both separation and union.     

 “The master of words is also the master of the multiple,”25 writes Badiou. 

Nevertheless, he also reminds us “language cannot be inclusive of every formula that 

would multiply the count-as-one.”26 Language is not always consistent; on the contrary, it 

is paradoxical. Russell’s axiom about the property explains the paradox: ! is a set which 

is not an element of itself, that is !(! " !).27 What does this axiom imply? ! has to have a 

particular property that determines the elements of its set. However, if it does not include 

itself in the set, then ! can only be considered an element of itself, as Badiou posits. The 

status of “not involved in its set yet involved in it-self” reveals the inconsistency of 

language.28 Given that the self cannot be located in the set, it is “in excess,” that is, “it is 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 Ibid. 40.  
 
26 Ibid.  
 
27 Ibid.  
 
28 Ibid. 41.  
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too large to count.”29  

 Drawing on Cantor, Badiou qualifies the state of excess as infinity. As he posits, 

Cantor associates the inconsistent and the indiscernible with the absolute and infinite. 

When a set is too large to count—when “count as one fails”—there stands God.30 Badiou 

interprets Cantor’s designation as a “point of non-being whence it can be established that 

there is a presentation of being.”31 The implication is that inconsistency and excess are 

indeed required for a possibility of being. Expanding this implication, Badiou introduces 

the “axiom system,” which was initiated by Zarmelo and completed by Fraenkel and Von 

Neumann and Gödel.32 As he argues, axiom system enables us to distinguish the 

inconsistencies of being from the consistencies, and thus such as system is necessary to 

undo our presumption of “being as one.”   

 The system includes the following: the axiom of extension, power set, union, 

separation and replacement, and the axiom of the void. First, the axiom of extension 

refers to the “canonic differentiation of the multiples.”33 Extension implies the succession 

of the multiples that shows us a transfinite, or mathematical, formulation. Second, the 

axiom of the power set presumes that a given set includes its subsets, which “can be 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29 Ibid.  
 
30 Ibid. 41. 
 
31 Ibid. 42. 
 
32 Ibid. 43.  
 
33 Ibid. 61.  
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counted as one.”34 Third, the axiom of union reinforces the fact that the count of a 

multiple also applies to the “unfolded presentation of the multiples which compose it.”35 

Fourth, the axiom of separation and replacement addresses the “split” that language 

creates and then the substitution that one multiple creates for the other.36 Last, the axiom 

of the void set asserts the presentation of a set that has no element.37 It is no coincidence 

that the axiom of the void set is the last axiom. Void set seems to be the result of the 

cumulative effects of all preceding axioms, of the multiplication process. A set that has 

no element can also be associated with a set that has too many elements to count, that 

becomes “a multiple of nothing that has no conceivable differentiating mark.”38 This 

suggests the indiscernible between not and many.  

 Then in Mikrophonie sounds—even though they are quantifiable as 33 

movements—make us think of a multiple of nothing, that is not and many at the same 

time. To explore, let us analyze five movements in light of the five axioms I addressed 

above.  

Axiom of Extension in Movement 6  

 Below is the score of movement six. It is a very short movement, lasting eleven 

seconds. The texture is straightforward, not crowded or dense, and the tempo is moderate. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 Ibid. 62. 
 
35 Ibid. 63.  
 
36 Ibid. 64, 65.  
 
37 Ibid. 67 
 
38 Ibid.  
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Two vocal parts, sopranos and basses, can be heard individually. The Hammond organ’s 

pitch range varies from C sharp to F sharp and then to C sharp again, one octave higher. 

Only the second group of sopranos sings the text, sustaining a constant pitch at F sharp. 

The first group of sopranos sings the letter “ç.” In a regular speech tone and rhythm, both 

groups of basses sing the phonemes: war, ten, ge, war, tet, ha, ben, which reads warten 

gewartet haben (wait and have waited). The second group of sopranos sings a text that 

includes three phrases: situation, meine situation (my situation), and meine spezielle 

situation (my specific situation). The group sings these phrases under the guidance of a 

special symbol indicated on the score as [: Text :], meaning that singers “can repeat as 

required and break off at any syllable,” as the score’s preface indicates. Sopranos’ 

singing provides a line. The score draws attention to this idea with a footnote about the 

order of repeating the phrases. Accordingly, sopranos follow the order of 1 (situation), 2 

(meine situation), 3 (meine spezielle situation), 1 (situation): 2, 3, 1, 2; 3, 1, 2, 3.   
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   Figure 9: Stockhausen, Mikrophonie II, Movements 6-8.  

 

 In light of this order, one can found the axiom of extension. The axiom requires the 

succession of multiples, through which one can see that a multiple is extended to another 

in parts. What we hear and see in this movement is such a succession. Both vocal parts 

follow particular “lines” in which one syllable is integrated with another. Take the 

sopranos’ lines: they first sing “situation” and then integrate situation with “meine,” as 

the second phrasing follows. Moreover, they repeat the phrasing in a given order and 

break off at any syllable. This may lead to doubling certain syllables and thus extending 

the length of the words. Basses, on the other hand, mark another set of phonemes that are 
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clearly articulated, almost punctuated, by means of a regular speech rhythm. Their 

vocalization provides a “walking line,” which facilitates founding the effects of extension 

in the soprano part.  

 This extension is sonically evident. Integrated syllables and words bring attention to 

common sounds, which stimulate imagining sounds as units that can be stretched and 

subtracted. That is to say, hearing the moments of the sonic overlaps and doublings 

results in expanding the perception of sound. The score image only reinforces this 

potentially expanded perception of sound.  

 Ironically, the literal meaning of the words, my specific situation, and wait and 

have waited, imply the same idea: from a specific time and space to a case of longing or 

waiting for a while. The variation is wide. Or, as the score reads, the vocal “clusters” of 

the movement vary widely (as indicated in the score, “clusterbreite variieren”).  

 

Axiom of Power Set in Movement 3  

 In this movement, we hear a dense texture of various sounds. Nevertheless, we still 

hear textural elements as separate moments. This helps us find an inner architecture 

where we can crystallize the connection between the parts. Similar to other movements in 

the piece, vocal clusters include fragments of sung and spoken text. But here these 

fragments are enveloped by a continuous drone sound. The clusters are moving together, 

and, as the score notes, are “gradually merging” (allmahlich ubergere).  
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   Figure 10: Stockhausen, Mikrophonie II, Movement 3.  

  

 The axiom of the power set presumes the existence of a large set within which the 

subsets of the given set take place. This is useful for us to analyze the textural elements of 

the movement, since the inner and outer architecture suggests the idea of a larger set and 

its subsets. The continuous drone sound, sung by the first group of sopranos, can be 

imagined as the larger set. Accordingly, the other vocal parts and the Hammond organ 

section constitute the subsets.  

 As seen in Figure 10, the drone sound is not technically a continuous sustained 

pitch. The first group of sopranos sings the syllables of a text very slowly at a constant 

pitch, C sharp. Singing a single pitch at a slow pace delivers the effect of a drone sound. 

The Hammond organ supports this effect. Two special indications—see the geometrical 
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shapes in the first row—explain the contribution of the organ. The first one refers to 

“expanding the notated pitch chromatically to a cluster, then contracting again several 

times,” and the second one simply means, “sustaining the notated pitch and playing 

around it polyphonically.”39 That way the organ provides an atmospheric continuity and 

reinforces the drone.  

 The second group of sopranos individually sings a set of syllables at a varied 

spectrum of pitches. Their part includes three different styles of singing: primitive, 

baroque and jazz. The first third of the part instructs the sopranos to sing like babies; the 

second third requires a melismatic baroque style of singing and the last third employs a 

jazzy vocalization. The text is again broken into syllables, yet the use of different singing 

styles hides the effect of the broken syllables.  

 The first group of basses sings the syllables of a seemingly less literal text. When 

integrated, not all the syllables turn into meaningful words. Yet, the instructions about the 

tempo, mood, dynamics and pitch range suggest a variety of nuances such as singing in a 

drunken mood, keeping irregular distances between each syllable, synchronizing the 

pitches D and E and hiccupping.40  

 The second group of basses sings a brief text: or and, but again with variations.41 

Dynamics and durations of this section change quickly. As the score explains, the 

numbers that are noted at the end—7, 3, 2, 9, etc.—indicate the time length of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"#!Stockhausen, Mikrophonie II, preface.  
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40 Ibid. 2.   
 
41 Ibid.  
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syllables. The basses also pause on the last note of each group, which leaves a space for 

us to hear the other parts in the movement.  

Despite the complex texture, not every part is heard with the same proportions of 

time and space, and with the same level of intensity and volume. Only the Hammond 

Organ and the first group of sopranos’ part generate the continuous sound, which I call a 

“drone effect.” The rest introduces us to the smaller clusters. Let us call the second group 

of sopranos and both groups of basses’ parts “subsets.” There is an explicit connection 

between the drone and the smaller clusters. First, the drone envelops the clusters. Second, 

the continuity of the drone keep the subsets “glued” together. Individually, the sopranos’ 

and the basses’ parts do not respond to each other. Each part has varieties and different 

priorities. Take the sopranos’ baroque and jazzy singing. Basses pause during the 

sopranos’ melismatic vocals. They allow space for the sopranos, yet their silence is not 

necessarily conversational; they stand like separate sets. The second group of basses’ fast 

changes in dynamics and duration correspond more to the first group of basses’ part. 

Third, there are different texts, and each group sings a different set of syllables. For 

instance, the second group of sopranos sings, “cross talk and talk, it does not exist not…” 

which indeed implies the lack of conversation in the piece. Yet these clusters sound 

together.  

What keeps them together and separate at the same time? Maybe something akin to 

the axiom of power set? In other words, the drone effect is like the large set that consists 

of the other sound clusters as the subsets in the piece. With its continuity, the drone is not 

simply the physical “glue” that helps us hear other sounds in a set, but also the conceptual 

glue that encourages us to perceive the horizontal and cyclical nature of the fragmented 
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sound events. The content of the phrasing that we gradually and very slowly hear in the 

drone becomes, “The situation in which I have come is…”42  

 

Axiom of Union in Movement 11  

 Only lasting for 13 seconds, movement 11 is easy to overlook. Despite its duration, 

however, the texture is dense. The Hammond organ sustains F and B as constant pitches. 

Both sopranos and basses sing together in synchrony. Sopranos fluctuate between 

approximately three pitches in forte. Basses whisper two syllables: als, ob (literal 

meaning of these words, as and whether). As the score notes, the syllables can be quite 

understandable (see figure 11 below). In the background—which is notated in the last 

row—we hear a tape recording, a dirty sound that makes the overall texture more 

ambient. At first, all of these effects give the impression of a compressed piece. 

Nevertheless, after closely listening to it, one can argue it’s quite the opposite. None of 

these sounds has a beginning or an end. Even though the whispers punctuate the 

sopranos’ fluctuations, the former does not limit the latter. They are rather like a lost dot 

in space without specific coordinates. On top of the sopranos’ constant fluctuations, 

whispers appear, disappear and reappear for a second or so. Together, they are open 

almost without a frame, spread out, leading us to question the duration itself.  
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  Figure 11: Stockhausen, Mikrophonie II, Movements 11-13.  

 Perhaps 13 seconds is longer than we think. And perhaps within 13 seconds, we 

hear more than what we think we hear. The axiom of union may help us understand this. 

This axiom of union suggests that the count of a multiple also applies to the “unfolded 

presentation of the multiples which compose it.”43 Here the soprano, bass, organ and tape 

recording parts can be counted only individually. Yet since they are sonically spread out, 

other multiples comprise them. The axiom of union reminds us of this openness of the 

multiples and the natural connection between the sounds.  
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43 Badiou, Being and Event, 63.  
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Axiom of Separation and Replacement in Movement 5  

 Sitting in a semi-circle (see figure 12 below), performers are encouraged to 

exchange their voices and mirror each other’s faces. This is true for all movements. But 

with its sound mirror, movement 5 stresses the set-up more than the others. At the back, 

we hear echoes of the vocal arpeggios, crescendos and glissandi as clusters and 

occasionally sounds of string and brass instruments. On top of these effects, both groups 

of sopranos and basses synchronically whisper a set of phonemes: we, ni, ger, als, zu, we, 

nig. Letters (r), (s), (g, pronounced ç) are sustained longer and highlighted more 

compared to others.  
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   Figure 12: Stockhausen, Mikrophonie II, Cover.  

 

 As the symbol (E) indicates in Figure 13, performers are instructed to couple 

whispers with irregular vocal and bodily noises, specifically with the palate and finger 

clicks. Performers are asked to keep each syllable as long as possible without closing or 

bringing them to an end. The Hammond organ sustains a high C # and A # while 

allowing occasional and slow color changes. Mixing the amplitude and frequency of the 

tapes, ring modulators insert quiet percussion effects. Together they create a mirror 

effect. More specifically, one can identify the fragmented phonemes with the background 

voices and instruments. The background sounds and the choir of whispers can be 
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imagined as reflections, as if one is the mirror image of the other.  

 

 

   Figure 13: Stockhausen, Mikrophonie II, Movements 4-5.  

 

 The mirror image that I address here is a visual one in the Lacanian sense, implying 

the separation and the replacement of the language. Lacan’s mirror stage explicitly deals 

with the split of language. As his theory suggests, the first time—even prior to tactile, 

auditory and proprioceptive abilities—the baby recognizes himself as a separate entity, as 

an “I,” is when s/he sees himself on the mirror. Lacan argues that the baby’s not being 

able to see himself completely without a mirror leads to anxiety and frustration about his 
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body. To cope with the anxiety, the baby identifies himself with the body image that he 

sees on the mirror. The mirror seems to deliver the possibility of a whole; nevertheless, it 

only constructs the body image, which is méconnaissance, false recognition, that 

encourages this imaginary order for the baby, as Lacan posits.44 Therefore, the tension 

between the imaginary and the real is rooted in the mirror stage. And the word “I” 

condenses and reinforces this tension between the two by being a symbolic representation 

of the two.  

 Lacan’s theory shows us the split that comes with the language, and that exists 

within the language of “I.” The symbolic representation of I separates the imaginary from 

the real and replaces the latter with the former. The axiom of separation and replacement 

demonstrates the same aspect of language by marking first the split, then the substitution 

that the language creates.  

 This logic informs my analysis of the reflection between the background sounds 

and the syllables in movement five. As mentioned before, the vocal arpeggios and 

glissandi in the background and the whispered syllables deliver two sets of separate 

vocals. One is a set of pitches, the other a set of letters. Yet we tend to hear them together 

in an “imagined order.” Even whispered, the existence of syllables leads to an urge to 

hear the syllables on top of the arpeggios. Besides, the score asks the performers to hold 

the syllables as long as possible while stressing certain letters, such as r and s, even 

longer. The existence of syllables then reinforces the split between the two sets of vocals.  
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44 Jacques Lacan, Ecrits: A Selection, translated by Alan Sheridan, (New York: Norton, 
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 How do we cope with this split as listeners? In other words, what urges the whole 

in this movement? Perhaps it is the echo that is generated by the ring modulators’ blend 

of taped sounds. The echo here functions like Lacan’s mirror image, which creates the 

false recognition of the whole. What was separated by language now merges through the 

reflection of the sound waves, providing an imaginary order.  

 This blend also raises the possibility of substitution. A pitch from the first vocal set 

can be substituted by one of the stressed letters of the second set. Imagine hearing one of 

the stressed letters (s, for instance) and a high short pitch from one of the arpeggios 

concurrently. If we listen closely, we can detect these occurrences. Such proximity 

enables us to hear a non-pitched letter and a pitched sound as replaceable. We can change 

the order, put one into the other’s place, and even hear the non-pitched letter at the pitch 

of the second sound.  

 

Axiom of the Void Set in Movement 33: A Multiple Nothing 

 “Axiom of the void set” simply means a set with no distinguishable element. Given 

that elements are purely multiple and purely intrinsic, they become invisible. This is a 

case of “all at once,” one’s constant occurrence and fusion with another, erasing the state 

of inclusion and exclusion, and bringing the count-as-one.  

 The brief and sudden attack of movement 33 can be understood in regards to this 

axiom. Similar to other movements, the Hammond Organ quickly repeats one pitch (G) 

and tape sounds follow the organ with a continuous crescendo, which reaches a climax at 

the end. Sopranos sing two pitches (C and G #) with a head voice in staccato. The score 

instructs them to periodically sing the pitches between each syllable. As shown in Figure 
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14, their part also includes a set of syllables, yet it is hard to follow the articulation of the 

syllables due to the level of speed and frequency. Basses sing a phrase in the same speed, 

yet with a lower and more articulate speaking voice, which reads “directions of infinite 

points in time.” All of the parts are performed in synchrony, lasting almost for five 

seconds. Despite its length, the movement is intense. We hear everything all at once. This 

effect of “all at once” leads to the possibility of a void set, of “a multiple of nothing.”  

 

  Figure 14: Stockhausen, Mikrophonie II, Movements 32-33.  

A Multiple of Nothing 

 By nature, a multiple of nothing seems to be the integration of subtractable 

elements. Adding one to another eventually becomes too many to count, equal to infinity 
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where there is no limit or resistance and within which there is non-being. As such, 

multiple of nothing is not unique. It is a pure void. Not situational, a void does not have 

or present a distinct body, sense or self.  

 Badiou shows us the Aristotelian roots of this thought. For Aristotle, “the void has 

no conceivable type of being.”45 It is “in-different, in-finite, and un-measured.”46 Yet 

when a void’s physical and phenomenal operation is closely examined, it may be a 

material resource of movement, as Badiou argues:  

Upon a close examination, one has to accord that Aristotle leaves at least 
one possibility open: that the void be another name for matter conceived 
as matter, especially matter as the concept of the potential being of the 
light and heavy. The void would thus name the material cause of transport, 
not – as with the atomists – as a universal milieu of local movement, but 
rather as an undetermined ontological virtuality immanent to natural 
movement which carries the light upwards and heavy downwards.47  

 
Drawing on this possibility, Badiou challenges Aristotle’s qualification of the void as 

“indifferent, infinite and unmeasured.” The possibility of movement and transportation 

“requires the differentiation of place, which situates the body that moves.”48 The 

differentiation of place and body undo infinity. Both place and body can only be marked 

within a situation. Infinity on the other hand, is “unpresentable, that is outside 

situation.”49 Thus void as a resource of natural movement may not be infinite. If not 
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45 Badiou, Being and Event, 70.  
 
46 Ibid. 73.  
 
47 Ibid. 70-71.  
 
48 Ibid. 73.  
 
49 Ibid. 73, 74.  
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infinite, what is the place of void? If directed by the natural movement, what transports 

the void? Is there an internal void that lifts the body or is there an external void that leads 

the body? Badiou’s commentary suggests both are possible. Indeed both are possible and 

interdependent. With every breath, we lift and transport our bodies. Will void be 

measurable when we use our own bodies? Badiou’s response is straightforward: “every 

movement is measurable in relation to another according to its speed.”50 If not 

indifferent, infinite or unmeasurable, then void may not be the state of excess but the 

point of excess. Natural movement assures that a body fills the momentum and transports 

itself with the momentum. The point of transportation, the point that stimulates both a 

physical and phenomenal stretch, can be imagined as the point of excess. As such, void 

still embodies a multiple nothing—the simultaneity of “not and many”—but also raises 

two more problems: belonging and inclusion. In the next section, I will address these two 

problems in light of Badiou’s theory. My intention is to arrive at how the movement of 

sounds in Mikrophonie assures such a void and what this void can tell us about the 

connection between speech sounds and the bodily parts of the voice.  

 
Belonging and Inclusion in Mikrophonie  
 
 

It is necessary to abandon all hope of explicitly defining the notion of set. 
Neither intuition nor language are capable of supporting the pure multiple 
-- such as founded by the sole relation ‘belonging to’ written " - being 
counted-as-one in a univocal concept. By consequence, it is of the very 
essence of set theory to only possess an implicit mastery of its ‘objects’ 
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(multiplicities, sets): these multiplicities are deployed in an axiom-system 
in which the property ‘to be a set’ does not figure.51  
 

  The relation “belonging to” defines the pure multiple, writes Badiou.52 Yet, what 

defines the foundation of belonging itself? If intuition is not capable of verifying the 

existence and if language splits the existence, what makes the parts “belong to” a whole? 

Above, Badiou gives us the key word to discuss these questions: property.  

  Searching for property, Badiou references to theories of Zermelo-Fraenkel’s, 

Frege and Russell. According to the Zermelo-Fraenkel system, there is no property that 

specifies a thing. A thing is presented according to its multiples’ presentation:  “When I 

write  a " b , a belongs to b,  the signs a and b are variables from the same list and can thus 

be substituted for by specifically indistinguishable terms,”53 he writes. With its assertion 

about the coherence of language, the Fregean theory, on the other hand, already presumes 

the existence of property. As the theory suggests, things are in the “grasp of language.” 

What is conceived through language is already existent. This assures the capability of 

language to distinguish one multiple from another. A thing and a word are similarly 

situated, becoming the property of one another. However, it is not clear where the 

property’s basis comes from in the first place. In that respect, Russell’s paradox is more 

informative.  
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51 Ibid. 43.  
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  Let us remember Russell’s axiom about the property: ! is a set which is not an 

element of itself, that is !(! " !).54 As discussed earlier, this axiom shows the 

inconsistency of language. ! has to have a particular property that determines the elements 

of its set. However, given that it does not include itself in the set, then ! can only be an 

element of itself.55 What we have here is the distinction between an element and a subset of 

a thing. The paradox is that an element and a subset is not the same thing. Zermelo and 

Frankel reinforce Russell’s axiom by reminding us the fact that “language” creates such a 

split between the presentations of the multiple, between an element and a subset. The split 

of language verifies that language cannot guarantee existence or direct presentation.56 

Rather, it refers to representation.      

This split also explains the difference between belonging and inclusion. Badiou 

outlines a categorization to crystallize the distinction. “Presentation, count–as-one, 

structure, belonging and element” constitute one category that is associated with the notion 

of situation, and “Representation, count of the count, meta-structure, inclusion, subset and 

part” constitute another category that calls for the “state of the situation.”57  

The first category is based on belonging and element. To be an element of 

something means to belong to something, as Badiou argues. Element signifies a particular 

characteristics, which is the intrinsic (already there) matter of a thing. Embedded as such, 
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54 Ibid. 40. 
 
55 Ibid. 41.  
 
56 Ibid. 47.  
 
57 Ibid. 103.  
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an element is structural—that is, relational and referential—and essential. It cannot be 

additional or optional. Perhaps this is why Badiou qualifies “belonging and element” within 

the framework of presentation and count-as-one. However, as mentioned earlier, count-as-

one is founded within a web of conditions, a situation, and is thus operational. The 

specificity of the situation accommodates direct presence. Here it is important to note that 

an operational existence shows us the roots of count as one, which is not simply a 

straightforward quantitative calculation of multiplying but also a qualitative process that 

ends up at the simultaneity of not and many, where we cannot distinguish the elements 

from each other.  

Fundamental to inclusion and subsets, the second category seems to do the 

opposite. It indicates the split of language at large, the abstraction and the meta-relation 

between the units of a set. Unlike the situation of belonging, inclusion addresses a state. 

First, inclusion does not suggest the presence of the essential units. The units that are 

“included” may be additional. Equally, they may be presupposed and/or imposed. 

Second, inclusion does not show us the operation of the units or why and how certain 

units are included in the same set. As such, inclusion does not necessarily expose us to a 

particular web of conditions or a situation, which brings and keeps these units together. 

This assures Badiou’s qualification: Inclusion is not a situation, but a state. Therefore the 

units that are included may not be essential elements but replaceable subsets and parts.  

 Do the movements of Mikrophonie —and speech sounds in each movement—

operate as elements or parts? Does the piece demonstrate a situation of belonging (speech 

sounds belonging to the voice)? Or does it show us a state of inclusion (speech sounds 

included in the voice as parts)? Let us return to Mikrophonie’s speech sounds, phonemes, 
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with this logic in mind. Take movement 5. We have distinctive syllables such as we, ni 

ger, als, sung by both sopranos and basses with a whispering voice. The whispering voice 

exposes us to the flesh of the voice. We hear mouth noises, palate and finger clicks. 

Without a well-defined pitch, we become more attentive to timbral aspects of the 

whisper. Intuitively, we respond to the whispers with a close ear. Then the amplitude, 

speed and intensity of the breath become more audible. The weight of the syllables 

declines. Even though these syllables might have a particular meaning in German, we are 

encouraged to hear them not as words but speech sounds. We are pulled into the 

movement of sound. As such, speech sounds are just moments that do not necessarily 

represent a particular state, a particular emotion, person or thing. They rather operate 

within the specific web of sounds. One can come up with no description or many 

descriptions while listening to them. The quality of the relation between these sounds is 

then concrete, almost tangible, assuring the existence of an inner structure and the 

situation of belonging. Speech sounds are here elements of bodily noises. They are able 

to present the spatiotemporal physicality of the voice and body.  

 The operation of sound then assures a non-sense, a void that Badiou explains above 

in response to Aristotle. As stated earlier, this void is not infinite, indifferent, 

unmeasurable or generic. Instead, it is the source of natural movement that demands a 

body, a differentiation and a limit. The non-sense and the nothing that this void leads to 

may be multiple. In all of the movements discussed, such a void is present. And such a 

void encourages further questions about the connection between sound and voice. Can 

internal bodily sounds, in particular the voice, be subtractable, discernible or 

quantitative? Can external sounds—such as random noises and other people’s voices— 
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belong to the voice as internal elements?  

 Let me apply Badiou’s theory to the everyday voice: (sound of my mother’s voice) 

+ (sound of my father’s voice) + (sound of my coffee machine) + (sound of my 

neighbor’s scream while giving birth) + (sound of my footsteps) + (sound of my alarm 

clock) + (sound of my phone’s vibration) + (sound of my typing) + (sound of boiling 

water) + n (sound of n) is not equal to my voice. According to set theory, my voice can 

be a multiple of multiple events, but cannot be totalized as the sum of distinct multiples. 

This situation verifies that my voice may reflect count-as-one with the axiom of one is 

“not” and “many.”  

 Then what next? Do we ever get used to the simultaneous operation of not and 

many? Can we designate such a situation as habit? Or quite the contrary, shall we 

consider this situation the catalyst of a conscious distance, discomfort and even an urge 

for resistance? Habituation makes us blind. It confirms dismissal of the presence. Yet we 

never get used to discomfort, challenge or pain. We might be addicted to all, but we 

never get in the habit of dismissing the presence of them.  

 The situation of speech sounds belonging to voice in Mikrophonie and the operation 

of multiple nothing in voice seem to do the same, which undoes relying on our comfort 

zone while listening. Both possibilities undo language as propriety and reveal the sonic 

moments of the voice as interdependent singularities. This inspires a larger conception 

about the void of the voice: “coessentiality” of speech sounds and bodily sounds.  

   One can argue that Mikrophonie II pushes the idea of voice and speech, body and 

bodily sound as coessentiality. Coessentiality is a productive term, suggested by another 

French philosopher, Jean Luc Nancy, to understand the reciprocity between the singular 
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and plural. In the next section, I will refer to this conception, and question the 

“coessentiality” of speech and corporeal sounds of the voice, in light of Vinko 

Globokar’s ?Corporel. 

 

Anatomy of the Voice in ?Corporel  

 If voice is almost always about to happen, can it be a silhouette or “sketch” of 

various corporeal sounds? Globokar’s ?Corporel literally uses the performer’s body as a 

sounding box.  

 “In canvas trousers, bare-chested, barefoot. Seated on the ground, facing the 

audience. Stage lighting. Amplification.”58 This is the first line of instructions for the 

performer. Then come the guidelines of which parts of the body will be played. Globokar 

asks both soft and bony parts of the body to be played: Voice, skull, face, neck, hand, 

teeth, mouth, head, chest, stomach, abdomen, leg, thigh, shin, foot, arm.59  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
58 Vinko Globokar, ?Corporel,  (Mainz, Germany: Wergo Records, 2004); ?Corporel: 
For a Percussion Player on His Body, (Frankfurt, New York: Henry Libtolff’s Verlag, 
1989), 4.  
 
59 Ibid. 4, 5.  
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   Figure 15: Globokar, ?Corporel, Bars 5-10.  

 Globokar seems to show these bodily parts as separate instruments in the score (see 

figure 15 above; each line is dedicated to one instrument). Yet, voice is the most 

recurring and continuous bodily part, which on the one hand brings together the other 

bodily parts’ sounds, and which on the other hand emerges from the movement of these 

sounds as a resolution. Globokar could suggest that the sounds of all the bodily parts 

together generate the voice itself. The dialogues between the bodily parts in particular 

encourage such a conception of the voice.  

 By dialogues, I mean the timbral and rhythmic use of breath and consonant sounds 

as other corporeal sounds (like tapping on the collarbone with the fingertip). Musical 
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elements like rhythm, pitch level, tone color, tempo, and dynamics turn such sounds into 

recognizable moments. The parts can be thought not simply in a linear way, but also in 

reciprocity, in a relation of give and take.   

 Let us look at how the piece evolves more closely. With the performer’s face 

covered by his/her hands, s/he first slides the flat of the hand on his/her skull face and 

neck, “with the idea of groping and caressing.”60 Meanwhile, s/he produces a breath 

sound—only /h/ without any vowel—distorting the face. As the score indicates (see 

figure 16 below), this breath sound should be generated with a closed mouth and then 

exposed until the mouth is wide open. Sliding the skull face and neck, the performer 

gradually closes, opens, re-closes the wide-open mouth and makes a breathy sound.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
60 Ibid.  
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    Figure 16: Globokar, ?Corporel, Bars 1-4.  

 Second, s/he articulates other consonants such as /f/ and /s/ with a closed mouth, 

still sliding his/her hands from the skull to neck. In the meantime, s/he strikes the bony 

parts of his/her skull and face with the fingertips. Similar to the marks of the fingertips, 

the consonants that the performer generates in this process—such as “sch”—function as 

punctuations. It would be useful to note that the performer articulates the consonants that 

come with the fingertips almost always with an open mouth.  

 Third, the performer clacks his/her teeth as s/he uncovers his/her face in a fast 

speed, which gradually decreases and sharpens the teeth sounds into more individual 

sounds. Fourth, s/he vocalizes the consonants /t/, /p/, /k/, /d/ and /g/ in a percussive way 
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and slides the flat of his/her hands from head to chest with a wiping motion. The act of 

wiping prepares for the use of the stomach as percussion.  

 Fifth, the performer slaps the soft parts of the chest with the flat of his/her right 

hand and hits the bony parts of the chest with the fingertips of his/her left hand, together. 

As seen in figure 17, movement eight, there are rhythmic silences between the 

consonants, in which the chest is played. The same sets of consonants are also used for 

slapping the soft parts the stomach.  

 Sixth, the performer clacks his/her fingers while crossing his/her arms and then 

claps his/her hands in front. There is an order and a rhythmic division distributed over 

these two actions. Later, we hear the rhythmic distribution’s weight more clearly with the 

sounds of the slaps on the head and the chest, and with the vocal sounds /r/ and /f/ (see 

figure 9 below). The consonants mark the beginning and the end of slapping.  
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   Figure 17: Globokar, ?Corporel, Bars 12-18.  

 Seventh, in an increasing and decreasing speed (note that duration is determined by 

bodily length; that is, two centimeters of the chest should be played for two seconds) the 

performer first rubs then slaps his/her head, chest, abdomen, thigh, leg and foot. In 

between, s/he generates certain vocal noises by kissing, clucking his/her tongue, drawing 

his/her tongue back and sticking it to the palate, by uttering “ts” as s/he inhales and “ah” 

as s/he opens his throat while inhaling. A set of other consonants /s/, /r/, /h/, /f/ and the 

“sch” sound are again punctuators of bodily actions in the process. And vocal noises 

seem to be the pauses or the points of spacing.    

 Eighth, s/he hums a melodic line in a bent position. Rubbing his/her foot, leg and 

abdomen, the performer gradually straightens up from his/her bent position. Then, in a 
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faster tempo, his/her left hand rubs the abdomen and his/her right hand strikes his chest, 

chin, forehead and skull with his fingertips. Throughout, s/he pronounces /g/, /d/, /k/, /p/ 

and “sch” and gradually lies down on his back.  

 Ninth, lying on his/her back, the performer spreads his/her arms and extends his/her 

legs. S/he snores. S/he aggressively hits the left hand, the right foot and again the left 

hand on the ground. Right hand, left foot, right hand, striking the ground. And on and on 

the same cycle repeats with a faster rhythm until s/he awakes into an “a.” With a very 

loud and energetic voice, s/he almost screams the “a.”  

 Tenth, s/he lifts his/her upper body, and comes back to his/her seated position with 

crossed legs. S/he rubs and beats his/her skull with the fingertips of the left hand, while 

striking the sole of his/her foot, leg, belly, chest and face with the flat of his/her right 

hand. In doing so, s/he repeats the same sets of percussive consonants, /t/, /p/, /k/, /d/, /g/, 

along with the same cycle of vocal gestures: s/he makes a kissing noise, clucks his/her 

tongue, utters “ts” while inhaling and opens his/her throat again while inhaling. Hands 

crossed above his/her head, s/he then looks at the audience, kneels and speaks: “I recently 

read this remark: The history of mankind is a long succession of synonyms for the same 

word. It is a duty to disprove this.”61 See figure 18 below.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
61 Ibid. 5.  
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    Figure 18: Globokar, ?Corporel, Bars 26-31.  

 Eleventh, rubbing his/her skull, s/he kisses and clucks his/her tongue more than 

once in a rhythmic succession. S/he ruffles his/her head slowly, then very fast and then 

almost madly, leading him/herself to rise up. Standing, s/he puts his hands on his/her 

head and starts clucking his/her tongue again. In the same position, s/he draws his/her 

tongue back and strikes it on the palate with a regular rhythm. S/he makes a “ts” sound 

while inhaling, and, intensely, s/he pronounces “ah” again while inhaling. Then s/he 

yawns and stretches his/her arms above his/her head. Ready to beat the rhythm, s/he 

aggressively strikes all parts of the body with his/her both hands, “as if he is hitting 
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somebody else.”62 Doubled up, s/he shouts: “ah!” 

 In Being Singular Plural, Nancy reiterates the state of continuum as a “sketch 

within which all parts are coessential.” Nancy’s metaphor of sketch is useful to imagine 

this final “ah!” as an extended site of bodily sounds. The provocation of such an 

assemblage reinforces the necessity of participatory action to sketch a body as an outline, 

as Nancy beautifully tells us: 

“People” are silhouettes that are both imprecise and singularized, faint 
outlines of voices, patterns of compartment, sketches of affects, not the 
anonymous chatter of the “public domain”. But what is an affect, if not each 
time a sketch? ...What is a singularity, if not each time its “own” clearing, its 
“own” imminence, the imminence of a “propriety” or propriety itself as 
imminence, always touched upon, always lightly touched: revealing itself 
beside, always beside.63 

 

 

 Corpus of ?Corporel 

 How does ?Corporel sketch the body? How does the coessentiality of speech and 

corporeal sounds in the piece help us make a voice? These questions lead us to 

understand what ?Corporel tells us about the body, bodily sounds, and speech sounds, 

and the connection between the physiological and phenomenological epistemologies of 

the body, sound and phonetics.  
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62 Ibid.  
 
63 Jean Luc Nancy, Being Singular Plural, translated by Robert Richardson and Anne E. 
O’Byrne, (California, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000), 7.  
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On the Body in ?Corporel 

 
 Defining a body is difficult. It could mean the physical structure of a person or an 

animal, the central part of a thing, the group of people or an organized unit, as the 

dictionary reads. All of the definitions imply that a body is an assemblage of organs, 

multiple in essence, a particular limit, and has particular limits. Referring to Plato’s 

designation of discourse with a “well-constituted body of a big animal, with a head, 

stomach and tail,” Nancy writes, “we always assent to sense: beyond sense, we lose our 

footing at the body.”64 The equation between body and sense is useful. Nancy argues that 

body is the limit of sense. We tend to think that sense derives from the body, which 

seems to be framed by the web of signs. As such, we presume that if bodies sway without 

a web of signs, we cannot make sense of it. Yet Nancy reminds us that it is the “sense” 

that can “free float,” and it is the body “which limits the sense.”65  

 If a body is always a limit, a resistance, an “ob-jection,” as Nancy posits, then we 

shall ask to what extent this limit appears to us. Is this limit visible, touchable, audible 

and sensible? Or is it like a black box that only shows us the external frame of a mass? 

As Nancy argues, a body is a limit that is neither fully mysterious and intangible nor fully 

material and sensible.66 It is both. This is why the physical mass of one’s body cannot 

simply be a subject. Likewise, given that a phenomenal extension of one’s body comes 
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64 Jean Luc Nancy, Corpus, translated by Richard A. Rand, (New York: Fordham 
University, 2008), 13.  
 
65 Ibid. 23.  
 
66 Ibid.  
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into being not with the body as a constant mass but with the body as a force of physical 

movement, a subject cannot simply be located in the body either. Thus a body remains 

half familiar, half foreign.  

  ?Corporel reinforces this conception of the body. Both the movement and the 

sound patterns in the piece show us the body’s story of resistance, resistance against one 

and other: bony parts versus soft parts, hitting versus rubbing, weight versus the ground, 

consonant versus breath, palate versus tongue, and one body against another.  

 Let us recall some of the patterns more specifically. Half naked, the performer 

covers and uncovers his face with his hands. With one hand, he strikes the bony parts 

with the fingertips, rubs the soft parts with the flat of the hand on the other. He hits the 

ground with his one hand while resting the other. He generates the percussive consonant 

sounds with a closed mouth, occasionally while inhaling. All of these actions mark the 

territory of the performer’s body as a site of opposing acts and of the spacing between his 

and another’s body.67 As such, the piece draws the body as a limit, a resisting force in 

between. This resistance facilitates a potential for a reciprocal move, which may 

eventually resolve into either a clash or a union. Body is a limit that leads to not simply 

suspension but also extension. What is extended? Movements are extended. Sounds are 

extended. Thoughts in movement are extended. As it moves, the matter of the body is 

extended. As extended, the matter is “displaced.” Nancy reminds us that such a 

displacement “suggests a lack of reality as well as reality.”68 Bodies are real and areal due 
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67 Ibid. 31.  
 
68 Ibid. 43.  
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to this displacement. The state of the combination of real and areal, “areality,”69 is a 

significant phase to grasp the natural movement of the bodily sounds.  

 
 

On the Bodily Sounds in ?Corporel 
 
“Two bodies can’t occupy the same place simultaneously. Therefore you and I are 

not simultaneously in the place where I write, where you read, where I speak, where you 

listen. No contact without displacement,”70 writes Nancy. What sound does is exactly 

that: contact with displacement. Imagine the natural movement of sound. To be heard, 

sound has to leave its body and be transmitted by a medium to another body. While 

traveling, it decreases or increases the density of the medium, and changes through the 

medium itself. When it is heard—that is, when a sound wave vibrates with another 

body—sound is replaced. At the heart of a sound’s displacement, there is contact between 

the two bodies, both physical and imaginary.  

What happens more when a bodily sound is displaced? In ?Corporel, when we hear 

the performer striking his skull with fingertips, what kind of a displacement and 

replacement occur? Are we used to hearing such a sound? Or does it alert us? Can we 

identify what this sound is if we do not see someone striking his skull with his fingertips? 

And does this sound punctuate our skulls in the same way it punctuates the performer’s 

skull?  
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Considering these questions, we may well be mistaken about what this sound is, 

unless we see its source. We are not used to hearing such a sound as amplified 

crystallized and articulate as it is, especially in a concert context. The sound alerts and 

forces us to make sense. Such a sound hits the bone of our minds, if not our skulls. 

Similar to the performer’s experience, it then punctuates our bodies. Yet the timbre and 

amplitude of this punctuation may vary for each of us. We do have different body shapes 

and configurations. Likewise, bodily sounds are not anonymous. We can hit our skull 

with the same rhythmic pattern and speed, yet the sounds yielded may be different. In 

that case, where is the contact? The contact lies in the situational web of sound, the 

organs of the human body. Mouth, breast, belly, abdomen, knee, thigh, foot and so on, all 

suggest the points of contact, entries and exits of sound. A body is always “virginal not 

because she is closed but because she is open,”71 as Nancy beautifully posits. Underlining 

such openness, sound activates the points of contact in and for the body. 

In fact, sound literally scans the body and spots the shape of the bodily organs. 

Consider the technology of ultrasound. It goes back to the research in submarine echo 

ranging led by the Titanic tragedy in the early 20th century.72 Yet the necessary tools for 

such research were not invented until the World War I. It was students of Pierre Curie, P. 

Langevin and C. Chilowsky, who expanded on the technologies of “piezoelectricity—that 

is, the property by which electrical charge is created by the mechanical deformation of a 
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71 Ibid. 59.  
 
72 Thomas L.Szabo, Diagnostic Ultrasound Imaging: Inside Out, (Burlington, MA: 
Elsevier Academic Press, 2004), 3.  
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crystal founded by Curies—for transducers and vacuum tube amplifiers to realize 

practical echo ranging in water.”73 Following these developments, ultrasound 

technologies were used in the medical realm for “diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical 

applications.”74 During the World War II, echo ranging was “applied to electromagnetic 

waves,” and “radar” was founded.75 Since then sound and imaging technologies have 

continued advancing. Critical discoveries occurred in the 1960s, with real-time 

mechanical scanner and echoencephalography; in the 1970s, with real-time imaging and 

scan conversion; in the 1980s, with wideband and specialized transducers; in the 1990s, 

with harmonic imaging and commercialized 3D imaging; and in the 2000s, with handheld 

2D array for real-time 3D imaging.76  

All began with a conscious feel of vibration and echo, with a sound intuition. In 

the late 17th century, British scientist Robert Hooke suggested that sound could be useful 

to grasp the inside of the human body. “It may be possible to discover the motions of the 

internal parts of bodies, whether animal, vegetable or mineral, by the sound they make; 

that one may discover the works performed in the several offices and shops of a man’s 

body, and thereby what instrument or engine is out of order…” he wrote.77 We do not 

know whether Hooke was able to foresee all of the later technological developments in 
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detecting the invisible or “lost in depth” parts of the human body. Ultra-sound or 

infrasound, the sounds that are not in the threshold of the human ear help us see, 

diagnose, and even scatter the harmful masses that threaten human life. We have come 

that far with sound.  

Nonetheless, Hooke’s statement suggests more than that. In the passage above, one 

can also find the implication—and reminder—about the human bodies’ own potentials to 

navigate and communicate their inside matter through sound. Given that hearing 

essentially demands imagining prior to imaging, sound enables us to perceive the shape, 

force, and movement of a body of any kind. Below or above the auditory threshold of the 

human ear, the human body still responds to the vibrations around. We pass various 

sounds unnoticed. Moreover, we pass our own bodily sounds unnoticed.  

?Corporel encourages us to hear the bodily sounds not as mysterious entities, but 

as vocal units. Moreover, it guides us to listen to the particularity of each bodily sound. 

We may tend to think that it is not possible to identify what a sound of abdomen or 

kidney sounds like without an advanced ultrasound technology. Nevertheless there are 

two prominent points here. First, what we hear through the ultrasound machine is not the 

sound of the organ but mostly the sound of the ultrasound machine.78 Second, bodily 

organs constantly resonate with their external environment, meaning that they do not 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
+/!Two years ago, I wrote a piece, entitled “blood vessel music, ” based on a recording of 
my own ultrasounds. Due to a blood inflammation problem, I had to have an ultrasound 
check up for my leg. During my check up I was intrigued by the sound, and asked my 
doctor whether I could make a recording there. He generously and kindly allowed me to 
make the recording. Nonetheless the recording was frustrating, as it did not present the 
atmospheric sound in the same way I felt and heard.   
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have fixed frequencies. Thus the particularity of bodily sounds mostly derives from 

physical contingencies. The concert space in which we hear ?Corporel, the physical and 

the mental state of both the performer and the listener matter for the quality of a bodily 

sound. All of these conditions encourage thinking about the adhesion of bodily sounds to 

the voice.  

 

On the Connection between Bodily Sounds and the Speech Sounds: Founding the 

Voice in ?Corporel 

 
 ?Corporel shows us how speech sounds—percussive consonants such as /t/, /f/, /p/, 

/k/ and /g/—are the joints between the body and the other bodily sounds. Take the second 

movement.  The consonant /f/ is articulated when the performer slides his hands from his 

skull to his face. Then comes other consonants, “sch,” punctuated with the fingertip on 

the face. Breath sounds function similarly. Sliding the skull and face, the performer first 

uses an open mouth and exposes us to a vocal sound of breath. As he comes to the neck, 

he closes his mouth again. Breath sound here provides a bridge between mouth and neck. 

As the figures show, the piece portrays how a bodily action generates a particular vocal 

sound, and how a vocal sound hints at the shape, volume, and texture of an organ. Almost 

every consonant in the piece comes as a resolution after a bodily action. Obviously, this 

is what we constantly do in everyday life.  

 Voice science and phonetics inform us about the findings of the physiological 

activities in speech production. In his Three Areas of Experimental Phonetics, leading 

scholar of linguistics and phonetics, Peter Ladefoged, explains these activities with 
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respect to three resources: action of respiratory muscles, variables of speech sounds and 

the conditions in which speech sounds are perceived.  

 First, respiratory activity is based on the amount of air in the lungs and sub-glottal 

pressure.79 Four factors affect the pressure of the air below the vocal cords: (1) the 

pressure will be decreased by an inspiratory muscular effort, such as lifting the rib cage 

by means of the external intercostals and contracting the diaphragm, thus enlarging the 

thoracic activity; (2) the pressure will be increased during an expiratory muscular effort 

which could involve such muscles as the internal intercostals, the external obliques or 

rectus abdominis, all of which can function to decrease the thoracic activity; (3) the 

pressure will be affected by the resistance to the airstream at the glottis or elsewhere in 

the vocal tract; (4) the relaxation pressure will affect the tracheal pressure, that is, the 

sum of the forces from the abdomen and the forces from the abdomen and the forces 

exerted by stretched lung tissues and the elastic structures of the rib cage.80 Secondly, the 

speech variables include pitch, volume, personal (related to resonance and color) and 

phonetic (referring to sociolinguistic order) qualities.81 Finally, the units in the perception 

and the production of speech are founded in three contexts: extra-linguistic, linguistic and 

acoustic.82 Ladefoged’s chart informs us about the process of speaking that we 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
+#! Peter Ladefoged, Three Areas of Experimental Phonetics: Stress and Respiratory 
Activity, The Nature of Vowel Quality, Units in the Perception and Production of Speech, 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1975, 1967), 11.   
!
/0!Ibid. 13.!!
!
/.!Ibid.!56, 60, 61. 
!
/%!Ibid. 143, 144. 
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experience in everyday life. It shows us the obvious but forgotten: our whole body is 

involved in processing and activating speech sounds. In line with this very fact, his later 

experiments assure that our habitual and pre-existing knowledge does not affect the way 

we actively engage and process the sounds. One striking experiment uses the 

superimposed sounds over legible sentences:  

The subjects heard a specimen click and in each sentence were told to note 
the words on which or between which the superimposed sound occurred. 
The first group did not know the story at all, and had to write down the 
appropriate word or words. The second group knew the story, had it written 
in front of them, and had each sentence read out before being played. This 
group noted the appropriate word or words on the text, which had been 
provided.83  

 
Ladefoged did such experiments in the 1960s; the technologies for analyzing speech 

perception have far advanced since then. Yet his findings in these experiments are still 

valid and valuable. The result of the experiment addressed above clearly shows an 

important finding. Regardless of their knowledge, both groups ended up with the same 

amount of inaccuracy while noting the words. This verifies the fact that prior knowledge 

does not have an essential effect on locating a superimposed sound.84 More significant for 

my purposes here, the extra-linguistic and linguistic order does not have an indispensible 

effect on our responses to the acoustic context.  

 Composer Michael Edgerton’s book, The 21st Century: Contemporary and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
/"!Ibid. 150.!!
!
/,!Ibid. 151.!!
!
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Traditional Extra-Normal Voice,85 effectively demonstrates how such findings are useful 

to understand the background of the vocal techniques in contemporary music. Edgerton 

discusses the natural forces, sources and potentials of speech such as airflow, variations 

of frequency determined by the length and mass of the vocal cords, articulation and 

resonance (here he also mentions the use of the International Phonetic Alphabet in 

contemporary classical music scores) and multiphonics. He explains the ingressive and 

egressive phonation and lunged and unlunged airflow as source characteristics for 

vocalization, different combinations of voiced and unvoiced sounds as sources for 

multiphonic potentials of vocalization and “filtering” as sources for resonant articulation 

that occurs in the regions above the larynx, which do not usually operate in some 

languages like English.86 Almost all of these resources are manifested in ?Corporel, and 

indeed in Mikrophonie as well.  

 Let us look at ingressive and egressive phonation. Ingressive phonation means 

inward, and egressive phonation means outward moving airflow.87 In ?Corporel one may 

find the oscillation between both airflows. Take the very beginning of the piece. 

Globokar omits the vowels yet allows breathing sounds, indicated with “h.” At first, the 

performer vocalizes /h/ with an open mouth, then gradually closes it. The airflow 

movement is here ingressive. He then sings the same /h/ beginning with a closed mouth, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
85 Michael Edward Edgerton, The 21st-Century Voice: Contemporary and Traditional 
Extra- Normal Voice, (Maryland, Toronto, Oxford: The Scarecrow Press, 2004), xxi, 
xxii. 
 
/-!Ibid.!!
!
/+!Ibid. 3.!!
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which is gradually opened. Here the movement is egressive. Edgerton’s research shows 

that ingressive phonation “may feature more timbral variance, allow more readily the 

production of multiphonics.”88 Obviously, the duration of such phonation is shorter and 

thus inclusive of a smaller dynamic range.89 In Western languages, we are not 

accustomed to use ingressive phonation in everyday speech. Perhaps for this reason the 

oscillation between the ingressive and egressive phonation in ?Corporel presents us an 

unusual spectrum of vocal noises. Using inward air movement as well as an outward, the 

piece may then uncover the possibly internal noises of the body. 

 This example of airflow—and various other moments in ?Corporel—greatly 

introduces us to the symmetry between the movement of sound and the flow of a bodily 

action. I argue that such a route of bodily actions and sounds—from head to foot and vice 

versa—generates the voice. What comes out, as voice, is a projection of the whole body, 

troubling the distinction between the sensing and the signing body. The former is “an 

indecipherable sense of its own sign that is a mysterical body” and the latter is “a body 

with a spirit” that makes “sense.”90 What voice does, however, is present the two as a 

mixture. When we hear the voice, we on the one hand physically resonate with the 

sounding body; we on the other hand metaphorically move away from it to make sense of 

the physical sense. Yet again, we make sense with voice, with our own voices. On the 

one side of the coin, there is a physical reaction against a bodily sound; but there is also 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
//!Ibid. 5.!!
!
/#!Ibid. 
!
90 Nancy, Corpus, 69. 
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an imaginary response to it. The combination of the two tells us how the perception of 

bodily sounds also lies in the conception of the voice.91 In other words, how the assumed 

disconnect between the logos and the sense of the voice is arbitrary.  

 Slowing down the process of perception, ?Corporel draws attention to this 

awareness. It makes us hear the bodily sounds as distinct, as related to one another. It 

fleshes out the phases of perceiving a sound. In doing so, it leads us to conceive the voice 

as an “anatomy of configurations.”92 Voice then becomes more material and more 

sensible, like the weighable mass of the body, like “a corpus of tact”: 

A corpus of tact: skimming, grazing, squeezing, thrusting, pressing, 
smoothing, scraping, rubbing, caressing, palpating, fingering, kneading, 
massaging, entwining, hugging, striking, pinching, biting, sucking, 
moistening, taking, releasing, licking, jerking off, looking, listening, 
smelling, tasting, ducking, fucking, rocking, balancing, carrying, 
weighing…93  

 
Nancy’s list for a corpus of tact is parallel to Globokar’s list in term of corporeal sounds. 

The former informs the latter and, more significantly, helps us imagine the sounds of 

each act as particular joints, as senses of touch, as “tact.” Such tact is both imminent and 

immanent within the perception of the sounds of the voice. We then apprehend the voice 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
91 In Philosophy in the Flesh, George Lakoff and Mark Johnson explain the intrinsic and 
symbiotic relationship between perception and conception. The physiological and neural 
processes also affect the way we conceive and respond to a concept. This of course does 
not delete the role of our cultural habits and discursive categories in establishing 
meaning. Nevertheless, it draws attention to the arbitrary disconnect between body and 
mind. George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Philosophy in The Flesh: The Embodied Mind 
and Its Challenge to Western Thought, (New York: Basic Books, 1999).  
 
92 Nancy, Corpus, 85. 
 
93 Ibid. 93. 
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as a “sharing of bodies”94 through which we touch one another. Touching and weighing 

bodies through voice, our psyches are extended. This extension of “the psyche in the 

form of a body”95 leads to suspension in between, and, eventually, to one’s intension.   

In the midst of ?Corporel, Globokar inserts a sentence, which urges us to  disband 

the word intension, so as to remember the process behind intension perhaps: “The history 

of mankind is a long succession of synonyms for the same word. It is a duty to disprove 

this.”96 What “the same word” indicates is not stated, yet the implication is that every 

word shall be irreplaceable and unique, as every word sounds different. Likewise, every 

body shall be unique, as every body sounds different.97 That said, I suggest re-writing the 

sentence as such: the story of the voice is a long succession of synonymous sounds for 

the same body. Or, the story of the voice is a long succession of synonymous bodies for 

the same sound. ?Corporel takes on the role of disproving this. Instead it suggests the 

voice as a corporeal assemblage of multiple sounds.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
94 Nancy qualifies such an experience as techne, as knowledge: “The techne is one of a 
sharing of bodies, or of their compearance: the various ways to make room for the 
tracings of areality along which we are exposed together, in other words, neither 
presupposed in some other Subject, nor post-posed in some particular and/or universal 
end. But exposed, body to body, edge to edge, touched and spaced, near in longer having 
a common assumption, but having only the between-us of our tracings partes extra partes. 
Does sense, when it is neither exemplary nor reproducible, make “sense”? Ibid. 91, 93.   
 
95 Ibid. 95.  
 
#-!Globokar, ?Corporel, 5.  
!
97 Here my intention is not to celebrate the difference for its own sake. As Chilean 
psychoanalyst Ignacio Matte-Blanco argues, difference is a function of establishing and 
recognizing similarity. I will address this idea in the next chapter, with respect to 
Maurizio Kagel’s Phonophonie. !
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What is the value of imagining the voice as such? The next chapter addresses this 

question in and through Maurizio Kagel’s multimedia piece, Phonophonie. Considered a 

melodrama, the piece embodies four different characters’ exaggerated voices, which are 

executed by one single performer. The characters are not similarly situated historically, 

socially, or culturally. Nonetheless, their sounds cross paths and let us reconsider how 

and why we hear the voices as “different.” I examine this bringing back Anzieu’s term, 

sound space. As indicated in Chapter 2, Anzieu’s sound space indicates the baby’s 

primary perception of internal and external sounds together. In other words, sound space 

is like a sonorous bath for the baby. In Chapter 6, I discuss how we can employ this 

notion as an opportunity to recognize shared senses between different voices. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 

 
 

 Sound space as a zone of asymmetrical similarities:  
Mauricio Kagel’s Phonophonie 

 
 

Introduction  

 

Phonophonie, Kagel’s multimedia melodrama1 for voice, percussion and tape, 

integrates seemingly marginalized characters—a deaf-mute, mimic, singer and 

ventriloquist—in one single performer by means of vocalization. The actor/singer 

performs extreme sound with its extended vocality2 and inclusive drama; the ventriloquist 

supports this extreme sound by falsifying the direction of his voice in such a way that the 

audience cannot decide where the voice comes from; the mimic reinforces the illusion 

that the ventriloquist creates with his voice by using his whole body, starting with his 

face; and following the mimic, the deaf-mute speaks with his body, imagining the 

existence of an extreme silence. The sonic togetherness of the voices urges us to question 

our discursive attributes for each of these characters. We recognize how they might sound 

similar between themselves and to us. In other words, we bring the characters closer to  

                                                
1 Kagel describes Phonophonie as four melodramas - as a drama with “melo,” with vocals 
that go beyond signification - coming out of the extremes. Peter Brooks defines 
melodrama, as a mode of excess that heightens expression. Phonophonie’s melodrama is 
in accord with this definition. Nevertheless, with its treatment of the voice, Phonophonie 
brings more than a heightened expression. 
 
2 Extended vocality here refers to combining recitative and aria. 
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each other while listening to their similar sounds. As such, Kagel forges extreme sound 

and silence. In between two extremes – and after the first three layers of the voice, that is 

sonorous bath, bodily sounds and speech sounds – this chapter investigates the notion of 

“sound space” as the fourth layer of the voice. 

The notion of sound space first appeared in Chapter 2, with respect to Anzieu’s 

sound envelope. As indicated, by sound space, Anzieu means mingling of internal and 

external sounds for the baby. In this chapter, I appropriate this term in light of 

Phonophonie’s score. The score includes a spatial alphabet in which syllables and vocal 

gestures are connected to each other in particular shapes. Kagel develops cycles of 

extension, expansion and density between a vocal gesture and a physical act of the 

performer. Imagine these cycles as sound spaces, as intersectional zones of movement 

and sound, of one voice and another. Based on these spaces, I examine the voice’s 

capacity for generating asymmetrical similarities between different personas.  

 To understand what inspired the spatial alphabet – sound spaces – of the voices 

in Phonophonie, the first section draws on Kagel’s notion of instrumental theatre – that is 

“dramatization of music,” and “musicalization of drama,” – and his early works such as 

Sonant (1960...) and Sur Scene, which engage this notion. The central technique that we 

see in both pieces is Kagel’s attempt to create a rehearsal situation. Deviating from the 

conventional methods of playing an instrument, both pieces encourage the performers to 

respond to each other and to the audience with their voices. The responses are almost 

always driven by the ordinary modes of the speaking voice. Performers rarely sing in a 

conventional way, yet they make ordinary vocal noises. Kagel develops the rehearsal 

situation through the speaking voice. This situation forces the audience to engage its own 
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body. Hearing ordinary vocal noises makes the audience recognize its own voice. In other 

words, the audience is encouraged to project its own voice onto the performers. The main 

purpose of this technique seems to amplify human subjectivity. Kagel employs the 

human voice in such a physical way that the phenomenal limits of the performer and the 

concert are extended to everyday scenes.  

To disclose how we imagine and exercise these everyday scenes, in this section, I 

also refer to the notion of bodily movement and body image, one’s perception of how 

his/her body looks. Studies on movement and kinesthesia greatly inform us about body 

image and mechanics. Vocal coach and kinesthesia specialist Mabel Todd’s Thinking 

Body and dancer and movement scientist Eric Franklin’s Dynamic Imagery help us figure 

how the human body effortlessly moves while imaging its bodily contact with external 

objects and things. Using mental imagery in maintaining natural movement is key to both 

theorists’ models. By these models, I intend to clarify the role of sound and voice in 

building a natural movement. For instance, how does hearing ordinary vocal noises 

stimulate us to find our natural body image and to feel the movement of our bodies? 

Given that Phonophonie portrays this approach to the voice, these theories’ suggestions 

become important in analyzing the physical and phenomenal operation of sound, hearing 

Phonophonie’s voices louder and bringing them closer to each other.  

The second section investigates this embodiment and proximity with a close 

emphasis on Phonophonie’s spatial alphabet, that is cycles of density, expansion and 

extension. Thus it concentrates on the notion of sound space. Kagel seems to develop 

these cycles by means of two acting techniques: presentational and representational. The 

former helps him exaggerate the acoustic extension of the voice, and the latter seems to 
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balance this effortful extension and flattens the vocal expression. The uncanny oscillation 

between the two reassures a de-semiotization of the voice in the piece, and leads to an 

overflow of meaning or non-sense. It then becomes possible to blur the discursive 

differences between the voices.  

In the last section, I review the sound spaces in light of Chilean psychoanalyst 

Ignacio Matte Blanco’s notion of the n-dimensional unconscious. The reason I apply to 

Matte-Blanco is that his theory provides us with analytical tools for understanding 

difference as a function of similarity. In problematizing the voice as sets of particular 

bodily sounds—more specifically, in the context of Phonophonie’s four different 

voices—this theory helps us reinforce the sound spaces as a resource for asymmetric 

similarities.  

Kagel’s Instrumental Theatre  

“What we value in music is that it is imbued with human subjectivity, that it 

makes us feel that we are in touch with other human beings and their intellectual and 

emotional concerns,”3 writes Heile. He surveys Kagel’s music in line with its contribution 

to human subjectivity. Focusing on his musical tendencies and conceptual motivations, 

Heile first explains Kagel’s aesthetic choices then places these choices in the context of 

his confrontation of the constantly changing and contested nature of the self and of his 

play with the multidimensional and polyphonic texture of human interaction. Heile 

continues:  

…Kagel’s work makes the idea of authorship as direct expression of a 
unified, self-identical ego an impossibility. If, on the other hand, one 

                                                
3 Heile, The Music of Mauricio Kagel, 2.  
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allows for inherently plural, inclusive, fluid and perhaps even 
contradictory subjectivities then Kagel’s works appear as emphatically 
human documents.”4 

 
As Heile suggests, Kagel inquires how to make the shared human subjectivity audible. 

His aesthetic formation and intellectual curiosity led him to ask this question. Even 

though he was trained in Cologne as a part of the European Avant-Garde School that 

deals with serial music composition, Kagel was preoccupied with the French electro-

acoustic tradition that amplifies concrete sounds, and he was well aware of the American 

Experimentalism that forwards everyday sounds and actions as the main medium of 

performance. As Heile posits, this fruitful mixture encouraged Kagel to create a new 

genre, “instrumental theatre.” 

To define the term, Heile draws our attention to two areas: “dramatization of 

musical performance” and “musicalization of experimental theatre.”5 Like John Cage, 

Henry Cowell, Dick Higgins and La Monte Young, Kagel suggests music as theatre. 

Neither music nor theatre accompanies the other: “music does not accompany action, but 

it is action,” writes Heile regarding Kagel’s use of theatre and music. In this picture 

playing an instrument at the heart of physical action. Instead of pre-imposed sounds, 

physical action leads to sound. Instrumental theatre thus highlights the physicality of 

music and the indeterminate effect of sound and performance. Some of Kagel’s earlier 

pieces such as Sonant(1960/…) and Sur Scene exemplify this effect.  

                                                
4 Ibid. 3. 
 
5 Ibid. 35. 
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Both Sur Scene and Sonant demonstrate the premise of instrumental theatre that is 

the symmetry between music and theatre, action and sound whereby the audience’s 

physical and mental awareness for sound can be realized and shared. As Heile posits, the 

emphasis in instrumental theatre “lies more on a holistic and corporeal approach to the 

concert experience.”6 How does instrumental theatre, or the theatrical aspect of these two 

pieces, help us interpret the aesthetic background and communicative implications of 

Phonophonie?   

I suggest it does so in two ways. First, Phonophonie borrows certain techniques 

from instrumental theatre such as exploring the physicality of an instrument. Kagel here 

applies this technique by using ordinary and communicative modes of the human voice. 

This generates a rehearsal situation within which the physical context of bodily gestures 

movements and sounds are emphasized (instead of the semantic content). Second, 

Kagel’s instrumental theatre precedes his re-foundation of melodrama. Instrumental 

theatre thus allows him to rethink melodrama as a drama of the overacted and over sung 

sounds that are ordinary yet also specific. As such, this drama does not deal with a 

heightened narrative or discourse. On the contrary its overarching sounds may offer 

liberation from the discourse itself. 

Sonant(1960/…) 

Sonant deals with the process of generating physical action. The piece is written 

for guitar, harp, double bass and membranophones. The study score of the piece 

numerically marks the timeline for the performers and verbally describes each part in a 

                                                
6 Ibid. 40. 
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conversational fashion with the composer. For instance, Kagel instructs the guitarist and 

the harpist:  

00’’/11’’ mf First would you give a sign to the other players to make sure 
that they’re with you and then play chords composed of tones sounding 
together, in the middle register, separated by relatively large leaps.7  

… 

13’’/32” Much obliged to you, Sir (or Madam); you have no idea how 
delighted I am to have you with us. First of all, let us take note of the fact 
that, according to the method of composition in use, the process of sight-
reading, and interpretation may well be obscured or inverted in its relation. 
Without troubling ourselves with all its possible ramifications, whistle a 
very low sound and add to it, little by little, a sung note of different pitch. 
The lips should remain in whistling-position. What I’m driving at is that 
you should articulate two sounds at once. Thus the vocal phenomena, far 
from being successive, will appear to be simultaneous…8  

 
Kagel’s directions urge the performers to be in a conversation with one another as well. 

The fact that the performers’ procedures are designed as simultaneous occurrences more 

than successive patterns encourages the performers to listen to each other attentively. 

This builds a constructive tension between the parts. Vocalization comes into the picture 

with the need of a resolution for such a tension. What kind of resolution does the human 

voice deliver?  

Kagel encourages the performers to use the “immediacy of vocal expression” to 

resolve the tension. By “immediacy of vocal expression,” I mean the daily modes of the 

spoken voice. In everyday life, we make random noises with our voices while reacting to 

a thing, person, action etc. Even though most of these noises can be considered vocal 

                                                
7 Mauricio Kagel, “Electric Guitar Partition”, Sonant (1960/…), (Frankfurt, London, New 
York: Henry Litolff’s Verlag/C.F. Peters, 1964), 11. 
 
8 Kagel, “Harp Partition,” 13. 
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gestures, which have particular reference in a particular language, we sometimes surprise 

each other with the quality of the noises. This unexpected dimension of the voice has a 

potential to relieve us from the tension, the weight of our encounter with a thing, person, 

or action. This is indeed one of the elements that builds a reaction, a back and forth 

communication. One might ask why or how the voice builds such communication.  

In engaging the voice this way, Kagel heightens an ordinary yet specific 

embodiment. Heile explains this by directly reminding the technical details of the score:  

The score specifies that players are to signal entries to their colleagues or 
conduct passages. As a result the performance appears like a rehearsal, 
with the performers frequently humming, singing or grunting (also 
specified in the score).9 

 
Here what makes the performance looks like a rehearsal is not simply the continuous 

interaction between the performers but the way this interaction is maintained. Using 

voice in such an immediate fashion emphasizes the ordinary quality of the interaction, 

and thus creates the feel of a rehearsal.  

What is the effect of witnessing a rehearsal for the audience? Consider two 

effects. First, we can refer to Western music history’s performance practice and listening 

habits. Second, we can address the mental imagery and sensory stimulation. Though they 

seem unrelated, these two effects are connected. It is useful to note these two effects here, 

since they explain Kagel’s challenge against or deviation from the conventional singing 

techniques.  

Let’s review the first effect. According to the Western music performance 

tradition, performers are expected to be skillful and well trained. They need to constantly 

                                                
9 Heile, The Music of Mauricio Kagel, 36. 
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practice the score in isolation with perfection. Audiences appreciate the beauty and 

quality of performances based on such athletics. In this context, the audience is driven by 

the following question: “Show me something I do not have, something I cannot do 

myself, something I have not imagined before.” Yet hearing ordinary vocal noises such 

as humming or whistling does not seem to accommodate this expectation. Everyone can 

hum or whistle. The question is whether everyone deliberately hums and whistles or 

watches someone humming or whistling in front of strangers. In other words, to what 

extent we tolerate these vocal noises? When do they become redundant and intimate as 

well as ordinary? These questions seem to be the audience’s threshold between the 

engagement and disengagement with the piece.  

The audience’s threshold can be translated into a confrontation that calls on one’s 

personal experience. Likewise, the audience of Sonant is expected to respond to the piece 

with curiosity or boredom based on personal experience and memory. This gives rise to 

the second effect: mental imagery and sensory stimulation.  

In confronting the ordinary vocal noises that one experiences yet not always 

discloses, the audience notices its own body image. Body image is related to the process 

of mental imagery. Imagine a spectator of Sonant who starts to think about how and when 

he makes the sounds that he heard on stage. This thought leads to imagining scenes 

within which the spectator physically and psychically moves.  

In his book Dynamic Alignment Through Imagery, dancer, choreographer and 

movement specialist Eric Franklin discusses the power of mental imagery to create 

efficient movement and healthy unity of body and mind. He uses theories of neurology, 

kinesthetic and movement science. For instance, referring to Owen Flanagan’s The 
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Science of Mind, and Mabel Todd’s The Thinking Body, he draws our attention to two 

significant questions: “How can a physical device give rise to conscious experience; How 

can a purely mental experience, an image, give rise to a material change?”10 

These two questions are intertwined. The first question breeds the second. 

Franklin posits that “the accumulation of sensory perceptions of an object lead to the 

ability to image it.”11 After accumulating various sensory perceptions we are able to 

mentally represent movements things or scenes. Reciprocally, imaging affects the 

nervous system and generates physical experience.  

Franklin refers to babies’ sense of touch:  

Using this sensory method, the baby soon learns to distinguish the feel of 
wood from the feel of cloth and the round shape of a teething ring from 
the square shape of a building block. Later a doughnut can be appreciated 
as something that is round as well as soft; still later one can also recognize 
the letter O in the doughnut.12  
 

Let’s take this example further and ask whether we can recognize the sound of the letter 

“o” in the doughnut as round and soft. As implied above, we can. The significance of 

such recognition would, however, be an ability to materialize the sound of “o” in the 

body. Locating a vocal sound in the body can only be approximate, yet embodying its 

shape is possible. The embodiment may transform the body into the shape of sound.  

Franklin describes sensory stimulation based on this idea. A physical state 

transformed by a physical device stimulates our senses. He exemplifies how carrying a 

                                                
10 Eric Franklin, Dynamic Alignment Through Imagery, (IL, Champaign: Human 
Kinetics, 1996), 31. 
 
11 Ibid. 
 
12 Ibid. 31, 32. 
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sack of rice on head elevates and floats the head upward.13 This example indeed shows us 

the constant exchange between human beings and non-human things. Physical 

environment mentally, psychically and socially stimulates our channels of self-experience 

and expression. 

In The Spell of the Sensuous, American ecologist and philosopher David Abram 

poetically reminds us of this effect, of the impossibility of one’s shutting his senses and 

sense off from his physical environment. “We are human only in contact, and 

conviviality, with what is not human,”14 he writes. By “not human,” Abram literally 

indicates a set of material things that surround us. Yet he also addresses the animalistic or 

primitive aspects of the human in line with not human. Not-human and human are 

intertwined. The awareness of the coordination between the two allows us to develop 

intuition and readiness for bodily contact. It helps us notice the tangible sensation, 

through which we apprehend the gravity of the human body and the physicality of the 

human mind.  

 The ordinary vocal noises in Sonant provide the audience with such physicality. 

They stimulate the audience’s senses and produce the indeterminacy of performance. It is 

important to note that the indeterminacy refers to the variety of the audience response. 

The physicality of the performance forces the audience to engage the piece.  

To reiterate, Sonant’s reference to everyday voice generates the feeling of a 

continuous and incomplete situation, which activates mental imagery, stimulates the 

                                                
13 Ibid. 37. 
 
14 David Abram, The Spell of the Sensuous, (New York: Vintage Books, 1996), 22. 
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senses and drives the audience to notice its specific embodied sound and physicality. I 

suggest that such personification of the habitually unrecognized vocal sounds produces 

physical action. 

Kagel demonstrates this idea by encouraging the performers to incorporate their 

voices while exploring the physical limits of their instrument and dialogue. He restates 

music as action,15 whereby he uses heightened bodily movements as sources of sounds 

and tests the premise of dramatizing the musical performance.  

 

Sur Scene 

Kagel wrote Sur Scene in 1959, a year before he wrote Sonant. Yet both pieces 

evolve from instrumental theatre, occurring around the same time period and addressing a 

similar aesthetic. With Sur Scene, Kagel attempts to highlight “a satirical image of 

ordinary concert”16 as Heile argues. The piece is written for three instrumentalists and 

three vocalists (mute actor, speaker and baritone). Heile describes the stage as such:  

The actor sits on his or her chair reading the programme, while the 
audience is entering the hall; during the piece he or she looks bewildered 
at the other performers…the speaker, meanwhile, is reading an absurd 
music-critical or musicological treatise, at times inflecting his voice in 
bizarre fashion…the baritone is holding forth in parodically operatic 
manner, oblivious to what is going on around him and with no apparent 
connection to the other music. During all this, the instrumentalists wander 
around the stage, nonchalantly playing a couple of notes on the piano here, 
or the percussion there, sometimes seemingly practicing, but hardly ever 
giving the impression of ‘seriously’ performing in the sense of recreating a 
score.17 

                                                
15 Heile, The Music of Mauricio Kagel, 40. 
 
16 Ibid. 38. 
 
17 Ibid. 38, 39. 
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As described above, each activity is separate and focused. The simultaneity of these 

activities emphasizes a theatrical aspect. Yet more importantly, such simultaneity 

suggests orchestrated moments that create musical patterns. The piece thereby draws our 

attention to performers’ physical activity as source of sound. The physical gestures are 

then the dynamics of composing sounds. With such a formulation, the audience begins to 

notice the materiality of sound, its tactile and authentic nature.  

This also extends the intrinsic critique of the intellectualization of music. Take the 

musicologist character in the piece. As Heile reminds us, this character presents Kagel’s 

satire on the academicism of Darmstadt School’s18 serial music, its treatment of sound as 

objectified, singular, discrete and abstract. The instrumentalists oppose this idea with 

corporeal nearness. They wander around the concert space and make noise. In this cycle, 

the audience is urged to notice performers as three-dimensional walking bodies of sound, 

and physical movement as the source of generating sound. Sound then becomes less 

abstract and more tangible for the audience. The perception of the musicologist’s reading 

and voice also changes with this focus on sound.  

The emphasis on the corporeal specificity of sound bridges Sur Scene to Sonant. 

Both pieces inform us about the engine of the instrumental theatre: the human voice. The 

treatment of the human voice as a specific embodiment that is also common to all 

                                                
 
18 Darmstadt is a School of New Music where composers, such as Luigi Nono, Luciano 
Berio, Karlheinz Stockhausen, and Pierre Boulez explored serial music during summer 
courses and festivals. 
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achieves the idea of instrumental theatre as “dramatization of music” and “musicalization 

of drama.”  

This notion of instrumental theatre leads us to analyze the aesthetic background 

and components of Phonophonie. The way Kagel employs the human voice in Sonant 

and Sur Scene explains the process of finding the symmetries and commonalities between 

seemingly different personas in Phonophonie. In short, Kagel makes the different 

personas close to each other by means of the everyday voice. To discuss this point 

further, we shall ask how the human voice creates a shared sense among Phonophonie’s 

personas.  

 
 
Sound Spaces of Phonophonie 

 

How does the human voice lead to a shared sense of embodiment? In particular, 

what do the four voices in Phonophonie share? To explore these questions, I suggest 

looking at where the voices are situated in the acoustic setting of the piece. 

Phonophonie’s four voices are spatially spread out. Pre-recorded percussive sounds that 

are generated by the noisemakers—such as old scratched gramophone records and water 

gongs, and the vocal sounds including vocal artist Nicholas Isherwood’s own voice and a 

small choir of female voices—are played back with four speakers. With this setting, 

Kagel inspires a particular acoustic imagination. We are forced to ask where these sounds 

come from or what the bodies of these sounds look like. We are encouraged to imagine 

the materiality of sound through the materiality of imagination itself. As such, sound 

becomes a spatial embodiment for us. This embodiment is the kernel of the voices in 
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Phonophonie. Partial, incomplete and gestural, the voices of Phonophonie speak a spatial 

alphabet.  

As seen in Figure 19, Kagel calls on spatial imagination with the score. The mode 

between speaking and singing, between vocal gesture and bodily movement, creates the 

notion of “sound space.” This term does not simply suggest a physically localized sound 

in the space, but also a physical bridge between voice and body. More specific to 

Phonophonie, one can consider “sound space” to be the bridge between phonation of a 

syllable and phonation of a complete word or equally, between a vocal “a” and a “bodily 

gesture” that articulates a similar “a.” More than complete words, Phonophonie proposes 

phonation of syllables, amplification of vocal effects and bodily movements. In this way, 

the score treats the voice as a cycle of density and expansion.  
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Figure 19: Kagel, Phonophonie, 47. 
 
 
 

Figure 20 demonstrates this density and expansion of the voice. Kagel attempts to 

articulate the position of syllable with the position of mouth, addressing a literal opening. 

Both the score and the performance suggest a similar sonic experience: hearing 

transitions between shapes and patterns, densities and volumes, timbre and pitch and the 

extension and expansion of the voice. The sound spaces of the piece highlight the sounds 

of the voice. Kagel designates this “the most intense language”: “He has found a 

language which gives the most persuasive expression of his mute despair.”19 This is the 

                                                
19 Ibid. 4. 
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only complete phrasing that the performer, Isherwood transmits with his “speaking 

voice.” Otherwise, he deconstructs his voice.  

 

 
 

Figure 20: Kagel, Phonophonie, 53. 
 

 
 

 
  

Written as “oi…ax…n..o…au…” in the score, Isherwood’s vocal fragmentation 

almost shows a “heartbeat” spectrum. Looking at the score (see Figure 21), one can 

imagine the “fragmented” syllables—vocal moments—as a depiction of the heartbeat 

(see bar 2). This imagination is insightful to grasp how these vocal moments are the signs 

of life in the piece like the heartbeat sounds. The vocal fragmentation does not translate 
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or represent a sign language but performs the very life that happens in and through 

mouth. Mouth opens us to the rest of the body. This is what Phonophonie does. The 

opening resolves into physical and mental movement, which invites postural positioning 

and mental spacing. Isherwood’s mouth opens himself and the audience to his body, from 

head to feet, or vice versa. The series of the performer’s bodily movements is carefully 

drawn out with this motivation. (Figure 22 highlights this set of movements.)  

 

 

  
 

Figure 21: Kagel, Phonophonie, 24. 
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Figure 22: Kagel, Phonophonie, 13. 
 
 
 
As seen in Figure 22, Kagel re-positions each persona and each voice with the 

movements. While re-positioning the performer’s body, he also creates the spacing 

between the personas: one and the other may overlap with each other, interrupt each 

other, conflict with each other, reinforce each other, repeat each other and, at the end of 

this cycle, they might transform each other—but they are not the same.  

Take Figure 23, for instance: the graphical “heartbeat” that we first saw in Figure 

21 is extended here. The mimic, marked as imitator on the score, performs the extended 

“heartbeat.” The ventriloquist’s part interrupts the mimic’s “heartbeat,” or pitch, with the 

punctuated sounds. The singer, on the other hand, attempts to resolve the extended pitch 
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into phrases and crystallize the division between the three voices. Towards the end of the 

bar, the deaf mute appears with a descending open note, slowing down the dense 

conversation between the mimic, ventriloquist and singer. The dynamic between these 

personas is spacing that accents the limits between the parts and the voices. Thus the 

mimic, ventriloquist, singer and deaf-mute remain unique, while transforming each other. 

It is possible to revisit this spacing in relation to “syncopation,” to a deviation from the 

regular rhythm, which can also be imagined as a state of “not yet” or “late.” This enables 

us to recognize the fast transitions between the personas on the score. As one can see in 

Figure 24, the very first page of the score demonstrates the fast pace of the conversation 

between four personas. 

 
 

Figure 23: Kagel, Phonophonie, 26. 
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 However, the vocal performance of the piece complicates hearing these fast sonic 

transitions as distinct. We cannot limit the personas when they’re translated into sound. 

Sound space, or specifically spacing as sound here, is a continuous, indistinct moment, a 

function that completes another unit. Imagine the four personas as four functions of 

sound. Even though they may have different names, they sound together. More 

significantly, they make sense when they sound together, since their existence is already 

partial and spatiotemporal. This pushes our conception of the voice beyond nominal 

codes and urges us to review its sound spaces as multiple.  

 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 24: Kagel, Phonophonie, 1. 
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The Nameless Configuration of the Voices in Phonophonie:  

 If a sound space is the bridge between voice and body, and if sound spaces are 

multiple, then voice is a site of multiple sound spaces that has a specific corporeality and 

operates within a specific personal imagination. Such multiplicity and specificity is 

always in process. As mentioned in the previous section, though specific and multiple, a 

sound space is also common, shared by all. This configuration explains how on the one 

hand voice becomes a sonic interpellation of subjectivity and on the other hand how it 

facilitates a medium of phenomenal exchange. The double sidedness of the configuration   

does not allow us to fully objectify the meaning of the voice.  

Phonophonie demonstrates this idea that voice cannot be completely reduced to 

one single name or character. Four voices and four personas generated by one single 

body confuse the audience: who is who? Who says what? Perhaps, who is what? While 

vocalizing vowels, consonants and effect-like sounds, Isherwood presents an imaginary 

order, a possible narrative; yet at the same time he deletes the very narrative itself. The 

appearance and disappearance of the narrative underlines the incompleteness and 

multiplicity of the voice. This, in a way, affirms and realizes the becoming of the voice 

and the personas. Word-like punctuations, sustained tones and broken syllables lead to 

infinite becoming, a unique materiality of one’s own imagination.  

By this, I do not necessarily refer to subjective interpretation. Instead, the 

materiality addresses a shared sense between self and other. This sense is unique, since it 

is contingent. The shared sense here refers to the multiplicity and specificity of the voice, 

which can be read as sound spaces, as proposed above. The vocalizations of Phonophonie 
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stress these sound spaces explicitly and loudly. Thereby, personas of the piece move 

faster, and transitions between each persona become more liquid, less decodable.  

The emphasis on the multiplicity and specificity of the voice creates a particular 

aura for the audience. Unlike the operatic aura, this aura is very physical. It resembles the 

everyday voice. Similar to the use of the voice in Sonant and Sur Scene, the spatial 

alphabet of Phonophonie employs the random noises of the spoken voice, inviting an 

ordinary yet specific embodiment. The audience makes sense of these sounds with its 

own personal memory. To elaborate this point further, we need to first clarify the 

difference between the aura of the operatic voice and the everyday voice. In the next 

section I will discuss the difference between the two and suggest the in-between space as 

the site of Phonophonie’s excessive and melodramatic voices.  

 

Between the Operatic Voice and the Everyday Voice  

Usually, we are inclined to receive operatic aura as an idea that transcends the 

physical body. Mary Ann Smart exposes us to a similar discussion, while underlining the 

“operatic voice” and its aura in Mimomania: Music and Gesture in Nineteenth-century 

Opera.20 To examine the aura, Smart points to the “invisible theatre” that came into being 

with the decline of synchronization between music and stage movement. The operatic 

bodies become “epiphanic,” with the “invisible theater,” as Smart proposes. Smart’s point 

can be observed within operatic training.  

                                                
20 Mary Ann Smart. “In Praise of Overstatement,” Mimomania: Music and Gesture in 
Nineteenth-century Opera, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 4-5. 
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Western vocal pedagogy disciplines vocal gymnastics with metaphors. Here is a 

typical vocal exercise: imagine that you are reaching an apple; the apple is high above; 

you need to extend your body towards the apple; you are almost there; wait; you need to 

pull the apple away with force; take the apple; breathe; open your mouth; and you are 

about to take a big bite; take a big bite; don’t swallow; wait; hold the bite in your mouth; 

turn and look at yourself on the mirror. Vocal language operates like a graphical 

language. Vocal shapes need to be visualized before being vocalized. Opera singers are 

required to watch themselves on the mirror, while singing. This is part of the training, 

part of the classroom, and part of the imagery that the operatic voice creates.  

One can recall Mabel Todd’s The Thinking Body and Eric Franklin’s Dynamic 

Alignment Through Imagery here. As I addressed in the previous section, they both 

suggest mental imagery to use the body efficiently. Notably, Todd experimented with 

imaging to show us how physical efficiency of a movement and natural posture can 

improve vocal expression. However, the goal of the mental imagery that Todd uses and 

the opera singers exercise differs. The former stresses the physical principles of the body 

mechanics to find the natural and effortless expression. The latter studies these principles 

to reconfigure a special quality and technique of the voice that magnifies the sounds of 

the natural voice yet pretends to be effortless. Following the mirror image, the operatic 

voice brings an imagined presence, a distorted illusion.  

Phonophonie’s treatment of the voice addresses an ironic exchange between the 

effortful singing voice and the effortless speaking voice. Similar to the alignment 

between music and theatre, Kagel creates symmetry in singing and speaking by means of 

two acting traditions: presentational and representational styles of performance.  
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The presentational style employs embodied amplification like opera. As Jacob 

Smith posits in Vocal Tracks, this technique was common in the 19th century theatre 

prior to electronic amplification. The aim of the actor was to “play a role rather than 

pretending to be another person.”21 Neither abrupt nor smooth, the communication 

between the actor and the audience is subject to a pre-existing agreement on the clear 

disjunction between reality and play. Both sides maintain their conscious distance to 

acting. Thus more than the characters themselves, the roles of the characters are put on 

stage as distinct and complete. How does this acting tradition train the voice? Smith 

reminds us of a significant training manual, Lessons in Voice Culture, written in 1891 by 

Edmund Shaftesbury. The manual includes speech exercises for stage actors. One of the 

major exercises is called “Placing the Voice” and has the following steps:   

Go into a larger room, hall, church, theatre or field, and select objects at 
various distances away. Aim the voice at one of them, and mentally push 
each syllable toward the object. Then change the direction, and so 
continue until the voice has been sent to every object in the place.22 

 
This exercise seems to be taught for expanding the body and amplifying the sound 

of the voice with control and focus. Placing the voice in an object is a bodily extension 

that crystallizes the shape of sound for the actor. Take “the” and place it in the frame 

hung on the wall. Take the same “the” and place it in the coffee mug in front of you. 

What is the difference? Two major differences can be addressed. First, the physical 

distance between the object and the body determines the natural volume, force, growth 

and intonation of the voice. Second, the shape of the object changes the shape, duration, 

                                                
21 Jacob Smith, Vocal Tracks, 88. 
 
22 Ibid. 90. 
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intensity and timbre of the voice. Elastic and liquid, the physical sound takes the shape of 

the body it meets. Even though the goal of this activity is to control the volume, direction 

and intensity of the voice in the space, the fact that physical sound disseminates through 

the space dissipates the control of the voice. Thus the exercise contributes to 

comprehending how to place the voice in space via objects and how to embody the 

physical objects and limits of the space via voice.  

Not this discovery, but the changing proportions of the theatre space shifted the 

emphasis on amplified projection of the voice into an emphasis on “natural” voice, as 

Smith argues. The early 20th century introduced room theater, that is, a small 

performance area where the stage is situated closer to audience. In such small settings, 

actors began to use their voices economically. Fewer gestures lower voices were 

preferred. Instead of self-conscious role playing, building a character at the heart of a real 

and “effortless” voice became important.  

Konstantin Stanislavski, the central figure of this acting tradition, envisioned the 

representation of a true character or story as realistic theatre. To clarify the context and 

premise of this representational style of acting, Smith refers to another voice teacher of 

the time, Louis Calvert. Calvert critiques Shaftesbury and explains the necessity of 

teaching voice production in another fashion as such:  

It is for us to learn all they knew of voice production, and correct 
intonation and inflection, but learn also how to make it all seem perfectly 
effortless and natural”….We should not lose sight of the danger which 
frightens so many young actors away from the study of voice cultivation 
altogether: the danger of falling in love with our voice. Henry Irving once 
said, ‘What a wonderful actor Wenman would be if he didn’t know he’d 
got a voice.’23  

                                                
23 Ibid. 93. 
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Just like in everyday life, Calvert wants the audience not to notice the voice. 

Actors shall learn the voice production to vocalize the scripted character in an 

undetectable manner. Otherwise, a virtuosic and glorious voice apart from the body does 

not make sense or help the audience empathize with various other aspects of the 

character. The goal of this realistic attitude is to tell a story and make believe.  

What is the story in Phonophonie? How does Isherwood vocalize the voices of 

Phonophonie? As seen in the representational style of acting, does his voice attempt to 

tell us a story involving four characters and making us believe of a true connection 

between them? Or in line with the presentational style of acting, does Isherwood’s voice 

disseminate with glory, with an imagined presence, and with a call for a self-conscious 

illusion?  

I argue that Kagel’s treatment of the voice uniquely combines these two styles of 

acting. First, Isherwood oscillates between various voices that involve seemingly organic 

and effortless noises. To this end, Isherwood’s voice transcends his body as an everyday 

voice that operates with a tangible, communicable absence, with more immediacy, with 

less control and, in the end, with more unexpected resolutions and resistance against 

surfaces (bodies, spaces etc.). Second, Isherwood consciously exaggerates, heightens, 

distorts and mutes his vocalizations, which creates disproportional image and noticeable 

sensory stimulation for the audience. By this, Kagel violates the semantic content and the 

easy access to the connection between the four personas. Kagel here draws the audience’s 

attention to the somatic affiliation between the personas. On the one hand, “this is only a 
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play,” he states; on the other hand he implies, “yet this play is more real than the real.” 

How does the audience relate to this confusing play?  

“It is only by exploring the role of sensorial perception and stimulation that we 

can broaden our understanding of the capabilities and possibilities of nonverbal 

expression in the performing arts,”24 writes Stephen Di Benedetto in his article, Guiding  

Somatic Responses Within Performative Structures. Likewise, Kagel’s nonverbal play 

triggers our senses. Take the very beginning of the piece. The vocalizations can be 

transcribed as such: iiiiish..gggggn..ssttuuu..sh.shh.shhh.hu...ho.. Prior to any repetitive 

musical ideas, phrases and patterns, we hear these letters, which do not necessarily urge 

us to formulate a word. Instead, we tap into an experiential moment simply by staying 

triggered and curious to see what will happen next. Are we able to fully predict and 

articulate what is at stake?  

Di Benedetto reminds us the limitations of the verbal language to describe such 

sensory triggers. He exemplifies installation art pieces via which five senses are 

activated, and by which the audience make the performance happen with their sensory 

experience. The point here is to underline the human body as the generator of live 

performance, and the proximity of the human body as the reminder of humanness. 

Neither as a multimedia stage production nor as an audio track, Phonophonie is perfectly 

comparable to these installation pieces. However, Phonophonie’s activation of sensory 

                                                
24 Stephen Di Benedetto, “Guiding Somatic Responses within Performative Structures: 
Contemporary Live Art and Sensorial Perception,” The Senses in Performance, Eds. 
Sally Banes and Andre Lepecki, (New York: Routledge, 2007), 125. 
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awareness has a similar point: recognition of the proximity between human bodies, 

specifically, the nearness of Isherwood’s voice.  

Di Benedetto insightfully posits that the promise of this identification is “social 

exposure.”25 It is true that audience’s conscious participation and observation leads to 

social exchange and dialogue. It tests the given or established meanings, challenges the 

predictable order or presumed hierarchy of thoughts. Above all, it rewinds the thought 

process. Nevertheless, what is more important here is the production of the voice. One’s 

recognition of the proximity between bodies generates the nearness of the voice.  

Here we shall detail how this nearness of the voice is produced. As voice teacher 

and scholar J. Clifford Turner explains, there are three components in the production of 

the voice: excitor, vibrator and resonator.26 He defines each component as such:  

The excitor is the force which is essential to initiate any sound. The energy 
behind the arm movements of the violinist and the drummer..The vibrator 
is the part of the instrument that resists the excitor or to which the energy 
of the excitor is transferred. The strings of the violin, the stretched skin of 
the drum...The resonator is the part of the instrument which amplifies the 
note resulting from bringing the excitor and vibrator into association. The 
wooden part of beneath the strings of the violin...27 

 
Who would be the excitor, vibrator and resonator in Phonophonie? Answers vary. 

Imagine the performer as the excitor, the force who initiates sound for the audience. The 

audience would be the vibrator who resists the excitor, and the space in which the 

performer meets the audience would be the resonator. For the performer, the scenario 

                                                
25 Ibid. 134. 
 
26 James Clifford Turner, Voice and Speech in the Theatre, Ed. Jane Boston, (London: 
Black Publishers, 2007), 3. 
 
27 Ibid. 
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may be the opposite. The excitor could be the audience. In that case, the vibrator would 

be the performer himself. If we zoom in the space, the audience would experience this 

cycle with one another. If we zoom in the piece, the audience would confront random 

sounds that occur in the piece as the excitor, the performer’s body as the vibrator and its 

own body as the resonator.  

Let’s take the very first sound pattern: iiiiish.. gggggn.. ssttuuu.. sh. shh. shhh. 

hu... ho.. It is possible to imagine the pauses between the letters as sites of resistance that 

keep and transfer the energy of the previous letter to the next one. The audience in this 

context amplifies the sound of “iiiish,” and associates it with the performer’s body. The 

flesh of such resonance is the audience’s own body. As I demonstrate here, various 

possibilities of this process leads to producing a referential, collective voice. One can ask 

whether this is not always the case in a concert or public performance. I argue that this is 

almost always the case physically; nevertheless, we are not always sensorily aware of this 

process and of our social exposure to one another.  

Phonophonie’s unique mixture of the operatic voice and everyday voice here 

encourage us to be aware of such physical and social force and thus to participate in the 

production of the collective voice. The mixture pushes us to notice the physical, 

psychological and social proximities between the performer and the audience’s body, and 

between the four personas’s voices in the piece.   

The result is then neither a self-conscious illusion nor an illusionary story that 

pretends to be true. Instead, the result is multiple imagery, multiple discourses of the 

singer, mimic, ventriloquist and deaf-mute. Such multiplicity is designed in a redundant, 
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over-heightened fashion. As Mary Ann Smart tells us, this kind of “redundancy” equals 

to “overflow of signification.”28  

So, specifically, what are the components of Phonophonie’s overflow of 

signification? Four personas, four bodies, four contingent and projected voices perpetuate 

in timbre, volume, shape and intensity. The oscillation of the electronic sounds reinforces 

the spatial imagination that positions and fleshes out the extension of the performer’s 

body to four other bodies. Percussive sounds punctuate the bodies. Pre-recorded voices 

interrupt the wholeness of the four voices, act like a noisy choir and duplicate the 

cinematic affect of the imagined bodies of the voices. All are redundant together. This 

very redundancy aligns the piece with melodrama. I suggest reviewing this alignment as 

vocal. The drama in Phonophonie is hidden in the over-heightened treatment of the 

ordinary and intimate sounds, not in the realistic story lines of true characters. And what 

translates this drama into melodrama is the embodiment of these sounds: the human 

voice. 

In her comprehensive work, The Human Voice,29 British sociologist and journalist, 

Anna Karpf tells us how our voices disclose who we are. Yet, Phonophonie’s voices 

challenge this presumption. Phonophonie’s voices are not always self-reflexive. Instead 

they are referential, partial and incomplete. The four scripted voices here only deliver 

sonic functions of the personas. Sonic functions of each persona sound similar. The 

physical and phenomenal operation of the sound already blurs the semantic nuances. The 

                                                
28 Mary Ann Smart, Mimomania, 11. 
 
29Anna Karpf, The Human Voice: The Story of A Remarkable Talent, (London: 
Bloomsbury, 2006). 
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drama derives from this de-semiotization of the bodily sounds. De-semiotization  

obliterates our preoccupation and labels for each character. It removes the identities, 

leaves the sounds and thus renders the human conjunction between the personas.  

Phonophonie’s voices then reiterate the “syncope”30 between self and other. The 

vocal heart of Phonophonie on the one hand mobilizes, on the other hand glues the 

fragmented, spatial, and imagined—what I call far-fetched here—bodies of the singer, 

ventriloquist, mimic and deaf-mute. Such exertion and extension of the voices exploits 

the given limits of the human body and language, and thus enables the imagination of the 

physical and psychical forces between the personas.  

Clément’s astonishing reading of “delay” of the “ego and its being” in her book 

Syncope: The Philosophy of Rapture recalls Phonophonie’s “syncopated” transitions 

from one persona to another, from one voice to another. Similar to the way I define sound 

space here, Clément argues syncopation as an “absence of the self,” as a “cerebral 

eclipse,”31 and perhaps as a presence of the other. She writes:  

But inside, what is going on? Where is the lost syllable, the beat eaten 
away by the rhythm? Where does the subject go who later comes to 
“comes back”? Where am I in syncope?32    

 

 

                                                
30 I borrow the term “syncopation” from French literary critic and thinker Catherine 
Clément. Catherine Clément,  Syncope : The Philosophy of Rapture, Translated by Sally 
O'Driscoll with Deirdre M. Mahoney ; foreword by Verena Andermatt Conley,  
(Minneapolis : University of Minnesota Press, 1994). 
 
31 Ibid. 1. 
 
32 Ibid. 5. 
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Asymmetric Similarities in Phonophonie  

But inside the self what is going on? Why does the subject who goes away come 

back later, on off beat? How does the syncope between self and other make the two 

closer? This section investigates these questions in light of Matte Blanco’s notion of the 

n-dimensional unconscious.  

 
Matte-Blanco’s n-Dimensional Unconscious  

Ignacio Matte-Blanco wrote only two books: The Unconscious as Infinite Sets, 

and Thinking Feeling Being. In both books Matte-Blanco reformulates Freudian 

unconscious as “infinite sets.” Matte-Blanco mainly criticizes Freud’s “bi-logical 

analysis” of the unconscious. As he puts it, Freud’s notion of unconscious is two-

dimensional. His point is rather insightful: the unconscious must offer more. It should be 

n-dimensional. Both clinical data and logic suggest that it must be n-dimensional. Matte-

Blanco posits his reason behind such re-formulation: psychoanalytic concepts, instinct, 

energy and space have become incapable of adequately explaining us the foundation and 

operation of the unconscious.33 Regarding space, for instance, Freud uses spatial 

metaphors like “container, external object, internalization, internal object, displacement, 

tearing into bits, depth psychology.”34 Such “three-dimensional analogies”35 may only 

                                                
33Ignacio Matte-Blanco, The Unconscious as Infinite Sets: An Essay in Bi-Logic, 
(London: Duckworth, 1975), 7.  
 
34 Ibid. 8. 
 
35 Ibid.  
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help us understand the physical phenomena, yet not the psychical ones, according to 

Matte-Blanco. N-dimensional unconscious then comes into the picture to “develop” and 

“modify” the relation between instinct, space and energy.36  

What are the strata of the unconscious that explain its n-dimensions? As Mate-

Blanco argues, the first stratum is consciousness of separate objects; the second stratum is 

emotion related association between objects (similar to self’s mirroring itself in objects); 

the third is a neutral grouping between objects (turning into a given knowledge); and the 

fourth is the mathematical infinite. In this formulation, Matte-Blanco highlights two 

functions: symmetrization and asymmetrization. His theory’s destination is 

symmetrization–n dimensionality—and indivisibility. In that respect, asymmetrization is 

also a function of symmetrization. The significance of this theory is that it suggests n-

dimensionality as an open space, as the “third being” that erases the boundary between 

inside and outside. This open space highlights similarities through asymmetries. Treating 

differences as functions of similarities, Matte-Blanco’s is a fresh reading of the vivid 

unconscious.  

To illuminate his own theory, Matte-Blanco initially lays out the characteristics of 

Freudian unconscious: (a) absence of contradiction and negation, (b) displacement and 

condensation, (c) timelessness, (d) replacement of external by psychical reality, (e) co-

presence of contradictions, (f) the alternation between absence and presence of temporal 

successions, (g) logical connection reproduced as simultaneity in time and causality as 

succession, (h) similarity as privileged relation, (i) co-presence of thinking and not-

                                                
36 Ibid.15.  
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thinking and (j) profound disorganization of the structure of thinking.37 Matte-Blanco’s 

project does not evoke a contradiction with the Freudian unconscious. Rather, it 

demonstrates a very subtle criticism and reformulation. As he argues, the structure of the 

Freudian unconscious presumes a neutral unity. It mixes everything on the basis of bi-

logic and risks to reduce the unconscious to a “dream world.”  

However, Matte-Blanco’s project attempts to highlight the asymmetry behind the 

symmetry. In that respect, Matte-Blanco’s strata articulate asymmetries. More 

specifically, the first stratum includes “conscious and well-delimited object,” which 

separates one person from another, one object from another, and, eventually, generates 

difference and asymmetry. The second stratum manifests “more or less conscious 

emotion,” which situates emotion as the very first reaction, or impulse, such as “I love it” 

(Matt-Blanco qualifies this stratum as the beginning of symmetrization). The third 

stratum is “symmetrization of the class,” where we start grouping objects, people, etc. 

The fourth stratum is “formation of wider classes which are symmetrized,” where we 

generate larger categories, such as human beings, animals, etc.38 Last, the fifth stratum is 

the deepest stratum, which is “the mathematical limit: indivisibility,”39 within which there 

is only symmetrization of various asymmetries operating on a continuum.  

                                                
37 Matte-Blanco, Ignacio, Thinking, Feeling, And Being, (London, New York: Routledge. 
1988), 60,61,62. 
 
38Blanco further examines this category of symmetrization as the source of ease of 
schizophrenia. As he argues, “greater degree of symmetrization” de-intensifies 
“aggression.” For instance the symmetries like tall=rich, opening door=opening mouth 
lead us to ease of aggression, and anxiety. Aggression is mostly found in asymmetries, as 
he puts it. Ibid. 54. 
 
39 Ibid. 52, 53, 54. 
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This summary presents the lay out of Matte-Blanco’s frame of reference.40 To 

understand what constitutes the n-dimensional unconscious, however, we shall look at 

Matte-Blanco’s last book The Unconscious as Infinite Sets. The piece informs us about 

the conception of the asymmetry and symmetry in detail, and thus presents us the 

conditions of the strata of the n-dimensional unconscious.  

As mentioned earlier, by asymmetry, Matte Blanco simply refers to 

differentiation, realization of distinct and individual parts of a whole. We establish such 

asymmetries everyday by means of language. We are used to distinguishing objects, 

people and concepts from one another, since this is the way we think and analyze. This is 

the level of consciousness, the level of defining and describing things that requires 

asymmetry and difference. The question becomes, how far we can go with such 

descriptions? Do they truly inform us about our contingent realities? As Matte-Blanco 

posits, description or definition does not convey the substance of a reality. They lead to 

superficial distinctions. Yet, there is a depth to every distinction. In other words, every 

individual belongs to a larger class. Even though asymmetric (conscious) thinking 

concentrates on individual distinctions, it also creates the urge to question the limits of 

such distinctions. If we broaden and deepen its limits, what happens to the individual? 

Obviously, it does not remain the same individual, but what does it become? Symmetrical 

relations enter the picture at this point.  

                                                
 
40 Instead of the word theory, Matte-Blanco uses “frame of reference.” He explains the 
reason behind this choice as such: “Theory is historically loaded with a collection of 
meanings which are better avoided…In contrast the expression ‘frame of reference’ has a 
more restricted meaning: that of a system of relations into which our observation of 
reality directly fits.” Ibid. 7.  
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When the limits of an individual are extended or intensified, there occurs an 

inevitable connection with another individual. Indeed, the very difference between the 

two individuals shall be considered the force of extension and intensification. Symmetries 

initially stem from such eventful moments of difference. Nonetheless, the conscious self 

can only accommodate them up to a particular point, to the point where similarities are 

exhausted and cannot be identified any more. The unconscious comes into being at this 

point of exhaustion, not as storage but as another state of being. “The quality of being 

unconscious is not inherent in or essentially inevitable to symmetrical being; instead, it is 

a consequence of the nature of consciousness, which cannot contain within itself” writes 

Matte-Blanco.41 To rephrase, since consciousness is limited in recognizing and naming 

the infinite possibilities of extension and intensification that may occur between two 

individuals, unconsciousness comes into the picture as a deeper mode of being. Both 

translate and are translated into one another. Matte-Blanco designates this relation 

between the conscious and the unconscious as “translating or unfolding function.”42  

  

The Unfolding Function 

The unfolding function underscores two implications. First, it shows that 

conscious and unconscious co-exist and co-operate. Second, there is no clear-cut 

distinction between the two; in other words, one cannot fully associate logic with the 

                                                
41 Matte-Blanco, The Unconscious as Infinite Sets, 97.  
 
42 Ibid. 99.  
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former or chaos with the latter. Matte-Blanco explains these implications in more detail 

by coupling asymmetry with the conscious and symmetry with the unconscious.  

As to logic and chaos, he draws attention to the fact that all symmetry can delete 

“logic,” yet no symmetry can result in chaos.43 Thus there is always a degree of 

asymmetry in unconscious and a degree of symmetry in consciousness. Following this 

point, Matte-Blanco argues that even “free association”—which is usually affiliated with 

unconscious thinking—has a logic. His example is basic but striking:  

When we digest a food, our body secretes the appropriate enzymes in the 
appropriate quantities. When we run, our body makes complicated 
hydraulic adjustments, so that bodily functions can take place 
satisfactorily in these new conditions. Nobody stops to think that we 
cannot digest because our body is not a distinguished biochemist, as it 
would have to be if it were to create ‘the digesting conditions’ in a 
laboratory…But if a schizophrenic says some strange things and it is 
found that they conform to a certain logic, some might think that is 
strange. The answer to this is that the logic employed by the schizophrenic 
or the unconscious forms part of our psychobiological equipment just as 
much as the ‘practical knowledge’ of enzymes or of hydraulics…44  

 
Perhaps logic of free association fleshes out the connection between the somatic and 

semantic paths of thinking. More significantly, it illuminates the fact that conscious 

thinking is only able to point to things but not fully translate the “experience” of things.45 

In this respect, the somatic aspect is important. Take a chill caused by the sound of an 

approaching storm. Would one be able to fully describe the physical sensation? One may 

logically explain why and how the chill happens. Yet can one translate the feel of chill 

                                                
43 Ibid.  
 
44 Ibid. 100.  
 
45 Ibid.  
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into a legible medium that could be divided into sections, repeated as fragments and 

reassembled? In other words, can one divide the experience of the chill into words?  

I would argue that one couldn’t fulfill a describable translation of the chill. A 

physical feel of the chill assures a conscious body. Yet being cognizant of the chill does 

not necessarily assure that the way one feels the chill is a conscious activity. Physical 

sensations, or “primary experiences,” according to the language of psychoanalysis and 

phenomenology, are not analytical modes of thinking. It is of course true that a 

spatiotemporal environment, which can only be absorbed by a conscious body and which 

is almost always coupled with prior conceptions, stimulates a primary experience. The 

environment prepares the particular contingency of an experience, sensation or feeling. 

Nonetheless, the sensation itself cannot be fully pinpointed or traced back simply because 

it is not a partial event. Experience is not a condition limited to conscious manifestations 

and activities. It is more inclusive, open and “symmetrical” as Matte-Blanco suggests.46 

For this very reason, it can only be approximately described. Matte-Blanco explains to us 

this quality of the symmetrical while contrasting it with the asymmetrical:  

Symmetrical being appears, in a way, as more mysterious and alien to our 
thinking. At the same time we seem to be in direct contact with it. Though 
we cannot describe it, we feel it and we are it. Consciousness on the other 
hand can be described in a much more accurate way… We can describe 
the stages of our thinking and isolate the aspects of our self-awareness of 
our conscious activity. But what is there behind? If we take all 
asymmetrical analysis from our ‘contact’ with consciousness, is there 
anything left?47  

 

                                                
46 Ibid.  
 
47 Ibid. 102.  
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“We simply don’t know,” writes Matte-Blanco.48 The implication is that having less 

contact with consciousness generates a deeper symmetrical being. Yet there cannot be 

pure symmetry. Without asymmetrical relations, there cannot be space, time, movement 

or perception. And our imagination can work through “spatiotemporal phenomena.”49 

Then what is the premise of peeling away the asymmetric skin and generating a deeper 

symmetrical being? Where does such unconscious thinking lead to? I would argue for 

two things. First, unconscious thinking leads us to an undoing of asymmetry. Given that 

there is no pure symmetry, there is no pure asymmetry—pure difference—either. 

Difference is almost always an act of differentiation. Second, unconscious thinking leads 

us to a living embodiment of symmetry, of similarity. Similarity is almost always a state 

of approximation that is latent to constant change and calculation.  

 The sound spaces in Phonophonie function as an adhesive force between 

difference and similarity. Sound is a unique phenomenon, which carries both 

asymmetries and symmetries. Marking a particular space and time; it is an asymmetrical 

“doing.” Activating the open, vast and incomplete sites of the imaginary, it is a 

symmetrical being. As such, sound translates conscious activities into unconscious 

thinking, and vice versa. “Without asymmetrical wrapping we would know nothing of 

symmetrical manifestations,” posits Matte-Blanco.50  

                                                
48 Ibid. 103.  
 
49 Ibid.  
 
50 Ibid. 104.  
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Asymmetrical wrapping may be a very useful and vivid metaphor for 

understanding the experience of sound in bridging the conscious with the unconscious, 

that is, in generating “symmetrical unwrapping” by the very means of differentiation.  

Imagine two separate and seemingly unrelated sounds: the sound of typing and the sound 

of rain dropping. The first asymmetry is the two sounds’ different—uneven—sources. 

The variables of hearing—such as the other sound that surrounds the original sounds, the 

hearer’s distance from the source of sound and his level of attentiveness—are the second 

asymmetry. The sonic variables of the sounds themselves—such as the frequency, 

amplitude and speed of the vibrations—are the third asymmetry. Last, the way the hearer 

identifies and names the sounds constitutes the fourth layer of asymmetry. In short, there 

are various individual events that occur in the production and reception of a sound.  

How are these layers unwrapped? How do they arrive at symmetry? Matte-Blanco 

argues that such asymmetric layers become united and symmetrical by means of 

asymmetries again. The two seemingly different sounds that I exemplified above suggest 

infinite varieties in their generation and apprehension. However, the rise in individual 

variables also increases the possibilities of grouping these individuals. That is to say the 

existence of the infinite variety renders imaginable the overlaps and intersections—as 

well as juxtapositions and oppositions—between these sounds. The frequency of the 

typing sound may be symmetrical to the frequency of the rain sound. Likewise, their 

magnitude may be similar. Imagine yourself in a lecture hall where three hundred people 

type on their computers together. Close your eyes and attentively listen to the sounds of 

typing. If you didn’t know or see the source of the sounds, would you be able to identify 

the sounds you heard as typing sounds? Or, would you be able to imagine timbral, 
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rhythmic and textural symmetries between the typing sound and the rain sound? The 

variety of contexts and names behind a sound enables us to connect one sound to another 

one. The asymmetrical layers of sound become a function of symmetry for us. Such 

unwrapping can be understood as an experience of the unconscious.  

 

Extensive Positive and Negative Infinite Sets  

 The unconscious provides us with a land of symmetries, where the “seemingly 

different” parts appear as a whole. Matte-Blanco argues that since “the unconscious does 

not deal with concrete objects, it treats the partial objects like breast or penis as a whole 

class and follows the law of either positive or negative infinite sets, that is, either a class 

has infinite positive potentialities or infinite negative powers as a class.”51 To translate, 

what is at stake in the unconscious is a depth, in which there is all or nothing. Some 

examples are: “the class of good people, the class of penetrating objects, the class of 

explosions.”52 According to the rule of positive or negative infinite potentialities, the 

qualities of these classes could only be extremely positive or extremely negative, that is 

the class of good people means the class of very good people.53  

                                                
51 Ibid. 145. 
 
52 Ibid. 157.  
 
53 As Matte-Blanco argues, given the infinite possibilities of values and conditions make 
the unconscious sets and classes also infinite, the magnitude can also be infinite. He 
writes: “Even if in practice there are degrees, for instance of goodness and badness, the 
unconscious deals in its deeper layers with only infinite goodness or infinite badness. The 
(symmetrical) unconscious treats everybody as though they were like the ‘little girl who 
had a little curl… and when she was good she was very very good and when she was bad 
she was horrid.’ In other words, this is the law of either positive or negative infinite sets.” 
Ibid. 158, 159.  
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Sound seems to be inconsistent with this rule. The phenomenon of sound is itself 

a variable, and as such, neither its physical nor its psychological magnitude can be 

associated with extremely positive or negative infinities. Instead, sound suggests degrees. 

The question is, what does this do to the unconscious? 

I would argue that both the physical and phenomenal reception of sound in 

degrees lead to “approximation” in the unconscious. According to Matte-Blanco’s frame 

of reference, such approximation is one possibility of symmetrization. Beside 

approximation, Matte-Blanco introduces us to two other possibilities: “to describe a 

reality outside the realm of the distinguishable in elements, or applying the reality to a 

more general principle…”54 Where does approximation stand here? When we 

approximate, do we describe a reality outside the realm of the measurable? Or, do we 

apply a reality to a general principle? It seems like approximation stands somewhere 

between the two. When we approximate, we do not indicate a proposition that is 

completely outside the realm of the measurable. Take the example above. In 

approximating typing sound to rain sound, we refer to the physical symmetries between 

the two such as the overlaps in terms frequency, magnitude, timbre and speed. We then 

apply these overlaps to a larger—more general—principle, a conceptual affinity between 

typing sound and rain sound: the sound of three hundred people’s typing could be the 

sound of heavy rain drops. This affinity might be “alien to logic,” yet it “is there.”55 More 

                                                
 
54 Ibid. 148.  
 
55 Ibid. 149.  
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significantly, sound allows for developing and embodying these symmetries and thus 

results in both “extensive and intensive infinities.”56  

Extensive and intensive infinities simply inform us about the qualities of infinite 

sets. By extensive infinite sets, Matte-Blanco means a mathematical multiplication of the 

sets that manifest themselves through quantifiable “concrete objects and individual 

symbolic meanings.” By intensive infinite sets, he addresses a “depth” in which we 

cannot precisely count the number of the sets or mental representations.57 As I suggested 

above, the symmetrization of sound provides us with both possibilities. On the one hand, 

it leads us to a quantifiable stretch; on the other hand, it generates a psychological depth. 

In doing so, the experience of sound turns the engine of the thinking body inside out: 

internal unity—symmetry—works through internal multiplicities and asymmetries.58 The 

deeper the asymmetries get the more indistinguishable and united they become.  

                                                
56 Ibid. 159.  
 
57 Ibid. 160.  
 
58 Here Matte- Blanco proposes a solution for the conciliation of the unity and 
multiplicity: “The multiplicity in man cannot be denied, but neither can the unity of man 
be denied. The problem is how to conciliate the internal unity with the internal 
multiplicity…The class, which for symmetrical being is an indivisible whole for 
asymmetrical being is an infinite set formed of discrete elements or several infinite sets… 
This can be an approach to the problem... Yet the inevitable paradox remains: When 
turned towards his own being, man fuses with the others (breast, mother etc), when 
turned towards others, he is (asymmetrically) separated from them. Ibid., 130,133.  

Indeed, an asymmetry appears as an individual event only when it is no longer 
united with a larger class. Some of the clinical cases map such relations more explicitly. 
An example is as follows:   

 
A woman patient was for many years in love with a man who in various 
ways resembled her father; among others he had the same profession and 
had reached in it a degree of success—neither small nor great—which 
reminded her of her father’s achievements. This man was separated from 
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his wife and the patient hoped he would marry her. After some rather 
feeble approaches he had practically disappeared from sight, but she 
continued to hope that one day he would come to her. One day she 
dreamed that she had an appointment with a woman friend who lived near 
my house. This woman left her at the door of a restaurant and asked her to 
wait. The patient went inside, to the room furthest from the street. There 
was a man she knew, a television announcer, having his dinner. He stood 
up and declared his love for her, telling her that if he were not already 
married he would marry her. The patient heard this declaration with 
courtesy but also with indifference and soon afterwards left the restaurant. 
Among the associations she mentioned the fact that another television 
announcer looked very similar to the man she had been in love with…She 
then remembered that both the friend who lived near my house and herself 
had the same dentist whom she had seen the afternoon previous to the 
dream. They had met in the street and my patient took the opportunity to 
consult her regarding a wisdom tooth, which disturbed her. The dentist 
had told her that she would have to have it removed because it was 
decayed. It became obvious that the friend who lived near me stood both 
for the dentist and for me, represented as a dentist. The decayed tooth, 
which had to be removed stood for the man she had loved…This man had 
been for her a father image, probably also a mother image. Idealization 
had made him appear in her eyes as a sum of perfections… In normal 
logic we would say that he was only one element of the class of 
fathers…But in the dream we witness the opposite process: this fantastic 
attribution of qualities falls to the ground… She is no longer interested in 
him… Furthermore she expels him as an introjected object, in the same 
manner as she gets rid of a decayed tooth. What had actually happened 
was that the identification of the individual with the class of fathers had 
disappeared… He no longer represented for her the infinite magnitudes, 
which are implied in the propositional function corresponding to this class. 
He had become only one individual…Ibid. 165,166,167.  

 

This case does not indicate a particular experience of sound in the process of 
identification. However, it lays out how an individual event can embody different forms. 
Here the individual event that is associated with a larger class of idealization re-appears 
in the form of a decayed tooth. The symmetry between the decayed tooth and the 
idealized man leads to an asymmetric change in the context and effect of the event. What 
would have happened if the same event appeared in the form of a sonic exertion, be it a 
scream? Obviously, this is a hypothetical scenario. But it is possible to argue that if that 
were the case, another degree of asymmetry and displacement would have taken place.  
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The Asymmetries in Phonophonie: n-Voices in One  
 

What could be the asymmetries in Phonophonie? One can count many, but the 

most explicitly articulated asymmetries are the ones between (1) the four different 

personas, (2) singing and speaking and (3) vocalization and bodily configurations. If we 

look into them, we can find even more asymmetries and suggest a fragmented web of 

associations in between. Take the asymmetry between the 19th century singer and the 

deaf mute for instance. The 19th century singer “sings” almost in a fluid bel canto style, 

whereas the deaf mute stutters. Or, note the asymmetry between the mimic and 

ventriloquist. As indicated in Example 5 earlier, the ventriloquist interrupts the mimic’s 

phrase with punctuation. The mimic ridicules the fluidity of a phrase by means of 

constant variation in his singing (which I earlier attempted to designate as a graphics of 

heartbeat), and the ventriloquist, by definition, confuses the source of his own 

punctuation. Example 4 precedes this fragmentation by bodily marks. As I also 

mentioned before, the bodily positions of the deaf mute “space” the mimic’s line. The 

question is how these asymmetries can indicate symmetries for us.  

 

The Conscious and Well-delimited Object: Discursive Asymmetries  

Matte-Blanco’s first stratum is the “conscious and well-delimited object,” whence 

we separate one person from another. The first class of asymmetry—the discursive 

differences between the four personas—can be situated within this stratum. Below is a 
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sketch of historical characterization of the nineteenth century singer, mimic, ventriloquist 

and deaf mute. Drawing on the historical background, my intention is to find the shared 

senses between these characters.  

 

The Extravagant Singer 

The 19th century singer represents operatic singing. The stylistic roots of operatic 

singing go back to seventeenth century Baroque bel canto tradition. In A History of Bel 

Canto, Italian music historian Rodolfo Celleti summarizes the cult of bel canto as 

“virtuosity and hedonism.”59 Virtuosity obviously refers to a soloist’s technical 

excellence, extravaganza and skillful improvisation. Yet, it flourishes out of a larger 

indulgence, a self-affirming, celebrating (and, ironically, self-deviating) spectacle that is 

embedded in the social matrix of the church and the court.  

Baroque vocal music reflected and reproduced the spectacle of these two 

institutions. In other words, the first and foremost “instrument” of such an indulgence and 

spectacle was the human voice. Almost the most available and malleable, the limits of the 

voice were explored and exhausted in creating “poetic wonder, imagination and 

amazement.”60 With its sensuous, glorified and disproportional presence, the voice 

generated a “lyrical ecstasy.”61 This trance of the voice first appeared with the 

performances of the castrati, male singers who were castrated at an early age to preserve 

                                                
59 Rodolfo Celletti, A History of Bel Canto, translated by Frederick Fuller, (Oxford : 
Clarendon Press; New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 2.  
 
60 Ibid. 4.  
 
61 Ibid.7.  
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their treble voices for use in the church choirs. The castrato’s vocal extremes and 

athleticism along with his trans-gendered appearance led to the construction of a “super 

human” or “post human” figure. The vocal superiority not only substituted his inability 

for a physical erection but also established his iconic figure as a mythical virility, which 

found its momentum from the erotic idealization and fantasy of the audience. In short, 

castrati performance introduced the voice as a dilemma of the physical and the imaginary. 

On the one hand, the physical capabilities, such as singing in wide octaves with a large 

degree of flexibility and ornamentation, reinforced the sensuous embodiment of the 

voice. On the other hand, the “trans” aspects suggested the voice as a disembodied idea, 

an iconic image.  

The overstated, melodramatic and romanticized singing of the nineteenth century 

owes its foundation to this dilemma. In Mimomania, Mary Ann Smart analyzes the 

aesthetic order—the operatic stage—that even furthers the disjunction between voice and 

body. Smart reminds us how Wagner’s gesamkunstwerk—total work of art—generated 

separate tracks of sound, image, and movement. “Under this new aesthetic order, music 

might encircle the exhibited body, supplying a sensuous haze of sound to suggest erotic 

power; but its rhythms rarely traced or echoed the actual movements of a performer or 

duplicated the meaning of his or her words,” she writes.62 The expanded size of the 

orchestra and compositional complexities in romantic music led to compound sonorities, 

which do not literally or fully refer to singing and staging. This also contributed to the 

conception of the voice as a disembodied gesture or delayed figure. Smart exemplifies 

                                                
62 Mary Ann Smart, Mimomania, 4,5.  
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such a delay by looking at Verdi’s La Traviata. Violetta, one of the prominent characters, 

has a body that is never fully synchronized with her voice. For instance, singing one of 

the most famous waltzes of the opera, Sempre Libera, Violetta does not waltz. “Violetta’s 

body is always at one remove from her immediate presence on stage,” Smart posits.63 

The delay between Violetta’s body and voice situates singing as a “gestural” act 

that does not convey but mimes the character. We may treat miming as abstraction, given 

that miming cannot be fully literal, that it almost always leads to multiple meanings or 

scenarios for the viewer. Similarly, we treat singing as abstraction. Listening to a spoken 

language in a poetic form, in different shapes, tone colors and dynamics also elicits 

multiple representations. In fact, both reveal how we treat anything that goes before or 

beyond language as abstraction, either as an new move or as an ancient concept. Is 

anything before and beyond language always disproportional and abstract? Or on the 

contrary, can it be concrete? The history of pantomime guides us to possible answers.  

 

All Mime 

Pantomime means “all mime.” We might think that miming is mimicking, or 

imitation. Imitation is not purely copying however. It is, rather, an adaptation, an 

interpretation, which comments more than it copies. Pantomime imitates life. Unlike 

words, it seems much less abstract yet much more expressive. Employing the physical 

body at large, pantomime aims at “direct transmission of an idea thought and feeling.”64  

                                                
63 Ibid. 6, 7.  
 
64 Douglas and Kari Hunt, Pantomime: The Silent Theatre, (New York: Atheneum, 
1964), 8.  
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Douglas and Kari Hunt’s Pantomime: The Silent Theatre informs us about the 

long history behind this transmission. The history evolves from prehistoric times, to 

ancient Greece and Roman Empire, to 19th century English pantomime, to 20th century 

circus clowns and magicians. The earliest pantomime was in the form of traditional 

rituals. For instance, imitating wild animals, the ancient Greeks performed pantomimes in 

honor of Dionysus, the God of Wine.65 The rite of sacrificial slaying of goat later turned 

into a performance of tragedy—goat song—deriving from the word for goat in Greek, 

tragos.66 Greek pantomime was intrinsically connected to spoken drama and singing. As 

Hunt mentions, although Greeks established communication by means of body 

movement, their pantomime performers were also singing and speaking.67 It was Rome 

where silent theatre first took place. When one of the Greek pantomime performers, 

Livius Andronicus, lost his voice while performing in a large theatre, he exclusively used 

body movement.68  

The combination of silent mime, singing and spoken dialogue continued into the 

Middle Ages. Yet the content was re-appropriated according to locals’ interests. Hunt 

demonstrates various pictures, which document the context—overstated “multicolored 

patchwork” costume and staging—of the pantomime performances at the time. The 

                                                
 
65 Ibid. 16.  
 
66 Ibid. 19.  
 
67 Ibid. 23.  
 
68 Ibid.  
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pictures show the performers’ affiliation with the festival “Feast of the Fools,” which was 

supported by the low clergy of the Church.69 Hunt describes these festivities:   

Old shoes were used for incense, riotous songs were sung, masks were 
worn, the clergy put on fools’ costumes, and as the high point of the 
festivities, a donkey was brought into the church.70  

 
The leaders of the Church banned these events, which led the festivities to appear in 

streets and in market areas, as Hunt explains. This direct integration of the festivities with 

public life, however, expanded the use of mime in everyday life even more. Performers, 

or “fools,” served kings, princes and nobles as court entertainment, especially during 

wartime.71  

Feast of the Fools influenced Commedia dell’arte in the 16th century Italy. 

Commedia dell’arte, or improvised theatre, was founded on the insights of the actors. The 

plots were only written as an “outline,” and the characters are sketched throughout a life 

time, that is, each actor concentrates on “playing one stock character during his career.”72 

As such, each character reflects various ends of the human persona. Among the most 

famous ones, Arlecchino (or Harlequin, in French) is an “amorous, stupid, and swindling 

character,” and Pedrolino (who is called Pierrot, in France, and Clown in England) is a 

“shrewd and clever servant” to juxtapose with Arlecchino.73 Similar to ancient Greek 

                                                
69 Ibid. 32, 35.  
 
70 Ibid.  
 
71 Ibid. 35.  
 
72 Ibid. 40.  
 
73 Ibid. 41, 42.  
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pantomime, Italian Commedia dell’arte also includes the combination of body movement, 

spoken dialogue and singing. The tradition affected many playwrights such as Molière 

and Shakespeare.74  

Hunt explains the transition between Commedia dell’arte and English pantomime. 

The ornamented use of English made the improvisation of the dialogues “crude.”75 The 

19th century English Pantomime then became a combination of “body movement, not 

improvised but dramatized fairy tales in the form of poetry, elaborate staging, musical 

comedy, trick boxes and illusions” which characteristically ends with non-verbal yet loud 

representations.76 The legacy of pantomime is later translated into circus clowning. Over 

the top atmosphere of the circus includes acrobatics, “mechanical tricks”77 and illusionary 

magic. Yet clowns and magicians also use vocal mimes in creating such tricks and magic, 

and, often, in developing and moving the illusion of a superhuman character. Performing 

the overstated festivities of the body and voice then causes more direct and concrete 

transmission of a feeling or thought.  

 

Alter-ego Dummy 

How can voice give the illusion of a magical character? That is to say how does a 

voice develop magic? Where does a voice come from? Where does it go? The third 
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persona of Phonophonie, the ventriloquist, more explicitly poses these questions. The 

ventriloquist suggests an illusion by separating voice from its body and creates a 

“dialogue with the alter-ego dummy,” as Steven Connor explains in his astonishing 

Dumstruck: A Cultural History of Ventriloquism.78 Connor indicates our habituation with 

the displaced voice since the early stories of mankind. He reminds us of the discursive 

trajectory behind archaic divination and prophetic voices; ancient Greek myths (such as 

the story of Echo whose image fades away as a result of her unreturned love for 

Narcissus and who remains only as a sound in the air); medieval female mystics whose 

voices can ecstatically heal the wounds of the present and foresee the future; witch trials 

of Early Modern Europe; the emergence of ventriloquism as a form of entertainment (as 

alter ego dummy) in the 19th century; and the audio technologies such as telephone and 

radio. This trajectory reinforces the percept and concept of the voice as dissociation. 

Moreover, it tells us how we are used to experiencing the contact of the voice through 

displacement and transcendence. The alter-ego dummy is almost always in and out of our 

bodies, mediated by itself and mediating our understanding of another.  

Connor argues this as a positive potential for generating multiple meanings. If a 

voice can be associated with more than one body and vice versa, it would not be 

imaginable to delimit its figure or image. We shall also note that this is what voice 

physically does. Even if we see the speaking body of a voice, we may not fully delimit its 

figure due to the indiscrete travel of sound in the first place.  

                                                
78 Steven Connor, Dumbstruck: A Cultural History of Ventriloquism, (Oxford, New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2000).   
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Imagine yourself watching a live performance on stage, be the performer a 

speaker or a singer. The timbre, melody and rhythm of the performer’s speech trigger 

your imagination, and then you find yourself in another context, perhaps with other 

people. A degree of displacement would still be there. In fact, this reassures the sounds of 

the voice as the catalyst of disassociation and contact. The alter-ego dummy is then not 

always language; it could be noise. The imaginary scenario that one can generate here 

sustains the mystery and magic behind the performer’s voice. And perhaps such 

resourceful nature of the voice leads to the development of a character, its mobility and 

various ends.  

 

Noisy Deaf 

Compared to the first three characters, the deaf mute is equally differentiated but 

not marginalized. His voice is evidently enabled and disabled as much as others’ voices. 

Thus it shall be considered another form of expression, not a discursive manifestation of 

“deafness.” In order to understand how the piece suggests so, we need to look at the 

designation of “deafness” in historical discourses more in depth. Phonophonie does not 

attribute a particular context to the deaf mute character, yet one of the major texts on 

histories of deafness, Carol Padden and Tom Humphries’ Inside Deaf Culture, is 

revealing.79  

Inside Deaf Culture illuminates the discourse of deafness in the United States 

since the 19th century and how there is no unified “deaf culture.” There are different 
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histories of segregation, stories of conflict and impositions of silence instead. As Padden 

and Humphries describe, before the 19th century, “disabled” children—“deaf, blind, poor 

or otherwise”—were not institutionally segregated.80 They were home schooled and 

supported by their immediate families and neighbors. With the rapid urbanization in the 

cities of New York, Hartford and Philadelphia, however, the idea of social distance 

between the “disabled” and the “normal” became dominant as “a uniquely nineteenth-

century phenomenon,” as Padden and Humphries analyze.81 

The belief of social distance led to the invention of separate institutions, where 

deaf children could be “educated” and “rehabilitated.”82 Even though education allowed 

deaf children to acquire new tools of expression such as sign language, it also served to 

treat them as “inmates and objects of study.”83 Thus, deaf students’ education was not 

simply a regulation but also a “medical”84 examination. Along these lines, Padden and 

Humphries mark an anecdotal claim about David Sexias, the principal of the 

Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, who “indecently” touched the female 

pupils under his care.85 Regarding this claim, the question that Padden and Humphries ask 
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is prominent: “Was he drawn to pursue the Enlightenment question of whether a human 

being exists before language, and before training brings it into being?”86  

This question is truly useful for two reasons. First, it shows us how verbal 

language can block other forms of communication, and thus shadows the possibilities of 

being present otherwise, and how its lack can be usually translated into a lack of voice 

and body. Second, it reinforces how training can generate negative power as well as 

positive power. As Padden and Humphries also posit, given that “the watched and the 

observed cannot speak for themselves,”87 an abuse of power may occur. Referring to 

Foucault, they summarize the strategies of power in this context: silence, perpetual 

judgement that is a constant call about the inmates’ conditions and recognition by the 

mirror that is seeing one another and then assuring similar conditions.88 Padden and 

Humphries, however, interpret the last strategy, recognition, as a positive force to avoid 

the situation of the “inmate”:  

When deaf students arrive at a school for the deaf and see for the first time 
not only deaf students but also Deaf adults as staff, teachers, and 
principals, or even superintendents, there is a recognition of the self in the 
other – not necessarily as identical, but as possibles.89  
 

I would add that “recognition of the self as possibles” creates the urge to find and express 

one’s voice. But as the history writes, the pursuit of the voice is neither that straight nor 

that smooth.  
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During the first half of the 20th century, segregation of deaf children also took 

place based on ethnicity and race. Various ethnicities and cultures expanded the 

quantitative and qualitative scope of the American Deaf Community. This first led to 

conflict, but eventually to diversity in the community, as Padden and Humphries 

mention.90 Nonetheless, the idea of difference was not fully absorbed into the idea of 

equality. When it came to “language preference or educational philosophy,”91 

discrepancies were still there. At the time, oral education was prioritized over sign 

language. In some occasions, sign language was banished.92 Padden and Humphries also 

problematize the limited ways in which one could speak and be heard. What’s more, this 

underlined the mislabel of “deaf-mute,” which was particularly disliked by deaf people 

since “the word had come to mean an inability to speak on one’s behalf, a lack of 

voice.”93 However, neither physically nor socially that was the case for deaf people. 

 Deaf people have a voice, even though they do not always identifiably know it. 

In fact, there is no absolute hearing loss. The human body always responds to vibrations, 

even to the ones below and above the hearing threshold. Though not always recognizable, 

deaf people can feel the presence of their voices, as they feel their bodies. The issue is 

how deaf people use their voices. “The human voice is an object, “an object for Deaf 
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people to manage,”94 as Padden and Humphries argue. The idea of “managing voice” is 

quite illuminative on the limits of spoken language. Deaf people are encouraged not 

always to literally speak, but to “borrow the others’ voices.”95 In other words, they speak 

through others’ voices. Padden and Humphries suggest that we shall then consider voice 

for deaf people not simply a biological or communicative medium, but also a technology, 

which requires being “managed and cultivated.”96  

This idea manifests itself perhaps mostly in theatre. Deaf theatre shows us various 

combined forms of sign language and spoken language. Part of the reason possibly stems 

from the need to communicate deaf theatre to larger audiences and to integrate deaf 

actors with other actors. Padden and Humphries qualify the historical transition from 

“reading the lines” to “simultaneous dual performance of signing and speaking on the 

same stage ” as a “mirror” that translates “the transition from private to public forms of 

expression.”97 It is of course true that such a transition made deaf people more visible in 

the public and extended their “management” of the voice to performance. But at the same 

time, it generated a similar affect for deaf actors’ collaborators and audience. Responding 

to a blend of simultaneous signing and speaking, all parties’ understanding of the voice 

and speech is expanded.  
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In his well-known article, “Scandal of Speech in Deaf Performance,”98 Michael 

Davidson exemplifies a twisted version of this combination with a performance by Flying 

Words, a collaborative project by deaf poet Peter Cook and hearing author Kenny Lerner. 

The Flying Words’ piece, I am ordered now to talk, encourages us to imagine the voice 

and speech in broader terms and conditions. As Davidson describes, Cook and Lerner 

stand on either side of a stage and recite the poem together. Following the techniques of 

his “oralist education” at the Clarke School, Cook “speaks” and Lenner “signs” the poem. 

To underline how Cook’s voice and speech is perceived, Davidson refers to another 

English and disability studies scholar, Brenda Brueggemann’s description: “Cook’s voice 

is loud, monotone, wooden, ‘unnatural,’ nearly unintelligible while Lerner’s signs are a 

bit stiff and exaggerated as well.”99 This is exactly why Davidson titles his article “The 

Scandal of Speech in Deaf Performance.”  

Davidson highlights how we perceive deaf voice and speech as “scandalous.” 

Nonetheless, he associates the scandalous with the “performative,” and draws attention to 

how deaf performance establishes not the lack but the presence of the voice with new 

limits of speech. By performative, Davidson indicates “a form of speech that enacts or 

performs rather than describes.”100 Cook’s vocalization and Lerner’s signing together 

present a performative—more than descriptive—narrative that can be translated into 

                                                
98 Michael Davidson, “The Scandal of Speech in Deaf Performance,” Signing the Body 
Poetic: Essays on American Sign Language Literature, edited by H. Dirksen, L. Bauman, 
Jennifer L. Nelson, Heidi M. Rose, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006).  
 
99 Ibid. 218, 219.  
 
100 Ibid. 216.  
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various meanings. Especially changing the roles challenges the habitual understanding of 

speech, of who is entitled to speak in what way. The performance then allows Cook and 

Lerner to push “the scandalous” to “critical ends” by means of “hybrid combinations,” as 

Davidson suggests.101  

One can find Flying Words’ project similar to Phonophonie. Even though one 

single performer executes the roles of singing, speaking, mimicking, signing, moving and 

remaining silent, it is valid and fruitful to argue that Phonophonie exhausts the 

“scandalous” almost in the same way by means of “hybrid combinations.” The fact that 

one single performer embodies these overstated and varied forms of speech well-

demonstrates the human body and self’s multiple ends, physically, psychologically and 

socially. As such the scandalous and hybrid combinations function even more in depth, 

and the primacy of discursive language—or the ideological coupling between Logos and 

Voice—dissolves. What remains is the act of speaking in line with the experience of 

hearing, not as a neutral category but as a contingency.  

 The possibilities of voice and speech expand with the possibilities of hearing and 

listening. Performance studies scholar Kanta Kochhar-Lindgren proposes an insightful 

notion, the “third ear,” to explore these possibilities. More specifically, by the third ear, 

Kochhar-Lindgren means, “listening to the nuanced forms of expression,” that is “the 

silences, the gaps between image and sound, the incongruities between movement and 

text, the dissonant intercessions of noise and gesture and the positions of the performing 
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bodies that speak us.”102 Experimental, multicultural and deaf theatre facilitates the ways 

in which we can explore the cross-sensory modalities in understanding these nuances, as 

Kochhar Lindgren discusses. We can then grasp the web of multiple meanings, and 

recognize the “uneven differentials between the sensorial and metaphorical registers of 

deafness, disability, ethnicity, class and gender.”103  

Kochhar-Lindgren’s paradigm is important in understanding the “uneven 

differentials between the sensorial and metaphorical registers” of the four personas in 

Phonophonie. Especially, the “partnership”104 between hearing and deafness gives us a 

useful tool to establish proximity between the deaf mute and the other personas.  

The value of analyzing each persona more in depth is that the discursive 

differences between the characters help us also recognize the nature and the further 

implications of the difference itself, which is, difference is a historical artifact and can 

reveal existential and de-semiotic similarities. In the next section, I will highlight such 

commonalities that the four characters reveal.    

 

More or Less Conscious Emotion towards “Singing and Speaking” Voices  

The discursive asymmetries between the four characters that I discussed above 

reveal one common aspect: excess of meaning. Looking at their different social 

positioning and cultural manifestations, we may come up with various scenarios to make 
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sense of these four characters’ togetherness. They are all vocalized by the same singer, 

but not in the same way. What makes these four characters’ voices sound together? This 

possibility—which I call excess— unwraps the first asymmetrical layer and lets us begin 

to symmetrize the four voices through “more or less conscious emotion.”  

Matte-Blanco’s second stratum—more or less conscious emotion—situates 

emotion as the very first reaction, or impulse, such as “I love it.” In this stage we do not 

necessarily group things, but we do draw proximities between them. Neuroscience, 

cognitive science, psychology and anthropology, all of these disciplines investigate the 

physiological, neural, psychological and cultural cause and effects of emotion.105 The way 

Matte-Blanco inquires into emotion does not have any particular reference to any of the 

research conducted in these disciplines. His take is more phenomenological and 

                                                
105 It is of course impossible to address all of the relevant texts here, but some major 
highlights include the following: Aaron Ben-Ze'ev, The Subtlety of Emotions. Cambridge, 
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Changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear and Rage, (New York: Appleton, 1929); Randolph R. 
Cornelius, The Science of Emotions, (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1996); 
Antonio R. Damasio, Descartes' Error: Emotion, Reason, and the Human Brain, (New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1994); Charles, Darwin The Expression of Emotion in Man 
and Animals, (London: Murray, 1872); G.-B. Duchene The Mechanism of Human Facial 
Expression, or an Electro-Physiological Analysis of the Expression of the Emotions. 
Translated by R. A. Cuthberton, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Paul 
Ekman, Facial expressions of emotion: New findings, new questions. Psychological 
Science, Vol. 3, 1992, 34-38; K.M. Heilman, & Watson, R.T. Arousal and Emotions. In: 
F. Boller & J. Grafman (eds.) Handbook of Neuropsychology, Vol. 3, (Amsterdam: 
Elsevier, 1989); W. James, The Principles of Psychology, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1890/1983); R. S. Lazarus, Emotion and Adaptation, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1991); R.E. Thayer, The Biopsychology of Mood and Arousal, (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1989), The Origins of Everyday Moods, (New York: 
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observational, highlighting a simple question: What do we experience as emotion? In 

pursuit of Matte-Blanco’s theory of symmetrization, here I will also explore this question.  

 Matte-Blanco begins with an example: the emotion of anger. When we are angry, 

we experience “on the one hand the perception of a series of corporal events—either 

vague sensations or more situated ones such as muscular tension in throat—on the other a 

certain form of thinking, that is ‘angry thoughts.”106 He then solidifies “sensation-feeling” 

and “thinking” as the two components that inform the recognition and expression of an 

emotion.107  

The conception “sensation-feeling” demands attention. We usually associate 

sensation with conscious events. But we cannot process the sensation completely in 

consciousness. “As soon as sensation is experienced, it is submitted to a work of 

establishment of relations, which may either take the form of a perception or 

imagination,” Matte-Blanco writes.108 Both perception and imagination stimulate and are 

stimulated by material and spatiotemporal events and other psychophysical phenomena. 

Yet they are also in excess of “objectless consciousness.”109 Especially in the state of 

imagination, mental representations of material things can virtually travel between 

different times and spaces. Thus our imagination is not limited to a physical context or a 

tangible object. Matte-Blanco conceptualizes “sensation-feeling” as such, a virtual 
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possibility, which provides us with an “indivisible unity outside succession or time.”110 

This also assumes the given presence of prior emotions in the web of perception and 

imagination. Perhaps this is also why he makes the following distinction between 

thinking and feeling: “Thinking happens or unfolds, sensation is.”111 Although it would be 

unrealistic and inconsistent to separate thinking from feeling—especially in the 

theoretical and empirical landscape of embodiment, see Philosophy in the Flesh—it is 

also useful to mark the difference between the two, mostly because such a difference can 

illuminate how asymmetrical events of thinking lead to symmetrical states of being.  

 I would argue that this is what happens and what it is in Phonophonie’s vocal 

dramaturgy. Since the very beginning of the piece, we hear over-articulated, agitated, 

stretched but incomplete syllables (see Figure 24). The magnitude, volume, rhythm and 

timbral varieties of these syllabic occurrences generate suspension. This does not only 

stem from a semantic loss, but also originates from a sensory engagement of the sounds. 

Surrounding and stimulating our imagination, the vocalization of the incomplete syllables 

enforces our web of senses in creating a virtual scenario. Similar to digital sound effects 

in a movie, they establish an atmosphere. According to Matte-Blanco’s theory, we can 

argue that these vocalizations conceive an emotion, as they trigger both “sensation-

feeling” and “thinking.”  

In the earlier sections, I situated the syllabic vocalizations between speaking and 

singing and discussed them as “sound spaces.” I suggested that sound spaces show us the 
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bridge between a vocalization, a postural configuration and a bodily movement. The 

topographical expansion and spatial depth of each syllable expose us to an intense 

experience of hearing, where we lose track of characters as discursive units. That is to 

say, the four personas become multiple events of sound, and the plasticity of sound 

confuses who is who. Once again, example 6 reinforces this idea. The mimic sings the 

first sets of incomplete syllables “ich ging zum sch.” Based on the quality of phonation, 

one may think that deaf-mute sings this section. Here, the problem is how we translate a 

sound into a meaning. In doing so, what is at stake? The third and indeed the fourth strata 

enter the picture at this point: establishing relations and grouping the sounds.  

 

Grouping Sound Spaces: Phonemes, Vocables, Pitched Sounds and Movements 

If we start to establish the web of relations in the piece, we may conceive four 

resources of vocalizations: phonemes, vocables, pitched motives and movements. The 

first group can be reviewed in Figure 19 and 20. Both examples demonstrate the different 

shapes and dynamics of various consonants and vowels such as /a/, /d/, /b/, /g/ and /f/. 

The phonemes are either sung or spoken. One may also divide them into sub groups. The 

second group is manifested in Figure 21.  

As mentioned earlier, vocables indicate word-like sounds. Take Figure 21. Both 

ventriloquist and mimic employ vocables. The former sings “nein, ast, ich, den…” in a 

percussive fashion. The latter, on the other hand, sings words like units such as “oi, ax, 

no, au…” The third group’s “pitched motives” are mostly evident in singer’s parts. If we 

stick to Figure 21, we can see that the singer’s part includes closely ascending and 

descending longer notes, which help us perceive a melodic unit or motive.  
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The last group is explicitly indicated in Figure 22. In this example, the deaf-mute 

is assigned a set of bodily movements. Hands in his pocket, the performer first looks at 

the front and faces the audience. He then turns his head to right and lifts his shoulder up. 

Next, he turns his head left and lifts the other shoulder. Later in the piece, the performer 

uses his arms with specific directions as well. Throughout this process, the mimic’s part 

is also active. As seen in the score, the mimic’s vocals and the deaf mute’s movements 

are aligned together, allowing the performance of both parts. Either the mimic’s 

“vocables” fill in the spaces between the movements of the deaf mute or the two overlap. 

In case of an overlap, Kagel notes that all of the movements should be performed with 

the vowel sounds.  

Looking at these four groups’ elements, we may find common properties. The 

first group, phonemes, is already embedded in the vocables. The vocables respond to the 

pitched motives’ tonal spectrum. And, given that motions are executed with vowels, the 

first three intersect with the last group, the group of movements. By categorizing the 

musical and performative differences, we establish relationships between four vocal 

parts. This does two things. It first assures the idea of asymmetry as a function of 

symmetry. Second, it reinforces the phenomenon of sound as a natural force of such 

function. As suggested earlier, we cannot discretely separate four different vocal parts 

while listening. Due to fast sonic transitions, what we hear is rather a single voice 

through which multiple vocalizations are realized. This leads us to Matte-Blanco’s fourth 

stratum, a wider class, and, in the context of Phonophonie, a wider class of vocal sounds.  

Matte-Blanco’s fourth stratum indicates larger categories, such as human beings 

and animals. Drawing on the multiple vocalizations of one single voice, is it possible to 
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conceive the human voice as a larger category of sounds? This question automatically 

moves us to the fifth and the deepest stratum of the unconscious, which is “the 

mathematical limit: indivisibility.”112 In this stratum, there is only symmetrization of 

various asymmetries operating on a continuum. In Phonophonie, the asymmetric 

similarities of the sound spaces suggest such continuum. The most intense language of 

his mute despair that both the performer and the listener find throughout the piece hints at 

the voice as this continuum.  

 Next chapter discusses this continuum as a “hybrid of sensory contingencies.” 

Looking at John Cage’s Song Books, I interrogate how such a hybrid helps us imagine the 

voice as skin between self and the external world. Based on Henry Thoreau’s journals, 

the first three solos of the Song Books instructs the performer to use his/her voice while 

navigating in a particular acoustic ecology. This navigation is intersensory, yet mostly 

drawing one’s attention to the touch of sound. Singing to a tree, to a traffic light, or to 

another person wandering around, the solos enable the performer to explore the points of 

contact between his/her body and another’s.  
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Chapter 7 

 

Self-Object Relations in Cage’s Song Books:  

Voice as Skin 

 

Introduction 

 

How does the voice facilitate self-object relations and incorporation or ejection of 

external objects? John Cage’s Song Books, particularly Solo Voice 3, 4, and 5, inspire 

these questions. Looking at these questions closely, this chapter intends to revisit Cage’s 

treatment of the voice in the solos, and to discuss how his performance directions 

crystallize the way everyday voice performs between the material outside and the psychic 

inside, as skin.  

The chapter can be reviewed in three sections. The first section describes the 

aesthetic idea and procedures that Cage follows in the Song Books. Like Kagel, Cage also 

reads music within theatre. For him though, both theatre and music are more directly and 

literally related to everyday scenes. Without overdramatic gestures or sounds, Cage 

employs simultaneity of events, and what he calls, “relevant and experimental action.” 

By relevant and experimental action, he means the “intentional purposelessness,” that is 

one’s attentive response to his/her immediate environment, allowing chance to change 

his/her direction. Obviously, there is still a plan and a structure that one can consider 

preoccupation here. Nonetheless, the plan is to let something happen, and to let 

something be in its own course. More specific to sound, Cage highlights sensory 
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awareness in an acoustic ecology, and asks the performer to sing toward and through the 

environment. The second section concentrates on this idea.  

Using Henry Thoreau’s journals, and the map of Concord, Cage instructs the 

performer to draw melodic lines and apply them to another environment. How can one 

incorporate a direction on the map, appropriate it personally, and then reflect it back to 

another place or a body? Cage urges us to sing, to literally use our own voices exploring 

this back and forth relation. His directions then organically call for an understanding of 

the voice as a strain between the physical and the psychic. The third section attempts to 

deal with this strain in light of the theories on self-object relations. In particular, this 

section addresses Melanie Klein’s notion of introjection, projection and projective 

identification; Wilfred Bion’s analysis of “I” contained in language, and Winnicott’s 

notion of play and transitional phenomena.  

Klein explains introjection, projection, and projective identification as ego’s 

defense mechanisms to survive both the presence and the absence of an object. Bion 

brings attention to the fragmentation of “I” as evident in or caused by language, that are 

both involved in the defense mechanisms. He exemplifies schizophrenic speech and 

thought, whereby we can re-consider the dynamic of sound between sensation and 

language. Winnicott shows us “playing” as a source of “reality check” between inside 

and outside. As he argues, playing leads us to a potential space between “having” and 

“being.” In his theory, baby’s reach to mother’s voice, his/her attempt to holding – as 

well as extending to - mother’s breast with his hands, mouthing and making primitive 

sounds all appear as primary forces of such playing. Winnicott calls these forces 
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transitional phenomena. Solos provide us with resources for recognizing the 

fragmentation of language while amplifying sonic moments. They also encourage 

experimenting with such moments as transitional phenomena. Playing with the voice, 

solos urge us to consider the voice as a potential space of play.   

 Putting these theories in dialogue with one another, I end up with Melanie Klein 

and Joan Riviere’s text, Love, Hate and Reparation. This text translates the overarching 

question of all of the former theories – the tension between me and not-me – into the 

famous discussion of life and death drive. I use Klein and Riviere’s reading of life and 

death drive as a bridge to the conclusion of my thesis: voice as a negative space, a point 

of zero, which connects “me and not-me” more than it disconnects.  

 

Prelude to Solos 3, 4, 5: General Directions of the Song Books   

Including 90 solos, Song Books are divided into four categories: “song, song using 

electronics, theatre, and theatre using electronics.”1 In the general directions, Cage 

describes the performance instructions as such:  

The solos may be used one or more singers. Any number of solos in any 
order and any superimposition may be used. Superimposition is sometimes 
possible, since some are not ‘songs,’ but are directives for theatrical 
activity (which on the other hand, may include voice production). A given 
solo may recur in a given performance. Specific directions when necessary 
precede each solo. When such directions have already been given, they are 
not repeated, but reference is simply made to them…Given two or more 
singers, each should make an independent program, not fitted or related in 
a predetermined way to anyone else’s program. Any resultant silence in a 
program is not to be feared. Simply perform as you had decided to, before 
you knew what would happen…Wireless throat microphones permit the 

                                                
1 John Cage, Song Books, (New York: Henmar Press, 1970), 1.  
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amplification and transformation of vocal sounds. Contact microphones 
amplify non-vocal sounds, e.g. activities on a table or typewriter, etc.2 

 
As described above, the architecture of the solos is flexible and open-ended. Cage 

instructs the performer to appropriate each solo in a certain context. This forces the 

performer to make choices and commit to them. For each solo, choices change along with 

the physical environment that the performer experiences. Electronics and tape recordings 

here function to mark this physical environment, to amplify the performer’s awareness of 

his vocal sounds or any other non-vocal sounds and to make the physicality of the 

dialogue between vocal and non-vocal sounds audible. With such awareness, the whole 

sonorous activity becomes the skeleton of the solos.  

 The other aspect that “thickens” the solos is words. “Each solo is either relevant 

or irrelevant to the subject: ‘We connect Satie with Thoreau,’”3 writes Cage. French 

composer Erik Satie and American transcendentalist Henry Thoreau are both influential 

figures for the solos’ aesthetic genesis. Inspired by the tranquility of Satie’s sound 

atmosphere,4 and by the forthrightness, fluidity and openness5 of Thoreau’s Journal, 

                                                
2 Ibid. 
 
3 Ibid. 
 
4 In his conversation with Daniel Charles, Cage mentions how much he admires the 
“tranquil continuity” of Satie’s music: “His music reflects exactly my theory of 
aesthetics. There are none of the bursts of energy or climaxes we usually associate with 
Beethoven.” Daniel Charles, For the Birds: John Cage, (London: Marion Boyars 
Publishers, 1981), 184, 185. 
 
5 In a previous conversation with Charles, Cage explains how, as a thinker and writer, 
Thoreau engaged nature and language without any preoccupation. In his Journal, 
Thoreau welcome the nature, experimented inventing technological tools, and expressed 
his impressions, and words, with a similar degree of liberation, as Charles posits. Charles, 
For the Birds: John Cage, 112, 113. 
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Cage wrote the solos. William Brooks’s Choice and Change and Janetta Petkus’s 

research, The Songs of John Cage bring these concepts to light, while addressing Cage’s 

compositional techniques.  

Brooks and Petkus observe that, similar to his earlier works, Cage used the I 

Ching, an ancient collection of Chinese commentaries systematized by a set of 64 

hexagrams6 and chance operations, as a compositional method in the Song Books. Brooks 

argues that using similar compositional methods made the solos efficient and consistent, 

symmetrical and asymmetrical at the same time.7 Cage decided on the division of genres 

based on the outcomes of the hexagram he drew:  

…To make a decision it is first necessary to determine the number of 
options. The numbers from 1 to 64 are then partitioned into equal 
segments, and a hexagram is obtained; the number of the hexagram 
determines the outcome. For example, there are four genres in the Song 
Books, so the partitioning could be 1-16 (song), 17-32 (theater), 33-48 
(song using electronics), and 49-64 (theater using electronics).8  

 
The equal partitioning brings symmetry between the pieces. Variations and repetitions of 

the solos can be considered at the expense of this symmetry. For instance Solo 4 is a 

variation of Solo 3. In addition to the variations, Cage encourages superimpositions. In 

John Cage’s Theatre Pieces, William Fetterman explains these superimpositions: “The 

solos may be performed a cappella, in combination with other Song Books solos, or with 

                                                
 
6 Janetta Petkus, The Songs of John Cage (1931-1970), Ph.D. Dissertation, (Connecticut: 
University of Connecticut, 1986), 153. 
 
7 William Brooks, “Choice and Change in Cage’s Recent Music,” A John Cage Reader: 
In Celebration of His 70th Birthday, Peter Gena and Jonathan Brent, eds., (New York: 
C.F. Peters Corp., 1982), 87, 99. 
 
8 Ibid. 
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Concert for Piano and Orchestra and Rozart Mix.”9 Performance decisions and 

superimpositions then seem to approximate the mathematical symmetry, breeding 

asymmetry. Brooks primarily reminds mathematical approximations as the source of this 

asymmetry, yet, as the performance choices change and overlap with other choices, the 

symmetry between the pieces becomes more asymmetrical.  

 The performance history of the solos shows us this asymmetry. Written for Cathy 

Berberian and Simone Rist, Berberian and Rist together with Cage realized the first 

performance of the Song Books at the Theatre de la Ville in Paris on October 26, 1970.10 

To describe this performance, Fetterman refers to two reviews and documentation:  

Martine Cadieu mentions Simone Rist performing gymnastics, Cathy 
Berberian changing costume every few minutes and cooking spaghetti 
using contact microphones, and John Cage playing a tape machine with a 
recorded excerpt from Satie’s Parade…Antoine Golea mentions Simone 
Rist on a trapeze, Cathy Berberian preparing a salad, and John Cage 
manipulating objects while seated at a table…Eleanor Hakim writes that 
the auditorium was shaped: “…Cubicle-like balconies ranged along both 
sidewalls provided for the placement of additional tape recorders and 
instrumentalists. Other musicians were spotted throughout the audience, 
sitting on the steps of the sloping aisles…11 
  

The reviews and documentation reinforce the nature of the solos as theater pieces. Cage 

was not interested in creating theatrical situations in which the audience witnesses 

dramatic encounters, yet he was interested in blurring the boundary between music and 

theater, sound and action, life and art. In his conversation with Charles, Cage mentions 

                                                
9 William Fetterman, “Song Books: General Performances and Specific Solos,” John 
Cage’s Theatre Pieces, (Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1996), 149. 
 
10 Ibid. 151. 
 
11 Ibid. 
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how much he wanted to eliminate the temporal limits of the performances: “I myself 

explained to Cathy Berberian that I very much liked a situation in which art disappears 

and becomes immersed in what we call life…We shall each perform in a different 

way…When the audience is entering the hall, I shall already be playing…”12 

Accordingly, Cage attempted indeterminate beginning and endings for each performance.  

Fetterman illuminates the dynamics of this formation by looking at Cage’s 

definition of theater. Theater, everyday public mediums where both eye and ear are 

active,13 as Cage puts it, engages superimpositions, various simultaneous events. Cage 

notates these events with verbal instructions (i.e. nouns, phrases, verbs) or with graphics, 

numbers, and mathematical signs like (+) or (-).  

These notations draw the template of sound, action and gesture together. Despite 

its well-founded structure, the template is indeterminate. Cage encourages performers to 

determine the performance procedure for themselves. Each performer is then required to 

be invested in making, and committing to a choice. The compositional technique shifts its 

weight from composer to performer. Cage describes the quality of this technique as “a 

technique which results in no technique.”14 In other words, no rehearsal is necessary. 

Performances only require being in the performance moment and space. What does it 

mean to be in the performance moment and space?   

                                                
12 Charles, Birds, 119. 
 
13 To discuss Cage’s definition of theater, Fetterman here refers to Michael Kirby and 
Richard Schechner. Fetterman, John Cage’s Theater Pieces, 21. 
 
14 Fetterman quotes Cage. Ibid. 86. 
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The fundamental idea is to heighten the feel of space,15 the feel of a physical 

environment. To be in the moment is to be in the acoustic ecology, to be responsive to 

relevant sounds of the space, and, accordingly, find the relevant actions. Cage here 

attempts to highlight the sensory continuum, upon which the five senses coordinate and 

together adjust the body to its environment. Being in the moment is thus both physically 

and phenomenally an inclusive – “experimental” action – which is “intentionally 

purposeless,”16 as Cage posits. This emphasizes staying open to various combinations that 

the environment brings: “experimental action sees things directly as they are: 

impermanently involved in an infinite play of interpenetrations…”17 Such an acoustic 

ecology informs us about the possibilities of performing the Solos 3, 4, and 5.  

 

Searching “The Voice of I to Myself ” in Solos 3, 4, 5 

Solos 3, 4, and 5 are particularly based on Thoreau’s Journal. Throughout his 

lifetime, Thoreau lived in the Concorde area and wrote in his journal to record almost 

every impression and connection that he felt about nature, technology and society. The 

journal opens with the map of Concorde. Using the same opening, Cage instructs the 

following in Solo 3: 

                                                
15 In his conversation with Cage, Daniel Charles suggests that simultaneous events 
“intensify the feel of space.” Cage expands on this idea by addressing how 
superimpositions “multiply the existing space, while the actual space penetrates the 
works.” Charles, Birds, 132. 
 
16 Fetterman quotes Cage in his discussion about Cage’s 0’00’’. Fetterman, John Cage’s 
Theatre Pieces, 86. 
 
17 Ibid. 
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Using the map of Concord given, go from Fair Haven Hill (H7) down the 
river by boat and then inland to the house beyond Blood’s (B8). Turn the 
map so that the path you take suggests a melodic line (reads up and down 
from left to right). The relation of this line to voice range is free and this 
relation may be varied. The tempo is free. Change electronics at 
intersections and/or when mode of travel changes. Use any of the 
following words by Henry David Thoreau as text. The different type-faces 
may be interpreted as changes in intensity, quality, dynamics. This solo 
may be accompanied by a tape recording of hawk sounds. 
 

  
 
Figure 25: Henry D. Thoreau. I to Myself: An Annotated Selection From The 
Journal Of Henry D. Thoreau. Ed. Jeffrey S. Cramer. New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2007. xxvi, xxvii. 
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Solo 4 is a variation of Solo 3. Cage instructs the performer to use the same 

directions, yet apply them to different words. Keeping the ecology of Song Books in mind 

as discussed above, how could one interpret the instructions and the path above? The 

performer is instructed to use the map. Supplementary transparencies of the score 

demonstrate the map distinctively. Yet, the vocalization of the map is open, making the 

performer responsible for making and following a performance choice. Cage offers words 

to activate the vocalization:  

 

Figure 26: Cage, Solo Voice 3, 2.  
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Figure 27: Cage, Solo Voice 4, 10. 

 

 

In both solos, Cage draws our attention to the space left between the two 

sentences. The performer is encouraged to use this space for applying the map to the 

sentences. The way Cage treats language and typography is important here. As seen in 

the score, words are transformed into circular forms on a horizontal line. Some of the 

letters are written in small characters, some others are capitalized; some of the words are 

highlighted, some others are almost invisible. Even though they are laid out on a 

horizontal line, the words are also punctuated, marking different sizes and forms of 
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expression. Cage delineates this exploration as “the impossibility of language.”18 Instead 

of discursive codes, he amplifies letters and syllables and deals with the words as sound 

sources. 

This brings us to “being in the moment,” to the relevant and experimental action 

again. The performer has to process the words according to a particular context, be 

responsive to the acoustic ecology of the context, move through the various sensory 

interpenetrations and feel the space by means of simultaneous events that occur in the 

context. This process leads to personalization. The performer does not simply make 

personal choices but also experiences the phases of making a personal choice and 

investigates the following: What are these choices? How they are related to each other? 

How do they stand-alone? How can they be deformed, reformed and transformed? And 

how do they endure?  

Shedding light on this notion of physicality, in his conversation with William 

Duckworth, Cage mentions “if something doesn’t have any life in it, and is nothing but a 

set of relationships that are so forceful that the things that are being related cannot be 

heard apart from the relationship, then what you have is an intellectual situation, that has 

no, I will say, physicality.”19  

As opposed to the intellectual situation, application of the vocal path to the 

sentence in Example 4 helps us discover the physicality of discursive language and 

concepts, of the acoustic order and disorder of a shared environment, of body and voice, 

                                                
18 Charles, Birds, 113. 
 
19 William Duckworth, Talking Music: Conversations with John Cage, Philip Glass, 
Laurie Anderson, And Five Generations of American Experimental Composers, (New 
York: Schirmer Books, 1995), 9.  
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of movement and sound. Personalizing the performance choice then informs us about the 

self and its extension to external world.  

Solo 5 expands on this idea by using a more intimate map—a portrait: 

A song in eight parts: Wander over the portrait of Thoreau given, turning 
it so that the path taken suggests a melodic line (reads up and down from 
left to right). The relation of this line to voice range is free and may be 
varied. Each part has the number of time units given; establish length of 
time unit by determining how fast part 2 (which has two units) can be 
performed. Change electronics when moving, for instance, from hair to 
eyes…20 
 

With this instruction Solo 5 highlights the performer’s body. Personalization is here even 

more crystallized. Cage situates the physicality of language at the heart of Thoreau’s face 

before his words, and urges us to write a melody that would lead to a relevant bodily 

movement. Figure 28 illustrates the portrait, and Figure 29 demonstrates the application 

of the portrait to the score:  

                                                
20 John Cage, Song Books, 12 
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Figure 28: Cage, Solo Voice 5, Thoreau’s Portrait. 
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Figure 29: Cage, Solo Voice 5, p. 15. 

 

 

Figure 29 shall be treated as an extension of Figure 28. Mapping on the portrait, one 

could develop a physical and melodic movement. This movement informs us about the 

way we may find our voice. The voice of I to myself, as Thoreau suggested in his title, 
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can then be re-found in everyday in relation to our physical environment. Cage then 

facilitates an understanding of the voice in everyday, with these performance directions.  

 

Re-founding the “Voice of I to Myself” through Song Books 

In his conversation with William Duckworth, Cage complains about the 

inadequacy of music criticism in responding to contemporary music.21 It is fair to claim 

that conventional music history and theory do not provide effective analytical tools to 

approach non-traditional pieces. Non-traditional pieces such as the solos require not 

simply a musical examination of the compositional technique or performance tradition 

but also a philosophical investigation into the idea of performance itself.  

The wander through Song Books leads us to the following questions: What does 

everyday voice do, other than transmit semantic messages? How does it bridge the 

material outside to the psychic inside? And how do the solos facilitate this idea?  

To discuss these questions, I propose re-reading the solos through three 

psychoanalytic paradigms: Melanie Klein’s conception of self-object relations framed by 

the function of phantasy and the defense mechanisms of introjection, projection and 

projective identification; Wilfred Bion’s formulation of contained and containing self; 

and Donald Winnicott’s explanation of transitional objects in the process of the self’s 

playing with the external world.  

 

 

                                                
21 Duckworth, Talking Music, 25. 
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Melanie Klein and the Function of Phantasy  

Hanna Segal’s Introduction to the Work of Melanie Klein helps us comprehend 

the background of Klein’s theory. The initial function in Klein’s theory is phantasy.22 

Phantasy informs us of the self’s relation to the external world. Klein particularly uses 

this term to understand a child’s anxiety towards the world. When is the initial moment of 

recognizing the external world for a child? Segal answers this question:  

It is in connection with her understanding of the child’s relation to the 
mother’s body that Melanie Klein elucidated the importance of phantasy 
and unconscious anxiety in the child’s relation to the external world and 
the role of symbol formation in child’s development. When at the height 
of oral ambivalence, the child penetrates in his phantasy and attacks the 
mother’s body and its contents, her body becomes an object of anxiety, 
which forces the child to displace his interest from her body to the world 
around him.23  

 
Following Klein’s definition of phantasy, Segal refers to the Freudian phantasy that is 

also founded on the external world. As she reminds us, Freud couples phantasy with the 

parental figure that originates the super ego, the external containment of the ego. 

Phantasy is an unconscious drive for Freud. It tells us about our physical, psychic and 

social containment. Likewise, Klein associates phantasy with a state of the unconscious 

as involved in such containment.  
                                                
22 Klein discusses phantasy different from fantasy. Fantasy refers to a physical and mental 
state in which we daydream or imagine reality in another form. Phantasy, however, 
indicates a specific function in child’s development. According to Klein, children are not 
able to differentiate external reality from imagination. Phantasy is children’s early state 
of mind, which reflects early, and which constructs later unconscious drives. Klein 
associates this phase with the formation of symbols. Children tend to relate to the 
external world through symbols. Phantasy can be considered the medium where symbols 
are formed. Hannah Segal. Introduction to the Work of Melanie Klein (London : Hogarth 
Press for the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 1973), 5. 
 
23 Ibid. 
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 Klein’s notion of phantasy is significant in discussing the operation of sound, 

given that we imagine the source of a sound in dialogue with the unconscious. Segal’s 

reference to Susan Isaacs’s paper “On the Nature and Function of Phantasy” helps us 

expand on this connection. Isaacs discusses phantasy in relation to Freudian instinct. 

Freud separates instinctual stimuli from physiological stimuli that operate on mind.24 As 

he argues, an instinct comes from not the external world but the internal organism itself. 

It does not become a force of change in the organism either. An instinct is rather a 

constant stimulus, a “need”, which must be “satisfied.”25  

 Segal posits that Isaac’s reading of phantasy blurs Freud’s divorce between the 

external world and the internal organism. Isaac translates “phantasy as a primitive 

instinct” into “phantasy as a mental substitute.” This bridge enables her to situate 

phantasy as a defense against both internal and external reality.  Segal explains this:  

The individual, producing a phantasy of wish-fulfillment, is not only 
avoiding frustration and the recognition of an unpleasant external reality, 
he is also, which is even more important, defending himself against the 
reality of his own hunger and anger--his internal reality.26  

 
Phantasy here operates to combine the mechanisms of splitting, denial and idealization as 

well as introjection, projection and projective identification. Segal argues that the relation 

between these mechanisms become explicit in Freud’s patient’s dreams. The ego’s 

                                                
24 Sigmund Freud, The Essentials of Psychoanalysis, edited by Anna Freud, translated by 
James Strachey, (London: Penguin Publishers, 1986), 198.  
 
25 Ibid.  
 
26 Segal, Introduction to the Work of Melanie Klein, 16. 
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development is based on the operation of these mechanisms. Phantasy thereby realizes a 

function in the ego’s affiliation with internal and external realities.  

Freud’s pleasure principle is useful in understanding this function. Segal reiterates 

the pleasure principle as phantasizing. As Freud argues, phantasizing dominates reality 

checks by postponing the recognition of reality principle. It splits the thought process, 

and helps us avoid anxiety and disappointment. Phantasizing is a transitional stage, 

almost a defense mechanism to protect the self both from itself and from the external 

world. Klein unpacks this transitional stage with three stages: introjection, projection and 

projective identification. Under the penumbra of phantasy, these stages inform us about 

the self’s relations to the external world.  

In the next section I will look at the mechanics of these stages and the role of 

sound in the self’s relation with the external world more closely. More specifically, I will 

ask: how does sound operate in the processes of projection, introjection and projective 

identification? How does it facilitate the exchange between the internal and the external? 

What can psychopathological cases offer us to answer these questions? These questions 

are useful in understanding and furthering Cage’s treatment of the voice in the solos.  

 

Projection, Introjection and Projective Identification 

Klein’s conception of self and object is based on ego’s endemic relation to life 

and death instincts. The very primary example of this relation is the newborn infant’s 

contact with the mother’s breast. As is widely known, Freud posits the mother’s breast as 

the primary source of both pleasure and pain. However, Klein furthers this idea by 

suggesting a useful distinction between the “good” and the “bad” breast.  
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For the infant, the good breast is associated with life instincts, signifying the ideal 

object (satisfaction that comes with love, warmth, attachment and nourishment, fed by 

the mother); the bad breast is associated with death instincts and signifying the split or 

persecutory object (dissatisfaction anxiety and aggression that come with the failure of 

the mother’s feeding). This distinction helps the infant connect to life instincts and 

integrate his ego as against the death instincts. In this process, Klein discusses the phases 

of  “projection,” “introjection” and “projective identification” as defense mechanisms to 

defeat the death instincts.  

Klein explains these mechanisms at the heart of the paranoid-schizoid case. As 

stated both by Klein and Segal, the paranoid-schizoid case derives from the anxiety of 

“being eaten” by the “bad breast” associated with the “bad objects” or “death instincts.” 

Anxiety here marks the source of paranoia, and the state of “being split into pieces and 

eaten”27 addresses the schizoid. In her Envy and Gratitude, Klein mentions that this 

destructive impulse is first experienced as “oral aggression,” that is, “the infant feels that 

he has taken in the nipple and the breast in bits.”28 Parallel to the distinction between the 

good and bad breast, here Klein associates the “paranoid-schizoid” case with the 

“fragmented breast” as opposed to the complete breast.29  

This theory has relevance to sound in two aspects. First, it creates the urge to 

consider the way we receive sound. Even though sound is a continuum that is here and 
                                                
27 Ibid. 26. 
 
28 Melanie Klein, Envy and Gratitude and other works 1946-1963, (New York: Delta 
Book, 1975), 5.  
 
29 Ibid. 5, 6. 
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there, surrounding us all over the space, its source is almost always imagined, leading to a 

split mental image, a schizoid body. Second, oral aggression—fragmentation by means of 

mouth—both literally and metaphorically resonates with sound. In a state of frustration or 

anxiety, for instance, oral aggression may manifest itself in forms of eating or speaking 

with greater magnitude. One may imagine sound as a source of an internal instinct and/or 

external stimulus that generates the aggression. Equally, sound can become the medium 

where the anxiety is beaten into bits until it disappears. Take a moment in Solo 3. 

Suppose that you are in a grocery store. You will perform the following sentence: “Saw a 

large hawk circling over a pinewood below me, and screaming...”30 (See Example 2). You 

have the map and the score in mind, or perhaps in your shopping list. Accordingly, you 

draw a melodic contour, a vocalic space. You first utter “S,” then bridge it to “a” with a 

lower voice, and finally sustain “Sa” with the help of “w” keeping your mouth half open. 

Singing the phrase, you project your body out loud on or at another body in the 

supermarket—be it a cereal box or another shopper—introjec the other’s body into yours 

and project yourself with it. Your “Saw” functions like a cathexis that is condense mental 

energy on a particular thing or person. Can we then consider singing an aspect of the 

self’s narcissistic nature, which intrinsically calls for a defense mechanism of the ego to 

deal with anxiety or frustration?  

Perhaps we do not need the solos to execute and understand the nature of such 

acts. We constantly project our voices, literally and metaphorically introject (or 

incorporate) bits and pieces from the external world and identify with them again with a 

                                                
30 Cage, Song Books, 2.  
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certain degree of our own projection. However, we seldom take the time to stop and 

reflect on these moments. The solos give us a tangible way in which to do so. They make 

us recognize the physical and psychic modalities of the everyday voice. At the heart of 

these modalities, various perceptive levels and conceptual intensities of sound gain 

importance.  

Obviously sound is an external stimulus, yet it can also be understood as a 

Freudian instinct coming from the internal body, which is a physiological impulse that 

can be different from other mental stimuli. Nonetheless, sound does not remain constant. 

It is experienced like a speedy virus. Reinforcing Isaac’s review of Freudian instinct, 

sound then shows us a material medium for the reciprocity between internal instincts and 

external stimuli. As I addressed above, the vocalization of speech and other bodily 

sounds in the solos provide us with various examples of such reciprocity. At this point, it 

is perhaps necessary to note other non-narrative theatre and performance art works such 

as Samuel Beckett’s Not I31 and Marina Abramovic’s Freeing the Voice.32 These two 

pieces reinforce the solos’ treatment of the voice and more violently indicate sound as a 

medium of the internal and external drives.  

Not I is a monologue based on an old and traumatized woman’s—Mouth—fast- 

forward fragments of incomplete stories. Staged all in dark, only the actress’s mouth is 

spotlighted. Her body and the rest of her face remain invisible. Her mouth is situated 

eight feet above stage level and is closed. Before the house lights go down and the curtain 

                                                
31 Samuel Beckett, Not I, (London: Faber & Faber, 1973).  
 
32 Marina Abramovic, Freeing the Voice, 1975.  
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goes up, her voice is heard as a whisper. When the lights are completely down and the 

curtain is up, Mouth starts to speak gradually with a louder voice: “out…into this 

world…this world…tiny little thing…before its time…what?..... girl?...yes…” Mouth’s 

recitation is musical with changing tempos, dynamics and accents. She devours the words 

in an aggressive way. In between the words, she pauses, laughs, screams and highlights 

vocal spaces, the interior and exterior spaces of the mouth. In this cycle, Mouth also more 

explicitly shows us how sound—and more literally the speaking voice—projects, 

introjects and facilitates projective identification. Mouth is both visually and sonically 

amplified. Not to mention its size, the audience watches a big mouth from which largely 

agitated sounds come out. Uttering a word, Mouth projects onto the audience. Pausing, 

she introjects back into her inner voice. Laughing and screaming, she projects the vocalic 

spaces of her voice from the sonic environment of the hall. In other words, while 

projecting a scream, Mouth identifies her voice with the audience’s acoustic space.  

Abramovic’s Freeing the Voice more simply, yet even more aggressively, does 

the same. Laying on her back on stage, Abramovic screams for three hours. Meanwhile, 

the audience hears various acoustic layers and intensities in her voice. There is no verbal 

portal, no word to accommodate these intensities. They are vast open and vulnerable. One 

may fairly consider Abramovic’s scream a form of oral aggression. More significantly, 

the openness of the scream does not always allow the audience to mark the beginning and 

end points of projection, introjection and projective identification. The scream instead 

calls for a continuum of vibrations, for an echo that sticks to our ears.  
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Both Not I and Freeing the Voice support the solos’ statement: in a space drawn 

by the voice, there is no essential either/or. Such distinctions are forces of self’s 

narcissistic attitude in the context of its schizoid nature. Melanie Klein explains this:  

When the ego-ideal is projected into another person, this person becomes 
predominantly loved and admired because he contains the good parts of 
the self. Similarly, the relation to another person on the basis of projecting 
bad parts of the self into him is of a narcissistic nature…33 

 
To reiterate, projection, introjection and projective identification engage the 

continuum between life and death instincts. The source of good and bad is the same, 

implying the inevitability of transformation of the bad into the good object, and vice 

versa. Such continuity requires understanding our urge to split, idealize and deny external 

objects. Segal here makes an important note by reminding us that splitting is also related 

to idealization, when idealization is heightened, approaching an illusion or “[denying] of 

the persecutor.”34 She writes, “When persecution is too intense to be borne, it may be 

completely denied… Another way in which omnipotent denial may be used against 

excessive persecution is by idealizing the persecuting object itself and treating it as 

ideal.”35 This is the moment of creating a “pseudo-ideal object.”36 

The mechanisms are the consecutive functions of creating the “pseudo ideal 

object.” After splitting the bad and good breast, the infant’s attempt to keep the good 

breast inside can be considered introjection; the attempt to keep the bad breast outside or 
                                                
33 Klein, Envy and Gratitude, 13.  
 
34 Segal, Introduction to the Work of Melanie Klein, 27. 
 
35 Ibid. 
 
36 Ibid. 
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destroy it completely can be considered projection, and the over-heightened denial of the 

bad object, or the idealization of the bad as the good, can be considered projective 

identification. For this reason, Klein introduces the last phase, projective identification as 

a combined operation of splitting, denial, and idealization. If the ego is defeated despite 

these mechanisms, the ego fails to be unified, and “disintegration of the ego” leads to 

psychopathological cases.37 In disintegration of the ego; “the ego fragments and splits 

itself into little bits in order to avoid the experience of anxiety.”38 

Here “splitting” is a very key term, as it operates to both integrate and disintegrate 

the ego (especially splitting in terms of concentration and coherence). Segal tells us in 

excessive splitting, repression might happen. Likewise, excessive anxiety and idealization 

distort reality; but they are also necessary phases of adult emotions and are connected. In 

line with this, projective identification is essential to relate self to others. Segal makes 

this point to show us how these defense mechanisms are also part of the ego structure in 

its development and how the so-called “normal individual” grows out of a paranoid-

schizoid position. More specifically, each of us develops a sense of empathy by means of 

projective identification. For instance, as Segal puts it, we all need a certain degree of 

anxiety and paranoia or idealization to be able to recognize the danger or worth of the 

external world. A considerable degree of splitting and idealization is a necessary function 

                                                
37 Ibid. 30. 
 
38 Ibid. 
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in the constitution of our personality and symbol formation. “Projective identification 

provides the basis of the earliest symbol-formation,”39 posits Segal.  

And what facilitates projective identification more and more noticeably? As I 

discussed above, the way the solos make us recognize the physical and psychic 

modalities of the voice suggests sound as the basis of such symbol-formation. Let us 

remember Anzieu’s notion of the sound envelope. It reiterates hearing as one of the most 

developed senses and sound as one of the most effective stimuli for a newborn. Babies 

primarily communicate through touch and sound. The reception and production of sound 

forms the patterns of physical movement and the symbols of communication. Prior to 

words, babies vocalize letters and syllables. They combine these sounds, make up words 

and tune them with dynamic melodic lines. Indeed, they perform the physicality of 

language, as Cage suggests.  

Solos encourage us to walk through such physicality. How can we vocally move 

from H7 to the house beyond B8? Of course, we will not treat these places literally. 

Instead we will come up with what they represent for us in a particular context. The 

melodic trip we will take between H7 and B8 can be infinite. We can split our 

vocalizations by highlighting every sonic instance, project these instances on places and 

things, treat them as separate stations, and figure a destination point intuitively. As such, 

H7 and B8 shall be both pseudo objects for us. The functions of projective identification 

seem to be a tool for map questing the solos.  

                                                
39Ibid. 37. 
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We tune our bodies to the acoustic ecology with our voices. Just like we trace the 

footsteps in front of us, we listen to the ambient sounds around us and then make a sound. 

Let’s consider some sonic instances from Solo 5: “ ing, u, cre, st…”40 We split the 

continuum of the sound and project these sound patterns outside. Yet, our voices do not 

completely become objectified figures, or leave our bodies. With his notion of “pure 

auto-affection,”41 Derrida reminds us that our voices are still proximate to us. We keep 

“u” inside, while projecting it somewhere outside. The body that meets “u” then becomes 

an extension of our own bodies, internal and external at the same time. When we hear an 

external sound, a hawk sound for instance, we imagine a body attached to that sound 

otherwise. Such imagination happens at the expense of our own bodies again. The 

process of receiving an external sound is already what psychoanalysis might call a 

primitive introjection, leading to a projection with our own voices. The two are not the 

same, but combined. With this combination, our voices operate as a liquid medium, 

accommodating external sounds, changing its shape, volume, texture, density, intensity 

and color in tune with the acoustic ecology. This process may be thought of as paranoid-

schizoid in its nature because of the voice’s constant change, precariousness and 

adjustment of reality.  

Rewinding the process shall help us analyze the paranoid-schizoid nature of the 

voice: The moment of projecting a vocal sound can be considered a splitting of the ego, 

                                                
40 Cage, Song Books, 13. 
 
41 Jacques Derrida. “The voice that keeps silence.” Speech and phenomena, and other 
essays on Husserl's theory of signs. Translated, with an introd., by David B. Allison. Pref. 
by Newton Garver, (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1973). 
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an acoustical residue of the moving voice, leading to a reaction first, and then to a 

response. Once met, a body projecting becomes an involvement with the meeting body’s 

“potential” response. By potential, I indicate the imagined response that we hear in mind. 

How does this body respond to my voice? The body’s response is still imagined, still my 

embodied thought, not yet the actual sound. This imagined response helps me be in the 

others’ acoustic ecology with a degree of recognition. This is the moment I consciously 

hear the actual sound, absorb it, make a sound in return and anxiously detect my vocal 

traces, according to left and right, back and forth, up and down. This detection brings the 

fragmentation of the voice, leading to a schizoid case of a contained and containing I.   

 

En Route to “Schizoid” Language: Wilfred Bion’s Constitution of “I” as “Container 

and Contained”   

Schizoid language derives from the schizoid nature of the voice. It implies a 

fragmented verbal thought. In New Directions in Psychoanalysis, Wilfred Bion explores 

the constitution of “I” at the heart of such fragmentation. Bion directly looks at some 

psychopathological cases. For instance, he refers to a schizophrenic’s treatment of 

language. A schizophrenic splits words into three modes: “as a mode of action, as a 

method of communication and as a mode of thought.”42 American psychiatrist N. 

Cameron is considered one of the first researchers to conduct empirical research of such a 

thought disorder. To test, Cameron asked twenty-five patients to complete a sentence: 

                                                
42 W.R.Bion. “Language and the schizophrenic,” New directions in psycho-analysis: the 
significance of infant conflict in the pattern of adult behaviour. Edited by Melanie Klein, 
Paula Heimann, R. E. Money-Kyrle ; with a pref. by Ernest Jones, (New York : Basic 
Books, 1957), 225. 
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“Your body makes a shadow because…”43 The results were an assortment of illogical 

explanations due to three dysfunctions. First, Cameron found “asyndetic thinking, that is, 

the substitution of loose clusters of terms for well-integrated concepts.”44 This does not 

allow the patient to make a selection or to establish distinctive causal relations. Second, 

Cameron analyzed “metonymic distortion,” that is the use of word approximations. Word 

approximations indicate “the substitution of a related term for the more precise definitive 

term.”45 One example is “because you have menu three times a day…”46 Here “menu” is 

substituted for eating. Lastly, Cameron observed interpenetration of themes.47 This refers 

to mixing “themes” with their “counter themes” which can be caused by any 

“preoccupations of a personal nature”48 as Cameran designates. 

Bion’s cases demonstrate these dysfunctions. Moreover, he highlights that when 

verbal thought is split, it is not simply the meaning that is affected but also the bodily 

sensation of contact with the outer world. Bion initially refers to Ludwig Wittgenstein’s 

Philosophical Investigations and states that meaning is a synthesis of various physical 

                                                
43 Peter J. McKenna and Tomasina M.Oh, Schizophrenic Speech: making sense of 
bathroots and ponds that fall in doorways, (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2005), 6.  
 
44 Ibid.  
 
45 Ibid. 7.  
 
46 Ibid. 7. 
 
47 Ibid. 6.  
 
48 Ibid. 8. 
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and social elements (sounds have to become words, words have to become sentences).49 

One of Bion’s schizophrenic patients demonstrates the failure of such synthesis. The 

patient cannot integrate the words. He has to split words into syllables to be able to 

generate a meaning. “If I can’t spell, I can’t think,”50 he says. During one of the later 

sessions, he cries and says, “Tears come from my ears now.”51 Bion qualifies this 

expression as an “impaired capacity for verbal thought.” The question is how to approach 

the source of such verbal impairment. To be able to deepen this question, Bion describes 

the patient’s body language, the context of conversation and his own responses in detail:  

…After this had been discussed it was seen that tears were very bad 
things, that he felt much the same about tears which came from his ears as 
he did about sweat that came from the holes in his skin when he had, as he 
supposed, removed blackheads or other such objects from the skin…When 
he told me that he couldn’t listen very well I took advantage of his remark 
to remind him that in any case we needed to know why his mind was full 
of such thoughts at the present juncture, and I suggested that probably his 
hearing was felt to be defective because my words were being drowned by 
the tears that poured from his ears…When it emerged that he couldn’t talk 
very well either I suggested that it was because he felt his tongue had been 
torn out and he had been left only with an ear… This was followed by 
what seemed to be a completely chaotic series of words and noises. I 
interpreted that now he felt he had a tongue but it was really just as bad as 
his ear – it just poured out a flow of destroyed language…I suggested that 
he felt he had a very bad and hostile object inside him which was treating 
our verbal intercourse to much the same kind of destructive attack which 
he had once felt he had launched against parental intercourse, whether 
sexual or verbal.”52  
 

                                                
49 Bion, “Language and the schizophrenic,” 227. 
 
50 Ibid. 229. 
 
51 Ibid. 231, 232. 
 
52 Ibid. 
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Bion’s final remark implies a parallel between vocalization and sexual intercourse. It is, 

of course, true that both share the “primary” inside-outside operation and lead us to 

imagine a fantasized object. The object in this particular case seems to be hostile, eating 

up the patient from inside. The patient cannot project it, as he cannot speak. What is this 

hostile object that tears the patient apart, destroys his tongue, ears and language then? 

How does it attack the patient’s body? How does it lead to a certain bodily sensation and 

a depressive mood that makes him aware of his own bodily destruction?  

Prior to the semantic reception of words, the sounds of the words attack the 

patient’s body. He cannot objectify or totalize the sounds, turn them into meaningful 

words. Sounds remain in the patient’s body as physical events, associated with a 

persecutory object. My analysis will not explain what this persecutory object is or can be. 

Instead, I intend to draw the reader’s attention to the physical and psychic function of 

sound. Schizophrenia cases give us occasion to understand such effects of sound, since it 

may allow us to focus on sound before and beyond a nominal code.  

In this patient’s case, sounds activate a mode of thought, not necessarily a mode 

of communication. For instance, the sounds of the analyst’s voice forces the patient to 

recognize his own bodily sensations and external world. The analyst triggers the patient 

with his voice for response. This facilitates a potential for the ego’s re-integration, 

resolution and, more importantly, the patient’s own vocalization.  

The moment of resolution comes with a state of depression. Melanie Klein has 

defined the depressive position as that “phase of development in which the infant 
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recognizes a whole object and relates himself to the object.”53 Depression implies 

patient’s acknowledgement of his state of “not making any sense.” This state develops a 

sense of guilt and responsibility, which leads the patient to recognize inside and outside 

as separate. Klein introduces the infant’s recognition of the mother’s body as a whole, the 

source of both good and bad, as a background to this definition.54 She then posits that 

such recognition lessens the projective identification and increases the introjective 

process.  

With the recognition, the patient tends to feel guilty and responsible for 

destruction of the object. This brings the opposite pattern of the paranoid-schizoid case: 

inwardly heightened distance between self and objects. In the paranoid-schizoid case, the 

fear of being destroyed by the outside heightens the degree of splitting, creates part-

object relations, leads to a lack of recognition of the whole and generates a close 

proximity between the inside and outside. In the depression case, the fear of destroying 

the outside heightens the degree of distance between self and objects, creates inwardness 

and leads to closure. As such, the depressive state activates a different thought process. It 

crystallizes the “abstraction of object, and its relation to other objects.”55  

This closure manifests itself in vocal expression. For a depressed patient, syllables 

are more likely and easily translated into words. Yet, how are they aurally projected? 

Even by common sense, we can say that depressed patients speak with a closed mouth, 

                                                
53 Segal, Introduction to Melanie Klein’s Work, 68. 
 
54 Ibid. 
 
55 Ibid. 69. 
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low frequency and controlled “vocal” gestures. Control seems to be a key term here, as 

depressed patients tend to control themselves and their environment from their own 

“presumed” destructiveness. The heightened control can be considered avoidance of aural 

projection, not making a sound at all. The process of vocalization here is limited to inner 

voice, speaking to one’s self, to a form of self-touch. This also offers a secure spot for not 

being attacked by an outer voice. As abstracted, the outer sounds are less fragmented for 

a depressed patient. They can find a holistic body and become a voice in the patient’s 

mind. Yet the patient seems to make the voice too distant to become audible. The 

controlled avoidance of aural projection blocks the body’s extension to another. And 

without an audible dialogue between self and objects, the body becomes unnoticed, not 

extended in a context, postponed indefinitely.   

Solos suggest a solution to this by not allowing the body to be postponed. The 

pieces force us to use our five senses on a continuum,56 making us unable to separate one 

sense from another. Here I would like to draw attention to two hypothetical performance 

scenarios.  

First, imagine that a performer appropriates the score in a forest. Walking through 

the forest, s/he attempts to locate sounds by looking at the trees, to get closer to them by 

touching, to listen to the surrounding sounds by hearing and to re-fill the body with air by 

smelling. This constructs a holistic bodily experience that is physically engaged, 

psychologically activated, personally discovered and deeply re-founded in the shared 

                                                
56 As I addressed in the introduction, French thinker Michel Serres highlights such 
continuum by metaphorically exemplifying our inter-sensory operation, in his book Five 
Senses. Michel Serres, Five Senses, Trans. Steven Connor, (New York, London: 
Continuum, 2009). 
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collective space. The sensory continuum generates an audible dialogue, which sharpens 

our attention to our body in a physical contingency.  

Second, imagine that a performer practices one of the solos in a culturally diverse 

urban spot. In this case, the performer would obviously be in a more explicitly articulated 

web of discursive variants such as population, social and economic stratification of the 

locals, quantity and quality of the public spaces in the area, physical lay out and 

architecture of the buildings, etc. One may think that the soundscape of the area would be 

more hybrid, noisier and even more complex. But do such aspects subordinate the 

performer’s sensory awareness? Or, on the contrary, does the practice of the solo enable 

the performer to remember the physical body, and indeed, to realize the ways in which 

the physical body situates and mediates itself in a particular social context?  I address the 

second scenario as juxtaposition to the first one.  

The first scenario is resonant with Cage’s explicit reference to nature and Thoreau 

in Song Books. It brings us back to the ideology of American transcendentalism that is 

associated with idealism as opposed to materialism. Transcendentalism does not deny the 

function of the material sense or empirical experience in perception. However, it attempts 

to go beyond the sense data to enable spirituality whereby only necessary and good 

actions of the human take place. Intuition—described as an innate category, similar to 

Kant’s apriori—holds the key to reach that level. Transcending the material life here 

encourages questioning the very limits of the material life itself. It does not indicate a 

substance-less spirituality otherwise. The reforms of this naturalist ideology contributed 

to expansion of the humanitarian values, enabled criticizing the existing order of the 

society and advocated for non-dogmatic inquiry, which later influenced American 
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pragmatism. Solos simply demand this attitude of constant inquiry. They ask for 

searching a physical environment via the human body and mind and vice versa. In doing 

so, they allow us to hear and re-configure our voices as an interface between the material 

outside and the psychic inside.  

Following this line of thought, the second scenario may not be a true 

juxtaposition. What could be the difference between singing the piece in a desert and in a 

crowded urban spot, other than experiencing arbitrary things or contextual artifacts in two 

different places? The bottom line is to found the human body—and here I would argue 

human voice—in a particular soundscape, which may give us a hand in pursuing our 

intuition and to better understand the limits of the inner self and the external world. 

Otherwise, the point is neither realizing how sublime the sounds of nature could be nor 

extending an array of sounds to the banalities of practical life with a “how to sing 

walking around” prospectus for performers. Instead, the point is to enable and perform 

various possibilities of the self, while projecting the voice to outside.  

For instance, what happens to the speech of “I,” when we are aware of our 

bodies? What happens to schizoid verbal thought, when the body is re-found? Let us 

trace Bion’s theory back. Bion invites us to consider language intertwined with sensation. 

In Elements of Psychoanalysis, for instance, Bion couples “sense,” the physical 

engagement, and “passion,”57 the feeling of “intensity and warmth” without “violence,”58 

with “myth,” the personal formulation that we all project in relation to external and 

                                                
57 Wilfred Bion, Elements of Psycho-analysis, (New York: Basic Books Pub, 1963), 11. 
 
58 Ibid. 13. 
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discursive world, as the three domains of “I.” “I” is thus containing and being contained 

in the world. Bion breaks the process of containment into steps:   

1. A. Beta (ß) elements: The earliest thoughts, which do not differ 
from things.  

2. B. Alpha elements: They are not the external objects, but the 
external outcomes based on sense impressions, creating dream 
thoughts 

3. C. Dream Thoughts:  
4. D. Pre-conception: State of expectation 
5. E. Conception: The coupling of pre-conception, or state of 

expectation with a constant.  
6. F. Scientific Deductive System: Logically related hypotheses and 

concepts 
7. G. Calculi: Rules of combination;  
8. H. Algebra59 

 
The steps explain our transfer from sensation to language. Though Bion’s analysis seems 

to suggest a linear or direct translation of sensation into language, his formulation does 

not dismiss the complex and circular dialogue between the two. To engage the Solo Voice 

3 and 4’s map, and to generate an authentic dialogue between “I” and wherever the map 

shows through a sensory continuum, we need to explore how Bion employs the vertical 

axis.  

Bion here refers to Klein’s notion of projective identification. Departing from 

symbol production, Bion refers to the functions of projective identification: development 

of thought and association between an object and a word. He exemplifies this by looking 

at a depressed patient, whose speech is grammatically unintelligible:  

…His actual speech was incomprehensible if I tried to unravel it by 
applying my knowledge of ordinary words and grammar…The words 
employed fall into an undisciplined pattern of sound. This pattern the 
patient believed he could see, because the words and phrases that he 

                                                
59 Ibid. 22, 23, 24. 
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uttered were believed by him to be embodied in the objects in the room. 
Having uttered actual objects not phrases the pattern that they formed 
supposedly revealed their meaning, and this meaning he expected he could 
now take back. The resemblance this bears to projective identification will 
be noted. The procedure I have just described qualifies as an attempt to 
establish thought, because although the verbalizations seemed to refer to 
the objects present, and to depend upon their being present, scrutiny 
showed that the objects were being used as signs to make thinking 
possible about objects that were not present…60   

 
Re-pairing the connection between sensation and language, Bion here gives us a 

significant clue about vocalization. Vocalization makes a thought present and an object 

sensible, if not always palpable. Objects become meaningful through a thought process 

built upon sensation. Words are the breaking points of such thought processes. Looking 

at clinical cases, my intention is to crystallize the role of sound in this thought process.  

Thought is of course a continuum. But in this patient’s case, what establishes 

thought as continuum is sound whose sensation requires a liquid stretch between human 

body and external objects. Sound, on the one hand, helps the patient recognize the 

presence of an object externally; on the other hand, it leads the patient to embody the 

very object and transform its body into an internal object. Where is the patient’s voice in 

this picture? We tend to reduce the production of the voice to vocal cords, to mouth, for 

instance. Yet voice is a holistic space of embodied sound, which both reflects and 

produces the presence of a whole body.  

In dialogue with Bion’s vertical axis, the solos suggest this horizontal axis of 

embodied sound: hearing sound, imagining its body, translating the body into a thought, 

locating the thought into context, articulating the context with a bodily space. Words 
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could become the bones of articulation. Wording is partial, yet voicing is the whole 

process, the whole act that fleshes the sound as embodied. The pieces encourage us to 

experience this process gradually, almost helping us discover the very process itself.  

 

Voice as Transitional Phenomena and Transitional Object: Donald Winnicott’s 

Playing and Reality 

If voice is the holistic space of embodied sound that facilitates inside and outside, 

can we analyze voice as a transitional phenomenon? Donald Winnicott’s theory of 

transitional objects helps us explore this question. To decode the transitional 

phenomenon, Winnicott focuses on the “intermediate area” between inside and outside. 

“Playing” and “reality” are functions of this area, bringing the notion of “reality check” 

back. Is the objectively perceived real? How do we then subjectively appropriate reality?  

With these questions in mind, Winnicott shifts our attention from the “first object 

relationships” to “first possession.”61 Accordingly, reality is checked by means of being 

and having. Playing is a series of acts that happen between having and being. To clarify, 

Winnicott suggests that we do our reality check through playing. It is perhaps for this 

reason that playing becomes a key term to understand the transitional phenomenon. More 

specifically, Winnicott explains the transitional phenomenon by applying it to thumb 

sucking:   

(i) with the other hand the baby takes an external object, say a part 
of sheet or blanket, into the mouth along with the fingers; or 

(ii) somehow or other the bit of cloth is held and sucked, or not 
actually sucked; the objects used naturally include napkins and 

                                                
61 Donald Winnicott, Playing and Reality, (New York: Basic Books, 1971), 4. 
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(later) handkerchiefs, and this depends on what is readily and 
reliably available; or 

(iii) the baby starts from early months to pluck wool and to collect 
it and to use it for the caressing part of the activity; less 
commonly, the wool is swallowed, even causing trouble; or 

(iv) mouthing occurs, accompanied by sounds of ‘mummum’, 
babbling, anal noises, the first musical notes, and so on.  

 
One may suppose that thinking, or fantasying, gets linked up with these 
functional experiences. All these things I am calling transitional 
phenomena. Also out of all this there may emerge some thing or some 
phenomenon perhaps a bundle of wool or the corner of a blanket or 
eiderdown, or a word or tune, or mannerism – that becomes vitally 
important to the infant for use at the time of going to sleep, and is a 
defense against anxiety, especially anxiety of depressive type. Perhaps 
some soft object or other type of object has been found and used by the 
infant, and this then becomes what I am calling a transitional object… As 
the infant starts to use organized sound (‘mum, ‘ta’, ‘da’) there may 
appear a ‘word’ for the transitional object…62  

 
As mentioned above, transitional phenomenon is not limited to object. It can be a mouth 

noise, a bodily sound or even a word. However, transitional phenomenon is eventually 

subject to become a transitional object due its functional presence. For instance, when the 

infant makes the “da” sound he uses that sound to relate himself to the mother. Here, 

Winnicott reminds us that the infant has control over the object. This control manifests 

itself both on conscious and unconscious levels. On a conscious level, the object has to 

survive love, hate, aggression and change manipulated by the infant.63 This refers to the 

operation of the object in the external world. On an unconscious level, the object has to 

be “diffused”64 by the infant, by which its meaning is neither completely forgotten nor 

                                                
62 Ibid. 5, 6. 
 
63 Winnicott lists the characteristics of the relationship between the infant and the 
transitional object. Ibid.7. 
 
64 Ibid. 
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completely lost. The diffusion indicates the object’s operation in the inner psychic world. 

The whole idea of playing then joints the processes of internalization and 

externalization.65  

To bring the question of whether voice can be considered a transitional 

phenomenon, a melding of the internal and the external, lets expand on the auditory 

experience exemplified by Winnicott above, in particular, the “da” sound. How does the 

infant’s “da” sound operate in the external world? Does it survive the infant’s 

manipulation? Or does it resist the manipulation with its physical qualities? Can “da” 

become a discrete object? Or does it diffuse without control? The physical production 

and reception of “da” is mobile and liquid. Translated into a concrete body, sound can be 

objectified. Yet it does not remain unchanged. The “da” sound takes the shape of the 

body it meets, while changing the very shape of the body. As such, it survives the infant’s 

love, hate and aggression; it cannot be completely controlled by the conscious attempt of 

the infant. Such resistance may prevent the “da” sound from becoming a controllable 

discrete object. In fact, such resistance reinforces the sound’s operation as diffusion. 

Winnicott argues that diffusion affects the “intermediate area” between the inner psychic 

reality and the external world, stimulating “playing” or “reality testing” between the 

                                                
 
65 Winnicott here draws our attention to the phenomenal status of the transitional object: 
“… in health the transitional object does not ‘go inside’ nor does the feeling about it 
necessarily undergo repression. It is not forgotten and it is not mourned. It loses meaning, 
and this is because the transitional phenomena have become diffused, have become 
spread out over the whole intermediate territory between ‘inner psychic reality’ and ‘the 
external world as perceived by two persons in common’, that is to say, over the whole 
cultural field.” Ibid. 
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conscious and the unconscious. Diffused, sound can be considered a transitional object 

that triggers playing and reality testing.  

Here it would be worthwhile to reassure what a transitional object is. “The 

transitional object is not an internal object (which is a mental concept)—it is a 

possession. Yet it is not (for the infant) an external object either,”66 writes Winnicott. In 

this conception, to what degree is possession related to having and being? If a transitional 

object is neither external nor internal, then it cannot be completely affiliated with having 

or being either. It is somewhere in between. It indeed bridges having and being. Then the 

possession that Winnicott addresses is not a material belonging, but a “sense” of 

belonging. 

Seemingly, the “da” sound is neither a self-sufficient internal object nor a 

complete external object. And it is a possession of that kind, creating a sense of 

belonging. This actually bridges the “da” sound to the voice, “da” at the expense of a 

whole embodied sound. Regardless of its partial articulation, “da” makes the infant’s 

body present as a whole voice. On the one hand the infant seems to “have” a particular 

voice, through which “da” seems to be stretched by a particular body that can be perhaps 

considered a material belonging. Yet on the other hand the infant seems to make a 

particular voice by the very means of “da.” Here the “da” sound may antecede the 

infant’s voice. Then it is also safe to argue that a sound may let the voice be.  

Both sides indeed help us situate voice between having and being. The infant’s 

voice is neither completely the infant’s material belonging nor completely the 
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respondent’s immaterial fantasy. It is rather a joining between the “objectively perceived” 

and the “subjectively conceived.”67 This intermediate area assures voice as a transitional 

object that fulfills “object-relating” and “object-using.”  

Winnicott differentiates the two. In the former, “the subject allows certain 

alterations in the self to take place, of a kind that has caused us to invent the term 

‘cathexis.’”68 The object starts to make sense for the subject. The subject is able to relate 

to the object through the mechanisms of projection, introjection and projective 

identification. Even though the subject physically and emotionally adjusts itself with such 

a relation, it is still a separate entity. The difference between object-relating and object-

using then derives from the level of subject’s involvement with the object. In the latter 

the subject appropriates the object in a functional way, as a part of the shared reality. 

Winnicott explains: “When I speak of the use of an object, I take object-relating for 

granted, and add new features that involve the nature and behavior of the object. For 

instance, the object, if it is to be used, must necessarily be real in the sense of being part 

                                                
67 Winnicott explains the “objectively perceived” and “subjectively conceived” as such: 
“The mother, at the beginning, by an almost 100 percent adaptation affords the infant the 
opportunity for the illusion that her breast is part of the infant. It is, as it were, under the 
baby’s magical control…The mother’s task is eventual task is gradually to disillusion the 
infant, but she has no hope of success unless at first she has been able to give sufficient 
opportunity for illusion. In another language, the breast is created by the infant over and 
over again out of the infant’s capacity to love or (one can say) out of need. A subjective 
phenomenon develops in the baby, which we call the mother’s breast…From birth, 
therefore, the human being is concerned with the problem of the relationship between 
what is objectively perceived and what is subjectively conceived of…The intermediate 
area to which I am referring is the area that is allowed to the infant between primary 
creativity and objective perception based on reality-testing.” Ibid. 15.  
 
68 Ibid. 118. 
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of shared reality, not a bundle of projections.”69 Winnicott argues that object-relating and 

object-using can only be possible by developing a capacity to do so. In the process, he 

draws our attention to the “roots of aggression,” and “destruction”:  

The assumption is always there, in orthodox theory, that aggression is 
reactive to the encounter with the reality principle; whereas here it is the 
destructive drive that creates the quality of externality…There is no anger 
in the destruction of the object to which I am referring, though there could 
be said to be joy at the object’s survival. From this moment, or arising out 
of this phase, the object is in fantasy always being destroyed. This quality 
of ‘always being destroyed’ makes the reality of the surviving object felt 
as such, strengthens the feeling tone, and contributes to object-constancy. 
The object can now be used.70 
 
Exploring the object, the subject relates to it. Destroying the object, yet 

witnessing its survival, the subject uses the object. As addressed above, I argue that voice 

fulfills both object-relating and object-using on the basis of sound’s diffused and resistant 

nature. The only implication about sound that Winnicott presents us is the mother’s body. 

Prior to this point, Winnicott seems to limit the examples of transitional objects to visible 

and tangible things. For instance, in one of his clinical cases, he mentions a string 

working as a transitional object for a young boy. In a following chapter, he talks about 

mother’s body as the ultimate transitional object. For him, the mother’s body has a mirror 

effect on the infant.71 The primary focus is not vision, however. Winnicott mentions 

“holding, handling and object presenting” as the “environmental functions” behind the 

                                                
69 Ibid. 120. 
 
70 Ibid. 125, 126. 
 
71 In “Mirror-Role of Mother and Family in Child Development” Winnicott states that 
“the precursor of the mirror is the mother’s face.”  Ibid. 149. 
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“mirror-role” of the mother.72 This contributes not to seeing the mother’s face in the first 

place, but to feeling mother’s body—and more specifically, the mother’s breast—with 

touch. In fact, in her diary, one of Winnicott’s patients directly aligns the need of 

touching and being touched with the continuity of breast experience. “There was no 

continuity of the breast experience with later touch and body contact by mother, and 

Nannis never filled the gap,” she writes.73 And later in one of her own commentaries, she 

posits, “I find that oral instinctual theme was temporarily abandoned in favor of the 

holding theme…”74 

Given that a newborn baby feels united with the mother’s breast, he doesn’t 

necessarily experience a distinction or separateness. In this case, the mother’s whole body 

seems to be the mirror or, as described by the patient above, the site of touch. Anzieu 

insightfully expands on this remark by drawing our attention to the mother’s voice. I 

intend to push this comment further and suggest that “listening to mother’s body” is 

essential to hearing mother’s voice. When united, the infant physically listens to the 

mother’s body. Let’s imagine the body as a container of sounds. It would not be wrong to 

say that the infant is able to hear the noises of his mother’s body, with every breath and 

move. This bodily recognition creates Winnicott’s “potential space.”  

                                                
72 Ibid. 150. 
 
73 Diary of Winnicott’s Patient, 9 May 1948, Society and Institute Records, British 
Psychoanalytical Society, P32/A, p.140. 
 
74 Some Observations on the Diaries, 1947-8, Society and Institute Records, British 
Psychoanalytical Society, P32/A, p 2. 
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Similar to the qualities of transitional object, potential space indicates an 

intermediate realm between the inside and outside. The necessary difference between the 

two, however, is their phenomenal status. Potential space is not an object. It is rather an 

experience that facilitates the inner and the outer world.75 My intention is not to find out 

whether voice can also be a potential space. As I mentioned above, the object-using and 

object-relating functions of embodied sound makes voice a suspect of transitional object. 

We can insightfully infer that the human voice is a tangible resource that stretches self to 

the external world. Potential space, however, seems to be a horizon of infinite 

experiences between self and the external world that is bounded with bodily recognition. 

This is perhaps why Winnicott employs potential space with the transitional object. As 

such, Winnicott retrieves the methods of playing—and thus reality testing—in a form of 

experience.  

Focusing on the theory of play, I suggest looking at voice both as a physical and 

phenomenal tool of playing. Winnicott’s theory of play includes four stages:  

(1) Baby and the object merge; (2) Baby is able to objectify the object, (3) 
The capacity of being alone; playing alone in front of someone else, 
supposedly mother; (4) The last stage is baby’s allowance to enjoy 
individual playing in a relationship; mother plays with the baby by 
watching the baby for instance; baby plays with his own object; allowing 
both parties’ enjoyment of the overlap between the two.76  

 
Accordingly, playing leads the baby to recognize himself and the external object alone 

and appropriate both the internal and the external environment with company. In the 

process, the baby uses his sensory and cognitive faculties both with self-awareness and 
                                                
75 Winnicott, Playing and Reality, 55. 
 
76 Ibid. 63, 64. 
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another’s company. Winnicott explains this process as “magic.” On the one hand, the 

baby is capable of making himself vulnerable to the external object, and, on the other 

hand, he is able to control the external object without anxiety:  

Play is immensely exciting. It is exciting not primarily because the 
instincts are involved… The thing about playing is always the 
precariousness of the interplay of personal psychic reality and the 
experience of control of actual objects. This is the precariousness of magic 
itself, magic that arises in intimacy, in a relationship that is being found to 
be reliable.77  

 
That way playing becomes therapeutic.78 The therapeutic affect of playing is also 

embedded in the physical activity of the baby. Physical distance and exposure to the 

object, physical involvement and intimacy with the object and physical excitement and 

arousal by means of the object are parts of the process, stimulating the baby’s search of 

the already existing and the presently found object. Winnicott, of course, reminds us here 

of the “primary play” that occurs between the mother’s breast and the baby.79 As he 

argues, this gives the baby a chance to feel his own body. Considering this idea, we can 

trace the voice in relation to playing. How does voice operate within the process of 

physical exposure, involvement, intimacy and arousal?  

This question brings us back to the “thumb-sucking” example that I indicated 

earlier. Yet, I invite you to consider Solo Voice 3 as our main example here. Being 

faithful to Thoreau’s Journal, let’s imagine an accessible Solo Voice 3 scene. According 

to the score, I need to go to northeast, moving from left to right upper side. The score also 

                                                
77 Ibid. 
 
78 Ibid. 67. 
 
79 Ibid. 109. 
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urges me to find my directions by actively making sound, and preferably with singing a 

melodic line: I depart from my apartment. Walking in the woods, I hear a crow sound. I 

listen, and greet him with a similar tune, high pitched, dirty and melismatic. I take the 

tune to the northeast simply by walking. I begin to sing a quartertone accompanied with 

the crow sound. Following the tune, I finally see the crow on the upper east. Recognizing 

it from a distance, the stereophonic audio of the crow feels closer. Then I come closer, 

and, finally, I am exposed to the crow yet not involved with it until it speaks to me with a 

louder voice. This time his voice sounds thicker, bounding my body. I read the score to 

the crow. There I am, having an unexpected dialogue with the crow and sharing a 

frequency level through which I am physically involved. Exciting it is; such physical 

proximity draws my attention to my vulnerable exposition to the crow and my ability to 

control it at the same time. I find myself using my inner and outer voices in full capacity, 

at once projecting my body with awareness but without fear. It would be safe to qualify 

this experience as a play of my voice and the experience of my voice as the holistic sound 

of my body.  

The embodied sound is the transitional object between the crow and myself. It 

helps me check whether there is “really” a crow around. In a way, with my voice I do the 

reality testing between the “objectively perceived” and the “subjectively conceived.” And 

that way, I also become aware of the potential space between the others and me as shared.  

  We cannot dismiss questioning the use of words in the piece here. What is the use 

of the words in the piece? Departing from specifics, it would be worthwhile to refer to a 

general remark on language. Wittgenstein suggests that language is the limit of our 

imagination. There is nothing beyond words. Our thoughts are limited to words. If we 
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have a clear idea, we should be able to say it. Yet we shall ask what bounds the words 

themselves, or what bounds the very act of saying. I will not anaesthetize this question 

here. Instead I intend to suggest a possible answer to this question. Based on the 

anecdotal experience of my Solo Voice 3 performance, the act of saying is bounded with 

embodied sound that is stimulated with inter-sensory triggers and physical and mental 

awareness.  

We can argue that the way we appropriate the shape, texture and dynamics of this 

sentence still depends on the perception of words, such as a word on the left, right, above, 

below, highlighted with capital letters, etc. Yet the way we vocalize a sentence is not a 

direct translation of the way the sentence is written. Language is not a simple 

constellation of words, and words are not static signs of mono references.  

As American phenomenologist Don Ihde indicates, the center of language is not 

words, but an expanded medium of bodily signification, engaging the physical and social 

context of a word.80 This leads us to question how we invent and communicate a word. 

Pursuing this question, I argue that embodied sound might be the key to the bodily 

signification and invention of a word as, Ihde reminds us. 

Paralinguistic sounds are crucial at this point. The spatial extension and minute-

by-minute analysis of a sound slows down the process of articulation, invention and 

communication of a word. Let’s recall a scene from My Fair Lady, the musical based on 

George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion.81 The main character, Eliza Doolittle, whose “bad” 

                                                
80 Don Ihde, Listening and voice : a phenomenology of sound, (Athens : Ohio University 
Press, 1976). 
 
81 Bernard Shaw, Pygmalion, (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1930).  
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English is properly “educated” and “civilized” by professor of phonetics Henry Higgins, 

resents words when he frustrates her with his indifference towards her love. In return, 

when one of Eliza’s admirers, Freddy, attempts to express his love through words, she 

explodes: 

Words! Words! Words! I am so sick of words… Don’t talk of June! Don’t 
talk of fall! Don’t talk at all! Show me! Never do I ever want to hear 
another word. There isn’t one I haven’t heard. Here we are together in 
what ought to be a dream. Say one more word and I’ll scream! … Please 
don’t “expl’ine,” show me! Show me! Show me now!82  

 
My Fair Lady is definitely a stretch to Cage’s solos. The play is about how speech—and 

voice—regulates class and social mobility. Nevertheless, it is also an effective example 

that simply and almost naively tells us how instead of words we need action to “make-

believe.”  

Solos emphasize action by moving our body with paralinguistic sounds. Going 

from one place to another, we physically and psychically extend our voices before and 

beyond words. Cage does not require us to say a sentence in a certain order or even to say 

a complete word. The score urges us to ask, what happens if we leave the letter “p” alone, 

the syllable “woo” as it is? What happens if we do not impose any pre-established 

reference to any of these sounds? Can we find our ways on the map by letting our bodies 

go with listening and making a sound? Asking these questions, we intuitively appropriate 

the directions (left, right, up, down) shown on the map, and genuinely find and use the 

sounds in and out of our body to relate ourselves to the external world.  

                                                
 
82 My emphasis. 
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Reinforcing embodied sound as a physical and phenomenal complexion, I argue 

that the human voice stands at the heart of this complexion as a transitional object 

between a word and a thought, which does the reality checking, creates play and realizes 

a personal extension between self and others. Solos reinforce the voice as such, with the 

map they suggest and the singing they require.  

 

Voice Repairs: Melanie Klein and Joan Riviere’s Love, Hate and Reparation  

Bridging the self and objects, voice then pairs things. What does voice repair by 

pairing? Does it repair loss? Does voice help us deal with guilt or survive aggression and 

hate? Does it make us love? To narrow down my questions, I refer to Klein’s concepts of 

love, guilt and reparation. In Love, Hate and Reparation, Joan Riviere draws the 

background to Klein’s conception:  

A baby at the breast is actually completely dependent on someone else, 
but has no fear of this, at least to begin with, he does not recognize his 
dependence. In fact a baby does not recognize anyone’s existence but his 
own (his mother’s breast is to him merely a part of himself – just a 
sensation at first) and he expects all his wants to be fulfilled. But what 
happens if these expectations and wants are not fulfilled? In a certain 
degree the baby becomes aware of his dependence…The baby cannot 
distinguish between ‘me’ and ‘not-me’; his own sensations are his world, 
the world to him; so when he is cold, hungry or lonely there is no milk, no 
well-being or pleasure in the world – the valuable things in life have 
vanished…This situation which we all were in as babies has enormous 
psychological consequences for our lives. It is our first experience of 
something like death, a recognition of the non-existence of something, of 
an overwhelming loss…And this experience brings an awareness of love 
(in the form of desire), and a recognition of dependence (in the form of 
need…).83 
 

                                                
83 Melanie Klein and Joan Riviere, Love, hate and reparation, (London: Hogarth Press 
and the Institute of Psychoanalysis, 1962), 8,9. 
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The tension between the recognition of existence—of me—and the recognition of non-

existence—of not me—seems to be the foundation of love.84 Departing from Kleinian 

theory, let’s fill in the blanks of “me” and “not me.” When the baby recognizes his body 

as a separate entity, he also recognizes his dependence on the mother, his needs and 

insufficiency. This invites us to consider the feeling of loss. The recognition of “me” as 

separate and dependent on the one hand assures a presence more than absence; on the 

other hand, it alerts absence and distinguishes “not-me.” The recognition of “not-me” is 

embedded in an unconscious unity, the baby’s involvement with his mother’s body. Not 

recognizing his body, the baby experiences false possession. By false possession, I mean 

the illusion of absolute unity. The baby is inclined to possess his mother’s body as his 

own body. In this picture, a separate yet dependent existence qualifies “me,” and false 

possession qualifies “not-me.” Love seems to evolve from the tension between the two. 

Where is voice in this picture? Does it mark “me” or “not-me?” Otherwise, does voice 

only feed the tension between the two?  

Let’s visit the tension, for instance. The tension shows us love as composure of 

life and death, of constructive and destructive drives. It reinforces the idea of the 

schizoid: the source of good and bad is same. As mentioned earlier, Klein qualifies this 
                                                
84 Tension between me and not-me, love and hate, are also explored by other 
philosophers. Two remarkable books should also be mentioned here: Renata Salecl, 
(Per)versions of Love and Hate, (London, New York: Verso, 1998), and Irving Singer, 
Philosophy of Love: A partial summing up, (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 
2009). Looking at literary texts such as The Age of Innocence and The Remains of the 
Day, Salecl questions how institutions produce and prohibit love. She focuses on the 
issue of “keeping desire alive,” and thus refers to Lacanian readings. Singer’s book on the 
other hand illuminates us about the historical foundation of romantic love, its relation to 
romanticism and idealism, and later its implications for existentialism, and even for 
democracy.  
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source as the mother’s body. The next question would be how the infant negotiates this 

mixture of good and bad. This introduces us to the process of reparation.  

Klein’s notion of reparation requires tearing the bad into pieces. After destruction 

comes reparation,85 writes Klein. Klein explains the evolution from destruction to 

reparation by referring to the period between babyhood and infanthood. Accordingly, the 

little boy or girl transfers his/her interest for mother’s nipples to an interest for the 

parents’ genital organs. The little girl wants to replace the mother, to be penetrated by the 

father’s genitals and to possess babies like the mother. The little boy wants to replace the 

father and wants to give babies to his mother by engulfing her genitals. This unconscious 

drives, of course, leads to “mixed feelings of love and hate,” of “aggression and guilt.”86  

The child survives mixed feelings by means of projection. Projecting the bad or 

the good onto an external object helps him separate love from hate, his body from other 

bodies. Freud’s Mourning and Melancholia87 reminds us that when projection cannot be 

reflected onto a substitute object, the ego regresses and becomes the object itself. This 

leads to positive narcissism, mourning and melancholia, as Freud puts it.  

As seen with Freud, there is a substitute in Kleinian picture. The child projects 

aggressive feelings on her mother or father on the one hand, but feels guilty and 

responsible for being aggressive and destroying them on the other. These mixed feelings 

produce the state of insecurity, which indeed derives from the “fear of losing mother,” 

                                                
85 Ibid. 61. 
 
86 Ibid. 65. 
 
87 Sigmund Freud, Mourning and Melancholia, (London: Hogarth Press, 1957). 
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coupled with the early detachment of the child from the mother, as Riviere argues. We 

shall revisit this fear of loss also as the child’s “fear of recognizing himself.” Once this 

happens, he attempts to shift the tension and attention to another source that is usually 

foreign to him. For instance, Klein crystallizes the idea of “exploration for a new 

territory” as a “replacement of the loss of the mother,” as an attempt “to seek the 

‘promised land’ flowing with milk and honey.”88 The next step towards reparation is the 

exploration of a foreign territory to substitute what is destroyed. What is then afterward?  

Klein concludes by remarking “we are able to love others in the true sense of the 

word, if we have forgiven our parents for the frustrations we had to bear”; in other words, 

“we are able to ‘give and take’ only if we can repair the damage we experienced through 

our parents.”89 Once we acknowledge what comes after the damage, we increase the 

possibility of reality check.  

This is where I would like to bring the human voice, and in particular the voice 

encouraged in Solo Voice 4, back. An excerpt from the score, Example 6 introduces us to 

the similar structure of the piece. Based on Solo Voice 3’s directions and instructions, 

Solo Voice 4 employs different words and different departure and arrival points. 

However, its premise is the same. We do establish a dialogue between the external world 

and the internal self through voice. Mapping the locations, both Solo Voice 3 and 4 help 

us realize our dependency on a particular physical and social environment. Prior to 

                                                
88 Klein and Riviere, Love, Hate, Reparation, 104. 
 
89 Ibid. 119. 
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projecting any vocalization to a concrete place or object, we listen to the concrete sounds 

of the place more closely.  

 

        

Figure 30: Cage, Solo Voice 4, 9. 

 

However, even if we locate a sound in space or position our bodies in relation to a sound, 

we cannot pinpoint it as a discrete or palpable unit. The tangible aspect of sound can only 

be felt on our own bodies. Sound’s oscillation between appearance and disappearance, 

and its circulatory presence as only felt on body reminds us of the loss of an external 

object on the one hand and of the internal limits of the human body on the other. Thus, 

the experience of sound leads to the “recognition of me.”  

Recognition of me distinguishes the “recognition of not me” as well. As I inferred 

above recognition of not-me derives from false possession, from an illusion of absolute 

unity. This indeed highlights the following questions: where does my body start; where 
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does it end?  Is my body my possession that absolutely unites me with the map? And how 

does the voice that I found in and out of my body verify such possession?  

Despite drawing the locations on the map, neither Solo Voice 3 nor Solo Voice 4 

seem to mark the limits of my body. Regardless of new departure and arrival points, the 

map only invites us to follow certain directions. This implies a personal appropriation of 

the body’s physical and imaginary limits and the body’s ephemeral openness.90  

Solo Voice 5’s portrait explicitly indicates this idea. Imagining the new locations, 

going east or right might be also conceptually shifted along with the body itself. Then we 

invite our bodies to adjust itself to its environment. The fluidity and plasticity of the body 

makes such physical and phenomenal stretch possible. In this picture, the bodies we have 

are neither our absolute possession nor our absolute unity.  

 We shall then reformulate the very question posed above. Instead of asking where 

our bodies start and end, let’s ask what makes our bodies open, liquid and flexible. This 

question links sound to voice. The function of the voice is to extend the body to other 

sounds. Singing a melody, searching a pitch, humming a word, deeply breathing followed 

by stretching your arm to a tree, making your footsteps loud enough to be heard by a bird, 

or heavily exhaling while running away from a dog shall be considered vocal moments 

that constitute a voice.  

Vocal moments are moments of surprise, leading to constantly finding our voices 

both in and out of our bodies. The sounds of the voice fuel us with fear of loss. This is not 

to say that we cannot have a particular or unified body. Quite the contrary, we do have 

                                                
90 By ephemeral openness, I do not indicate a metaphysical state.  
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particular and unified bodies; nevertheless, the particularity is not absolute or ideal, but 

concrete and open to change.  

The experience of Solo Voice pieces makes us envision the voice as such: a 

concrete, yet fluid and dynamic, network of senses. Let’s ask then: what do the solos 

repair? Embodying us with our physical environment, the voice in the solos repairs 

personal loss. Klein and Riviere posit that reparation is not a defense mechanism.91 

Reparation of loss is indeed the ego’s adaptation to reality, which comes with action 

toward acknowledgement.92  

Prior to acknowledgement, there are phases of projection, destruction and escape. 

The pieces help us take action on these states. They directly urge us to project our 

internal turmoil onto substitute objects through voice. We beat the cause of loss, the 

persecutory object that eats us from inside, by projecting vocals onto a physical 

environment; we tear it into bits not simply through self-talk but also through a split 

reverberant dialogue with other physical objects, things or beings; and then we become 

aware of our own voice’s echo even if we choose to walk away. Respectively, we visit 

the states of destruction, escape and acknowledgement in this dialogue. In that way, the 

solos prevent us from positive narcissism, from being self-sufficient and turning our ego 

into a complete object. They instead perpetuate the tension between “me” and “not me.” 

Then the solos suggest a reality check of the voice itself: the physicality of the voice and 

body feeds me back, yet the liquid extension of the voice projects “not-me” forward. 

Present and absent as sound, voice engages both life and death drive. And as sound, it 
                                                
91 Ibid. 95. 
 
92 Ibid. 
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makes us believe that we can survive the mixed complexion of the two, and more 

significantly, love.  
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Conclusion 
 
 
 after word: voice as no-thing, as point of zero 
 

Before or after word, there is always sound. Exploring the perceptive, 

experiential, and imaginative aspects of sound in contemporary music, this dissertation 

proposed expanding on the definition of the human voice. In light of sound’s touch, it 

suggested voice as skin.  

Discussing spatiality of atmospheric sounds, performativity of paralinguistic 

utterances and kinesics, and multiplicity of speech and other bodily sounds, I attempted 

to designate the voice as an assemblage of corporeal sounds that goes beyond the 

discursive limits of the self. In other words, I argued that voice as embodied sound 

mobilizes the language and self. This idea enables us to bring historically, culturally and 

aesthetically differentiated identities closer. It urges the recognition of similarity by 

means of difference.   

 I would like to conclude with opening the notion of skin-voice to a new discussion 

question: What is the value and significance of realizing the voice as skin-voice in life? I 

suggest that skin-voice might establish a site of interpersonal subjectivity between self 

and other, a zone of constructive tension where embodied sounds make discursive 

differences and similarities interchangeable. A negative space, voice then becomes 

neutral and contingent at the same time.  
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Consider André Green’s theory of negative narcissism as death drive, which is the 

narcissism that results in the destruction of the self. In his The Work of the Negative,1 

Green explains why negativity is required for a truthful intersubjectivity. “Intersubjective 

confrontation demands greater rigour in restoring to negativity because it implicates 

another subject, not only as an interlocutor but as a constituent part of the experience in 

which he must be included without being controlled,” he writes.2  

 The idea of the “negative” in psychoanalysis indeed owes its conceptual reference 

to Hegelian phenomenology. Presence derives from absence. Let us translate this idea to 

an everyday saying: we do not really know the value of something unless we lose it. 

Lacan, yet also addressed by Freud, mostly articulates this notion of lack and loss. 

Psychoanalysis couples lack with desire, and associates desire with the external sources. 

Negativity seems to be related to the loss or lack of these external sources, and thus, to 

desire. As related to loss and desire, the meaning of negativity however becomes 

contested. Green explains the variety of meanings in four aspects: negative contrary to 

positive including struggles in between, destroying the positive and eventually destroying 

itself; negative as interchangeable with positive, that is the point of reference of negative 

and positive is arbitrary and thus essentially neutral; negative as latent, that is not fully 

comprehensible or distinguishable from positive; and last negative as nothing, that is 

                                                
1 André Green, The Work of the Negative, translated by Andrew Weller, (London: Free 
Association Books, 1999). Another text raises the same questions is Life Narcissism 
Death Narcissism. André Green, Life Narcissism Death Narcissism, translated by 
Andrew Weller, (London: Free Association Books, 2001).  
 
2 Ibid., 15.  
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negative contrary not to an active positive but to “nothingness.”3  

 Green’s work of the negative seems to draw attention to this last aspect, 

nothingness. In doing so, it does not necessarily deal with a state of active negative 

versus positive, or active subject versus object. Instead, it draws attention to a more latent 

and internal force that blurs the distinction between these positions: drive. The ultimate 

goal here is to show us how desire reproduces the separation between object and subject. 

By addressing the notion of drive, Green attempts to bring desire to “zero level,” and to 

undo this separation. Two functions play part here: “objectializing” and 

“disobjectializing.” The former refers to ego’s appropriation of the object, while 

assimilating, transforming, and re-creating it. Here appropriation of the object is 

synonymous with the ego’s investment in relating itself to the object. The latter indicates 

disengagement with the object, which automatically suggests the destruction of the 

object, the death drive in Freud’s terms. Green reads the death drive similar to “negative 

as nothing,” which seems to evolve from “negative as latent.” Thus the death drive is not 

simply endemic to the fully destroyed or dead but also to the “yet to be born.” As Green 

argues, drive is an internal force– endosomatic or flowing from within, as Freud posits – 

of the body that accommodates this idea.   

  Drawing his drive-based theoretical paradigm, Green introduces us to other 

theories’ readings of the drive. For Freud, drive is a “limit-concept between the psychical 

and somatic.”4 For Klein, it is the relation partner of fantasies. For Lacan, it is the 

                                                
3 Ibid. 16, 17.  
 
4 André Green, The Chain of Eros: The sexual in psychoanalysis, (London: Karnac 
Books, 2002), 83.  
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“prehistoric other” which is subject to being prisoned in language. For Laplanche, it is the 

“enigmatic signifier,” which cannot be fully translated into a semantic code.5 And for 

Winnicott, it is synonymous with “primary creativity.”6  

  In this drive-based paradigm, perhaps skin-voice helps us engage an understanding 

of the shared continuum of sensation and perception before and beyond language, deal 

with the desire – the lack – that language creates. In other words, bringing the “desire” of 

language to “zero level,” skin-voice can guide us to a zone of constructive tension where 

embodied sounds make discursive differences and similarities reciprocal.   

 

                                                
5 Ibid. 95-96.  
 
6 Ibid. 71.  
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